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The New Neonatal Dilemma: Live Births 
from Late Abortions

Nancy K. Rhoden*

I. Introduction

Suppose a fifteen-year-old girl is pregnant, but due to ignorance, denial, or 
fear, she does not realize or admit it until after quickening,1 when she feels her 
baby kick.2 She consults a physician, who estimates that she is twenty or 
twenty-one weeks pregnant,3 and schedules an abortion. The abortion is per
formed at what the physician believes to be the twenty-second week of preg
nancy, but, as is not uncommon, the estimate is inaccurate by a week or ten 
days.4 To the parties’ shock and dismay, a baby boy emerges showing signs of 
life. After some agonizing, the doctors rush the infant to the neonatal intensive 
care unit (N.I.C.U.), where he is resuscitated, intubated, suctioned, placed on a 
respirator, and treated as aggressively as possible.5 His extreme prematurity, 
coupled with damage that the abortion procedure caused, results in various 
medical problems—respiratory distress syndrome, bone fractures, intraven
tricular brain hemorrhages, multiple infections, and so on.6 Despite these 
problems, the baby lives and after four months in the N.I.C.U. is ready either

* Assistant Professor of Law. The Ohio State University College of Law. I wish to thank the follow
ing for their comments on earlier drafts of this article: John Arras, Nancy Erickson, Ruth Macklin, 
John Robertson, and Alan Weisbard. 1 also am grateful to the physicians who took the time to speak 
with me about these issues.

1. Quickening usually occurs between 17 and 20 weeks. Reynolds, Feta! Physiology, in Obstetrical 
Practice 78, 95 (S. Aladjem ed. 1980).

2. This situation is not particularly unusual, especially among teenagers. Interview with Dr. Thomas 
Kerenyi, Clinical Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Mt. Sinai Medical Center, in New York City 
(Apr. 8, 1983) [hereinafter cited as Kerenyi interview]. Women who seek late abortions typically are 
poor, young, and poorly educated. See infra note 31 and accompanying text (discussing characteristics 
of women who seek late abortions).

3. The duration of a pregnancy (or age of the fetus) can be measured either from the first day of the 
woman's last menstrual period (gestational age) or from the date of conception (conceptional age). See 
Note, Roe v. Wade and the Traditional Legal Standards Concerning Pregnancy. 47 Temp. L.Q. 715, 735- 
36 (1974). The former, the more commonly used standard of gestational age, will be used here. See 
Williams Obstetrics 923 (16th ed. 1980) (defining full-term pregnancy from date of onset of last 
menstrual period). By this standard, the average duration of pregnancy is 40 weeks (two weeks longer 
than duration figured from conception). 47 Temp. L.Q. at 736 n.148.

4. See Stubblefield. Abortion vs. Manslaughter, 110 Archives of Surgery 790, 791 (1975) (discuss
ing medical and legal problems posed by physicians’ inability to predict viability with complete accu
racy). To estimate gestational age in utero. physicians use ultrasonic scanning to measure the biparietal 
diameter of the fetus’ head and then rely on charts which correlate diameter with gestational age. 
While this is the most accurate method of measurement, it can be inaccurate by a factor of one to two 
weeks on either side of the predicted age. Id. See Behrman & Rosen, Report on the Viability and 
Nonviability of the Fetus, in Research on the Fetus 12-1, 12-8 app. (National Comm'n for the 
Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research 1975).

5. Initial resuscitation may require artificial ventilation with a mask, use of an endotracheal or naso
tracheal tube, and external cardiac massage. If the infant has aspirated fluid, it will also have to be 
intubated and suctioned by mouth-to-tube suction until watery mucus is obtained. See Behrman & 
Rosen, supra note 4, at 12-16 (evaluating changes in neonatal survival rates and medical technology 
from 1965 to 1975).

6. See infra text section 111 (discussing problems faced by extremely premature infants and tech
niques doctors use to treat them).

1451
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to go home with the mother, if she chooses to keep him, or to be put up for 
adoption. Unfortunately, the brain hemorrhages have left him with what will 
probably be severe to profound retardation, as well as other neurological 
defects.7

This scenario, with its various alternatives of nontreatment of the liveborn 
infant, death of the infant despite treatment, or a somewhat more favorable 
prognosis for the infant, has in the past occurred quite rarely.8 Even as an 
infrequent event it raises innumerable moral and legal dilemmas. But recent 
technological advances in medicine may be increasing the frequency of its oc
currence.9 One technological change concerns abortion procedures. An in
duced abortion is ordinarily considered a medical procedure with dual 
functions: removal of the fetus10 from the woman’s body and termination of 
the fetus’ life.11 Fetal death traditionally has been a necessary and unavoidable 
consequence of removing the fetus from the womb before it is viable, i.e., ca
pable of surviving outside the womb, albeit with artificial aid,12 and of tissue 
destruction that the abortion procedure itself has caused. The feticidal tech
nique of saline amnioinfusion, however, which until recently was the only 
method of late abortion other than hysterotomy,13 is no longer the only non- 
surgical technique. In the mid-to-late 1970s, the use of prostaglandins became 
widespread.14 These substances simply induce premature labor, making live 
births much more common.15 Additionally, tremendous advances in neonatal

7. For a description of actual cases of live births, see Kleiman, When Abortion Becomes Birth: A 
Dilemma of Medical Ethics Shaken by New Advances, N.Y. Times, Feb. 15, 1984, at Bl, col. 1 (describ
ing case at Beth Israel Medical Center, New York, where fetus believed to be 22 weeks, but which was 
in fact 25 or 26 weeks, lived, though with severe brain damage); Long, Aborted Abortion, Cleveland 
Plain Dealer, May 8, 1984, at 1-B, col. 1 (describing case at Kettering Medical Center outside Dayton, 
Ohio where estimate of gestational age was even more inaccurate and where infant eventually went 
home with her natural parents).

8. During 1973, there were seven live deliveries and one survival following 5,151 abortions in New 
York state (live delivery ratio of 1.2 per 1000). Bok, Nathanson, Nathan & Walters, 7he Unwanted 
Child: Caring for the Fetus Born Alive After an Abortion, 6 Hastings Center Rep. 10, 13-14 (Oct. 
1976) [hereinafter cited as Bok].

9. One recent newspaper article describes six live births at Madison, Wisconsin hospitals in the past 
10 months from second-trimester abortions. Cleveland Plain Dealer, Mar. 23, 1983, at 15-A, col. 3. See 
infra notes 48 to 52 and 66 to 77 and accompanying text (discussing studies of rate of live births in late 
abortions).

10. This article will use the term “fetus” to refer only to the fetus z« utero, while the term “abortus” 
will refer to the fetus ex utero, whether it is alive or dead, viable or nonviable. Kass, Determining Death 
and Viability in Fetuses and Abortuses, in Research on the Fetus 11-1 app„ 11-2 app. (The National 
Comm’n for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research 1975). The 
term “abortus” is less cumbersome than the phrase “infant bom live from an abortion.” It does not 
imply that the status of the abortus differs from that of an infant bom spontaneously.

11. Definitions of abortion often note the intent to produce a nonviable fetus. See Center for 
Disease Control. Abortion Surveillance: Annual Summary 1977 7 (U.S. Dep’t of Health, Edu
cation and Welfare, Public Health Service 1979) (defining abortion as termination of pregnancy prior to 
completion of 20th menstrual week of gestation and termination after 20th week intended to produce a 
nonviable fetus) [hereinafter cited as CDC 1977 Report], This article will use the term “abortion” as 
meaning a procedure intended both to remove the fetus from the womb and to cause its death.

12. Kass, supra note 10, at 11-6 app.
13. See infra notes 100 and 101 and accompanying text (discussing abdominal hysterotomy).
14. See CDC 1977 Report, supra note 11, at 4. See infra text Section II (describing various second- 

trimester abortion techniques).
15. According to one study, live births may occur in as many as eight percent of second-trimester 

abortions performed by prostaglandin amnioinfusion. Stubblefield, Noftolm, Frigoletto & Ryan, Lami
naria Augmentation of Intra-Amniotic PG F2d for Midtrimester Pregnancy Termination, 10 Pros
taglandin 413, 420 (1975) [hereinafter cited as Stubblefield, Laminaria Augmentation],
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intensive care technology have given physicians the power to save the lives of 
extremely premature infants who would have been beyond hope only a few 
years ago.16 Therefore, as a consequence of technological progress, fetuses now 
become viable at a significantly earlier point in pregnancy.17

16. See infra notes 127 to 149 and accompanying text (discussing progress in last decade in saving 
extremely premature newborns).

17. Today 50% of liveborn infants weighing less than 1000 grams (2.2 pounds) survive, compared 
with less than 10% just 20 years ago. Budetti & McManus, Assessing the Effectiveness of Neonatal Inten
sive Care, 20 Med. Care 1027, 1031 (1982).

18. According to one doctor: “It makes us all schizophrenic . . . . Nowadays we are asked to termi
nate a pregnancy that in two weeks doctors on the same floor are fighting to save.” Statement of Dr. 
Richard Hausknecht, Associate Clinical Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology at Mt. Sinai Hospital, 
in New York City, as quoted in Kleiman, supra note 7.

19. See Kass, supra note 10, at 11-2 app. (explaining terminology). For example, in Roe v. Wade, 
410 U.S. 1 13 (1973), the Supreme Court assumed that even after viability an abortion would terminate 
the fetus' life. See infra note 184 and accompanying text (quoting Roe's description of hardships 
caused by undesired pregnancy). Had the Court believed that fetuses could survive an abortion it might 
have permitted abortions, in the sense of womb emptyings, after viability rather than before. Wikler, 
Ought We to Try to Save Aborted Fetuses?, 90 Ethics 58, 62 n.7 (1979) (quoting John Robertson). In 
the last few years, writers have begun to distinguish these two facets of abortion. Id.; Ross, Abortion 
and the Death of the Fetus, 11 Phil. & Pub. Aff. 232, 234 (1982).

20. See generally Ross, Mortality and Morbidity in Very Low Birthweight Infants, 12 Pediatric An
nals 32 (1983).

21. See infra notes 284 to 314 and accompanying text (discussing abortions because of fetal genetic 
defects).

While modern medicine has triumphed in saving these premature infants, 
the availability of this lifesaving technology for a premature infant whose de
livery is not spontaneous, but rather is artificially induced, has created a medi
cal, moral, and legal nightmare for the woman having the abortion, the 
physician and staff performing it, and the society which, although ambiva
lently, grants the woman the right to abort.18 Writers on abortion have gener
ally assumed, reasonably enough, that removing the fetus from the womb 
(“womb-emptying”) would necessarily result in its destruction (“feticide”).19 
In the live-birth situation, however, womb-emptying and feticide have di
verged; removing the fetus has unexpectedly failed to destroy it. This raises 
the question of whether the fact of the abortion, and the common justifications 
for abortion, are relevant to the decision whether to treat such an infant. If 
they are not, and doctors must try to save infants born from abortions, what is 
the scope or extent of their duty? Must they always provide treatment, no 
matter how slim the infant’s chances of survival or how dismal its prognosis? 
This in turn raises the controversial issue of nontreatment of handicapped or 
“defective” newborns, because extremely premature infants are far more likely 
than other infants to be mentally retarded or to have other serious problems.20 
While this issue is extraordinarily complex, if we conclude that treatment deci
sions for abortuses should be similar to treatment decisions for other 
newborns, how do we resolve the peculiarly thorny problem of abortions for 
genetic defects, which are necessarily performed after week nineteen?21

Additional legal issues include whether the physician must seek parental au
thorization before treating an infant born from an abortion. If so, what hap
pens if the mother refuses to consent? If treatment is given nonetheless, who 
should be legally responsible for the costs of intensive care? Could a hospital 
and physicians who sustain the life of a severely retarded or handicapped in
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fant potentially be liable for the infant’s “wrongful birth” or “wrongful life”?22

22. See infra notes 208 to 221 and accompanying text (discussing possible physician liability based 
on wrongful birth and wrongful life theories when live birth results from abortion).

23. 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
24. Id. at 163.
25. Birth Results from Transferred Embryo, N.Y. Times, Feb. 4, 1984. at A6, col. 1; Newsweek, Aug. 

1, 1983, at 48; "Prenatal Adoption" is the Objective of New Technique, N.Y. Times, June 14. 1983, atCl, 
col. 4. The technique of in vitro fertilization, by which a woman's egg cell is fertilized outside her body 
and then reimplanted, is by now routine. See The First Test Tube Baby, Time, July 27, 1978, at 1 
(discussing birth of first child conceived /n vitro).

26. See Note, Choice Rights and Abortion: The Begetting Choice Right and State Obstacles to Choice 
in Light of Artificial Womb Technology, 51 S. Cal. L. Rev. 877 (1978) (discussing potential impact of 
artificial womb technology on woman’s right to opt for abortion and to deny permission for artificial 
gestation).

We also must ask how the live-birth dilemma, and the changes in medical 
technology that it reflects, will affect second-trimester abortions. If a fetus is 
potentially viable, must physicians use the abortion technique which is least 
likely to harm it? Alternatively, can an abortion method be chosen precisely 
because it is feticidal? The ultimate question is whether, as viability occurs 
earlier in pregnancy, a woman’s right to abort will necessarily become more 
and more circumscribed. In Roe v. Wade,23 the Supreme Court held that the 
state’s interest in potential life becomes compelling when the fetus becomes 
viable.24 As viability occurs earlier, therefore, the state’s interest in preserving 
the fetus likewise becomes compelling earlier, with the ironic result that Roe 
soon may become a “right-to-life” decision. Will increasing restriction of the 
abortion right ultimately eliminate genetic abortions? Is there any limit to the 
narrowing of the abortion right?

These questions, and many others, are emerging as medical technology dog
gedly pushes back the time at which a fetus is viable. We have just witnessed 
the development of techniques for transferring an embryo from one woman’s 
womb to another’s.25 In the future, we could possibly develop techniques to 
gestate artificially an embryo at any stage of development,26 or even to trans
plant a fetus rather than an embryo. The question then may arise as to 
whether a woman who wishes to have her embryo removed has the right to 
specify that no one receive it in a transplant or artificially gestate it. These 
developments, which could render even first-trimester abortions, at least fetici
dal ones, problematic, are for the future, however. Current difficulties are suf
ficiently severe in themselves. Therefore, the focus of this article will be 
limited to issues raised by either existing technology or techniques and refine
ments reasonably anticipated in the near future. With this limitation, this arti
cle will first describe the techniques of abortion and the state of neonatal 
technology and will ask whether abortuses should be saved. It then will ana
lyze the scope of a physician’s duties to a live-born abortus and will consider 
the special problem of genetic abortions. Finally, it will assess the future of 
second-trimester abortions.

II. Second-Trimester Abortion Techniques

Although today the great majority of abortions are performed during the 
first twelve weeks of pregnancy, about eight to ten percent of abortions in 
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America are performed between the thirteenth and approximately the twenty
fourth week.27 Since 1973, the percentage of second-trimester abortions has 
declined significantly.28 Nonetheless, the number of abortions performed in 
the United States increases every year.29 Second-trimester terminations ac
count for nearly 100,000 abortions a year.30

27. CDC 1977 Report, supra note 11, at 4 (during 1977 more than 90% of abortions performed at 
less than 13 weeks gestation). See also C. Tietze, Induced Abortion (1979) (reviewing statistics on 
abortion) [hereinafter cited as Tietze 1979], This figure has remained relatively constant. See Center 
for Disease Control, Abortion Surveillance: Preliminary Analysis, 1979-80— United States, 32 Morbid
ity & Mortality Weekly Rep., Feb. 11, 1983, at 62 (10% of abortions in 1980 performed after week 
13) [hereinafter cited as CDC, 1979-80 Report}.

28. Tietze, Second Trimester Abortion: A Global View, in Second Trimester Abortion 1, 3-4 (G. 
Berger, W. Brenner & L. Keith eds. 1981) [hereinafter cited as Tietze 1981]. In 1972, second-trimester 
abortions constituted 17.9% of all abortions. CDC, 1979-80 Report, supra note 27, at 62, 63.

29. The total number of legal abortions passed one million in 1975 and reached 1.27 million in 1977. 
Tietze 1979, supra note 27, at 20. These figures are derived from surveys undertaken by the Alan 
Guttmacher Institute, Washington, D.C. Although the Center for Disease Control (CDC) lists the 
number of abortions in 1977 as 1,079,430, CDC 1977 Report, supra note 11, at 1. authorities seem to 
agree that not all abortions performed in this country are reported to the CDC. Tyler, Cates. Shulz, 
Selik & Smith, Second-Trimester Induced Abortion in the United States, in Second Trimester Abor
tion 13, 15 (G. Berger, W. Brenner & L. Keith eds. 1981) [hereinafter cited as Tyler],

30. Tyler, supra note 29, at 16.
31. Tietze 1979, supra note 27, at 61; Kerenyi & Den, Intraamniotic Instillation of Saline and Pros

taglandin for Mid-Trimester Abortion, in Pregnancy Termination: Procedures, Safety, and New 
Developments 254, 259 (G. Zatuchni. J Sciarra & J. Speidel eds. 1978).

32. Tietze 1979, supra note 27, at 61.
33. Id. at 62. See generally Schulman, Second Trimester Abortion: Techniques and Complications, in 

Gynecology & Obstetrics 1 (J. Sciarra ed. 1982) (given particular groups of women who have late 
abortions, percentage of second-trimester abortions not likely to fall below Sweden's six percent).

34. Second-trimester abortions are responsible for more than half of the preventable maternal deaths 
from abortions. Tyler, supra note 29, at 16.

35. Kerenyi, Hypertonic Saline Instillation, in Second Trimester Abortion 79 (G. Berger, W. 
Brenner & L. Keith eds. 1981) [hereinafter cited as Kerenyi, Saline Instillation.]

Women who seek late abortions generally are poorly educated, have a low 
socio-economic status, and are very young.31 One author suggests that this 
phenomenon “reflects the inexperience of the very young in recognizing the 
symptoms of pregnancy, their unwillingness to accept the reality of their situa
tion, their ignorance about where to seek advice and help, and their hesitation 
to confide in adults.”32 In addition to this group, a small but significant 
number of women have second-trimester abortions after amniocentesis reveals 
a fetal defect.33

The risks of abortion increase substantially as a pregnancy becomes more 
advanced.34 Therefore, safety of the various second-trimester abortion tech
niques is relevant to the issue of regulation of abortion techniques. Likewise, 
the techniques differ markedly in their potential for resulting in live births. 
Accordingly, it is necessary to describe the various procedures, possible com
plications, and concomitant rates of live births.

One of the oldest techniques for performing second-trimester abortions is 
the intra-amniotic instillation of hypertonic saline solution.35 Saline 
amnioinfusion, like any other technique involving the injection of a substance 
into the amniotic sac, cannot be performed until the sixteenth menstrual week. 
Prior to this stage there is insufficient amniotic fluid for successful amni
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ocentesis.36 The physician injects the saline after withdrawing 50 to 250 milli
liters of amniotic fluid. Withdrawal of amniotic fluid prevents a sudden and 
harmful increase in intra-amniotic pressure and increases the saline concentra
tion to a level sufficient to cause fetal death and expulsion.37 Within approxi
mately twenty-four to thirty-six hours after instillation, the woman experiences 
uterine contractions and expels the fetus.38 Some physicians use augmenting 
agents, such as laminaria or oxytocin, to stimulate uterine contractions and 
thereby shorten the instillation-to-abortion time period.39

36. R. Bolognese & S. Corson, Interruption of Pregnancy—A Total Patient Approach 
126 (1975). Amniocentesis is the withdrawing of amniotic fluid.

37. Kerenyi, Saline Instillation, supra note 35, at 81.
38. Id. See also R. Bolognese & S. Corson, supra note 36, at 127 (average interval between saline 

injection and abortion, without early use of oxytocin augmentation, ranges from 30 to 36.5 hours). 
About 97% of patients expel the fetus within 72 hours. In fewer than one percent of the cases, a second 
amnioinfusion with hypertonic saline may be necessary after 48 hours because of failure of expulsion. 
Kerenyi, Saline Instillation, supra note 35, at 81.

39. Kerenyi, Saline Instillation, supra note 35, at 82.
40. R. Bolognese & S. Corson, supra note 36, at 126; Kerenyi, Saline Instillation, supra note 35. at

85.
41. R. Bolognese & S. Corson, supra note 36, at 133.
42. Kerenyi, Saline Instillation, supra note 35, at 83.
43. In one study 96% of all complications suffered by over 4000 patients were due to hemorrhage 

and/or infection. Berger & Kerenyi, Control of Morbidity Associated with Saline Abortion, 9 Advanced 
Planned Parenthood 31 (1975). Hemorrhage severe enough to require transfusion has been re
ported in two to seven percent of patients. Kerenyi, Saline Instillation, supra note 35. at 83.

44. See Robins, Alternatives in Mid-trimester Abortion Induction, 56 Obstetrics & Gynecology 
716 (1980) (excessive blood loss associated with 14 out of 23 incomplete abortions).

45. Kerenyi, Saline Instillation, supra note 35, at 83. See also R. Bolognese & S. Corson, supra 
note 36, at 136 (hypernatremia accounts for majority of deaths associated with saline-induced 
abortions).

46. Kerenyi, Saline Instillation, supra note 35, at 83. See Graham. Uterine Rupture Occurring During 
Mid-trimester Abortion, 59 Obstetrics & Gynecology 625 (1982) (describing one such case and not
ing factors that may increase risk of rupture).

47. Kerenyi, Saline Instillation, supra note 35, at 84; R. Bolognese & S. Corson, supra note 36, at 
134.

Use of saline is contraindicated in patients with cardiovascular disease, renal 
disease, sickle cell disease, or other severe anemias.40 Saline amnioinfusion can 
cause a number of complications, even in patients with no pre-existing medical 
conditions. After infusion, virtually every patient demonstrates coagulation 
alteration.41 In most cases this reaction is mild and transient, but occasionally 
severe clotting disorders will occur.42 Coagulation defects also increase the risk 
of hemorrhage. Hemorrhage and infection are the most frequent complica
tions of saline abortions43 and are most likely to occur when an abortion is 
incomplete.44 Hypernatremia, involving an excessive increase in the serum so
dium level, also may result if saline is inadvertently injected into the patient’s 
vascular system. In mild cases, it simply causes facial flushing, restlessness, 
thirst, and headache, but severe hypernatremia may induce seizures, coma, or 
death.45 In rare cases, uterine injury, including rupture or cervical laceration, 
may occur.46 Should the abortion be incomplete, the physician must remove 
all fetal parts from the woman’s uterus.47

Saline infusion is highly feticidal, and therefore live births resulting from 
use of this abortion technique are rare. One study reports that saline infusion 
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results in a live birth rate of 0.17 per 100 abortions.48 Another describes no 
live births in saline-induced abortions between sixteen and nineteen weeks ges
tation and one live birth in a saline group between twenty and twenty-four 
weeks gestation, yielding a three percent live-birth ratio in the latter group.49 
Live births associated with saline generally occur when the physician makes an 
error in the procedure which prevents completion of the saline infusion.50 An
other factor associated with delivery of a live fetus is underestimation of gesta
tional age.51

48. Stroh & Hinman, Reported Live Births Following Induced Abortion: Two and One-Half Years’ 
Experience in Upstate New York, 126 Am. J. Obstetrics & Gynecology 83 (1976).

49. Robins, supra note 44, at 720.
50. In one series of 5000 cases, only three fetuses were bom with evidence of cardiac or skeletal 

muscle activity and all three occurred in cases for which the amnioinfusion was not completed because 
of inadvertent movement. Kerenyi, Saline Instillation, supra note 35, at 84.

51. Id.
52. Because the live birth rate in saline abortions is so low, some authorities believe that despite its 

potential complications, use of prostaglandins will not replace its use for abortions performed during 
the 20- to 24-week period. Kerenyi & Den, supra note 31, at 254. Saline abortions are now much less 
common. In 1972, they constituted 10.3% of abortions, and by 1976, they made up only 4.8%. Tietze 
1979, supra note 27, at 71. By 1980, the dilatation and evacuation method (D & E) had replaced saline 
as the most widely used abortion method between the 16th and 20th weeks. CDC, 1979-80 Report, 
supra note 27, at 63-64.

53. Tietze 1979, supra note 27, at 68. Prostaglandins are a naturally occurring family of compounds 
with significant physiological and pharmacological activity. By 1977, prostaglandins were being used 
for 34% of abortions performed at 16 weeks or later. Tyler, supra note 29, at 19-20.

54. R. Bolognese & S. Corson, supra note 36, at 141.
55. Kerenyi, Intra-Amniotic Techniques, in Abortion and Sterilization: Medical and Social 

Aspects 359, 367 (J. Hodgson ed. 1981) [hereinafter cited as Kerenyi, Techniques}. While physicians 
do not completely understand the exact manner by which instillation of prostaglandins induces abor
tion, investigators point to changes in circulating progesterone levels, changes in cell membrane poten
tials, and direct stimulation of the myometrium. Id.

56 Investigators report mean instillation-to-abortion times ranging from 18 to 32 hours. Id. at 368.
57. Id. As with saline instillation, physicians may augment prostaglandins with oxytocin or lamina

ria. Id.; R. Bolognese & S. Corson, supra note 36, at 141-42.
58. Bygdeman, Prostaglandin Procedures, in Second Trimester Abortion 89, 95-99 (G. Berger. 

W. Brenner & L. Keith eds. 1982); Williams Obstetrics, supra note 3, at 611.
59. R. Bolognese & S. Corson, supra note 36, at 145; Robins, supra note 44, at 717.

The various risks associated with saline amnioinfusion led physicians to 
seek alternative abortion methods.52 In 1973, the Food and Drug Administra
tion approved the use of prostaglandin for intra-amniotic instillation as an 
abortifacient.53 The instillation of prostaglandin is similar to that of saline, 
except that amniotic fluid is not ordinarily removed prior to instillation of the 
prostaglandin.54 Prostaglandin instillation stimulates smooth muscle contracti- 
bility in the uterus, which leads to uterine contractions and fetal expulsion.55 
Use of prostaglandin generally results in a shorter instillation-to-abortion time 
than does use of saline.56 Because prostaglandins are rapidly metabolized, 
however, a second dose may be needed to hasten abortion.57 Although intra- 
amniotic use of prostaglandins is by far the most frequently used method, 
prostaglandins have also been administered vaginally, intramuscularly, and 
intravenously.58

Because prostaglandin generally stimulates contractibility of smooth mus
cles, it is not recommended for patients with bronchial asthma in whom it may 
cause bronchial muscle contraction.59 Additionally, its use is not recom
mended with patients suffering from pulmonary hypertension, glaucoma, hy
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pertensive disease, and epilepsy.60 The most frequent side effects associated 
with prostaglandin are nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea.61 Patients may also 
experience chills, fever, and minor episodes of coughing and shortness of 
breath, but severe respiratory or cardiovascular complications are rare.62 Hem
orrhages and infections also may occur, especially when the placenta is not 
expelled within one to two hours following expulsion of the fetus.63 Theoreti
cally, prostaglandin may be safer than saline because hypernatremia is not a 
risk with prostaglandin use, and inadvertent intravascular injection of pros
taglandin poses less danger than similar injection of saline because pros
taglandin metabolizes more quickly.64 Comparative studies, however, show 
few differences in complication rates when skilled physicians use saline.65

60. Hem, Mid-Trimester Abortion, in Obstetrics & Gynecology Ann. 375 (1981).
61. Kerenyi, Techniques, supra note 55, at 368. Use of various prostaglandin analogues may reduce 

the severity of gastrointestinal side effects. R. Bolognese & S. Corson, supra note 36. at 145-46; 
Bygdeman, supra note 58, at 95-99.

62. Kerenyi, Techniques, supra note 55, at 368.
63. Id.
64. Bygdeman, supra note 58, at 101.
65. In one study, the total number of complications and the number of major complications were 

higher for the prostaglandin group. Id. at 102. The death rate was higher, however, with saline plus 
oxytocin. Id. In another study, maternal mortality between 1972 and 1975 was 23 per 100,000 for 
hypertonic saline and 18 per 100,000 for prostaglandin. Grimes & Cates. Complication from Legally- 
Induced Abortion: A Review, 34 Obstetrics & Gynecology Surv. 177, 188 (1979). The figures are 
undoubtedly lower today, since mortality from second-trimester abortions has declined from 11.4 
deaths per 100,000 procedures in 1972 to 6.5 per procedure in 1977. Tyler, supra note 29, at 17. The 
increasing use of D & E accounts for some of the decline in mortality rates. Cates & Grimes, Morbidity 
and Mortality, in Second Trimester Abortions 163, 172-73 (G. Berger. W. Brenner & L. Keith eds. 
1981) [hereinafter cited as Cates & Grimes (Berger)).

66. Bok, supra note 8, at 14.
67. Cates & Grimes, Morbidity and Mortality of Abortion in the United States, in Abortion and 

Sterilization 156, 164 (J. Hodgson ed. 1981) [hereinafter cited as Cates & Grimes (Hodgson)].
68. Robins, supra note 44. at 720 (study based on very small sample).
69. Cates &. Grimes (Berger), supra note 65. at 171.
70. American College of Obstetricians & Gynecologists, Tech. Bull. No. 56, Methods at 

Midtrimester Abortion 4 (1979); Lee & Baggish, Live Birth as a Complication of Second Trimester 
Abortion Induced with Intra-Amniotic Prostaglandin, F2d, 13 Advances in Planned Parenthood 7 
(1978).

71. Stubblefield, Laminaria Augmentation, supra note 15, at 420.

Because prostaglandin instillation does not destroy fetal tissue but merely 
induces premature labor, it is much more likely to result in live birth than is 
saline instillation. An early discussion of prostaglandin projected a live-birth 
rate of approximately 2 per 100 procedures.66 Writers extrapolating from 
these rates to the number of abortions performed in 1977 after sixteen weeks 
gestation estimated that 472 infants were born alive in late abortions and that 
approximately three percent survived.67 Other studies showed higher rates of 
live birth. In one, live births occurred in 3.6 percent of prostaglandin abor
tions performed between sixteen and nineteen weeks gestation and in 3.4 per
cent of abortions between twenty and twenty-four weeks’ gestation.68 The rate 
may be even higher. Experts have stated that prostaglandin is about forty 
times more likely to produce a live-born abortus than is saline.69 Moreover, the 
American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, as well as two research
ers, have reported that there have been signs of life in as many as seven percent 
of the fetuses aborted by prostaglandin instillation.70 Another study reports a 
live birth rate of eight percent.71 The possibility of live births may make physi
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cians reluctant to use prostaglandins in abortions performed after the twentieth 
week. In one institution in New York, use of prostaglandin replaced use of 
saline for midtrimester abortions in 1974, but in 1975 physicians discontinued 
using it for pregnancies beyond twenty weeks in order to avoid live births.72

72. Robins, supra note 44, at 717.
73. Kerenyi, Techniques, supra note 54. at 371. By combining these agents, the physician can reduce 

mean induction-to-abortion time by 15.2 to 20.7 hours. Id. at 372.
74. Kerenyi interview, supra note 2.
75. In one study, two infants were bom alive. Kerenyi, Techniques, supra note 55, at 372.
76. Id. at 369.
77. Some of the infants bom alive at Madison, Wisconsin hospitals were being aborted with a combi

nation of prostaglandin and urea. Cleveland Plain Dealer, Mar. 23, 1983, at 15-A, col. 3.
78. Laminaria may be used prior to insertion of mechanical dilators, especially in pregnancies be

yond 15 weeks. Schulman, supra note 33, at 7. It may also be used alone. Stubblefield, Midtrimester 
Abortion by Curretage Procedures: An Overview, in Abortion and Sterilization: Medical and 
Social Aspects 277, 279-80 (J. Hodgson ed. 1981) [hereinafter cited as Stubblefield, Curretage Proce
dures], Generally, laminaria is left in place from 8 to 24 hours. Grimes & Cates, Dilatation and Evacu
ation, in Second Trimester Abortion 119, 127 (G. Berger, W. Brenner & L. Keith eds. 1981) 
[hereinafter cited as Grimes & Cates, Dilatation],

79. Grimes & Cates, Dilatation, supra note 78, at 128. To eliminate the need for crushing forceps 
and fetal dismemberment in pregnancies of 16 weeks or less, physicians can employ a large suction 
cannula for evacuation of the fetus. Stubblefield, Curretage Procedures, supra note 78, at 283-85.

80. Peterson, Dilatation and Evacuation: Patient Evaluation and Surgical Techniques, in Pregnancy 
Termination 184, 186 (G. Zatuchni, J. Sciarra & J. Speidel eds. 1978).

81. Id.
82. Id. at 188.
83. Stubblefield, Laminaria Augmentation, supra note 15, at 289-91.
84. Id.
85. Id. Hemorrhage requiring transfusion occurs in approximately 0.3% of the cases. Schulman, 

supra note 33, at 7.
86. Stubblefield, Curretage Procedures, supra note 78, at 290-91. To minimize the risk of infection, 

the physician must ensure that the uterus is completely evacuated of fetal and placental tissue. Id.
87. The Supreme Court in Planned Parenthood Ass’n of Kansas City, Mo.. Inc. v. Ashcroft, 103 

S.Ct. 2517, 2521 n.7 (1983), recognized that a fetus cannot survive a D & E abortion.

At some institutions, physicians have begun combining prostaglandin with 
saline in an attempt to improve effectiveness and to minimize each agent’s 
dose-related side effects.73 Although adding saline to prostaglandin reduces the 
rate of live births,74 some live births may still occur.75 Some physicians are 
also using urea, which causes a lower incidence of gastrointestinal side effects 
than prostaglandin does. It is, however, a less potent abortifacient and re
quires augmentation with oxytocin, laminaria, or prostaglandin.76 Urea instil
lation, either with or without prostaglandin, may result in live births.77

An increasingly common method of second-trimester abortion is dilatation 
and evacuation (D & E), which requires dilatation of the cervix by means of 
tapered mechanical dilators and/or laminaria78 and use of large forceps to 
evacuate the fetus.79 Following removal of all fetal and placental tissue, the 
physician uses suction to ensure that the cavity is completely empty.80 Addi
tionally, the physician must identify and account for all tissues,81 because re
tained fetal parts can lead to infection.82

D & E abortions can cause cervical laceration and perforation of the uterus, 
which are more likely to occur with forcible mechanical dilatation of the cervix 
than with laminaria distillation.83 Other possible complications include exces
sive blood loss,84 hemorrhage,85 and pelvic infection.86 Live birth is not a 
possibility.87
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For many years, the conventional medical wisdom was that physicians could 
not perform these procedures after twelve weeks. Patients seeking abortions 
between weeks thirteen and fifteen had to wait until week sixteen for perform
ance of an amnioinfusion procedure.88 In recent years, however, this practice 
has changed. By 1977, D & E was used in seventy-three percent of all abor
tions performed between the thirteenth and fifteenth weeks.89 Sixteen weeks 
then became the upper limit. While many texts still do not discuss the possibil
ity of using D & E after the sixteenth week,90 many physicians now perform D 
& E past this time. In 1980, D & E replaced saline instillation as the most 
common method of abortion during the sixteen-to-twenty-week interval.91 
Studies also show that it is the safest abortion method through week twenty.92 
It is possible that D & E will achieve common usage even later in pregnancy. 
Although few physicians currently use it later than twenty or twenty-one 
weeks, some recent reports describe excellent results from using D & E for 
abortions between the twenty-first and twenty-fourth weeks.93

88. Stubblefield, Curretage Procedures, supra note 78, at 278.
89. CDC 1977 Report, supra note 11, at 5.
90. Williams Obstetrics, supra note 3, at 603.
91. CDC, 1979-80 Report, supra note 27, at 64.
92. Grimes & Cates, Dilatation, supra note 78, at 128. In one study, the total complication rate for D 

& E was 6%, while that for prostaglandins was 34%. Id. at 129. In another study, even when performed 
at 17 weeks gestation or later, D & E had a lower rate of complications than either prostaglandin or 
saline instillation. Cates, Schulz, Grimes, Horowitz, Lyon, Kravitz & Frisch, Dilatation and Evacuation 
Procedures, in Second Trimester Abortions, 248 J. A M.A. 559. 560 (1982) [hereinafter cited as 
Cates],

93. Stubblefield, supra note 78, at 280. Dr. Stubblefield is skeptical, however, about the wisdom of 
using D & E after the 21st week. He states that, even though the complication rate may be low. when 
complications do occur they are devastating. This is in contrast to the more frequent but less serious 
complications from infusion methods. Interview with Dr. Phillip Stubblefield, Professor of Obstetrics 
and Gynecology, Harvard Medical School, in Boston (June 6, 1983) [hereinafter cited as Stubblefield 
interview). It has recently been observed that a growing number of physicians are developing expertise 
in performing D & E through the 24th week of pregnancy. Kleiman, supra note 7.

94. Grimes & Cates, Dilatation, supra note 78, at 128.
95. Id. at 129-31.
96. Hern & Corrigan, What About Us? Staff Reactions to D & E, 15 Advances in Planned 

Parenthood 3 (1980). One study suggests that with D & E much of the emotional burden of an 
abortion shifts from the woman to the physician. Grimes & Cates, Dilatation, supra note 78. at 128. 
Another study reports that an awareness of the advantages of the procedure and provision of internal 
staff support can minimize staff psychological reactions. Cates, supra note 92, at 562.

97. Grimes & Cates, Dilatation, supra note 78. at 131.
98. Cates, supra note 92, at 562.

D & E has been found to be associated with greater patient comfort and less 
guilt, anger, and depression than the amnioinfusion methods, which induce a 
long and painful labor process.94 It is also more convenient for the woman 
since it is faster than other methods and does not require overnight hospitaliza
tion.95 Because D & E involves dismemberment and direct contact with fetal 
parts, some reports describe psychological problems among the staff perform
ing such abortions.96 D & E may be more convenient for the medical staff than 
instillation abortions, however, because it can be scheduled97 and because its 
lower complication rate results in less physician time spent managing incom
plete abortions and performing follow-up care.98 Moreover, some experts 
claim that the technical complexities and psychological impact of performing 
late D & E procedures are balanced by the higher success rate and elimination 
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of the live-birth dilemma."
These procedures are the major ones used for midtrimester abortions. In a 

few circumstances, where amnioinfusion techniques are unsuccessful or where 
uterine disease is present, abdominal hysterotomy, a technique similar to a 
Cesarean section, may be necessary.99 100 Because hysterotomy involves surgical 
removal of the fetus, it does not damage the fetus and may well result in live 
birth. Hysterotomy is a major surgical procedure, however, and physicians no 
longer view it as an acceptable method for routine pregnancy termination.101 
Thus, the infusion methods and D & E are the second-trimester abortion tech
niques of choice.

99. Grimes & Cates, Dilatation, supra note 78, at 130. One prominent physician states that he feels 
physicians who have their patients’ best interests at heart should use D & E because this technique is 
better for the woman both physically and emotionally and because it avoids the live-birth problem. 
Kerenyi interview, supra note 2. Dr. E. Wyman Garrett, a Newark, N.J. obstetrician, has likewise 
stated that he prefers D & E (and uses it through week 24) both because of its safety and because it 
cannot result in a live birth, a problem he encountered while performing a saline abortion in 1982. 
Kleiman, supra note 7.

100. Williams Obstetrics, supra note 3, at 607.
101. Id.
102. See Budetti, McManus, Barrand & Heinen, Case Study 10: The Cost and Effective

ness of Neonatal Intensive Care (U.S. Off. of Tech. Assessment 1981) (discussing history, utiliza
tion, and consequences of neonatal intensive care) [hereinafter cited as Budetti], “Perinatal” is the 
period around the time of birth, now generally defined as from 20 weeks of gestation up to 28 days of 
life. This time frame overlaps with the neonatal period, which is the period from the moment of live 
birth up to, but not including, the moment at which the infant completes the 28th day of life. Id. at 7.

103. Id. at 7-8. Because the technology necessary for neonatal intensive care is very expensive, not 
all hospitals have the most sophisticated level of care. Instead, geographic areas will have a few hospi
tals with neonatal intensive care units and a transport system which takes high-risk newborns to those 
centers. Id. at 9.

104. Infants weighing 2500 grams or less are classified as low birth weight infants; those weighing 
1500 grams or less are very low birth weight infants. Id. at 4

105. Behrman & Rosen, supra note 4, at 12-19 app.
106. Neonatology: Pathophysiology and Management of the Newborn 376 (2d ed. 1981).
107. Id. at 379.

III. Advances in Treatment of Premature Newborns

The second technological change giving rise to the live-birth dilemma is the 
development of increasingly sophisticated techniques for neonatal intensive 
care. Until recently, very premature babies seldom survived. But this progno
sis has changed dramatically since 1965, with the evolution of perinatal 
medicine and the development of associated medical technologies.102 Neonatal 
intensive care as it exists today involves a team of medical personnel trained in 
caring for high-risk newborns and adept at operating the various mechanical 
devices used to assist premature newborns with their life functions.103

Infants of very low birth weight104 face a staggering array of medical 
problems. The immaturity of their lungs frequently results in respiratory dis
tress syndrome, in which the air sacs in the lungs collapse at the end of expira
tion due to insufficient surfactant.105 This syndrome has been associated with 
fifty to seventy percent of the deaths of premature infants.106 Recently, how
ever, physicians have been able to prevent lung collapse by employing a con
tinuous distending pressure to keep the alveoli open.107 Even with this 
technique, some infants may be too weak to breathe on their own or may expe
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rience periods of apnea (cessation of breathing), for which they will require 
mechanical ventilation. Respirator therapy requires constant monitoring to 
ensure that the proper amount of pressure and volume are maintained and to 
prevent adverse side effects of the treatment.108 These side effects include ret- 
rolental fibroplasia (a cause of blindness),109 permanent and sometimes pro
gressive lung damage, intraventricular brain hemorrhages, and necrotizing 
enterocolitis (an inflammation of the intestinal lining that may be fatal).110 
Despite the complications from these techniques, they nonetheless have dra
matically reduced mortality rates. Before their development, sixty-one percent 
of infants with respiratory distress syndrome died; today, the mortality rate is 
approximately eleven percent.111 The impact on the survival of very low birth 
weight infants is even more striking. In 1965, only ten percent of infants 
weighing less than 1500 grams and suffering from respiratory distress syn
drome survived; by 1979, the survival rate had increased to eighty percent.112

108. S. Korones, High Risk Newborn Infants: The Basis for Intensive Nursing Care 216- 
19 (1981); President’s Comm’n for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedi
cal and Behavioral Research, Deciding to Forego Life-Sustaining Treatment 200-01 n.17 
(1983) [hereinafter cited as President’s Comm’n).

109. S Korones, supra note 108. at 219-20; President's Comm’n, supra note 108, at 200-01 n.17.
110. Ismach, The Smallest Patients, Med. World News, Sept. 14, 1981, at 30.
111. S. Korones, supra note 108, at 233.
112. Ismach, supra note 110, at 30.
113. Behrman & Rosen, supra note 4, at 12-19 app.
114. Id. at 12-19-12-20 app.
115. Id. at 12-20 app.
116. President’s Comm’n, supra note 108, at 201.
117. Id.
118. Id. at 200 n.17. In a preterm baby, the capillaries next to the ventricles are very fragile and can 

rupture easily, especially when the infant has respiratory distress syndrome. Once there is a hemorrhage 
in or around the ventricular wall, the blood flows into the cerebral spinal fluid and circulates through
out the ventricular system. S. Korones, supra note 108, at 345-47.

119. Papille. Burstein, Burstein & Koffler, Incidence and Evolution of Subependymal and Intraven
tricular Hemorrhage: A Study of Infants with Birth Weights Less Than 1500 Grams, 92 Pediatrics 529, 

Special techniques are also required to feed very low birth weight infants. 
They often lack the ability to suck, aspiration is a constant threat, and they 
have a very small stomach capacity.113 They may be fed through a tube 
passed into the stomach or by a tube which enters the small intestine.114 Total 
intravenous alimentation, another recent development, provides a continuous 
infusion of fluids, calories, electrolytes, and vitamins.115 These techniques can 
produce problems as well as solve them. Excess fluid intake can aggravate 
problems associated with an overworked heart, while an insufficient amount of 
fluid and nutrients may Emit growth and allow multiple bone fractures to de
velop.116 Immature kidneys may be unable to handle the volume of fluid asso
ciated with artificial feeding,117 and fluctuations in fluid level can likewise 
increase the risk of intraventricular hemorrhage.

Intraventricular hemorrhage, or bleeding in the brain, is a major cause of 
neurological handicaps in preterm infants.118 Until recently, physicians identi
fied such hemorrhages only after symptoms of brain damage appeared. The 
recent development of computerized tomography (CT scanning) and real-time 
ultrasound allows noninvasive diagnosis of intraventricular hemorrhages, even 
when they are clinically silent.119 Once a CT scan or ultrasound reveals a 
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lesion, physicians may perform lumbar punctures to relieve the buildup of 
fluid and to prevent dilation of the ventricles.120 These developments clearly 
improve the prognosis for premature newborns.

529 (1978); Levene, Wigglesworth & Dubowitz, Cerebral Structure and Intraventricular Hemorrhage in 
the Neonate: A Real-Time Ultrasound Study, 56 Archives of Disease in Childhood 416 (1981).

120. S. Korones, supra note 108, at 347.
121. President’s Comm’n, supra note 108, at 201.
122. S. Korones, supra note 108. at 284.
123. Wald, Problems in Metabolic Adaptation: Glucose, Calcium, and Magnesium, in Care of the 

High Risk Neonate 224, 224 (2d ed. 1979).
124. See generally S. Korones, supra note 108. at 268-83 (discussing various hematological disor

ders which occur during neonatal period).
125. Budetti, supra note 102, at 8.
126. Behrman & Rosen, supra note 4, at 12-18.
127. Budetti, supra note 102, at 30.
128. Id.
129. Id. at 35.
130. Id. at 36.
131. Id. The authors caution that these studies are not conclusive because of the small number of 

infants involved. Infants weighing 1500 grams or less totalled only about 1400 patients, and the entire 
literature on infants weighing 1000 grams or less concerns studies of only about 300 individuals. Id.

132. Id. at 38.

Other medical problems facing premature newborns include frequent infec
tions due to their immature immune system,121 jaundice,122 hypoglycemia and 
hypocalcemia,123 and other abnormalities of blood chemistry.124 Photother
apy has enhanced greatly physicians’ ability to treat jaundice in newborns.125 
In addition, the development of microchemistry techniques to rapidly analyze 
chemical abnormalities in the newborn’s blood has made it possible for doctors 
to monitor blood glucose, calcium, electrolytes, and liver chemistries and to 
detect and correct chemical aberrations much sooner.126

These developments, along with other new techniques, have produced a 
marked decrease in mortality for premature infants. Mortality for infants with 
birth weights of 1001 to 1500 grams has fallen from more than fifty percent in 
the early-to-middle 1960s to less than twenty percent today.127 Even the mor
tality rate for newborns weighing 1000 grams or less has fallen from nearly 
ninety-four percent in the 1960s to approximately fifty percent.128 Not only 
have death rates declined, but the incidence of handicaps in survivors also has 
decreased. Prior to 1960 about one-fourth of the infants weighing 1500 grams 
or less suffered from severe neurological or other handicaps.129 In contrast, 
recent reports indicate that the rate of severe impairment for newborns with 
birth weights of 1500 grams or less has declined to about fourteen percent.130 
For infants weighing 1000 grams or less, about thirty percent of survivors for
merly had severe handicaps, in contrast to about sixteen percent today.131 The 
incidence of severe retardation in very low birth weight infants similarly has 
declined from approximately seventeen percent prior to 1965 to eleven percent 
or less.132

Although the handicap rate has decreased, these figures also show that a 
substantial number of survivors still are severely handicapped. Moreover, sur
vivors may suffer from less serious handicaps. In one study of infants weigh
ing less than 1500 grams at birth, 14.3% had severe developmental delay at one 
year of age and another 27.5% were impaired moderately or minimally at one 
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year.133 Also, as survival rates increase among babies weighing less than 1500 
grams, and particularly among those infants weighing less than 1000 grams, 
increased numbers of infants will suffer from problems caused by either ex
treme prematurity or the treatments such infants receive. One study notes that 
despite advances in monitoring oxygen levels, present technical skill in ad
ministering oxygen still is inadequate to prevent retrolental fibroplasia in the 
most immature infants, and the level of blind or severely visually impaired 
survivors could soon approach the level during the “epidemic” of retinopathy 
from 1942 to 1953, before neonatal intensive care.134 Finally, for the tiniest of 
survivors, life is often preserved only at a very high price. In a study of infants 
weighing between 501 and 750 grams, twenty-seven percent of the survivors 
were determined to be handicapped upon follow-up.135 There also is some in
dication that the number of handicaps in infants is increasing and that new 
technology, which saves infants who otherwise would die and which causes 
various medical problems, may contribute to this phenomenon.136

133. Sinclair, Torrance, Boyle. Horwood, Saigal & Sackett, Evaluation of Neonatal-Intensive-Care 
Programs, 305 New Eng. J. Med. 489, 491 (1981).

134. Phelps, Retinopathy of Prematurity: An Estimate of Vision Loss in the United States—1979, 67 
Pediatrics 924, 925 (1981).

135. Orgill, Astbury. Bajak & Yu, Early Development of Infants 1000 grams or Less at Birth, 
Archives of Disease in Childhood 823, 824 (1982). Follow-up was done for most survivors at two 
years after birth, but researchers studied a few at only one year. Thus, the authors caution that more 
subtle mental or behavioral handicaps may become apparent in subsequent years. Id. at 827. See also 
Hirata, Epcar. Walsh. Mednick, Harris, McGinnis, Sehring & Papedo, Survival and Outcome of Infants 
501-750gms: A Six Year Experience, 102 J. Pediatrics 741 (1983) (survival rate of 36% with 6 of 18 
observed survivors found to be moderately or severely neurologically impaired) [hereinafter cited as 
Hirata]; Rothberg, Maisels, Bagnato, Murphy, Gifford & McKinley, Infants Weighing 1000 grams or 
Less at Birth, 71 Pediatrics 599 (1983) (survival rate of 36%, with severe or moderate neurological 
deficits in 8 of 23 survivors weighing less than 1000 grams at birth).

136. Physical and Mental Disabilities in Newborns Doubled in 25 Years, N.Y. Times, July 18. 1983. at 
Al, col. 4. For a moving and highly disturbing account of the way in which attempts to treat extremely 
premature infants can sometimes result in an unending series of painful and primarily inatrogenic 
conditions, see R. Stinson & P. Stinson, The Long Dying of Baby Andrew (1983).

137. Budetti, supra note 102, at 19. Costs for neonatal care are similar to the cost of end stage renal 
disease and coronary bypass surgery. Id.

138. Id. at 21.
139. Pomerance, Ukrainski, Ukra, Henderson, Nash & Meredith, Cost of Living for Infants Weighing 

1,000 Grams or Less at Birth, 61 Pediatrics 908, 909 (1978).
140. Id. In this study, 30 of the 75 infants studied survived. Id.

Just as these improved survival rates have not come without some cost in 
terms of severely handicapped survivors, they also are not without substantial 
financial cost. Because of the continuous monitoring required for premature 
newborns, the large number of personnel necessary, and the highly technologi
cal nature of the treatments, neonatal intensive care is one of the most expen
sive types of medical treatment.137 One study reports that, through the end of 
1978, the cost to produce a survivor among infants weighing between 1000 and 
1500 grams was $18,659 and that the cost to produce a survivor for infants 
weighing less than 1000 grams was $31,621.138 Another study concludes that 
for infants weighing less than 1000 grams, the average cost to produce a survi
vor is $40,287.139 The authors of this study caution that even this figure greatly 
underestimates the true cost because it does not include the costs of care to the 
infants who do not survive.140 When these costs are taken into account, the 
figure increases to $61,641 per survivor. Moreover, since only seventy percent 
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of the infants function normally upon follow-up, the authors state that the cost 
to produce a normal survivor is $88,058.141 Based on any of these estimates, 
the conclusion is clear that neonatal intensive care is very costly.

141. Id.
142. Williams Obstetrics 493 (14th ed. 1973).
143. Ross, Mortality and Morbidity in Very Low Birth Weight Infants, 12 Pediatric Annals 32, 38 

(1983) (generally infants weighing less than 700 grams at birth not viable). Mortality is nearly 100% for 
infants under 750 grams. President’s Comm’n. supra note 108, at 200.

144. Philip, Little, Polivy & Lucey, Neonatal Mortality Risk for the Eighties: The Importance of Birth 
Weight/Gestational Age Groups, 68 Pediatrics 122, 124-25 (1981). A comprehensive study of viability 
published in 1975 found that no infant weighing 601 grams or less and bom at a gestational age of 25 
weeks or less had ever survived. Behrman & Rosen, supra note 4, at 12-9 app.

145. Hack, Fanaroff &. Merkatz, The Low Birth Weight Infant—Evolution of a Changing Concept, 301 
New Eng. J. Med. 1162, 1164 (1979). See also Bennett, Robinson & Sells, Growth and Development of 
Infants Weighing Less than 800 Grams at Birth, 71 Pediatrics 319 (1983) (mortality rate 80%).

146. OrgiU, supra note 135, at 823. See also Hirata, supra note 135, at 741 (survival rate of 36%).
147. Wash. Post, Mar. 31, 1983, at A2, col. 2. Survival of another infant with an estimated gesta

tional age of 22 to 23 weeks has been reported. See Long, supra note 7.
148. Campbell, Which Infants Should Not Receive Intensive Care?, 51 Archives of Disease in 

Childhood 569, 569 (1982).

Neonatal intensive care has dramatically altered the lower limits of viability. 
In 1973, a leading obstetrics text stated that infants generally were not viable 
below twenty-eight weeks of gestational age and 1000 grams of weight.142 
While this lower limit is clearly obsolete, it is not clear precisely what the lower 
limit is today. Some writers suggest that infants of less than 700 or 750 grams 
are, in general, not viable.143 Studies which look at birth weight in conjunction 
with gestational age suggest that an infant born at twenty-five weeks or less of 
gestational age and weighing less than 750 grams has very little chance of sur
vival.144 Survival rates for even those infants weighing less than 750 grams are 
increasing, however, albeit much less rapidly than those for larger newborns. 
Some experts view the prospects for such infants with pessimism:

During the past three years these “fetal-infants,” born after only 23 to 
26 weeks of gestation, have constituted 25 percent of babies admitted 
weighing less than 1000 grams and almost 10 percent of all very-low- 
birth-weight infants. Despite great financial costs and major invest
ments of personnel, time and technology, only meager (16 to 30 per
cent) survival rates are being achieved for such immature infants. It 
is unlikely that their prognosis will change until more effective means 
become available to extend their life in utero.145

A more recent study, however, reports a neonatal survival rate of forty-two 
percent for twenty-six infants weighing between 501 and 750 grams.146 More
over, an infant born at twenty-two weeks weighing 484 grams has recently 
survived.147 Some writers even suggest that neonatal intensive care has so 
changed the limits of viability that it is arguable whether any lower limit of 
viability is valid.148

Thus, medical developments have dramatically altered the lower limits of 
viability since 1973, when Roe v. Wade was decided. Future developments 
could alter it even further. At present, fetal lung develpment is a limiting fac
tor for neonatal survival because an infant whose lungs completely lack 
surfactant cannot survive. However, researchers are currently attempting to 
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insert artificial surfactant into the lungs of extremely premature infants.149 If 
such a technique becomes feasible, viability could occur even earlier in the 
gestation period and the chances of an abortus being viable could become even 
greater than they are today. But even without such developments, a second- 
trimester abortion using prostaglandin or a combination of agents may well 
result in the birth of an infant who, if treated aggressively, can potentially 
survive.

149. Fujiwara. Maeta, Chida, Morita, Watabe & Abe, Artificial Surfactant Therapy in Hyaline-Mem- 
brance Disease, Lancet, Jan. 12, 1980, at 55. Researchers have isolated human lung surfactant from 
the amniotic fluid of term infants delivered by Cesarean section, and some believe that the human fetus 
may become a surfactant donor. Ismach, supra note 110, at 33.

150. Wilder, Ought We Try to Save Aborted Fetuses?, 90 Ethics 58, 58-59 (1979).
151. Id. at 59.
152. Many people believe that abortion cannot be justified morally. It is beyond the scope of this 

article to enter this debate. I will simply assume that the ethical and legal justifications of abortion 
succeed in justifying something and will ask which aspect of the abortion procedure they justify most 
successfully and whether the justifications are relevant to the live-birth issue.

153. Warren, On the Moral and Legal Status of Abortion. in Ethical Issues in Modern Medicine 
159, 159 (J. Arras & R. Hunt eds. 1977); Engelhardt. The Ontology of Abortion. in Moral Problems in 
Medicine 318, 329 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Engelhardt (1976)]; see Macklin. Personhood in lhe 
Bioethics Literature, 61 Milbank Memorial Fund Q. 35 (1983) (reviewing literature on personhood 
debate).

154. See Macklin, supra note 153, at 43 (discussing, though not adopting, this argument).
155. John Noonan emphasizes that from the moment of conception, the genetic code of a human 

being is present and argues that this genetic make-up is sufficient to establish the fetus’ status as a 
human. Noonan, An Almost Absolute Value in History, in Biomedical Ethics 413, 416 (T. Mappes & 
J. Zembaty eds. 1981).

IV. Should Infants Born from Abortions Be Saved?

What should physicians do if a live infant is born from a late abortion? 
Views on this subject may vary according to one’s stance on abortion: Oppo
nents of abortion may stress the live-birth issue and argue that resuscitation is 
always required, while supporters of abortion may downplay this issue or ar
gue that rescuing such an infant defeats the very purpose of an abortion at
tempt.150 Views on this issue, however, need not depend on beliefs about the 
morality of abortion.151 Writers on the abortion issue generally assume that 
removing the fetus from the womb will destroy it. But the very dilemma which 
the live-birth situation causes is that feticide has not occurred. Therefore, the 
fact of the abortion attempt may or may not be relevant to the decision how to 
proceed in live-birth situations. Our first inquiry, then, must be to assess the 
relevance of the abortion attempt: Do the most common justifications of abor
tion152 provide any guidance as to how to proceed after a live birth?

a. ethical justifications for abortion

Writers frequently try to justify abortion on the grounds that a fetus is not a 
person.153 Because of this lack of personhood, the argument goes, a fetus is 
not entitled to the rights of a person, including the right to life.154 This justifi
cation of abortion wholly rejects the claim by “right-to-life” advocates that a 
living entity with a human genetic structure exists from the moment of concep
tion and that therefore society must recognize and protect its rights.155

One rationale for denying a fetus “personhood” status is its position inside 
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the woman and the degree of its dependency on her.156 More common grounds 
for denying that a fetus is a person are that it does not evoke from others the 
emotional responses that persons evoke and, more importantly, that it lacks 
certain attributes of personhood, such as responsiveness, rationality, the ability 
to relate to other persons, and consciousness.157 Denial of personhood to fe
tuses on the basis of their limited mental capacity is particularly problematic 
because newborn babies and comatose or profoundly retarded individuals sim
ilarly may lie outside of this definitional scope of personhood.158 While few 
advocates of abortion likely would wish to deny personhood to these other 
groups, some philosophers do accept this result and either support infanticide 
under certain conditions159 or oppose it on other grounds.160

156. One author criticizes this argument on the grounds that because “an organism is not physiologi
cally dependent on another ... is surely irrelevant to whether the organism has a right to life.” 
Tooley. Abortion and Infanticide, in Intervention and Reflection: Basic Issues in Medical Eth
ics 60, 67 (R. Munson ed. 1979).

157. Id. at 66; Warren, supra note 153, at 170; Engelhardt (1976), supra note 153, at 330.
158. Noonan, supra note 155, at 415; Bok, Ethical Problems of Abortion, in Bioethics 45 (T. Shan

non ed. 1981).
159. Tooley, supra note 156, at 734. See generally Fletcher, Indicators of Humanhood: A Tentative 

Profile of Man, 2 Hastings Center Rep. 1 (1972) (suggesting that individual with IQ below 40 ques
tionably a person and individual with IQ below 20 not a person at all).

160. Mary Anne Warren argues that infants, like fetuses, are not persons, but because society values 
infants, infanticide “is wrong for reasons analogous to those which make it wrong to wantonly destroy 
natural resources or great works of art.” Warren, supra note 153, at 175.

161. Macklin, supra note 153, at 41. But see Brody, On the Humanity of the Foetus, in Contemp. 
Issues in Bioethics 229, 240 (T. Beauchamp & L. Walters eds. 1978) (fetus becomes person in first 
three months when it acquires electrical activity in brain necessary for personhood); B. Brody, Abor
tion and the Sanctity of Human Life: A Philosophical View 107-14 (1975) (same).

162. Baron, “If You Prick Us, Do We Not Bleed?": Of Shylock, Fetuses and the Concept of Person in 
the Law, 11 Law, Med. & Health Care 52, 52 (1983). Moreover, resolution of the descriptive biologi
cal debate, even if possible, would not yield answers to the debate about the ethics of abortion. See 
Wikler, Concepts of Personhood: A Philosophical Perspective, in Defining Human Life: Medical, 
Legal and Ethical Implications 12, 18-19 (M. Shaw & A. Doudera eds. 1983) (analyzing disparate 
uses of term “person” in abortion debate).

163. Wikler notes that if “person” is defined prescriptively as an entity with rights, such as the right 
to life, then the statement, “Fetuses should not be killed by abortion because they are persons.” is true 
but trivial. Wikler, supra note 162, at 13.

Determining whether a fetus is a person would be particularly relevant in 
resolving the live-birth issue. If a fetus is a person with a right to life, then 
surely an infant, including one born from an abortion, is as well. Alterna
tively, if personhood depends on the capacity for rational thought, then entities 
lacking this capacity can be either aborted or denied treatment, unless there 
are other, independent reasons for treating them. But the personhood debate is 
primarily prescriptive, rather than descriptive. Rather than being a strictly 
factual or empirical inquiry, it seems to be a value-laden dispute over what 
sorts of rights certain entities should have.161 Set in this context, the issue inev
itably leads to an unproductive impasse.162 Indeed, as part of a largely pre
scriptive debate, opponents of abortion surely will define “person” broadly 
enough to include fetuses, while abortion advocates will adopt a stricter defini
tion of personhood to exclude fetuses.163 Because a resolution of the per
sonhood debate clearly is not forthcoming, it cannot help us resolve the live
birth dilemma.

A justification of abortion which is potentially more helpful focuses on the 
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pregnant woman’s relationship to the fetus and her duties towards it. Judith 
Jarvis Thomson presents this argument in its most compelling form.164 Thom
son assumes, for the sake of argument, that the fetus is a person. She then 
poses the hypothetical that the Society of Music Lovers has kidnapped a per
son in order to save the life of a famous violinist suffering from a rare and fatal 
kidney ailment. The violinist must spend nine months plugged into the vic
tim’s kidneys to remove poisons from his system. Thomson submits that while 
it would be very nice of the victim to remain attached to the violinist, he or she 
has no duty to make this sort of sacrifice, despite the violinist’s undisputed 
personhood and right to life. Severance, though lethal to the violinist, is mor
ally permissible because the victim has not voluntarily assumed any duties to 
him.165

164. Thomson, .4 Defense of Abortion, 1 Phil. & Pub. Aff. 46, 47 (1971).
165. Id. at 48-49.
166. Thomson does not justify abortion in such cases. She believes the abortion issue is difficult and 

complex and claims as a virtue of her analysis that it does not justify all abortions. Id. at 65.
167. Thomson does not deem voluntary a pregnancy which results from failure of a contraceptive 

method. Id. at 59.
168. Id. at 66.

Thomson suggests that this scenario is similar to pregnancy, or at least to 
some pregnancies. Pregnancy involves physical and psychological hardships, 
and, even if the fetus is a person, in the absence of voluntary assumption of 
duties, a woman does not have to sacrifice her interests for its benefit. Thom
son’s argument is most persuasive in cases of rape and is weakest in cases 
where the pregnancy was initially desired or planned.166 Because many 
pregnancies, such as those resulting from failure to use contraception or failure 
to use it correctly, fall somewhere in between these two extremes, it is unclear 
whether Thomson would find abortion justified in such cases. Her argument, 
indeed, depends on resolution of what actions are sufficient to constitute, ex
plicitly or implicitly, a voluntary assumption of duties to the fetus.167

Thomson’s analysis clearly is relevant to the question whether womb-empty
ing or feticide is justified. If removal entails destruction, Thomson’s justifica
tion for severance must also justify fetal death. However, if womb-emptying 
and feticide diverge, her rationale does not support causing the fetus’ death. 
Thomson acknowledges this dichotomy:

I have argued that you are not morally required to spend 9 months in 
bed, sustaining the life of the violinist; but to say this is by no means 
to say that if, when you unplug yourself, there is a miracle and he 
survives, you then have a right to turn around and slit his throat. 
You may detach yourself even if this costs him his life; you have no 
right to be guaranteed his death, by some other means, if unplugging 
yourself does not kill him.168

Thus, Thomson’s argument in support of abortion does not justify denial of 
treatment to an infant who unexpectedly survives an abortion.

Other justifications of abortion take a gradualist approach in attempting to 
explain the common ethical intuition that early abortions are morally less 
problematic than late ones. For example, Edward Langerak argues that “po
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tential persons,” i.e., those beings who, in the normal course of their develop
ment, will acquire a person’s right to life, already have some claim to life by 
virtue of this potential.169 But the extent of their claim is conferred by society, 
he argues, and society has the right to make this claim weak in the early stages 
of pregnancy in deference to the woman’s rights.170 This claim gradually in
creases in strength, because very late fetuses are much like newborns and soci
ety wants to keep intact its collective sympathy for newborns. This gradualist 
position, however, does not justify denying post-birth treatment because live 
birth terminates the invasion of a woman’s bodily integrity and because the 
abortus then is a newborn, rather than merely similar to one.

169. Langerak, Abortion: Listening to the Middle, in Ethical Issues in Modern Medicine 174, 
175 (J. Arras & R. Hunt eds. 1983). But see Feinberg, Abortion, in Matters of Life and Death 183, 
196 (T. Regan ed. 1980) (critiquing argument that having potential to be someone with certain right 
gives claim to right; noting as example that potential presidents have no presidential rights until becom
ing president).

170. Langerak, supra note 169, at 177-78.
171. This article will not discuss utilitarian or consequentialist arguments that because women will 

have abortions even if they are illegal and may risk death or serious harm, abortions should be legal on 
public policy grounds in order to protect women from harm. While this argument supports legaliza
tion. it does not address the morality of abortion. Nor does it justify feticide; so long as a woman is 
allowed to obtain a legal abortion, she will not be harmed if the physician treats the abortus.

172. Ross, Abortion and the Death of the Fetus, 11 Phil. & Pub. Aff. 232, 238 (1982).
173. Ross compares it to the relationship with Thomson’s violinist, noting that even if we keep him 

alive, our relationship to him more or less terminates the moment his dependency on us ends. “We 
may get the odd invitation to concerts, but this is of a very different order from what we go through 
should we bring our child home.” Id. at 238.

174. Id. at 240-41.
175. Id. at 236.
176. Ross goes no further than to argue that if a woman has a right to abort in the early stages of 

pregnancy, she has it because of considerations concerning the bonds between parent and child; if she 
does not have such a right, it is despite these considerations. Id. at 245 n.14.

Although a great many writers have attempted to justify abortion, the pre
ceding arguments represent the general range of positions, as well as those 
most relevant to the live-birth dilemma.171 With the possible exception of the 
position that fetuses are not persons because they lack rationality, these argu
ments clearly provide no reason to deny treatment to abortuses. As the live
birth dilemma has become increasingly prominent, however, writers have be
gun to try to justify feticide. Such an argument conceivably could support 
nontreatment of abortuses.

Stephen Ross argues that analyses such as Thomson’s misrepresent the rela
tionship between woman and fetus and thereby distort the reasons why at least 
some women abort.172 The fetus is not simply a person or potential person, 
but is the woman’s child. The parent-child relationship is a long and special 
one,173 and abortion may be sought not to avoid pregnancy, but to prevent 
formation of such a relationship. A woman or a couple may believe strongly 
that they should raise whatever children they bring into the world and may 
view another’s raising of their child as a substantial and ongoing failure.174 
Thus, the parent(s) specifically may desire the fetus’ death.175

Were the fetus a stranger, this desire would be both monstrous and inexplic
able. Ross, though, persuasively argues that many women seeking abortions in 
fact desire feticide and that this desire is not unnatural. He does not, however, 
try to show that this desire translates into a right to ensure the fetus’ death.176 
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Indeed, justifying such a right would seem to be a virtually impossible task. 
First, while the psychological desire not to be a mother may play an important 
role in the decision to abort, it does not inevitably also support a right to en
sure a fetus’ death if the death is not a necessary consequence of abortion.177 178 
Second, men who similarly may desire feticide to prevent formation of a par
ent-child relationship either have no right to refuse to be biological fathers 
(apart from their right to refrain from intercourse with fertile women) or this 
“right” is subordinate to the woman’s decision whether to bear the child. Fi
nally, once an infant is separate from its mother, even if this occurs because an 
abortion results in live birth, it is too late to recognize a right not to be a 
mother. In this situation, the abortus is an independent human being and this 
ethical justification for abortion furnishes no reason to treat it differently from 
any other infant.

177. See Wilder, supra note 150, at 64 (suggesting that such right not to be parent might license 
infanticide or even killing of older children).

178. 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
179. Id. at 153.
180. Id.
181. Id. at 158. The Court noted that were the fetus a person within the meaning of the fourteenth 

amendment, its right to life would be constitutionally protected. Id. at 156-57. The woman, therefore, 
presumably would not be allowed to violate that right, despite the hardship to her.

182. Id. at 163-64.
183. As noted previously, saline, the primary second-trimester abortion procedure used in 1973, is 

almost always feticidal. See supra notes 48 to 52 and accompanying text (discussing live births from 
saline abortions).

B. LEGAL JUSTIFICATION OF ABORTION

The landmark Supreme Court decision in Roe v. Wade™ currently consti
tutes the definitive statement of the legal and constitutional justifications of a 
woman’s right to abort. The Court relied on the right of privacy and held that 
this right “is broad enough to encompass a woman’s decision whether or not to 
terminate her pregnancy.”179 The Court emphasized that even the early stages 
of pregnancy can cause physical harm to the woman and that serious psycho
logical harm also may be involved.180 Although the Court refused to decide 
whether a fetus is a “person” in the commonplace sense of the term, it did hold 
that the fetus is not a “person” under the fourteenth amendment.181 The Court 
acknowledged that the abortion right is not absolute; once the fetus is viable, 
the state’s interest in protecting it becomes compelling and states then can pro
hibit abortions unless an abortion is necessary to protect a woman’s life or 
health.182 Thus, the Court focused on a woman’s privacy and on the hardships 
of pregnancy and held that absent a compelling interest, states could not im
pose these hardships on women.

When Roe was decided, womb emptying almost always resulted in feti
cide.183 The Court clearly intended to justify both facets of abortion and did 
not anticipate that they would diverge. After discussing the hardships of preg
nancy, the Court stated:

Maternity, or additional offspring, may force upon the woman a dis
tressful life and future. Mental and physical health may be taxed by 
child care. There is also the distress, for all concerned, associated 
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with the unwanted child, and there is the problem of bringing a child 
into a family already unable, psychologically and otherwise, to care 
for it. In other cases, as in this one, the additional difficulties and 
continuing stigma of unwed motherhood may be involved.184

184. Id. at 153.
185. Various writers have noted that the Roe Court’s language would appear to support feticide. 

Favole, Artificial Gestation: New Meaning for the Right to Terminate Pregnancy, 21 Ariz. L. Rev. 755, 
766 (1979).

186. Arguably, viability is important only because it represents a reasonable balancing of a woman’s 
rights with society’s interest in infants or almost-fully-developed fetuses. See infra text Section IV.B. 
(discussing whether viability is ethically important); Engelhardt, Viability and the Use of the Fetus, in 
Abortion and the Status of the Fetus 183, 196 (W. Bondeson, H.T. Engelhardt, Jr., S. Spicker & 
D. Winship eds. 1983) [hereinafter cited as Engelhardt (1983)].

187. 428 U.S. 52, 83-84 (1975).
188. Id. at 83-84.
189. 103 S. Ct. 2517 (1983).
190. Id. at 2522.
191. See also Commonwealth v. Edelin, 371 Mass. 497, 509, 359 N.E.2d 4, 10 (1976) (reversing man

slaughter conviction of doctor who performed late abortion, but recognizing that upon live birth, fetus 
becomes ‘person’ within meaning of manslaughter statute); Note, supra note 26, at 910-11 (concluding, 
in context of artificial gestation technology, that there is no constitutional protection for right not to 
reproduce or beget child, if reproduction no longer infringes on individual’s bodily privacy). But see 
Erickson, May the State Demand A Person’s Eggs, Sperms or Embryos? A Reply to the “Transplant 
Theory” of Abortion (1983) (unpublished monograph on file at Georgetown Law Journal) (claiming 
that even if technology widely available, states constitutionally could not require woman to have trans
plant instead of ordinary feticidal abortion).

192. Tribe, Forward: Toward a Model of Roles in the Due Process of Life and Law, 87 Harv. L. Rev. 
1, 2-5 (1973); Perry. Abortion, the Public Morals, and the Police Power: The Ethical Function of Substan
tive Due Process, 23 UCLA L. Rev. 689 (1976).

Adoption can, of course, alleviate the hardship of child care, unwanted chil
dren, and single motherhood. Because the Court discussed these burdens in 
addition to those of pregnancy and childbirth as justifications for abortion and 
its result of feticide, Roe arguably could support nontreatment of infants born 
from abortions.185 Roe, however, cannot be so interpreted. Despite the lan
guage of the opinion, the Court recognized a compelling state interest in pro
tection of potential life once the fetus becomes viable. Indeed, the Court 
suggested that viability is important precisely because that is when the fetus 
potentially can live on its own.186 Because infants bom alive from abortions 
no longer encroach upon the woman’s bodily integrity and can possibly live on 
their own, the state’s freedom to protect viable fetuses in utero certainly should 
extend to abortuses ex utero.

Subsequent Supreme Court decisions further support treatment of abor
tuses. In Planned Parenthood of Central Missouri v. Danforth ,187 the Court 
held that failure to protect a live-born infant is punishable under state law.188 
In Planned Parenthood Association of Kansas City, Mo., Inc. v. Ashcroft ,189 the 
Court recently upheld a state requirement that a second physician be in at
tendance at post-viability abortions. The Court stated that “[pjreserving the 
life of a viable fetus that is aborted may not often be possible, but the State 
legitimately may choose to provide safeguards for the comparatively few in
stances of live birth that occur.”190 Thus, the reasoning in Roe and its progeny 
furnishes no reason not to treat infants bom from abortions.191

Many legal scholars have agreed with the outcome in Roe, yet found its 
analysis insubstantial or unconvincing.192 Based on Judith Thomson’s defense 
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of abortion, Donald Regan persuasively argues that Roe could be rewritten to 
hold that because there is no legal duty to be a “Good Samaritan” and rescue 
others, forcing a pregnant woman to aid an unwanted fetus by continuing the 
pregnancy would violate equal protection.193 Although on occasion the law 
imposes a duty to render aid,194 Regan argues that in all these situations, in 
contrast to pregnancy, (1) the relationship which gives rise to the duty has been 
voluntarily assumed,195 and (2) the aid required is usually trivial, such as call
ing a doctor or sending for medicine.196 Finally, Regan notes that, although a 
person who has voluntarily begun a rescue must carry it out in a nonnegligent 
manner, which sometimes requires that the rescuer may not terminate the ef
fort,197 this exception is likewise inapplicable to pregnancy because the preg
nant woman has not knowingly and intentionally begun to offer assistance; 
rather, she has merely taken a small risk and lost.198 Thus, a pregnant woman 
does not have a legal duty to be a “Good Samaritan.” Regan’s thoughtful and 
persuasive argument may provide a firmer grounding, or at least an alternative 
rationale, for the result in Roe. But, as it is based on Thomson’s defense of 
abortion, it is clear that it too provides no reason not to treat an infant unex
pectedly born alive from an abortion.199

193. Regan, Rewriting Roe v. Wade. 77 Mich. L. Rev. 1569, 1569 (1979).
194. Such a duty is owed by common carriers to passengers, jailers to prisoners, innkeepers to guests, 

store owners to customers, employers to employees, and parents to children. Id. at 1593.
195. In response to the objection commonly leveled at Thomson’s thesis that, except in cases of rape, 

the woman has acted voluntarily so as to risk becoming pregnant, Regan argues that the issue is not 
whether the sexual act was intended, but whether the pregnancy itself was intended. Id. at 1593-95. 
Accordingly not only are pregnancies resulting from rape or contraceptive failure nonvoluntary under 
his theory, but so are pregnancies caused by carelessness or the failure to use contraception, so long as 
the pregnancy itself was not intended. Id.

196. Id. at 1596-97. According to Regan, “we would hardly require an innkeeper to give up a kidney 
for transplanting into a guest whose kidneys had failed. That would be a duty comparable to the duty 
anti-abortion laws impose on the pregnant woman.” Id.

197. Id. at 1598.
198. Id. at 1599.
199. See supra notes 164 to 168 and accompanying text (discussing failure of Thomson’s defense of 

abortion to justify nontreatment of abortus).
200. The one exception to this conclusion is that under an ethical theory which does not grant per

sonhood to either fetuses or infants, treating abortuses differently from other premature newborns 
could be permissible because abortuses would have no value to their parents, while other premature 
infants would. Englehardt (1983), supra note 186, at 195-96.

201. Wood & Hawkins, State Regulation of Late Abortions and the Physician’s Duty of Care to the 
Viable Fetus, 45 Mo. L. Rev. 394, 419 (1980). A number of states statutorily provide that the physician 
has a duty to the live-bom abortus equivalent to his duty to any other infant, see infra notes 226 and 
227 and accompanying text. One group has stated, however, that the Supreme Court “has never clari
fied the issues raised by the delivery of live infants, whether previable or viable, resulting from legal 
abortion procedures. This lack of clarification places physicians in legal jeopardy.” Official Statement 

In sum, we can conclude that insofar as the major ethical and legal justifica
tions for abortion are relevant to analysis of the live-birth issue, they suggest 
that the fact that an infant is born as a result of abortion should be immaterial 
to the decision whether to provide lifesaving treatment.200

C. OBJECTIONS FROM CONSEQUENCES: CONTRACT, CONSENT, AND 
WRONGFUL LIFE

The conclusion that infants bom from abortions must be treated like other 
infants may seem entirely obvious to many people.201 Having embraced this 
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conclusion, though, there remains the disquieting scenario in which a lawful 
second-trimester abortion unexpectedly results in a live birth which then re
quires physicians to save the unwanted infant’s life. Some physicians have 
raised objections to mandated treatment of abortuses based upon the potential 
legal consequences of saving such infants. Although these objections have not 
been specifically discussed in the literature, they nonetheless merit brief 
examination.

The first objection is that the doctor who saves an abortus thereby breaches 
his contract with the woman. The woman requested an abortion in the normal 
sense of the term. She did not seek a premature delivery followed by lengthy 
and expensive treatment of an infant whose chances of survival are slim.202 
This breach of contract theory emphasizes that live births from second-trimes
ter abortions are unexpected consequences. It misconstrues the nature of con
tracts for medical services, however. In such agreements, a physician promises 
to perform a medical procedure with due care and to the best of his or her 
ability. The physician does not, and cannot, guarantee results.203 A physician 
who delivers a living abortus has no more breached a contract than a neuro
surgeon has if a brain tumor unexpectedly turns out to be inoperable. Thus, 
neither a live birth nor any subsequent treatment constitutes a breach of 
contract.

of the Executive Board of the American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology (Oct. 27. 1975, as 
amended Dec. 12, 1975), cited in P. Ramsey, Ethics at the Edges of Life: Medical and Legal 
Intersections 7 (1978). Moreover, it has been noted that, “(wjhile publicly the great majority of 
hospitals agree that any infant who survives an abortion or miscarriage should be kept alive, doctors 
acknowledge privately that this practice varies widely from hospital to hospital.” Kleiman, supra note 
7.

202. Kerenyi interview, supra note 2. See also Testimony of Dr. Robert Crist, cited in Planned 
Parenthood Ass’n of Kansas City, Mo., Inc. v. Ashcroft, 103 S. Ct. 2517, 2521 n.7 (1983) (stating that 
“the abortion patient has a right not only to be rid of the growth, called a fetus in her body, but also has 
a right to a dead fetus.”) .

203. Perin v. Hayne, 210 N.W.2d 609, 615 (Iowa 1973); Note, Torts-Medical Malpractice-Express 
Warranty of Particular Results of an Operation, 41 Tenn. L. Rev. 964. 965 (1974).

204. Kerenyi interview, supra note 2.
205. Canterbury v. Spence, 464 F.2d 772, 780-83 (D.C. Cir. 1972); Katz, Informed Consent-A Fairy 

Tale? Law's Vision, 39 U. Pitt. L. Rev. 137, 143 (1977).
206. At some institutions that perform late abortions, women are now being informed of the possibil

ity of a live birth. Kleiman, supra note 7.

A similar objection is that because the woman consented to an abortion, not 
a premature delivery, a physician who saves an abortus violates the require
ments of informed consent.204 This objection also misconstrues the concept of 
informed consent. A live birth from a second-trimester abortion is an unex
pected event. A patient does not consent to its occurrence, but rather consents 
to a procedure despite being informed of this risk. If such a complication does 
occur, a patient can successfully sue only if: (1) she should have been, but was 
not, warned of this risk and (2) had she been properly informed, she would 
have forgone the procedure.205 As viability occurs earlier, physicians perform
ing late abortions should inform women of the chances of a live birth with the 
various procedures.206 So long as patients are adequately informed of this pos
sible consequence, however, they cannot bring suit for lack of informed
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consent.207

207. Although discussion of the issue is beyond the scope of this article, a woman who denies per
mission to treat her live-bom abortus should have no obligation to pay for such treatment.

208. Dr. Kerenyi likewise has suggested this possibility. Kerenyi interview, supra note 2.
209. Robak v. United Slates, 658 F.2d 471. 477 (7th Cir. 1981); Berman v. Allen. 80 N.J. 421, 430-32, 

404 A.2d 8, 13-14(1979). See generally Shaw, Genetically Defective Children: Emerging Legal Consider
ations, 3 Am. J. L. & Med. 333, 336-38 (1977) (discussing appropriateness of legal remedy if birth of 
defective child could have been prevented). Suits have also been brought when a negligently per
formed sterilization procedure has resulted in the birth of a normal child. See Wilber v. Kerr, 275 Ark. 
239, 628 S.W.2d 568 (1982) (vasectomy); Miller v. Duhart. 637 S.W.2d 183 (Mo. Ct. App. 1982) (tubal 
ligation). This article will not address this type of legal challenge.

210. Phillips v. United States, 508 F. Supp. 544, 549-51 (D.S.C. 1981); Brown, Wrongful Life: A 
Misconceived Tort-An Introduction. 4 Specialty L. Dig.: Health Care 5, 9-10 (1982).

211. Jacobs V. Thiemer, 519 S.W.2d 846, 848-50 (Tex. 1975); Dumer v. St. Michael’s Hosp., 69 Wis. 
2d 766, 776, 233 N.W.2d 372. 377 (1975). There is some degree of inconsistency in deducting the cost of 
raising a normal child since, at least for that pregnancy, the alternatives were either bearing a defective 
child or bearing no child. Nonetheless, some courts have adopted this standard, probably to help con
trol the amount of the awards.

212. Berman v. Allen, 80 N.J. 421, 431-34, 404 A.2d 8, 13-15 (1979). Not all courts allow damages 
for emotional distress. Becker v. Schwartz, 46 N.Y.2d 401, 414. 413 N.Y.S.2d 895, 900, 386 N.E.2d 807, 
813 (1978) (damages for emotional distress too speculative; parents’ love for child despite abnormality 
mitigates emotional distress).

213. For an analysis of the wrongful life tort, see Brown, supra note 210, at 7 (supporting wrongful 
birth claim by child’s parents but rejecting wrongful life actions by deformed child); Robertson, Toward 
Rational Boundaries of Tort Liability for Injury to the Unborn: Prenatal Injuries, Preconception Injuries 
and Wrongful Life, 1978 Duke L.J. 1401 (same).

214. Gleitman v. Cosgrove, 49 N.J. 22, 28-29, 227 A.2d 689, 692 (1967).
215. Berman v. Allen, 80 N.J. 421, 428-29. 404 A.2d 8, 12 (1979). But see Note,// Cause of Action for 

"Wrongful Life": A Suggested Analysis, 55 Minn. L. Rev. 58, 62-67 (1970) (such damage calculations 
no more difficult than those in traditional tort cases).

216. E.g. Phillips v. United States, 508 F. Supp. 537, 543-44 (D.S.C. 1981); Elliott v. Brown, 361 So. 
2d 546, 548 (Ala. 1978).

217. Turpin v. Sortini, 31 Cal.3d 220, 234-35, 182 Cal. Rptr. 337, 342-49, 643 P.2d 954, 961-66

A more troublesome objection is that a physician who saves an abortus may 
be subject to liability for the infant’s “wrongful birth” or “wrongful life.”208 In 
a wrongful birth suit, the parent(s) of a child with a serious defect allege that 
had the physician properly informed them of the chances of the defect, they 
would have chosen abortion and prevented the child’s wrongful birth.209 The 
parents need not claim that the physician caused the child’s defect; rather, they 
can claim that the physician, by negligently failing to inform the woman of a 
detectable defect, deprived her of her constitutional right to abort.210 In suc
cessful wrongful birth suits, damages may include the cost of raising the dis
abled child, or at least the additional cost that the child’s disability causes,211 
and compensation for the parents’ emotional distress over unexpectedly bear
ing an handicapped child.212

In a wrongful life suit, the handicapped child alleges that the physician’s 
negligence also wronged him by permitting him to be born with a serious 
handicap.213 Courts generally have not greeted wrongful life suits with ap
proval. Some courts have dismissed such claims on the grounds that the spec
ulative nature of a comparison between life with defects and nonexistence 
renders the assessment of damages impossible.214 Other courts have held that 
life, even with serious handicaps, simply cannot be a wrong for which one can 
collect damages.215 Though most courts continue to reject wrongful life 
claims,216 a few courts now permit the child to sue on his or her own behalf for 
the cost of the extraordinary care that the handicap requires.217
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The law in this area is new and in a state of flux.218 Whatever the ultimate 
fate of the wrongful life theory, it is clear that, in proper circumstances, parents 
can sue physicians for the wrongful birth of a defective child. If such actions 
can be brought against physicians for saving aborted infants who turn out to 
have handicaps, as many will,219 a serious dilemma will result. In such in
stances, physicians would have a moral and legal obligation to attempt to save 
these infants, yet would be subject to potential tort liability if they succeeded 
and the children were handicapped.220

(1982). The court, however, denied recovery for the child’s suffering and emotional distress that the 
handicaps caused. For a critique of this restriction, see Furrow, Impaired Children and Tort Remedies: 
The Emergence of a Consensus, 11 Law, Med. & Health Care 148, 149 (1983). See also Harbenson v. 
Parke-Davis, Inc., 98 Wash. 2d 460, 479-80, 656 P.2d 483, 494-95 (1983) (en banc) (child can bring 
action, but if parents recover in wrongful birth suit child’s damages limited to those incurred after 
reaching age of majority).

218. See generally Furrow, supra note 217; Comment,/! Preference for Nonexistence: Wrongful Life 
and a Proposed Tort of Genetic Malpractice, 55 S. Cal. L. Rev. 477 (1982); Capron, The Continuing 
Wrong of “Wrongful Life," in Genetics and the Law II 81 (A. Milunsky & G. Annas eds. 1980); 
Kathryn, Tort Liability in Genetic Counseling, 79 Colum. L. Rev. 618 (1979).

219. See supra notes 129 to 136 and accompanying text (discussing handicaps of premature infants).
220. According to one writer:

The technological advances which allow detection of some genetic defects only at the point 
when the fetus may be able to survive outside the womb, combined with the mixed signals 
being sent to the medical profession from the courts, place the physician in a double bind 
from which he will have no obvious escape, except to withdraw entirely from this type of 
practice.

Taub, Wrongful Life-Its Problems are Not Just Semantic: A Reply to Furrow, 10 Law, Med. & Health 
Care 208, 213 (1982). While this statement was in support of the argument that courts should not 
allow wrongful life claims, it seems equally applicable to wrongful birth claims.

221. See supra notes 50 and 51 and accompanying text (discussing rate of live-birth occurrence with 
saline amnioinfusion abortions). Dr. Kerenyi notes that since abortions at teaching hospitals generally 
are performed by residents, the chances of error are somewhat higher. Kerenyi interview, supra note 2. 
A live birth also could result from an estimate of gestational age that is incorrect by more than the 
normal two-week margin of error. See Long, supra note 7 (describing abortion of fetus discovered to 
be 32 weeks old). Additionally, a woman possibly could sue for lack of informed consent if the physi
cian did not tell her which techniques were most likely to result in a live birth and offer her a choice of 
procedures.

Several good reasons militate against granting claims for wrongful birth or 
life when an abortion has resulted in a live birth. First, physician negligence 
will seldom be the cause of the birth. Unlike cases where a doctor fails to 
perform amniocentesis to screen for defects or does not provide accurate ge
netic counseling, in this instance a physician simply performs a lawful abortion 
and then, when unexpectedly confronted with a live infant, fulfills his obliga
tion to the infant. Thus, the birth is not wrongful.

This argument will not, however, protect a physician who is negligent. If, 
for example, the physician employs a normally feticidal abortion technique, a 
live birth could result from physician error, such as withdrawal of too little 
amniotic fluid, injection of too little of the abortifacient, or injection at an 
improper location.221 Even if a properly performed abortion would result in 
fetal death, however, the physician probably does not wrong the woman by 
failing to achieve this result. In standard wrongful birth cases, physicians ar
gue that they should not be liable because their negligence did not cause the 
defect, but only precluded the possibility of abortion. Courts have rejected this 
argument on the grounds that it is sufficient that physician negligence deprived 
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the woman of the chance to exercise her constitutionally protected right. Yet, 
after removal of the infant, there is no corresponding constitutional right. The 
justifications of abortion do not entail a constitutional right to choose nontreat
ment once the infant is separate from the mother. Thus, even if the abortion 
should be feticidal, the physician’s treatment of an abortus does not deprive 
the woman of any right which is legally protected. Moreover, while arguably 
the right to abort includes the right to successful feticide in utero, such a right 
would not afford constitutional protection to achievement of a medical result 
which cannot, even with all due care, always be guaranteed.

As for the possibility of a wrongful life action by a salvaged, but severely 
handicapped, child, courts generally have not been sympathetic to this sort of 
claim and in the type of situation under analysis here should continue to reject 
it. Prognosis for extremely premature infants is quite uncertain and physicians 
simply cannot predict which infants will die, which will thrive, and which will 
survive with defects. Given this uncertainty, physicians should not be penal
ized for erring on the side of life. Public policy considerations should therefore 
preclude physician liability for wrongful birth and wrongful life in these cases.

V. Scope of the Duty to Save

The conclusion that the fact that an infant is born from an abortion is not 
relevant to the decision whether to initiate treatment does not define the scope 
of a physician’s duties to such an infant. Must physicians make maximal ef
forts to save all such infants? Should parental desires be a factor in decision
making? What if the abortion is being performed because of known genetic 
defects in the fetus?

a. viable infants versus nonviable ones

Live infants are not necessarily viable. An infant is alive if it has one of the 
following: (1) spontaneous muscular movement; (2) response to external stim
uli, such as touch, changes in temperature, and stimuli which produce pain; (3) 
elicitable reflexes; (4) spontaneous respiration; or (5) spontaneous heart func
tion manifested by a heartbeat and a pulse.222 Although it is alive if any one of 
the above five criteria is present, it is viable only if all of these criteria are 
present to some degree.223 Because viability requires the capacity for sustained 
life outside the womb rather than mere momentary survival,224 its assessment 
is a complex matter of medical evaluation and prediction; doctors must evalu
ate the infant’s size and weight, ascertain the presence of the above indicia of 
viability, and rule out the presence of clinical signs indicative of nonviability, 
such as fused eyes or gelatinous skin.225

222. National Comm'n for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behav
ioral Research, Research on the Fetus 58 (1975) [hereinafter cited as Research on the Fetus|.

223. Id. at 59. Respiratory activity is the sine qua non of viability, since at present there is no way to 
sustain the life of an infant whose lungs are not inflatable Id.

224. Id.
225. These traits indicate extreme immaturity and nonviability in a newborn. Interview with Dr. 

Alan Fleischman, Director of the Division of Neonatology and Professor of Pediatrics, Albert Einstein 
College of Medicine, in New York City (Apr. 7, 1983) [hereinafter cited as Fleischman interview].
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Despite the enormous difficulties in this area, one conclusion seems obvious: 
the law should not require medically futile procedures. Physicians do not try 
to save nonviable infants born spontaneously; likewise, they need not provide 
intensive care to nonviable abortuses. Even the nonviable infant’s life must be 
respected, just as are the lives of other persons who are dying. Thus, the infant 
should be kept warm and given comfort. Beyond this minimum, physicians 
should be permitted to rely on their medical judgment and should not have to 
treat aggressively infants that are not viable.

In general, state statutes dealing with the problem of infants aborted alive 
recognize the rather obvious limitation that physicians should not be com
pelled to attempt the impossible. For example, many statutes simply hold phy
sicians to the same standard of care for abortuses as for other infants226 or 
require that an aborted infant born alive should have the same rights as a 
premature infant of a similar medical status born spontaneously.227 Certain 
other statutes, however, have appeared to require futile attempts to rescue non
viable abortuses. For example, a Nebraska statute required treatment of “any 
child aborted alive with any chance of survival.”228 This section was held void 
for vagueness,229 as was a similar provision in the Illinois Code.230 In both 
cases, the problem with this requirement was described as follows:

226. See, e.g., III. Ann. Stat. ch. 38, § 81-26 (Smith-Hurd Supp. 1979); Ind. Code Ann. § 35-1 - 
58.5-7(B) (Bums 1979); Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 311.790 (Baldwin 1981); La. Rev. Stat. Ann. 
§ 14:87.5 (West Supp. 1980); Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 22. § 1594 (1964); Nev. Rev. Stat. § 28-331 
(Supp. 1979); 35 Pa. Cons. Stat. Ann. § 6604 (Purdon 1977).

227. Cal. Health and Safety Code § 25955.9 (West 1984); N.Y. Exec. Law § 291-3 (McKinney 
1982; Tenn. Code Ann. §§ 39-4-206 (1982).

228. Neb. Rev. Stat. § 28-331 (Supp. 1979). See also Wyo. Stat. 35-6-104 (1977) (“any viable 
infant aborted alive with any chance of survival”).

229. Schulte v. Douglas, 567 F. Supp. 522, 528 (D. Neb. 1981).
230. Charles v. Carey. 627 F.2d 772, 791 (7th Cir. 1980).
231. /a!; Schulte, 561 F. Supp. at 528.
232. Schulte, 567 F. Supp. at 528.
233. Roe v. Wade. 410 U.S. 113, 163 (1973).

The meaning of the term ‘alive’ could include only the most minimal 
of life signs in a nonviable fetus or it could be limited to the capabil
ity of sustained survival. The lack of a precise definition leaves phy
sicians uninformed as to their duties toward the fetus and could deter 
them from performing abortions for fear of being singled out for 
prosecution for murder under this ambiguous standard . . . . 231

The court in Schulte v. Douglas, the Nebraska case, recognized that the statu
tory provision in question dealt with infants rather than fetuses, and thus made 
applicable a different set of state interests. It held, however, that 
“[n]onetheless, no interest of the state abolishes the need for definiteness in the 
language of criminal statutes.”232 Even if a statute requiring treatment of any 
living abortus were sufficiently specific (perhaps openly stating that it required 
even futile rescue attempts), it would still be unconstitutional. Prior to viabil
ity, states can regulate abortions only to protect the woman’s health,233 and a 
treatment requirement for previable abortuses would clearly exceed this au
thority. It would undoubtedly increase physicians’ reluctance to perform late 
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abortions, thereby restricting access to abortions.234 Moreover, because treat
ment of nonviable infants, however born, does not constitute good medical 
practice, requiring physicians to treat them would most likely constitute an 
unwarranted interference with the practice of medicine.235

234. See Planned Parenthood Ass’n of Kansas City, Mo., Inc. v. Ashcroft, 103 S. Ct. 2517, 2519-20 
(1983) (invalidating provisions of Missouri abortion statute, including requirement that all second- 
trimester abortions be performed in hospitals, on grounds that it unnecessarily restricted access to abor
tions); Planned Parenthood of Cent. Mo. v. Danforth, 428 U.S. 52, 82-83 (1976) (invalidating statute 
that required physicians to use same degreee of professional skill and diligence to preserve life and 
health of fetus being aborted as they would use for one intended to be bom; because applicability not 
limited to viable fetuses, statute unconstitutionally restricted access to abortions); Hodgson v. Ander
son, 378 F. Supp. 1008, 1017 (D. Minn. 1974), (holding unconstitutional state statute applying to viable 
and potentially viable fetuses which required lifesaving measures for such fetuses bom live following 
abortion) ajfd in part, rev’d in part, 542 F.2d 1350 (8th Cir. 1976).

235. Cf American Acad, of Pediatrics v. Heckler, 561 F. Supp. 395 (D.D.C. 1983) (invalidating 
Health and Human Services regulation requiring life-sustaining treatment for virtually all defective 
newborns). See infra notes 240 to 246 and accompanying text (further discussing American Acad, of 
Pediatrics}.

236. Duff & Campbell, Moral and Ethical Dilemmas in the Special-Care Nursery, 289 New Eng. J. 
Med. 890, 890 (1973); President’s Comm'n, supra note 108, at 207 n.43.

237. Opinion of the Judicial Council of the American Medical Association 9-10 (1982), reprinted in 
President’s Comm’n, supra note 108, at app. C.

238. See infra notes 240 to 246 and accompanying text (discussing Baby Doe case and “Baby Doe” 
regulations).

239. Surveys of pediatricians and pediatric surgeons repeatedly have found that the majority of doc
tors polled either would not recommend surgery for a Down’s Syndrome infant with an intestinal 
blockage or would acquiesce in parents’ decisions not to operate in such a case. Todres, Krane, Howill 
& Shannon. Pediatricians’ Attitudes Affecting Decision-Making in Defective Newborns, 60 Pediatrics 
197, 198 (1977) (51% would not recommend surgery); Shaw, Randolph & Manard, Ethical Issues in 
Pediatric Surgery: A National Survey of Pediatricians and Pediatric Surgeons, 60 Pediatrics 558 (1977) 
(76.8% of pediatric surgeons and 49.5% of pediatricians would follow parents’ wishes to refuse consent 
for surgery). For an analysis of the legality of decisions not to provide aggressive treatment for defec
tive newborns, see Robertson, Involuntary Euthanasia of Defective Newborns: A Legal Analysis, 27 
Stan. L. Rev. 213 (1975).

b. duties to premature or defective newborns

While the conclusion that a physician has the same duty to an abortus as to 
a premature newborn helps to define the physician’s duty in the live-birth situ
ation. the duty owed to newborns is not entirely clear. Even viable newborns 
often are allowed to die, or are treated conservatively, rather than aggressively, 
if they are extremely premature or severely defective.236 Heated debate con
tinues over the proper extent of parental and medical autonomy in this area, 
with the American Medical Association taking the position that parents should 
make treatment decisions for severely deformed newborns237 and the federal 
government seeking to limit parental authority.238 This article will not attempt 
a detailed exploration of the difficult question of treating defective newborns, 
although it will attempt to examine general guidelines, to draw some tentative, 
preliminary conclusions, and to apply them to the problem of live births from 
late abortions.

1. Guidelines for Treatment Decisions for Defective Newborns
Parents and physicians have long made treatment decisions quietly and pri

vately and have sometimes chosen nontreatment even when effective therapy 
was available.239 The Reagan Administration recently challenged this free
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dom. In response to the Baby Doe case,240 in which parents and physician 
withheld corrective surgery for a Down’s Syndrome infant with an esophogeal 
defect,241 the Department of Health and Human Services issued regulations 
making it unlawful to discriminate against a handicapped newborn by denying 
it food or customary medical care because of such handicap.242 Upon chal
lenge by the American Academy of Pediatrics and other medical groups, the 
court invalidated these regulations on the grounds that the government had 
violated the Administrative Procedure Act243 by promulgating the regulations 
without notice and comment and had arbitrarily and capriciously failed to 
consider relevant factors, such as prognosis, parental preferences, and the fam
ily’s right to privacy.244 The court noted that aggressive medical treatment is 
not necessarily in the best interests of each and every handicapped newborn, 
stating: “No attempt was made to address the issue of whether termination of 
painful, intrusive medical treatment might be appropriate where an infant’s 
clear prognosis is death within days or months or to specify the level of appro
priate care in such futile cases.”245

The failure of the regulations to distinguish between Down’s Syndrome and 
other more complex or more severe defects clearly warranted their invalida
tion. Numerous concerned physicians, ethicists, and legal commentators had 
condemned the regulations as intrusive and vastly oversimplified.246 Because

240. In re Infant Doe, No. GU 8204-00 (Cir. Ct. Monroe Cy., Ind. Apr. 12, 1982), writ of mandamus 
dismissed sub nom State ex rei. Infant Doe v. Baker, No. 482 § 140 (Ind. May 27. 1982) (case mooted by 
infant’s death).

241. Child welfare authorities sought review of the decision and removal of custody of Baby Doe 
from his parents. The court, in refusing to intervene, held that in this case nontreatment was a medical 
option and was not the sort of neglect that the Indiana child neglect statute envisaged. Baby Doe died 
six days later. As the President’s Commission notes, evaluating this case is difficult since the pleadings 
have been sealed because of privacy concerns. President’s Comm’n, supra note 108. at 224 n.92. The 
response from commentators and the public to denial of treatment to the infant was highly critical. 
Fost. Putting Hospitals on Notice, 13 Hastings Center Rep. 5, 9 (Aug. 1982); McCormick & Paris. 
Infant Doe: Infanticide or an Acceptable Option, America, Apr. 23, 1983, at 313. Disclosure of a 
similar situation, concerning a Down’s Syndrome infant born at Johns Hopkins Hospital in 1972, had 
drawn somewhat similar criticism. Hellegers, Problems in Bioethics: The Johns Hopkins Case, 8 Ob
stetrics & Gynecology News 40 (1974); Gustafson, Mongolism, Parental Desires, and the Right to 
Life. 16 Perspectives in Biology & Med. 529 (1973).

242. 47 Fed. Reg. 26,027 (1982). The Department of Health & Human Services (HHS) subsequently 
required hospitals to post a sign in the nursery stating this policy and providing the toll-free telephone 
number of the "Handicapped Infant Hotline” at the HHS so that authorities could be informed anony
mously and immediately of violations. 48 Fed. Reg. 9630 (1983).

243. 5 U.S.C. §§ 551 et. seq. (1977).
244. American Acad, of Pediatrics v. Heckler, 561 F. Supp. 395. 403 (D.D.C. 1983). According to 

the court, in requiring physicians treating newborns to consider only medical risk-benefit factors and to 
discount parental preferences, the government failed to give “the slightest consideration to the advan
tages and disadvantages of relying on the wishes of the parents who, knowing the setting in which the 
child may be raised, in many ways are in the best position to evaluate the infant’s best interests.” Id. at 
400.

245. Id. The court further noted that the government did not consider mechanisms for the extensive 
care that the regulation mandated or allocation of scarce medical resources between defective newborns 
and other newborns. Id. Moreover, the court stated that although the regulation prohibited the denial 
of “customary medical care,” even the most cursory investigation by the Secretary would have revealed 
that "there is no customary standard of care for the treatment of severely defective newborns." Id. 
(emphasis in original).

246. See, eg., Fost, supra note 241, at 7 (severe handicap cannot reasonably be disregarded in mak
ing treatment decisions); Arras, Toward an Ethic of Ambiguity, 14 Hastings Center Rlp. 25, 26 (Apr. 
1984) (regulations' “nondiscrimination principle" is “fatally flawed by an altogether superficial under
standing of the concept of ‘discrimination’”); Doctors Criticize New U.S. Rules on Seriously III 
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the court based invalidation on the government’s failure to consider relevant 
factors, however, the court’s decision does not provide a standard for treatment 
decisions or for the proper weighing of relevant factors.* 247 Nonetheless, 
the decision, along with the decision in a subsequent case involving a later 
version of the regulations,248 suggests certain general principles to guide 
decisionmaking.

Newborns, N.Y. Times, Apr. 7, 1983, at 19, col. 1 (quoting Prof. Alan Weisbard: “[T]he regulations 
[are] grotesquely oversimplified and inadequate for sensible decision making”).

247. While there are several trial court decisions overriding parental refusals of treatment, none of 
them fully articulate a coherent theory concerning treatment decisions for defective newborns. See 
Maine Med. Center v. Houle, No. 74-145, slip op. at 4 (Cumberland Cty. Super. Ct., Me. Feb. 14, 
1974) (ordering operation to repair tracheoesophogeal fistula for infant with brain damage and multiple 
anomalies on theory that every human has right to life and doctor’s qualitative evaluation of value of 
life to be preserved not legally within the scope of expertise). See also In re Cicero, 101 Mise. 2d 699, 
702, 421 N.Y.S.2d 965, 968 (Sup. Ct. 1979) (ordering life-sustaining operation for infant with spinal 
disorder on grounds that parental inaction ensuring infant’s death not permitted when child has reason
able chance to live useful, fulfilled life). This latter decision, though sound, did not reach the issue of 
when nontreatment decisions by parents should be upheld.

248. After this first regulation was invalidated, HHS published a second proposed regulation, 48 
Fed. Reg. 30,845 (July 5, 1983). After receiving and analyzing comments on this proposed regulation, it 
then promulgated its final regulation. 45 C.F.R. § 84. as amended by 49 Fed. Reg. 1622 (1984). In the 
final regulation, the Administration attempted to meet some of the criticisms of earlier versions. Crit
ics, including amici curiae in American Acad, of Pediatrics, had argued that the initial regulation seemed 
to require treatment even for infants with defects such as anencephaly (absence of the brain), which are 
incompatible with life. 561 F. Supp. at 402. The final regulations specifically state that futile treat
ments for infants who are inevitably dying are not required. 49 Fed. Reg. at 1653-54. They also mod
ify the procedures for decisionmaking by encouraging hospitals to form Infant Care Review 
Committees, 49 Fed. Reg. at 1623-25 (to be codified at 45 C.F.R. § 84.55(a)), and by modifying the 
nondiscrimination notice that hospitals are required to post. 49 Fed. Reg. at 1625-26. The Administra
tion’s basic substantive precept that problems in this area can be resolved by reference to a principle of 
nondiscrimination remains unchanged, however. Very recently the Second Circuit severely criticized 
this principle and held that HHS lacked statutory authority to regulate in this area. See United States 
v. University Hosp., 729 F.2d 144 (2d Cir. 1984) (discussed in note 249, infra).

249. In the recent and highly publicized case of "Baby Jane Doe,” HHS sought access to the medical 
records of this infant, who was born with severe spina bifida, hydrocephalus, and microcephaly. A 
parental decision to forgo surgical closure of her spinal lesion had already been upheld by New York 
state courts. Weber v. Stony Brook Hospitals, 60 N.Y.2d 208, 469 N.Y.S.2d 63, 456 N.E.2d'l 186 (1983), 
affg 95 A.D.2d 587, 467 N.Y.S.2d 685 (1983) (dismissing petition by unrelated party to compel sur
gery). The Second Circuit, in discussing the relevance of discrimination law to the situation of Baby 
Jane Doe, stated: “Where the handicapping decision is related to the condition(s) to be treated, it will 
rarely, if ever, be possible to say with certainty that a particular decision was ’discriminatory.’ It is at 
this point that the analogy to race . . . breaks down.” United States v. University Hosp., 729 F.2d at 
157. The Second Circuit went on to hold that there was no evidence that Congress intended Section 
504 of the Rehabilitation Act to apply to treatment decisions for newborns, and that in the absence of 

The first principle is that standard civil rights law, which regards the failure 
to provide customary medical care to a handicapped newborn as discrimina
tory, inadequately deals with the complexities of this area. With Down’s Syn
drome (the Administration’s paradigm), the esophogeal defect needing 
treatment and the handicap (subsequent mental retardation) are separate and 
distinct. Thus one can ignore the handicap and require surgical treatment on 
the grounds that a normal infant (one without Down’s Syndrome) would be 
operated on for an esophogeal defect. But in many other cases, the problem 
needing treatment is intimately related to the handicap: for example, with 
spina bifida, the spinal lesion needing closure is both the medical problem and 
the source of the handicap. It cannot be disregarded, nor can one sensibly 
discuss how a “normal” infant with an open spine would be treated.249
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Moreover, even when the medical problem is separate and distinct from a 
condition that will cause a mental handicap (e.g., a Trisomy 13 baby with an 
esophogeal defect), very severe handicaps may well create a medical and 
moral distinction between these handicapped infants and normal ones.250 In 
such cases, differential treatment would be justified and not discriminatory.251 
As Norman Fost states, “handicap is nearly always the reason for withholding 
or withdrawing treatment from a patient, even when nontreatment is morally 
and legally justified.”252 Fost notes:

such evidence, HHS did not have the authority to investigate incidents of allegedly discriminatory 
denials of treatment by obtaining access to medical records. Id. at 161.

250. See Arras, supra note 246, at 216.
251. See United States v. University Hosp., 729 F.2d at 156 (emphasizing distinction based on hand

icap is discriminatory only when handicap irrelevant to decision being made).
252. Fost, supra note 241, at 7.
253. Id.
254. In some cases, overtreatment may violate the infant’s interests as much as undertreatment does 

in others. See Robertson, Dilemma in Danville, 11 Hastings Center Rep. 5,6 (Oct. 1981); see also R. 
Stinson & P. Stinson, The Long Dying of Baby Andrew (1983) (describing long, painful, and 
ultimately futile course of treatment for extremely premature infant).

255. One frequently proposed basis for distinction is whether the infant would have sufficient cogni
tive functioning to have some potential for human relationships. McCormick, To Save or Let Die: The 
Dilemma of Modern Medicine. 229 J. A.M.A. 172, 174 (1974); see also Jonsen, Phibbs, Tooley & Gar
land, Critical Issues in Newborn Intensive Care: A Conference Report and Policy Proposal, 55 Pediat
rics 756, 756 (1975) (describing proceedings of conference on neonatal intensive care). Some writers 
would let parents opt for nontreatment if it is likely that, in the parents’ judgment, the child will not 
“have either a life worth living or a life of relatively normal growth . . . .” J. Goldstein, A. Freud & 
A. Solnit, Before the Best Interests of the Child (1979). Even Paul Ramsey, a writer who in 
general argues that treatment must be provided to defective newboms despite an unacceptable quality 
of life, believes that if a handicap causes insurmountable pain and if treatment will only prolong the 
pain and the dying process, then aggressive therapy is not morally required. P. Ramsey, Ethics at 
the Edges of Life 14-15 (1978).

256. R. Weir, Selective Nontreatment for Handicapped Newborns 38-49 (1984).
257. Id. at 30-37.
258. American Acad, of Pedriatrics, 561 F. Supp. at 403.

We withhold resuscitation from a man with metastatic cancer and 
unrelenting pain and dysfunction because he is so handicapped that 
treatment is not in his interest. We withhold dialysis from an 
anencephalic infant girl precisely because she is so handicapped that 
she cannot experience any benefit from the treatment.253

Thus handicap, unlike race, is indeed a morally valid basis for making some 
distinctions and it justifies withholding treatment in some cases.254 The diffi
culty lies in identifying these cases.255

A second, closely related principle is that the multiplicity of factors that 
characterize these tragic choices must be neither ignored nor oversimplified. 
Infants can suffer from a vast array of birth defects;256 prognoses can be highly 
variable; a wide range of treatment modalities may be possible;257 and treat
ment may cause harm as well as yield benefits. Moreover, while guidelines 
that restrict the scope of parental choices are undoubtedly necessary, it would 
be inappropriate to completely ignore parental interests and desires.258

The President’s Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine 
and Biomedical and Behavioral Research (the President’s Commission) fur
ther underscores the importance of these principles. The President’s Commis
sion sets forth the broad principles that (1) futile measures which would simply 
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prolong suffering need not be attempted and (2) curative procedures about 
which there is widespread medical consensus should not be denied an infant 
simply because other problems will remain.259 In other words, physicians need 
not treat aggressively infants who are hopelessly ill or who have defects incom
patible with life, whereas they should not deny medical treatment to infants 
with milder handicaps, such as Down’s Syndrome, merely because the infants 
will be mentally retarded. According to the President’s Commission, a pre
existing or permanent handicap can justify nontreatment of a separate medical 
problem only if the handicap is so severe that life “would not be a net benefit 
for the infant.”260 In between these two extremes lie those infants for whom 
the prognosis and the issue of treatment are ambiguous.261 The President’s 
Commission concludes that parents, in conjunction with physicians, should 
make treatment decisions for these infants. Their decision, however, must be 
based on the best interests of the infant; they cannot consider economics or the 
impact of the handicap on themselves or on siblings. To ensure that the child’s 
best interests are promoted, the President’s Commission suggests that a hospi
tal ethics committee review these decisions.262

259. President’s Comm’n. supra note 108, at 217-20.
260. Id. at 218.
261. Id. at 220-23.
262. Id. at 227.
263. For a trenchant criticism of the President’s Commission’s “best interests” standard, see Arras, 

supra note 246, at 30-31.
264. Nelson Textbook of Pediatrics 1747 (V. Vaughan. P. McKay & R. Behrman eds. 1979).
265. See D. Smith, Recognizable Patterns of Human Malformation 10-15 (2d ed. 1976).
266. Nelson Textbook of Pediatrics, supra note 264. at 560-61.
267. Smith. Present Approaches to Therapy in Down’s Syndrome, in Down’s Syndrome (Mongol

ism): Research, Prevention and Management 99, 106-09 (R. Koch & F. De LaCruz eds. 1975).

Although the President’s Commission’s approach is not necessarily without 
problems of its own,263 it nonetheless represents a sensitive attempt to come to 
grips with the complexities of this problem. As such, having concluded that 
infants born from abortions should be treated like other infants, one should 
consider how the recommendations of the President’s Commission apply to 
viable abortuses.

2. Application of Guidelines to Infants Bom From Abortions

Any infant born from a second-trimester abortion would most likely weigh 
750 grams or less. Such extreme prematurity carries with it a more highly 
uncertain prognosis than that resulting from a number of birth defects. Cer
tain defects, such as anencephaly (absence of the brain), are truly incompatible 
with life, usually leading to death within hours or days of birth.264 Other de
fects, such as Trisomy 18 or Trisomy 13, while not as immediately fatal as 
anencephaly, involve profound retardation, multiple physical anomalies, and a 
life span which seldom exceeds one year.265 Tay-Sachs disease likewise causes 
inevitable deterioration and death by about three or four years of age.266 At 
the other extreme, a child with a defect such as Down’s Syndrome will have a 
degree of retardation that cannot be precisely predicted, but ordinarily will 
have a relatively lengthy life span, will be verbal, and will be able to relate to 
other people.267 Certain other birth defects involve as much uncertainty of 
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prognosis as does extreme prematurity.268 Nonetheless, the high degree of un
certainty about prognosis may make treatment decisions for abortuses and 
other extremely premature newborns even more difficult than decisions for 
some infants with genetic defects.

268. For example, some infants with spina bifida will have normal intelligence and only a slight 
degree of motor defects, while others can be severely retarded, paralyzed, incontinent of bowel and 
bladder, and subject to severe pain. See Lorber, Results of Treatment of Myelomeningocele, 13 Devel. 
Med. Child Neurol. 279 (1971).

269. See, e.g., McCormick & Paris, supra note 241; Robertson, supra note 254, at 8; Veatch, Prolong
ing Living and Prolonging Dying: A Distinction that is Not Decisive, in Genetics and the Law II 181, 
184 (A. Milunsky & G. Annas eds. 1980).

270. Even if the projected life span is longer than a few weeks or months, aggressive treatment 
should not be required so long as the imminence of the child’s death is not disputed. See Note, Birth- 
Defective Infants: A Standardfor Nontreatment Decisions, 30 Stan. L. Rev. 599, 624 (1978) (arguing 
that treatment not “medically feasible” if infant’s life span only six months to year). A better rationale 
is that although perhaps feasible, aggressive treatment for such an infant is likely to do more harm than 
good. See Weir, supra note 256, at 201-08.

271. The President’s Commission emphasizes that judgments about the infant’s best interests should, 
to the extent possible, be made from the infant’s perspective. President’s Comm’n, supra note 108, at 
219. If taken literally, such an approach could radically change current practice. Even infants with 
very short life spans and very severe defects, such as Trisomy 18 or 13, theoretically might prefer 
aggressive treatment and a year of life to immediate death, such that the Commission’s standard would 
appear to mandate aggressive treatment. See Arras, supra note 246, at 31. Because this possibility is 
not verifiable, however, it is unclear how the guidelines would apply in such cases.

272. See Robertson, Involuntary Euthanasia of Defective Newborns: A Legal Analysis, 27 Stan. L. 
Rev. 213, 254 (1975) (arguing that “Life, and life alone, whatever its limitation, might be of sufficient 
worth” to profoundly handicapped person).

273. Because the preferences of someone who has never been competent are unknowable, the Presi
dent’s Commission rejects the “substituted judgment” test in favor of the more objective “best interests” 
standard for newborns or other patients who have never developed preferences. President’s Comm’n, 
supra note 108, at 135-37, 217. By requiring that best interests be evaluated from the infant’s perspec
tive, however, it reintroduces the difficulty inherent in the substituted judgment test.

The President’s Commission, along with most ethical and legal commenta
tors, would not permit parents to deny an infant lifesaving treatment merely 
because it has a defect such as Down’s Syndrome.269 Application of this rec
ommendation to abortuses would strongly suggest that a child with an ex
pected handicap of a relatively mild nature should be provided treatment if he 
or she could still live a happy, though limited, life. Accordingly, treatment 
should be provided to abortuses who are clearly large enough and old enough 
to survive, even though they may suffer some lasting damage from complica
tions of prematurity or treatment. If the mother objects to treatment of such 
an infant, doctors should be free to promptly override her refusal without fear 
of liability. On the other hand, if survival is unlikely, or if the projected life 
span, even with treatment, does not exceed a few weeks or months,270 aggres
sive treatment should not be required.

Additionally, nontreatment of an infant, whether an abortus or a defective 
or premature newborn, should be permissible if its expected handicap is so 
severe that life would not be a benefit to it.271 This standard, however, is enor
mously problematical. As various writers have noted, normal persons may 
view a particular handicap with horror, while the handicapped individual, 
whose choices are life with this defect or death, may strongly prefer life with 
the handicap.272 Such a guideline, therefore, would be difficult to apply.273 
Nonetheless, from the infant’s perspective, a very painful or a respirator-de
pendent life would hardly be a benefit, and a fife with profound retardation 
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and other handicaps at least might not be beneficial, especially if necessary 
life-sustaining procedures would be painful and invasive.

All the more problematical are the truly ambiguous cases in which it is not 
clear whether treatment is in the infant’s best interests. Because prognosis for 
extremely premature infants is highly uncertain, this category may well in
clude the greatest number of abortuses. With respect to infants born normally, 
the President’s Commission emphasizes the importance of parental autonomy 
and recommends that parents and physicians make decisions, with ethics com
mittees performing oversight and review. Therefore, parents presumably 
could opt to forgo aggressive treatment of extremely premature infants if there 
was much uncertainty about the infant’s chances for survival (or for survival 
without extremely severe handicaps), even with aggressive treatment.274 No
tions of the sanctity of the parent-child relationship are somewhat undercut, 
however, by the fact the woman was having an abortion. To what extent, if 
any, should her preferences be honored?

274. Because of the low probability that an extremely premature infant will survive without handi
caps, some physicians have suggested criteria for establishing cutoff points beyond which physicians 
should withhold aggressive therapy for premature newborns. See Schechner, For the I980’s: How 
Small is Too Small?, 7 Clinics in Perinatology 135, 142 (1980) (proposing cutoff of 750 grams); 
Campbell, Which Infants Should Not Receive Intensive Care?, 57 Archives of Disease in Childhood 
569, 569- 71 (1982) (proposing flexible cutoff based on gestational age, complications in infant’s condi
tion, effect on family, and available resources). But see Strong, The Tiniest Newborns, 13 Hastings 
Center Rep. 14, 17 (Feb. 1983) (suggesting physicians’ moral obligation to treat aggressively, at least 
initially, all premature infants).

275. Wynn v. Carey, 599 F.2d 193, 195 (7th Cir. 1979); Doe v. Rampton, 366 F. Supp. 189, 193 (C.D. 
Utah 1973). Cf. Freiman v. Ashcroft, 584 F.2d 247, 250 (8th Cir. 1978), affd sub nom. Ashcroft v. 
Freiman, 440 U.S. 941 (1979) (Court upheld statutory termination of parental rights on grounds physi
cians bringing action lacked standing, but quoted with approval district court concurring opinion re
gretting that Jane Doe did not bring case in order that offensiveness of statutory provision could be 
squarely addressed).

276. 599 F.2d 193 (7th Cir. 1979).
2T1. Id. at 195.
278. Id.
279. Id. at 195 n.4 (quoting In re Lehmann, 37 111. App. 3d 217, 223, 345 N.E.2d 742, 746 (1976)).
280. But see Herbenick, Remarks on Abortion, Abandonment, and Adoption Opportunities, in Having 

Children: Philosophical and Legal Reflections on Parenthood 52, 54-55 (O. O’Neill & W. 

Several states have enacted statutes which summarily terminate the parental 
rights of a woman whose abortion results in a live birth. Upon challenge, how
ever, federal courts have held such statutes unconstitutional on the grounds 
that they deprive women of their rights without due process of law.275 In Wvnn 
v. Carey,276 for example, the state argued that the state’s child neglect statute 
applied to abortions and that the statute’s procedures satisfied due process re
quirements.277 The court held, however, that a fetus is not a child within the 
meaning of the statute and that a woman does not neglect her fetus by exercis
ing her right to abort.278 One may deduce from the Wynn court’s characteriza
tion of abandonment as “conduct on the part of a parent which demonstrates a 
settled purpose to forego all paternal duties and to relinquish all paternal 
claims to the child,”279 that the fact of abortion does not terminate a woman’s 
parental rights. A woman who chooses abortion ordinarily is not contemplat
ing the possibility of a live birth; her choice to abort cannot constitute aban
donment, therefore, because she has not relinquished her right to change her 
mind if the fetus is unexpectedly born alive.280
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Thus, a lawful abortion attempt alone does not support termination of the 
woman’s legal right to custody. Also, an abortion attempt arguably should not 
authorize physicians to completely disregard her treatment preferences. As 
with automatic termination of custody, such complete disregard would seem to 
deny her a customary parental right without due process of law.281 Rather, 
assuming the President’s Commission’s emphasis on parental autonomy is 
proper in ambiguous cases, it seems reasonable to accord at least some defer
ence to the wishes of the abortus’ mother when survival, or survival without 
major handicaps, is highly uncertain. The President’s Commission stresses, 
however, that treatment decisions always should be based on the best interests 
of the child, not the economic or social concerns of a parent.282 A mother’s 
refusal of treatment for an abortus, therefore, should be honored only if it is 
based on the infant’s best interests, particularly its chances for survival, bal
anced against the pain and consequences of treatment, rather than on the fi
nancial cost of treatment or the woman’s desire not to be a mother.283 
Moreover, because the interests of an abortus’ mother, even more than those of 
a mother of a defective newborn, may seriously conflict with the infant’s inter
ests, ethics committee review of nontreatment decisions for abortuses is partic
ularly important.

Ruddick eds. 1979). Herbenick argues that elective abortion can readily be defined as voluntary aban
donment, such that in a “botched” abortion, where the abortus is delivered alive, the woman has al
ready, in the abortion decision, “said ‘no’ to pregnancy and childbirth as well as to the future care and 
support of one’s natural child while in utero and at birth.” Id.

281. Of course, it should be emphasized that decisions about long-term custody arrangements are 
separate from treatment decisions and need not be made immediately. Fost, Counseling Families Who 
Have a Child With a Severe Congenital Anomaly, 67 Pediatrics 321, 322 (1981).

282. Some writers argue that the economic and social concerns of the family should be taken into 
account in making treatment decisions. See Engelhardt, Ethical Issues in Aiding the Death of Young 
Children, in Beneficient Euthanasia 180, 188 (M. Kohl ed. 1975) (cost and parental suffering appro
priate bases of decision when possibility of normal intelligence and normal lifestyle remote and their 
realization expensive). See also Shaw, Dilemmas of “Informed Consent" in Children, 289 New Eng. J. 
Med. 885, 886-87 (1973); Strong, Defective Infants and Their Impact on Families: Ethical and Legal 
Considerations, 11 Law, Med. & Health Care 168, 168-72 (1983). This would be inconsistent with 
the way treatment decisions are made for adult patients, however. See In re Quinlan. 70 N.J. 10, 41- 
42, 355 A.2d 647, 664 (1976) and Superintendent of Belchertown State School v. Saikewicz, 373 Mass. 
728, 752-55, 370 N.E.2d 417, 431-32 (1977), neither of which accorded weight to psychological and 
economic effects on other persons, but rather based decision on what is best for the patient and/or what 
the patient would want done.

283. While allowing parents to choose in borderline cases realistically runs the risk that the interests 
of the entire family will not be excluded entirely, this risk is worth taking if we value the family as a 
social unit and therefore want to avoid replacing it with the state. Imposing guidelines which limit 
parental autonomy and require hospital ethics committee review also can minimize this risk.

C. A SPECIAL PROBLEM--- ABORTIONS FOR GENETIC DEFECTS

Thus far one can conclude that treatment of live-born abortuses is necessary 
unless it is futile, not in the infant’s best interests, or the infant’s prognosis is 
sufficiently ambiguous that treatment is arguably not in its best interest. A 
special case arises, though, where a woman is having an abortion because 
amniocentesis has revealed a genetic defect in the fetus. In other words, what 
if, prior to the unexpected live birth, parents and their physician decide that, 
because of a fetus’ defect, it should not be born?

To screen for defects via amniocentesis, the physician removes amniotic 
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fluid from the amniotic sac and sends it to a laboratory to be cultured.284 The 
cultured cells can then be tested for chromosomal abnormalities, such as Tri
somy 13, 18, or 21 (Down’s Syndrome), enzymatic disorders (such as Tay- 
Sachs disease), neural tube defects (such as anencephaly or spina bifida), and 
various other disorders.285 While there are many disorders for which no tests 
are available,286 amniocentesis safely287 and accurately288 can detect many of 
the most common genetic defects. Because amniocentesis requires sufficient 
amniotic fluid, usually fluid is withdrawn at approximately the sixteenth 
week.289 Test results are then available three to four weeks later.290 In view of 
these time requirements, many genetic abortions clearly involve fetuses that 
are approaching the threshold of viability.291

In general, the only “treatment” for genetic defects is abortion. While a 
great deal of research concerning treatment of certain genetic defects in utero 
currently is underway, in very few cases is such treatment presently possible.292 
Abortion remains the “treatment of choice,” and, like abortions for other rea-

284. In the laboratory, the amniotic fluid is mixed with nutrient-containing tissue-culture fluid and 
maintained in an incubator at human body temperature so that fetal cells can grow. Karp. The Prenatal 
Diagnosis of Genetic Disease, in Biomedical Ethics 458. 459 (T. Mappes & J. Zembaty eds. 1981).

285. Omenn, Prenatal Diagnosis of Genetic Disorders, 200 Sci. 952. 954-55 (1978). The amniotic 
fluid itself is analyzed in testing for neural tube defects. Karp, supra note 284, at 461.

286. Omenn. supra note 285, at 952. Geneticists believe that prenatal genetic diagnosis will never be 
able to ascertain all of the 2,800 recognizable genetic disorders currently known. Milunsky, Prenatal 
Genetic Diagnosis and the Law, in Genetics and the Law II 61 (A. Milunsky & G. Annas eds. 1980).

287. Early fears that amniocentesis would result in a significantly higher rate of maternal hemor
rhages. miscarriages, or stillbirths have not materialized. Immediate, relatively minor complications of 
amniocentesis include vaginal bleeding or amniotic fluid leakage, and skin puncture of the fetus has 
been reported in a few cases. Omenn. supra note 285, at 953.

288. Errors in prenatal diagnosis have generally occurred with a frequency of less than one percent. 
Milunsky. supra note 286, at 63. See also Omenn, supra note 285, at 953 (reporting accuracy rate of 
99.4%).

289. Fletcher, Prenatal Diagnosis: Ethical Issues, in 3 Encyclopedia of Bioethics 1336, 1343 
(1978). Amniotic fluid primarily consists of fetal urine and contains cells sloughed off from the skin, 
respiratory tract, and urinary tract. Omenn. supra note 285, at 952. Although there may be sufficient 
fluid at 14 weeks, id at 952, and some authorities recommend that amniocentesis be performed between 
weeks 14 and 16, Milunsky, Amniocentesis, in Genetic Disorders and the Fetus 19, 26 (A. Milun
sky ed. 1979), studies nonetheless show that it is usually performed between the sixteenth and eight
eenth weeks of pregnancy. National Inst, of Child Health & Human Development, U.S. Dep’t 
of Health, Education & Welfare, National Insts. of Health Pub. No. 79, Antenatal Diag
nosis: Report of the Consensus Development Conference I-IV, at 1-4 (1979) [hereinafter cited 
as Antenatal Diagnosis].

290. Omenn. supra note 285. at 952; Antenatal Diagnosis, supra note 289, at 1-177-87. Although 
a culture is successfully grown in 98% of the cases, in the remaining 2% a second amniocentesis is 
required. Antenatal Diagnosis, supra note 289. at 1-35.

291. Fletcher, The Morality and Ethics of Prenatal Diagnosis, in Genetic Disorders and the Fe
tus 621, 628 (A. Milunsky ed. 1979). According to one physician, the average time in the pregnancy 
term when genetic abortions after amniocentesis are performed is at 22 weeks. Interview with Dr. 
Harold Schulman. Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, in 
New York City (Apr. 7, 1983) [hereinafter cited as Schulman interview],

292. An exception is methylmalonic aciduria, a disorder in which methylmalonic acid accumulates 
causing recurrent vomiting, failure to grow, mental retardation, and life-threatening acidosis. This 
disorder can be caused by blockages in the activation of vitamin Bl2. When it is diagnosed in utero, 
large doses of this vitamin given to the mother allow the fetus to develop normally. Omenn, supra note 
285. at 958. A technique is also being developed to shunt hydrocephalic fetuses in utero. Birnholz & 
Frigoletto, Antenatal Treatment of Hydrocephalus. 304 New Eng. J. Med. 1021, 1021 (1981); Letters to 
the Editor, 305 New Eng. J. Med. 403, 403 (1981); Henig, Saving Babies Before Birth, N.Y. Times. 
Feb. 28, 1982, § 6 (Magazine), at 18. See also Discussion: The Ethics of In Utero Surgery, in 246 J. 
A.M.A. 1550, 1552-54 (1981) (discussing new techniques for treatment of fetuses in utero}.
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sons, this “treatment” is controversial.293 It is important to note that a woman 
having a genetic abortion may desire feticide more explicitly and more 
strongly than is typical in an ordinary elective abortion. In this situation she 
wants a baby, but does not want this baby. She may believe this infant would 
suffer dreadfully or would lead such a limited existence that it should not be 
brought into the world. A physician who has performed amniocentesis and 
recommended abortion likewise may share these beliefs, and therefore, may 
feel even less inclined to resuscitate such an infant than one born alive from a 
regular abortion.

The possibility of a lawsuit for wrongful birth, wrongful life, or wrongful 
treatment also might legitimately threaten a physician who saves such an in
fant. Wrongful birth suits have been successful when physicians failed to in
form parents facing genetic risks of the availability of amniocentesis or failed 
to perform the test correctly.294 Parents of a Down’s Syndrome child also filed 
suit recently, alleging that a laboratory did not inform them of the failure of 
the cell culture until after twenty-four weeks had elapsed. By then it was too 
late to perform either a second amniocentesis or an elective abortion.295

In light of the reasons for genetic abortions and the potential drawbacks of 
saving genetically defective abortuses, it is not surprising that hospital practice 
reflects the judgment that genetic abortions are valid medical procedures and 
that feticide is the desired result. Many hospitals which refuse to perform elec
tive abortions after week twenty will perform genetic abortions up to week 
twenty-four and even later for very serious defects.296 These institutions, 
which rarely confront live births after ordinary abortions, face this dilemma in 
performing genetic abortions.297 Where parents and doctor have agreed that 
because of genetic defects an abortion is medically prudent, physicians state 
they seldom, if ever, will violate parental wishes by attempting to resuscitate 
an abortus or by performing other lifesaving procedures.298 In Tennessee, this 
practice is statutorily authorized.299 While the statute requires treatment of

293. Critics of the practice argue that it will affect societal attitudes towards those handicapped per
sons who “escape the net of detection and abortion.” Kass, Implications of Prenatal Diagnosis for the 
Human Right to Life, in Biomedical Ethics. 464, 466 (T. Mappes & J. Zembaty eds. 1981). According 
to Kass:

A child with Down’s syndrome or hemophilia or muscular dystrophy bom at a time when 
most of his (potential) fellow sufferers were destroyed prenatally is liable to be looked upon by 
the community as one unfit to be alive, as a second class (or even lower) human type. He may 
be seen as a person who need not have been, and who would not have been, if only someone 
had gotten to him in time.

Id. Supporters of the practice respond that prenatal diagnosis saves many more fetal lives than it 
terminates because without it many women having high risk pregnancies would simply opt to abort. 
Karp, supra note 284, at 462. Despite the fact that the number of fetuses found to be defective is small, 
amniocentesis does result in the abortion of some fetuses which otherwise would have been carried to 
term.

294. See supra notes 208 to 221 and accompanying text (discussing wrongful birth and wrongful life 
damage theories in abortion context).

295. This case is described in Milunsky, supra note 286, at 64.
296. Robins, supra note 44, at 719; Schulman interview, supra note 291 (anencephalic infants aborted 

as late as 36th week).
297. Schulman interview, supra note 261.
298. Id.; Stubblefield interview, supra note 93.
299. Tenn. Code Ann. § 39-4-206 (1981).
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infants born live from abortions, it states that if it has been determined “by 
amniocentesis or medical observation that the fetus is severely malformed, use 
of extraneous life support measures need not be attempted.”300

300. Id.
301. Kerenyi interview, supra note 2; Schulman interview, supra note 291.
302. Doctors state that they feel comfortable with withholding aggressive treatment from a Trisomy 

13 or 18 infant whether or not it is premature. Fleischman interview, supra note 225. See also D. 
Smith, Recognizable Patterns of Human Malformation 11, 15 (2d ed. 1976) (recommending 
nontreatment of such infants).

303. Stubblefield interview, supra note 93.
304. Nelson Textbook of Pediatrics, supra note 264, at 560.
305. Kerenyi & Chitkara, Letter to the Editor, in 305 New Eng. J. Med. 1219, 1219 (1981).
306. Surveys indicate strong societal support for abortion when the fetus has a serious genetic defect. 

See infra note 388 (discussing survey results). Down’s Syndrome, though milder than certain other 
disorders, clearly is a serious defect. Societal support also is indicated by the fact that an increasing 
number of courts are awarding damages to women whose right to choose to abort a fetus with Down’s 
Syndrome or other defects is violated by the negligence of a physician who fails to inform her of the 
availability of amniocentesis. See, e.g., Becker v. Schwartz, 46 N.Y.2d 401, 413 N.Y.S.2d 895, 386 
N.E.2d 807 (1978); Berman v. Allen, 80 N.J. 421, 404 A.2d 8 (1979) (both upholding parents’ wrongful 

Even where statutory authorization does not exist, the general practice in 
many hospitals is to be less than aggressive in treating genetically defective 
abortuses.301 Given the reasons for genetic abortions, this practice seems emi
nently reasonable. Yet the question exists whether it is morally and legally 
justified. Some infants born alive from genetic abortions have defects, such as 
anencephaly, which truly are incompatible with life. In these cases, it should 
be clear that a physician is under no duty to prolong the infant’s life, or rather 
its process of dying, because treatment is not required when such infants are 
born spontaneously. Disorders which restrict an infant’s life span to months or 
years, but not hours or days, are somewhat more difficult to analyze. Assum
ing, however, that disorders such as Trisomy 13 or 18 are, in the President’s 
Commission’s taxonomy, ambiguous cases, then treatment decisions for in
fants with these defects are matters for parent-physician discretion. Thus, 
treatment decisions for abortuses with such defects should likewise be left to 
the discretion of the parties involved.302 While this situation seldom will arise 
when the fetus suffers such serious defects as anencephaly, Trisomy 18, or Tri
somy 13, because the fetus will be very fragile and therefore not likely to sur
vive an abortion,303 it could arise when an infant has Tay-Sachs disease, 
because deterioration does not begin until approximately six months after 
birth.304 Such a disorder, involving inevitable deterioration and death, would 
seem to demand that physicians respect the mother’s wishes concerning the use 
of high-technology equipment to save the abortus, at least to the same extent 
that the wishes of a mother of a premature Tay-Sachs infant, born normally, 
would govern the infant’s care.

The truly difficult problem arises with a set of disorders which are less se
vere, but far more frequent, than anencephaly, Trisomy 18, Trisomy 13, or 
Tay-Sachs. When amniocentesis indicates that a fetus has Down’s Syndrome, 
the vast majority of women choose to abort.305 Down’s Syndrome generally is 
considered to be sufficiently severe that aborting an affected fetus is deemed 
neither immoral nor medically inappropriate, unlike seeking abortion because 
the fetus will have a hare lip or is of the “wrong” sex. While society may 
accept abortion of a Down’s Syndrome fetus as morally legitimate,306 the Pres- 
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¡dent’s Commission’s recommendations and the widespread criticism of the 
Baby Doe case suggest societal condemnation of nontreatment of infants with 
this defect.307 There exists, therefore, in practice a dual standard concerning 
defects such as Down’s Syndrome and spina bifida: fetuses with the defect 
generally are aborted, while the emerging ethical consensus supports treatment 
of infants with the same defect. What then should be done when abortion of a 
fetus with this type defect results in a live birth?

birth claims for Down’s Syndrome child). This does not, of course, mean that genetic abortions are 
uniformly viewed as morally unproblematic. See Kass, supra note 293, at 466

307. See President’s Comm’n, supra note 108, at 219, and articles cited in note 241, supra.
308. Kerenyi interview, supra note 2.
309. Tooley, Abortion and Infanticide, 2 Phil. & Pub. Aff. 37, 37-40 (1972); Fletcher, Ethics and 

Euthanasia, 73 Am. J. Nursing 670, 672-73 (1973).
310. President’s Comm’n, supra note 108, at 223.
311. Some writers deny personhood to infants as well as fetuses, thus avoiding this inconsistency. 

Tooley, supra note 309, at 62-65.
312. One author argues against genetic abortions in part because if a particular defect justifies abor

tion, there is no reason it would not justify infanticide as well. P. Ramsey, supra note 255, at 190.

Some doctors argue that resuscitation and treatment of infants born from 
genetic abortions are totally absurd.308 Some ethicists likewise suggest that the 
only difference between a fetus and an infant is each one’s stage of develop
ment, so that if a defect warrants abortion, nontreatment of an infant with that 
defect is appropriate.309 But even though genetic abortions are permissible and 
may further the desirable societal goal of preventing birth defects, a live birth 
from even a genetic abortion produces an independent human being who may 
have some chance for a happy, albeit limited, life. When this occurs, therefore, 
it seems that this human being should be treated like an infant, not like a fetus. 
Indeed, normal abortuses must be treated like normal premature infants, even 
though extreme prematurity can cause retardation as serious as Down’s Syn
drome. Thus Down’s Syndrome abortuses, too, must be treated like Down’s 
Syndrome infants born spontaneously.

Requiring similar treatment regardless of method of birth does not, how
ever, mean that life-sustaining treatment necessarily will be required. The 
President’s Commission recommended that when the best interests of a defec
tive newborn are unclear, the parent(s) should be allowed to make treatment 
decisions.310 This frequently will be the case with infants born from genetic 
abortions, because their extreme prematurity, coupled with harm from the 
abortion procedure itself, often will make their prognosis far worse than that of 
an infant bom with the same handicap at term. Nontreatment is clearly, or at 
least arguably, in such an infant’s best interest. In the rare case where such an 
infant potentially can thrive, albeit with its handicap, the standard must be 
that for infants, not fetuses, and physicians must provide treatment if the in
fant’s best interests so require. Although the lesser of two evils, this solution 
is not a very satisfying one. It highlights the moral ambiguity of late abortions 
and the somewhat arbitrary nature of birth as a major dividing line. If it is 
appropriate to abort a Down’s Syndrome fetus, why must it receive treatment 
one moment later?311 Alternatively, if an infant with a defect such as Down’s 
Syndrome must be treated, why is it permissible to abort it?312 As a practical 
matter, physicians performing genetic abortions simply may begin using more 
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feticidal techniques. But this “solution” may also leave some feeling a trifle 
squeamish. Perhaps the best hope for resolving this dilemma is a technological 
solution of a different kind—a diagnostic test for genetic defects that can be 
performed earlier than amniocentesis. Research is being done along these 
lines313 and such a test may become widely available in the near future.314 
Until methods of either correcting genetic defects or diagnosing them earlier 
are developed, the guidelines suggested here may be the best available.

313. Niazi, Coleman & Loeffler, Trophoblast Sampling in Early Pregnancy: Culture of Rapidly Divid
ing Cells from Immature Placental Villi, in 88 Brit. J. Obstetrics & Gynecology 1081, 1081-85 
(1981); Dept, of Obstetrics & Gynecology, Tietung Hospital, Fetal Sex Prediction by Sex Chromation of 
Chorionic Villi Cells During Early Pregnancy, 1 China Med. J. 117, 117-126 (1975).

314. Chorionic villi biopsy, which is performed between the eighth and twelfth weeks, recently has 
been tested on patients in this country. Pergament, Prenatal Tay-Sachs Diagnosis by Chorionic Villi 
Sampling, Lancet, July 30, 1983, at 19. Experts expect the procedure will prove to be safe, but it is still 
too early for such an assessment. Earlier studies in other countries suggested that the procedure would 
induce miscarriages. Niazi, supra note 313, at 1084. The few spontaneous abortions which have oc
curred after using the procedure in this country, however, were of fetuses with serious genetic disorders, 
which are prone to a high rate of spontaneous abortion. N.Y. Times, Feb. 24, 1982, § 6 (Magazine), at 
19.

315. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 163-64 (1973).
316. Id. at 163. Several authors have noted that the Court gave no particular reason why it should 

matter constitutionally whether it is statistically safer to have an abortion or to carry a pregnancy to full 
term. Tribe, Ji//ranote 192, at 30; Note, Technological Advances and Roe v. Wade. The Need to Rethink 
Abortion Law, 29 UCLA L. Rev. 1194, 1199 n.41 (1982) [hereinafter cited as Note, Technological 
Advances].

VI. The Future of Second-Trimester Abortions

A. WHEN TRIMESTERS COLLIDE: THE CONTINUING VIABILITY OF
ROE V. WADE

The problems that the live-birth dilemma creates unfortunately are not lim
ited to those rare situations where physicians are in fact faced with a live birth. 
Rather, its ramifications affect the entire future of second-trimester abortions. 
The live-birth dilemma has arisen precisely because of changes in abortion 
techniques and in the time of fetal viability which have occurred since the 1973 
Roe decision. Because the constitutional analysis in Roe was tied so closely to 
medical statistics about then-current abortion techniques and the time of via
bility, the live-birth dilemma thus calls into question the continuing viability 
of Roe.

The Supreme Court in Roe established abortion guidelines which corre
sponded to the trimesters of pregnancy: states could not regulate abortion in 
the first trimester; they could regulate it only to protect maternal health in the 
second: and in the third they could proscribe all abortions except those neces
sary to protect a woman’s life or health.315 The Court justified this trimester 
system by reference to several medical facts. It concluded that the state’s inter
est in maternal health becomes compelling at approximately the end of the first 
trimester because “of the now-established medical fact . . . that until the end 
of the first trimester mortality in abortion may be less than mortality in normal 
childbirth.”316 Likewise, the state’s interest in potential life becomes compel
ling at the end of the second trimester because that is when the fetus becomes 
viable, i.e., “potentially able to live outside the mother’s womb, albeit with 
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artificial aid.”317 The Court stated that because a viable fetus presumably has 
the capability for meaningful life outside the mother’s womb, the point of via
bility has “both logical and biological” justifications.318 Thus the Court’s tri
mester schema was premised on medical facts as they existed in 1973.

317. 410 U.S. at 160.
318. Id. at 163.
319. Colautti v. Franklin, 439 U.S. 379, 387 (1979) (viability flexible to accommodate advances in 

medical skill); Planned Parenthood of Cent. Mo. v. Danforth. 428 U.S. 52, 64 (1975) (viability medical 
concept; not legislative function to establish viability at specific point in gestation period).

320. 103 S. Ct. 2481 (1983).
321. Id. at 2507 (O’Connor, J., concurring and dissenting).
322. Cates & Grimes (Hodgson), supra note 67, at 170-71; LeBolt, Grimes & Cates, Mortality from 

Abortion and Childbirth: Are the Populations Comparable?, 248 J. AM.A. 188, 191 (1982).
323. Despite this logic, the Court in City of Akron reasserted that the state’s interest in maternal 

health becomes compelling at the end of the first trimester. 103 S. Ct. at 2492.
324. Of course, although the Court in Roe stated that regulation was unlawful in the first trimester, 

410 U.S. at 163, it has always allowed insignificant regulations that do not affect the abortion right, such 
as requirements that the person performing the abortion be a licensed physician, 410 U.S. 165, or that 
certain records be kept. Planned Parenthood of Cent. Mo. v. Danforth, 428 U.S. 52, 65-67, 79-81 
(1975).

325. See supra notes 142 to 149 and accompanying text (discussing viability of low birth-weight 
babies).

Since 1973 the medical facts have changed. The Supreme Court recognized 
that viability is a matter of medical judgment, skill, and technical ability and 
thus intentionally left its determination flexible.319 Because the Roe Court un
doubtedly was aware that abortion techniques could change as well, it perhaps 
anticipated slight future modifications of the trimester system. But the medical 
changes we have witnessed, and the ones we may see in a few years, are capa
ble of far more than modification of the trimester system. Taken seriously, 
they will cause it to self-destruct. As Justice O’Connor recognized in her dis
sent in City of Akron v. Akron Centerfor Reproductive Health, Inc. ,320 the Roe 
framework “is clearly on a collision course with itself.”321

In 1984, second-trimester abortions are far safer than they were in 1973. In 
fact, until week sixteen, they are seven times safer than continuing a pregnancy 
to term.322 If the reason that the state’s maternal health interest became com
pelling at the end of the first trimester in Roe was the medical fact that until 
that time abortion was safer than childbirth, then logically, in 1984, this inter
est should not become compelling until sometime in the second trimester.323 
Under the Roe framework, regulation of abortion prior to this time should be 
unlawful.324 Viability also occurs earlier now.325 If the reason that states can 
prohibit abortion after a certain time is that the fetus is viable, then logically 
abortions can be prohibited at increasingly early stages of gestation. This may 
soon clash, though, with the principle that when abortion is safer than child
birth, it must be permitted. If current medical trends continue, the dichoto
mous result may occur that during one time period, abortion will be safer than 
childbirth, and therefore not subject to significant state regulation under the 
Roe framework, yet the fetus also will be viable, with the consequence under 
Roe that states could proscribe abortions not necessary to preserve the wo
man’s life or health.

If the trimesters come to collide in this way, the state’s interest in maternal 
health will be in direct conflict with its interest in potential life. Under Roe, it 
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is unclear which interest should prevail. Opponents of abortion, such as Jus
tice O’Connor, argue that this trimester collision course demonstrates that the 
Roe schema is no longer viable and that states should be free to protect poten
tial life even in its early stages.326 But even abortion advocates must recognize 
the problems that the new technology creates for the regulatory framework 
established in Roe.

326. City of Akron v. Akron Center for Reproductive Health, Inc., 103 S. Ct. 2481, 2509 (1983) 
(O’Connor. J., concurring and dissenting).

327. Note, Fetal Viability and Individual Autonomy: Resolving Medical and Legal Standards for Abor
tion. 27 UCLA L. Rev. 1340, 1349 (1979) [hereinafter cited as Note, Fetal Viability}.

328. An initial difficulty is determining which types of treatments are "natural” and which are "arti
ficial.” Neonatal intensive care involves both technological treatments and simple measures such as 
providing extra warmth. One critic of this proposal asks: “Where would we draw the line? Is an 
incubator a form of technological support? Is au.. artificially-controlled ambient room temperature a 
form of technological support? Does a germ-free environment qualify?” Note, Technological Advances, 
supra note 316, at 1202. This problem could be eliminated, however, if "natural viability” is simply 
defined as the point at which fetuses were viable in 1973 given medical technology at that time, rather 
than the eight-months point at which an infant can likely live with little or no special care.

329. The student author suggests that the state has a more substantial interest in protecting naturally 
viable fetuses than technologically viable ones because if it protects the latter, it must bear the quite 
significant expense of artificial gestation of the infant and because few people would want to adopt such 
an infant, due to its likely handicaps, and take the risk that the artificial system will either fail com
pletely or produce a severely impaired child. Note, Fetal Viability, supra note 327, at 1347. While 
factually this point may be valid, the author’s logical analysis is somewhat inconsistent, because so long 
as abortion of technologically viable fetuses is prohibited, such fetuses will remain in the womb and 
there will be no costs of artificial gestation, except in those few cases where gestational age is improp
erly estimated.

330. As a practical matter, physicians probably would stop performing such abortions. A live birth 
is traumatic for physicians and staff and may sometimes cause hospitals to stop performing late abor
tions, at least temporarily. Kerenyi interview, supra note 2. After hospitals in Madison, Wisconsin had 
a series of live births from late abortions, Madison General Hospital barred abortions past 18 weeks 
except when maternal health considerations are involved. Cleveland Plain Dealer, Mar. 23, 1983. at 
15-A, col. 3. See also Kleiman, supra note 7 (some hospitals now performing elective abortions only up 
to 20th week). Alternatively, hospitals could perform abortions only by methods that eliminate any 
possibility of fetal survival. Id.

Various writers have in fact recognized the impending collision of trimesters 
and have proposed modifications of Roe that would place some limit on the 
erosion of the abortion right. For example, one student author suggests a re
definition of viability to mean a reasonable likelihood of survival outside the 
womb without artificial aid and advocates protection of only those fetuses 
which meet this standard.327 Although this proposal has the advantages of rec
ognizing both the dilemma that the technologically based viability standard 
creates and the need to protect the woman’s right to abort, it has significant 
problems of its own.328 Given current techology, if the fetus can live outside 
the womb before “natural viability” occurs, the ethical relevance of the pro
posed cut off at “natural viability” is unclear.329 Moreover, abortions per
formed after a fetus is viable with artificial aid but before “natural viability” 
could very frequently result in the live births of infants that could readily be 
saved. As has been discussed, there is no ethical or legal justification to sup
port treating these infants differently from ones born spontaneously. Thus 
physicians routinely would have to treat infants that they had just tried to 
abort. In light of the harm that both the abortion procedure and artificial ges
tation techniques cause to the fetus, this result simply cannot come to be a 
routine occurrence.330
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Another author suggests that viability, whether “artificial” or “natural,” 
should not be the standard. Instead, the author argues that the test should 
focus on when the fetus develops the capacity for consciousness and that abor
tions should be allowed up to, but not beyond, this time.331 Even if a consensus 
could be reached that “brain birth” should be the relevant standard, there re
mains, however, the task of deciding what level of electrical activity in the fetal 
brain indicates the capacity for consciousness.332 One brain-birth proponent 
states that the fetal brain develops most rapidly between nineteen and thirty 
weeks and proposes permitting abortions only up to the point at which this 
rapid development begins.333 Another argues, however, that fetal brain devel
opment renders the fetus a “person” at some point between weeks six and 
twelve.334 Thus, although this proposal has the advantage of attempting to es
tablish a fixed point beyond which the abortion right cannot be circumscribed, 
it neither establishes when that point occurs nor shows why it is an ethically 
relevant dividing line.335 Nonetheless, this proposal, like that of natural viabil
ity, is important because it not only represents an attempt to limit the erosion 
of the abortion right, but also raises the question of the ethical relevance of 
fetal viability.

331. Note, Technological Advances, supra note 316, at 1202. This proposal strongly resembles the 
attempt, familiar among writers focusing upon ethical justifications, to determine when the fetus be
comes a person and to ascribe rights based on personhood. See generally B. Brody, Abortion and 
the Sanctity of Human Life (1975).

332. As one proponent recognizes, “there is ... no way to be absolutely sure of the extent of the 
correlation between thought processes and the brain’s physical and electrical development . . . .” 
Note. Technological Advances, supra note 316, at 1209.

333. Id. at 1207-08, 1214.
334. B. Brody, supra note 331, at 107-14. See also Taub, Human Life Symposium: A Synopsis and 

Critique, 10 Law, Med. & Health Care 129, 134 (1982) (quoting Daniel Callahan’s suggestion that 
based on fetal electrical activity in brain, distinctly human life probably begins between 8 and 12 weeks, 
after which time most abortions could be prohibited).

335. Brain-birth proponents also argue that in conjunction with the growing acceptance of brain 
death as a legal definition of death, acceptance of the brain birth standard would create a unified legal 
definition of what constitutes a human being. Note, Technological Advances. supra note 316, at 1211- 
13. Such coherence will not be accomplished, however. To diagnose brain death, a physician must find 
that electrical activity in the patient’s brain has ceased irreversibly. President’s Comm'n for the 
Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research, Defin
ing Death: Medical, Legal and Ethical Issues in Determination of Death 25 (1981) (no 
patient meeting brain-death criteria, appropriately applied, has ever regained brain function) [hereinaf
ter cited as Defining Death]; Survey of Abortion Law, 1980 Ariz. St. L.J. 67, 146. In contrast, fetal 
lack of conciousness is not irreversible. Although a brain-dead patient has lost both the future possibil
ity and the present capacity for consciousness, a fetus, even before brain birth, lacks only the capacity. 
Taub, supra note 334. at 131. From conception, the fetus has the potential for thought in the sense that, 
if left alone, it will develop this capacity, and. therefore, the brain birth standard is not symmetrical 
with brain death. Because potential, not capacity, is the deciding factor at the end of life, the argument 
for requiring capacity at the beginning of life is very tenuous.

B. THE RELEVANCE OF FETAL VIABILITY

Proposals to redefine or abandon viability as a standard do not successfully 
show the logical or ethical relevance of the advocated cut-off points. More
over, proposals that allow abortions after viability under current technology 
will make the live-birth dilemma a routine occurrence. Viability therefore 
clearly has practical significance: if doctors expect to have to save a viable 
infant after an abortion, they will simply avoid performing such an abortion. 
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But does viability also have ethical significance? Could perfecting D & E’s up 
to twenty-six weeks completely solve the problem, or does viability, unlike the 
other proposed cutoff points, have an ethical relevance of its own?

In asking whether viability has ethical relevance, it is important to delineate 
what fetal viability means. In assessing the viability of a newborn, doctors 
may consider statistical survival rates based on gestational age and birth 
weight, but will rely primarily on their clinical evaluation of the infant, includ
ing its size, responsiveness, and display of signs indicative of nonviability, such 
as fused eyes or gelatinous skin. Agreement on the objective traits of a new
born, however, does not entail agreement as to its viability. One physician 
may think an infant is not viable unless its chances of survival are fifty percent, 
while another may believe that a thirty-, twenty-, or even ten-percent chance 
will suffice.336 Assessing viability zzz utero is far more difficult. In the absence 
of clinical signs, physicians must depend entirely upon data concerning sur
vival at various gestational ages and birth weights. Doctors cannot be sure of a 
fetus' age or size. Asking the woman may not accurately reveal the gestational 
age, due to irregular menstrual cycles, faulty memory, or attempts to conceal 
the duration of pregnancy. Gestational age can be estimated by measuring 
with ultrasonic scanning the biparietal diameter (BPD) of the fetus’ head and 
then relying on charts which correlate BPD in the normally developing fetus 
with gestational age.337 Because fetuses may vary in size or develop at slightly 
different rates, however, even this method can be inaccurate by one or some
times two weeks. Dr. Phillip Stubblefield graphically describes the problems 
associated with establishing a particular BPD as the point of fetal viability and 
prohibiting abortions beyond that point:

336. King, Juridical Status of the Fetus: A Proposalfor Legal Protection of the Unborn, 77 Mich.
L. Rev. 1647, 1679 (1979). See also Fost, Chudwin & Wikler, The Limited Moral Significance of ‘Fetal 
Viability*\ 10 Hastings Center Rep. 10, 10-13 (Dec. 1980) (discussing ambiguities in concept of 
viability) [hereinafter cited as Fost].

337. Stubblefield, Abortion v. Manslaughter, 110 Archives of Surgery 790, 790 (1975).
338. Id. at 791.

In a large ultrasound series from Belgium, the 50th percentile mea
surement for fetal BPD was 5.4 cm at 23 weeks. However, 5.4 cm is 
the tenth percentile for 25 weeks. Thus, if fetuses of BPDs 5.4 cm 
were aborted, 10% might really be 25 weeks gestation. If 5.2 cm were 
the criteria, the 50th percentile at 22.5 weeks, then 10% of the fetuses 
will actually be 24 weeks. On the other hand, 5.2 cm is the 80th per
centile for 21 weeks, and thus, 20% of women who are really only 21 
weeks pregnant would be denied abortion.338

Because no agreement exists on what statistical chance of survival makes a 
fetus viable and because exact age and weight cannot be measured with preci
sion utero, the sharp dividing line between viability and nonviability that 
the Supreme Court drew in Roe is not, in reality, so sharp. It is undoubtedly 
more realistic to admit that under current techology, some fetuses are clearly 
not viable (gestational age of less than twenty or twenty-two weeks), some are 
definitely viable (gestational age of more than twenty-four or twenty-five 
weeks)—though only some of these will in fact live—and some are possibly 
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viable (gestational age between twenty and twenty-four weeks or between 
twenty-two and twenty-five weeks).339 Although the Supreme Court in Colautti 
v. Franklin340 invalidated a state abortion statute incorporating this notion of 
possible viability,341 nonetheless it is important to emphasize that fetal devel
opment is a gradual process, that a fetus one week before viability is little 
different from a viable one, and that in practice there is no sharp line dividing 
nonviable fetuses from viable ones.

339. See Research on the Fetus, supra note 222, at 5 (“possibly viable infant” between 20 and 24 
weeks gestational age and between 500 and 600 grams weight). See also Kass, supra note 10, at 11-14 
app. The ambiguities in the concept of viability make it impossible to pinpoint precisely the times of 
nonviability, viability, and possible viability.

340. 439 U.S. 379 (1979).
341. Id. at 389-94 (invalidating abortion statute imposing particular standard of care if fetus viable 

or sufficient reason to believe fetus may be viable).
342. Ely, The Wages of Crying Wolf A Comment on Roe v. Wade, 82 Yale L.J. 920, 924 (1973).
343. King, supra note 336, at 1676.
344. Defining Death, supra note 335, at 25.
345. “A potential president of the U.S. is not on that account Commander-in-Chief . . .” with the 

If the reality is this fuzzy, is the analytical distinction between a nonviable 
fetus and a viable one tenable? Should it remain enshrined in abortion law 
even if viability occurs significantly earlier? The answer depends on whether, 
as an analytical distinction, viability can carry the weight it has been assigned. 
A viable fetus has, by definition, some statistical chance of surviving outside 
the womb, though it may need artificial aid. But this is nothing more than a 
definition; one author suggests that in Roe the Court simply mistook “a defini
tion for a syllogism.”342 There is one actual shift in fetal status that occurs at 
the point of viability: the fetus changes from merely having the potential to 
survive independently if left to develop longer, a characteristic that even the 
newly implanted embryo possesses if left alone long enough, to having the 
actual or present capacity to survive if removed from the womb. Does this 
change, however, warrant recognition of a compelling state interest in fetal life 
at viability, whenever viability occurs?

Patricia King argues that this change is crucial, no matter when it occurs. 
She claims that once a fetus has the capacity, and not merely the potential, to 
survive independently of its mother, “there is no relevant difference between 
[it] and a newborn.”343 Of course, unlike a newborn, a fetus is inside a woman, 
is dependent upon her, and has no opportunity to actualize its capacity to sur
vive independently. Given these factual differences, it seems that King must 
show why the shift from potential for ex utero survival to capacity for such 
survival is determinative, as opposed to the subsequent shift from capacity to 
actualization. At other stages of human life, this is not the case. For example, 
at the end of life, a declaration of brain death requires that a person must (1) 
lose actual consciousness; (2) lose the capacity for consciousness, i.e., have a 
flat EEG; and (3) lose the potential for consciousness, i.e., the flat EEG must 
not result from a condition which is temporary or reversible, such as an over
dose of barbituates.344 In other words, at the end of life, it is potential, not 
capacity, that is determinative.

Similarly, just as having the potential to be X does not ordinarily give one 
the rights of X,345 a potential which will soon be actualized gives no stronger 
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claim to rights than does a more remote potential. As Joel Feinberg notes, in 
1930, both Jimmy Carter, at the age of six, and Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 
two years before his election as president, were potential presidents. FDR’s 
potential was far less remote. Nonetheless, he had no greater right to com
mand the army and the navy than did young Carter.346 Similarly, states nor
mally have no greater interest in persons with the capacity for X than the 
potential for X. Nobel Prizes are given neither to child geniuses with the po
tential for extraordinary scientific achievement nor to adult geniuses with the 
capacity for such achievement who fail to utilize their talents. A far more 
logical point for ascribing a compelling state interest is upon actualization, 
when the fetus becomes an infant which is living independently of the mother. 
Alternatively, assuming that the state has an interest in potential life, it is hard 
to see why in this context, unlike others, the shift from potential to unactual
ized capacity should radically alter the strength of that interest.347

rights that that office entails. Benn, Abortion, Infanticide and Respect for Persons, in The Problem of 
Abortion 92, 102 (J. Feinberg ed. 1973).

346. Feinberg, supra note 169, at 196.
347. A focus on capacity could become increasingly problematical with new technological develop

ments. The technique of embryo transfer, see supra note 25, may have just created a “window of 
viability”—a very brief time period, prior to implantation, during which an embryo can survive if 
removed in a particular manner and placed in another woman’s womb Were capacity truly determina
tive, we would have to conclude that during this brief time period the embryo enjoys a moral status 
equivalent to that of an infant and that after transfer is no longer possible, its status reverts to that of an 
entity having only the potential, but not the capacity, for life outside the womb.

348. Fost, supra note 336, at 12-13.
349. Robertson, Medicolegal Implications of a Human Life Amendment, in Defining Human Life: 

Medical, Legal and Ethical Implications 161, 166 (M. Shaw & A. Doudera eds. 1983).
350. Id.

In marked contrast to King, other writers argue that viability has no ethical 
relevance in the abortion context, although it is certainly important in deciding 
whether to treat a premature newborn. According to one group of authors:

The decision is not whether to resuscitate the womb-bound fetus. The 
question is whether the fetus, if it were removed from the womb, 
could be resuscitated—in which case (since it would be viable) it 
ought not to be removed. According to supporters of the viability 
criterion, the viable fetus is the fetus that ought not be placed in a 
situation where resuscitation is needed. Thus the viability criterion is 
puzzling in its logic. Why should a fetus’ capacity to live indepen
dently be a reason to forbid the mother from forcing it to live 
independently?348

Some writers have gone even further and have turned the relevance of viability 
on its head. John Robertson suggests that since viable fetuses can live on their 
own, women should not be forced after viability to lend their bodies to fetuses 
who do not really need them.349 Thus he argues that states could regulate 
postviability abortions to ensure fetal survival, but should not be able to pro
hibit them.350

This attempt to turn the relevance of viability on its head would be irrefuta
ble were medical technology different. If twenty-four-week fetuses simply 
could be extracted from the womb without being harmed, and if artificial ges
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tation technology were as benign as natural gestation, there would be no par
ticular reason, other than perhaps expense, to prefer natural gestation to the 
artificial variety. But abortion techniques, even prostaglandin, are harmful, 
and with extremely premature infants our life-saving technology cannot al
ways prevent, and sometimes may itself cause, such serious consequences as 
brain hemorrhages, severe retardation, respirator lung syndrome, fatal heart, 
lung, or intestinal disorders, and multiple bone fractures. These medical limi
tations are unlikely to be overcome in the immediate future, and logic must 
not ignore this reality. Thus, whatever the relevance of viability given differ
ent medical facts, under current technology it imposes the practical constraint 
that we do not want abortions to result in live births. The preferable outcomes 
clearly are that the abortion is feticidal, either because the fetus is not viable or 
because the method eliminates the possibility of a live birth, or that there is no 
abortion at all.

Laurence Tribe suggests a defense of the ethical relevance of viability which 
is more limited than King’s. He argues that “[o]nce the fetus can be severed 
from the womb by a process which enables it to survive, leaving the abortion 
decision to private choice would confer not only a right to remove an un
wanted fetus from one’s body but also an entirely separate right to ensure its 
death.”351 Tribe claims that if the fetus can live independently, it is irrelevant 
whether the intent to kill it is formed before birth or after birth is completed.352 
He does not suggest that there is a real change in the developing being, but 
rather that in practical terms “a state wishing to prevent the killing of infants 
simply has no way to distinguish the deliberate destruction of the latter from 
what is involved in postviability abortions.”353 Tribe admits, however, that his 
position “assumes a technology in which viability occurs so late in pregnancy 
that removing the fetus in a manner consistent with its survival is no more 
onerous for the woman than removing it in a way that leads to its destruc
tion.”354 He states that “if this ceases to be the case ... the woman’s legiti
mate interest may come to encompass a claim to sever even the viable fetus in 
a manner dangerous to it.”355 While the flexibility of this position is valuable, 
it seems strange to assert that postviability abortion is tantamount to infanti
cide under one set of medical facts but ethically acceptable under another, at 
least if viability has true ethical relevance.

351. Tribe, supra note 192, at 27.
352. Id.
353. Id.
354. Id.
355. Id. But see King, supra note 336, at 1676 (viability always most important point, no matter how 

early, and states should be able to assert compelling interest in potential life at earliest point at which 
fetal survival verified).

Shifting the ethical relevance of viability with technological change seems 
unjustified; if lethally aborting a viable fetus at twenty-nine weeks is tanta
mount to infanticide, then it is equally heinous if viability occurs at twenty-one 
weeks. Neither scholarly supporters of the viability standard nor the Supreme 
Court, however, have shown why viability is ethically rather than practically 
relevant. At bottom, the attempt to imbue viability—a fuzzy, difficult-to-deter- 
mine statistical concept which merely marks the shift from potential to capac
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ity—with such major moral relevance is like trying to define “person” or to 
pinpoint the moment at which the fetus acquires rights. In other words, the 
claim that viability has intrinsic moral significance falls prey to the quest for 
ethical certainty that a complete reliance on rights or personhood exemplifies. 
In effect there exists a set of conflicting ethical intuitions and a set of conse
quences that vary from bad to worse. The quest for certainty based on per
sonhood. brain birth, rights, or compelling state interests accruing at viability 
is bound to fail because any point chosen to divide the continuous process of 
fetal development will have some degree of arbitrariness.

If viability is not a morally compelled dividing line, was the Court wrong to 
invoke it at all? Has it no import? I submit that along with its practical im
port, it also has significance of a symbolic nature. The Court fashioned a com
promise, recognizing an abortion right, but setting limits by stopping short of 
legalizing abortion-on-demand. It wanted the law to reflect the general socie
tal belief that late abortions are worse than early ones because the more devel
oped a fetus is, the more it resembles an infant and evokes the emotional 
responses that infants do. No one time clearly marks this change, but, in 1973, 
viability marked the last third of pregnancy and thus symbolized late abor
tions. Similarly, the shift in the respective mortality rates of abortion and 
childbirth in 1973 conveniently separated truly early abortions, which the 
Court held should be unrestricted, from ones in midpregnancy, where a few 
more safeguards were perhaps appropriate. The Court did not, however, ad
here rigidly to this maternal mortality rationale; when the mortality rates 
changed, the Court retained the trimester schema.356 This suggests that the 
respective mortality rates were not really the reason for the trimester division, 
but were a convenient, after-the-fact way to bolster and justify the compro
mise. Viability, I submit, played a similar role. Viability circa 1973 was an 
arbitrary, but not irrational, line which separated midpregnancy abortions 
from late ones. If, however, the time of viability changes so significantly that it 
marks the second half of pregnancy rather than the final third, réévaluation of 
viability’s import will be imperative because it will have lost both its practical 
and its symbolic significance.

356. City of Akron, 103 S. Ct. at 2496 (1983).

Thus viability’s relevance is limited. As a practical matter, we do not want 
postviability abortions that will allow live births. Likewise, we do not want 
guaranteed feticidal abortions extremely late in pregnancy, a time sometimes 
exemplified by viability. Early-late, however, is a continuum and any dividing 
line will be somewhat arbitrary. The line drawn at viability symbolizes socie
tal desires that women abort as early in pregnancy as possible, both for their 
own health and because of the moral sentiments of society. We must recog
nize, however, that the import of viability probably does not go beyond this 
symbolic value.
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C. COPING WITH ambiguity: establishing guidelines based on 
GENERAL MORAL SENTIMENTS, PRACTICAL CONCERNS, AND 

CONSEQUENCES

Because the significance of viability is primarily practical and symbolic, we 
must establish legal guidelines which reflect our ethical intuitions, take into 
account practical concerns, and are attuned to social consequences. Recogniz
ing that persons opposing abortion under any circumstances will disagree with 
these goals, it is important to specify that our goals are: (1) to preserve the 
abortion right recognized in Roe v. Wade\ (2) to recognize the practical signifi
cance of viability and the impact of technological change on the existing tri
mester schema; (3) to minimize the possibility that doctors and patients will be 
faced with the live-birth dilemma; and (4) to avoid circumscribing the abortion 
right beyond some reasonable point in time, in recognition of the deleterious 
consequences of prohibiting abortions. In light of these goals and the techno
logical changes of the past decade, what guidelines should regulate abortion?

1. According Some Weight to Viability

Because viability has practical and symbolic import, and in light of the 
Supreme Court’s reiteration that states can prohibit abortion of viable fetuses, 
the issue of viability certainly deserves some weight in our analysis. Up to 
some point, it seems reasonable to let states prohibit abortion of viable fetuses 
even as viability occurs earlier. This is particularly true because the moral 
quandary that a live birth creates, as well as the high probability of brain dam
age in an infant born this way, gives states good reason to prohibit those abor
tions which could result in the live birth of a viable infant. Thus, as neonatal 
intensive care technology keeps younger and younger infants alive, the right to 
proscribe abortions should be modified accordingly to avoid live births. We 
must be realistic about technology, however, when assessing viability, and we 
should not advance the date of viability based on overly remote chances of 
survival.

Patricia King argues that states should be able to prohibit abortion at the 
earliest point at which there has been a verified fetal survival357 and proposes a 
federal agency should keep track of each new “miraculous” premature sur
vival and correspondingly advance the date of viability.358 She further notes 
that “[i]n fact, given the margin of error in estimating gestational age, one 
could at least argue for a compelling state interest in any potential human 
estimated to be within two weeks of the age of the youngest fetus known to 
have survived.”359 According to King, “Because our ability to sustain life ear
lier in gestation will probably move faster than common acceptance of this 
information by physicians, legislatures, and courts, perhaps a state should be 
able to create a zone in which we have no verified fetal survival but in which 

357. King, supra note 336, at 1679-85.
358. Id. at 1685-86. Professor King also considered and dismissed the possibility of vesting such 

responsibility in “some organized arm of the medical profession” which could issue guidelines and 
summarize the most recent knowledge about viability. Id. at 1686.

359. Id. at 1680.
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abortion is prohibited.”360 This proposal not only accords viability immense 
weight, but assumes a fetus is viable if there is any chance, however remote, 
that it could survive.

360. Id. at 1680 n.146. King relies on the National Commission’s report. Research on the Fetus, 
supra note 222, at 5, which speaks of the “possibly viable infant” who is between 20 and 24 weeks 
gestational age and between 500 and 600 grams in weight. King also refers to the suggestion of Leon 
Kass that every fetus with an audible heartbeat (which occurs at about 20 weeks) should be treated as if 
it were viable. Kass, supra note 10, at 11-14.

361. If King’s proposal to prohibit abortions of fetuses two weeks younger than the earliest verified 
survival were adopted, women with 18- or 19-week pregnancies also would be denied abortions.

362. King, supra note 336, at 1679. See generally Behrman & Rosen, supra note 4, at 12-50-12-51 
(charting survival rates between 1964 and 1974).

363. Roe, 410 U.S. at 163 (stating that viability is point at which fetus “has the capability of meaning
ful life outside the mother’s womb”) (emphasis added).

364. 439 U.S. at 388. Similarly, in Charles v. Cary, 627 F.2d 772 (7th Cir. 1980), numerous provi
sions of Illinois’ abortion statute were challenged, including one that provided that: “The law of this 
State shall not be construed to imply that any human being aborted alive is not an individual under the 
‘Criminal Code of 1961’ . . . .” The court invalidated this section, stating:

The meaning of the term ‘alive’ could include only the most minimal of life signs in a non
viable fetus or it could be limited to the capability of sustained survival. The lack of a precise 
definition leaves physicians uninformed as to their duties toward the fetus and could deter 
them from performing abortions for fear of being singled out for prosecution for murder 
under this ambiguous standard.

Id. at 791. A Nebraska abortion statute was likewise held unconstitutional on the grounds that the 
definition of viability must “be limited to include only that stage of fetal development in which the 
potentiality for life is more than mere momentary survival.” Schulte v. Douglas, 567 F. Supp. 522, 524 
(D. Neb. 1981).

While such an approach would afford ample protection to potential life, it is 
not very realistic. As discussed previously, there is no consensus as to what 
chance of survival constitutes viability. Assessing viability in utero is very dif
ficult, and estimations of gestational age may be inaccurate by as much as two 
weeks. Thus, even with the best attempt to assess gestational age, some 
pregnancies will be more advanced than expected, such that a fetus believed to 
be viable in fact may not be. When this occurs, a woman carrying a nonviable 
fetus will be wrongfully denied an abortion. According to King’s proposal, if 
just one infant has survived at twenty-two weeks, the official time of viability 
moves to twenty-two weeks. Many women with twenty or twenty-one week 
pregnancies thus would be prevented from obtaining abortions.361 Moreover, 
because the vast majority of fetuses the same age as the most recent miraculous 
survivor are not viable, such a proposal would deny abortions to a great many 
women with twenty-two-week pregnancies but nonviable fetuses. In setting 
the time of viability, we therefore should be medically realistic and not overly 
influenced by one or two miraculous survivals.

Numerous abortion decisions undoubtedly require this rule of reason re
garding viability and technology. It is very likely that the Roe Court stated 
that fetuses were normally viable at twenty-eight weeks because the consensus 
of the medical profession indicated that forty to fifty percent of fetuses born at 
twenty-eight weeks survived.362 The Court clearly was not seeking to protect 
fetuses with extremely remote chances of survival.363 Moreover, in Colautti v. 
Franklin, the Court overturned a statute protecting fetuses that “may be via
ble” on the grounds that there must be a “reasonable likelihood” of “sustained 
survival outside the womb.”364 Thus, contra King, viability must have its basis 
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in the medical norm rather than in the medical miracle. As viability occurs 
earlier, states can prohibit abortion of fetuses reasonably likely to survive, but 
they should not be able to prohibit abortion of fetuses with only very remote 
chances of survival.

2. Regulation of Abortion Techniques

In postviability abortions, the state’s interest in the fetus is compelling. The 
state constitutionally can require physicians to use the abortion technique least 
likely to harm the fetus, unless another technique is better for the woman’s 
health.365 Under Colautti v. Franklin, however, maternal health interests must 
prevail over the state’s interest in the fetus.366 Thus, a feticidal technique can 
be used if it is merely medically preferable; the state cannot require that use of 
a feticidal technique be limited to situations where such an abortion method is 
indispensable to the woman’s health.367

365. A section of a Missouri statute forbidding the use of abortion procedures fatal to the viable fetus 
unless alternative procedures posed a greater risk to the health of the woman was upheld in the lower 
court decision in Planned Parenthood Ass’n of Kansas City, Mo., Inc. v. Ashcroft, 655 F.2d 848, 862-63 
(8th Cir. 1981). The Supreme Court similarly implied the constitutionality of this statute on review, 103 
S. Ct. 2517, 2521 (1983).

366. 439 U.S. at 400 (1979).
367. Id. at 397-401.
368. See supra notes 34 to 65 and accompanying text (discussing safety rates and possible complica

tions of saline and prostaglandin abortions),
369. As noted previously, D & E is being used later and later in pregnancy, with some physicians 

now using it through the twenty-fourth week. See supra notes 91 to 92 and accompanying text. Al
though the majority in Ashcroft expressed doubt that D & E would ever be the method safest for the 
woman after fetal viability, 103 S. Ct. 2517, 2521 n.7, this skepticism seems unwarranted in light of 
developments in medical technology. Moreover, the Court of Appeals had found that health reasons 
could sometimes require the use of D & E after viability. 665 F.2d 865.

370. Supreme Court decisions such as Colautti and City of Akron, which emphasize the importance 
of maternal health concerns and physician discretion, mandate this conclusion. In holding void for 
vagueness the postviability requirement that the physician use the least feticidal technique unless an 
alternative was necessary to preserve the mother's health, the Court in Colautti stated:

[I]t is uncertain whether the statute permits the physician to consider his duty to the patient to 

A question that may arise is whether a technique more likely to be feticidal 
can be used only when the woman has specific contraindications to an alterna
tive method which is less likely to be feticidal, or whether it can be used simply 
if it is the statistically safer method. At present, this question may be largely 
academic because there is little difference in the safety rates of saline and pros
taglandin.368 Yet, it may become important in the near future, if D & E is used 
one or two weeks later or viability occurs one or two weeks earlier, thereby 
permitting D & E, which is uniformly feticidal, to be used in postviability 
abortions.369 If this occurs, it seems that it would violate the rights of pregnant 
women, and the medical judgment of physicians, to require that unless there 
are specific contraindications, a statistically more hazardous abortion proce
dure must be used so as to protect the fetus. Thus, if D & E becomes statisti
cally safer for post-viability abortions, doctors should be permitted to use it, 
even if amnioinfusion methods pose no unusual hazard to the woman. Stat
utes which forbid feticidal procedures unless alternatives are more hazardous 
must be so construed to avoid usurping the legitimate exercise of medical judg
ment and subordinating the woman’s health to that of the fetus.370
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Although such statutes protecting the fetus after viability are constitutional, 
there is no doubt that they would be invalid if applied to fetuses before viabil
ity. Prior to viability, states can regulate abortion only to protect maternal 
health. Such is not, however, the aim of statutes prohibiting feticidal proce
dures before viability occurs. Moreover, the Supreme Court has given great 
weight to technological developments in abortion procedures.371 Therefore, if 
D & E were to become the procedure of choice up to the point of viability, the 
Court should invalidate any regulation which prohibited or hindered its use.372 
Allowing D & E abortions during the period of possible viability may result in 
the death of a few fetuses that possibly could live. Yet, if feticidal methods 
must be allowed after viability if they are statistically safer for the woman, 
there is no doubt that they likewise must be allowed during the time when a 
physician, in his considered medical judgment, believes that a fetus is not 
viable.

be paramount to his duty to the fetus, or whether it requires the physician to make a ‘trade
off between the woman's health and additional percentage points of fetal survival.

439 U.S. at 400. Likewise, in City of Akron, the Court emphasized that abortion is a medical procedure 
and that physicians must be allowed sufficient latitude to make their best medical judgments. 103 S. Ct. 
2481, 2491 (1983).

371. See Ashcroft, 103 S. Ct. at 2521-22 (discussing abortion techniques); City of Akron, 103 S. Ct. at 
2493-97 (same).

372. See Danforth. 428 U.S. at 77-78 (1976) (invalidating statute which appeared to ban second- 
trimester saline abortions).

The principle that states can regulate abortion techniques to protect the fetus 
after viability, but may not do so before viability, is premised upon a clear 
distinction between viable and nonviable fetuses and upon the use of viability 
as an ethical and analytical dividing line. As one can see, viability is not a 
bright dividing line, and its relevance is practical and symbolic, rather than 
moral. Moreover, as the time of viability shifts, third-trimester regulations in
evitably have some impact on late second-trimester abortions. Thus, one must 
qualify these principles of state regulation.

Truly late abortions, in which the fetus is clearly viable, should be distin
guished from those in which the fetus is merely on the threshold of viability. 
In the former situation, it is appropriate to use the technique best for the fetus 
unless another method is better for the woman. Such abortions will be per
formed only to protect the woman’s life or health; indeed, feticide may not 
even be desired. In such abortions, fetuses are likely to be sufficiently devel
oped that they can live without a high risk of serious handicap. Requiring the 
use of nonfeticidal techniques when the fetus is only at the threshold of viabil
ity, however, is a very different proposition. In this instance, there are implicit 
risks, including: (1) usurpation of medical judgment regarding whether the 
fetus is viable, causing physicians to feel threatened whenever they judge a 
borderline fetus not to be viable; (2) excessive restriction of medical discretion 
to use the method believed best, causing physicians to feel they must justify 
any use of a more feticidal method; and (3) creation of a situation which gives 
rise to an increase in the likelihood of a live birth from an abortion. As D & E 
is increasingly used for abortions of fetuses at the threshold of viability, courts 
should closely scrutinize any loosely worded regulations that could have a chil
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ling effect on physicians’ willingness to perform late second-trimester abortions 
or their choice of abortion procedure.373

373. This is precisely what the Supreme Court did in Colautti, where it held void for vagueness the 
postviability requirement that a physician use the abortion technique providing the best opportunity for 
the fetus to be aborted alive, so long as a different technique was not necessary to preserve the mother’s 
life or health. 439 U.S. at 394-400. The Court noted that the choice of an appropriate abortion tech
nique is a complex medical judgment about which experts can disagree and that the uncertainty of the 
Pennsylvania statute was further exacerbated by the lack of a scienter requirement, such that criminal 
liability was possible even in the absence of bad faith on the physician’s part. Id. at 398, 401. Likewise, 
in Schutte v. Douglas, the court invalidated an abortion statute on the grounds that the statute’s broad 
wording and potential imposition of criminal liability “has had the chilling effect predicted by the court 
in Colautti—physicians are unwilling to perform abortions near the point of viability in the manner 
indicated by their best medical judgment.” 567 F. Supp. at 528.

374. Stubblefield interview, supra note 93.
375. See, e.g., Strong, supra note 282, at 168-69 (describing effect on families of severely handi

capped children); Fost, supra note 281, at 321 (birth of child with severe defect experienced by parents 
as calamity).

376. King, supra note 336, at 1686.
377. Doe v. Bolton, 410 U.S. 179, 192 (1973); United States v. Vuitch, 402 U.S. 62, 72 (1971).
378. Wood & Hawkins, supra note 201, at 415-16 (discussing Colautti, Doe v. Bolton, and Roe}.

3. A Special Problem Revisited: Genetic Abortions

If viability occurs before twenty-two weeks, state authority to protect viable 
fetuses may threaten genetic abortions. Because genetic abortions cannot be 
performed before week nineteen or twenty and are often performed around 
week twenty-two, they involve fetuses which are approaching the threshold of 
viability. Indeed, defects are sometimes diagnosed only after it is too late to 
terminate the pregnancy.374

The wholesale elimination of genetic abortions undoubtedly would be an 
unfortunate occurrence. Birth defects cause hardship and suffering to every
one involved.375 The ability to diagnose such defects in utero has been hailed 
as a major medical advance. Yet some writers argue that under Roe v. Wade, 
we must simply accept the impending demise of genetic abortions. According 
to King:

Whether one may kill a human, either because it will enjoy a quality 
of life below some minimal level or because its parents do not wish a 
severely handicapped child, is not a question peculiar to the use of 
viability as a standard. We should treat viable defective fetuses in 
the same way we treat defective newborns. The problem, in short, 
should be viewed as one of euthanasia and not one uniquely affecting 
legal protection of fetuses.376

Although defective abortuses must be treated like other defective newborns, 
it would be inappropriate to require that viable defective fetuses in utero be 
treated as if they already were independently existing newborns. The Supreme 
Court has stated that in determining whether an abortion is necessary to pre
serve a woman’s health, a physician may consider emotional and psychological 
factors as well as strictly physical ones.377 Even writers who deplore the 
thought that physicians can perform a postviability abortion to protect a wo
man’s mental health nevertheless recognize that Supreme Court decisions and 
dicta require this result.378 Although some state statutes still permit third-tri
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mester abortions only to prevent death or “permanent impairment” to the wo
man’s health,379 and although some doctors who support abortion believe that 
they cannot lawfully perform genetic abortions after viability for mental health 
reasons,380 there is a strong argument that genetic abortions should be allowed 
even after viability if continuing the pregnancy will cause a woman severe 
emotional anguish.

379. See Ind. Code Ann. § 35-1-58.5-2 (Bums 1979) (“substantial permanent impairment of the life 
or physical health of the pregnant woman”); Utah Code Ann. § 76-7-302 (1978) (“serious and perma
nent damage”). There is little doubt that this requirement is unconstitutional. See Margaret S. v. 
Edwards, 488 F. Supp. 181, 196 (E.D. La. 1980) (Louisiana statute permitting postviability abortions 
only if necessary to prevent “permanent impairment” to the woman’s health unconstitutional). See also 
Schulte, 566 F. Supp. at 525 (Nebraska statute permitting postviability abortions only when necessary 
to protect a woman “from an imminent peril that substantially endangers her life or health” unconstitu
tional) (emphasis in original).

380. Dr. Phillip Stubblefield, President of the National Abortion Federation from 1982 until May 
1984, states that although he would perform a very late abortion for a defect such as anencephaly, 
which is incompatible with life, he would not perform one for a defect such as Down’s Syndrome much 
past 24 weeks, regardless of the woman’s emotional anguish. Stubblefield interview, supra note 93.

381. See Adler & Kushnick, Genetic Counseling in Prenatally Diagnosed Trisomy 18 and 21: Psycho- 
Social Aspects, 69 Pediatrics 94 (Jan. 1982) (describing parents’ trauma at learning of prenatal diag
nosis of chromosomal abnormality). This is not to imply that parents cannot derive much joy from 
raising a handicapped child, but is merely to note that the diagnosis produces serious trauma.

382. Wood & Hawkins, supra note 201, at 415-16 (discussing Vuitch, Colautti, Doe v. Bolton, and 
Roe}.

383. Survey of Abortion Law, supra note 335, at 148-49.

When a pregnant woman learns that her fetus is seriously defective, she is 
usually devastated. The hardship involved is exacerbated if she is forced to 
continue the pregnancy. Indeed, the physical hardships of pregnancy and la
bor normally are balanced against the joyous anticipation of birth. If a genetic 
defect has been diagnosed, the anticipation is destroyed and only hardship, 
sorrow, and anguish are left.381 In arguing that a defective fetus once viable 
must be treated as if it has been bom, King ignores these four months of 
anguish and treats abortion as truly equivalent to outright infanticide. Al
though in general we may conclude that by twenty-two or twenty-four weeks a 
woman has waived her right to abort, discovery of new, material facts regard
ing the fetus’ genetic condition would seem to warrant granting the woman the 
right to avoid the anguish involved in bearing a severely defective child. 
Based on Supreme Court dicta, it is unlikely that the Court would allow states 
to deny this right to a woman whose mental health would suffer if forced to 
carry a defective fetus to term.382 While the maternal health exception may 
preserve the right to genetic abortions in applicable cases, it is not the only 
reason the right should be sustained. One commentator notes that while most 
women carrying a severely defective fetus would be sufficiently upset by the 
diagnosis to qualify for a postviability abortion on mental health grounds, not 
all women would so qualify. Some women, although extremely unhappy 
about the situation, may be capable of coping.383 If mental health is the only 
reason for treating genetic abortions differently, one should feel comfortable 
with forcing emotionally strong women to carry defective fetuses to term. Yet, 
this result seems wrong, and it demonstrates the need to preserve genetic abor
tions on other grounds.

Many foreign countries which allow abortions only up to a particular time 
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make an exception for genetic abortions.384 In fact, many countries forbid 
abortion in all circumstances except when the fetus is defective or the mother’s 
life or health is threatened.385 The basis for such an exception may be the 
anguish a woman feels at being forced to carry a defective fetus to term,386 but 
the exception may also reflect a societal feeling that prevention of birth defects 
is a legitimate goal.387 Surveys in the United States in addition show that the 
vast majority of Americans believe that abortion should be legal if there is a 
strong chance the fetus is defective.388 This belief probably is not based solely, 
or even substantially, on concern for the woman’s emotional well-being. 
Many people simply feel differently about severely defective fetuses, even at 
twenty-two to twenty-four weeks, than they do about normal ones.

384. Italy, for example, allows abortion only in the first trimester, but makes an exception for both 
maternal health risks and fetal defects. 29 Int’l Dig. Health Legis. 589-91 (1978). See generally 
Tietze 1979, supra note 27, at 9-17 (surveying abortion laws and policies in foreign countries).

385. See generally Tietze 1979, supra note 27, at 15-17 (surveying abortion laws and policies in 
foreign countries).

386. Some foreign statutes suggest a concern for the woman’s emotional response to the defect, as 
well as concern for the child’s condition. For example, the German Democratic Republic allows abor
tion until 22 weeks from conception if “imperative grounds exist for presuming that, as a consequence 
of a hereditary predisposition or harmful influences prior to birth, the child would suffer from ir- 
remedial injury to its state of health of such gravity that the pregnant woman can not be required to 
continue the pregnancy to term." Tietze 1979, supra note 27, at II (quoting 27 Int’l Dig. Health 
Legis. 562 (1976) (emphasis added).

387. A statute of the United Kingdom simply states that abortion is permissible if “there is a sub
stantial risk that if the child were bom it would suffer from such physical or mental abnormalities as to 
be seriously handicapped.” Tietze 1979, supra note 27, at 10 (quoting 18 Int’l Dig. Health Legis. 
887 (1967)).

388. Thompson, Prenatal Diagnosis and Public Policy, tn Genetic Disorders and the Fetus 637, 
644 (A. Milunsky ed. 1979) (80% approval where there is strong chance of serious defect); National 
Opinion Research Center, Limited Approval of Legal Abortion, 4 Current Opinion 18 (1976) (same).

389. Chorionic villi biopsy, the method being tested for detecting genetic disorders in the first trimes
ter. cannot detect neural tube defects such as anencephaly or spina bifida, because discovery of these 
requires analysis of the amniotic fluid, which can be done only after amniocentesis. Fleischman inter
view, supra note 225. Thus even when this test becomes widely used, some genetic abortions will still 
be possible only after amniocentesis.

390. See supra notes 142 to 148 and accompanying text (discussing medical determination of viabil
ity). However, some physicians feel that advances in neonatal intensive care are much more likely to 
improve the chances of saving infants bom between 24 and 28 weeks and between 500 and 1000 grams 
than to make viable infants below these limits. Stubblefield interview, supra note 93.

Widespread availability of methods to detect birth defects in the first trimes
ter would quell much of the ambivalence characterizing the genetic abortion 
debate.389 Yet, even if such a development lags behind further changes in the 
time of viability, the limited significance of viability, the mental anguish in
volved in forcing a woman to carry a defective fetus to term, and the general 
desire to prevent birth defects suggests that even if the general abortion right 
becomes more circumscribed, genetic abortions should be preserved.

4. Retaining the Balance: Establishing Lower Limits

Having concluded that genetic abortions should be preserved, what should 
be the future of other second-trimester abortions? Given the rate of technologi
cal advancement, it is possible that in the not-too-distant future fetuses will be 
viable at around twenty-two weeks.390 If this occurs, under Roe abortions after 
twenty-two weeks probably will be proscribed. But what if fetuses become 
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viable even before this? Is there no limit to the potential narrowing of the 
abortion right?

The conclusion that the relevance of viability is practical and symbolic, but 
not moral, makes it clear that one need not retain the viability standard if it 
comes into conflict with ethical intuitions. Once viability occurs so early in 
pregnancy that D & E is the preferred abortion method, the practical import of 
viability will be lost. Once it occurs so early that it no longer demarcates 
“late” abortions, its symbolic import disappears as well. To cling to viability 
as the standard after its import vanishes is like religiously checking the water 
mark long after the well has run dry. In City of Akron, the Supreme Court 
recognized that abortion later than week twelve is now safer than childbirth 
but nevertheless retained the trimester schema.391 The Court’s opinion thereby 
compels the conclusion that the trimester division was more important than 
the purported medical justifications for it. The Court likewise can retain the 
abortion right past the point of viability if viability occurs so early that prohib
iting abortions at that point becomes unfair.392

391. 103 S. Ct. at 2492 n il.
392. The only obstacle to the Court doing this is its repeated assertion that viability is the critical 

point, see. eg., Colautti. 439 U.S. at 388-89, and its willingness to imply that viability has independent 
moral significance apart from its demarcation of late abortions from early or midpregnancy ones. But 
surely the Court’s adherence to the balance it found constitutionally required should run deeper than 
its reliance on statistical medical concepts that, in 1973, simply helped to establish this balance.

393. See supra notes 284 to 291 and accompanying text (discussing amniocentesis technique).
394. See supra note 27 and accompanying text (discussing percentage of abortions performed after 

13 weeks).
395. See supra notes 2. 31. and 32 and accompanying text (discussing women who seek late 

abortions).
396. Kerenyi interview, supra note 2; Stubblefield interview, supra note 93.

This dividing line, of course, will be somewhat arbitrary. There is no escape 
from the fact that I am trying to make a division in the continuous, ongoing 
process of fetal development. No precise point is morally obvious, intuitive, or 
“right.” If an exception is made for genetic abortions, the time need not be so 
late in the pregnancy term to accommodate genetic abortions.393 With genetic 
abortions no longer a consideration, arguably there is no problem in following 
the viability standard wherever it leads; indeed, ninety percent of women who 
abort do so in the first trimester.394 It is not unreasonable to expect women to 
have made this crucial moral decision by week sixteen. Moreover, society may 
want to encourage women to abort early, because it is better for their health 
and more in keeping with society’s moral sensibilities.

In an ideal world, permitting abortions up to fourteen or sixteen weeks and 
making an exception for genetic abortions might be a satisfactory policy, but in 
this society, the consequences of such restrictions would be unacceptable. To 
return to the scenario with which this article began, a poor, ill-educated teen
ager sought the late abortion. Teenagers make up a large proportion of wo
men who seek second-trimester abortions,395 and minority teenagers comprise 
a fairly substantial subset of that group.396 Generally, well-educated women 
in their twenties and thirties, i.e., women who have regular menstrual periods, 
are not extremely obese, and do not have a psychological problem causing 
them to deny their pregnancy, will seek diagnosis of pregnancy and, if they so
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desire, abort as soon as possible. In contrast, women who have second-trimes
ter abortions often are not in as fortunate a position. Irregular periods, unfa
miliarity with their bodies, ignorance about sex, and fear of adults may make 
even advantaged teenagers overlook or deny pregnancy or delay the decision 
to abort. Even Sweden, which lacks the extremes of wealth and poverty preva
lent in this country, has a second-trimester abortion rate of approximately six 
percent.397 When youth is coupled with poverty, poor education, a disrupted 
family structure, poor nutrition, mistrust of doctors, or inadequate access to 
medical care, society’s choices are to allow late abortions or to force these teen
agers to continue unwanted and dangerous pregnancies.398 Is it fair to tell the 
teenager in the scenario that she must act exactly like a mature, middle-class 
woman? Allowing states to prohibit abortion at week sixteen would ignore the 
actual societal conditions in this country and would impose a “higher moral
ity” on a peculiarly vulnerable group which will inevitably be unable to live up 
to middle-class expectations.399 Moreover, this group is least prepared to raise 
children.

397. See Schulman, Second Trimester Abortion: Techniques and Complications, in Gynecology 
and Obstetrics 1 (J. Sciarra ed. 1982).

398. Pregnancy is more dangerous for teenagers and more likely to result in a low birthweight infant. 
Paneth, Kiely, Wallenstein, Marcus, Patker & Susser, Newborn Intensive Care and Neonatal Mortality in 
Low-Birth-Weight Infants, 307 New Eng. J. Med. 149, 150 (1982). Moreover, it has also been noted 
that the risks inherent in pregnancy are even greater than usual when the pregnancy is unwanted. 
Cates, Legal Abortion: The Public Health Record, 215 Sci. 1586, 1587 (1982).

399. State restrictions on Medicaid funding of abortions produce essentially the same effect and yet 
have been held constitutional. See Maher v. Roe, 432 U.S. 464 (1977) (upholding Connecticut statute 
denying Medicaid funds for first-trimester abortions not medically necessary); Harris v. McRae, 448 
U.S. 297 (1980) (holding states not required to fund certain medically necessary abortions where federal 
statute denies Medicaid funds). An early cutoff date clearly would be an outright infringement of the 
abortion right, however, rather than a mere refusal to provide state funding for it.

400. See supra notes 337 and 338 and accompanying text (discussing use of ultrasonic scanning to 
determine fetal age).

401. Pregnancy duration is most commonly measured from the last menstrual period, making the 
average pregnancy last 40 weeks. See supra note 4 (discussing methods of calculating duration of 
pregnancy).

402. Because I have been quoted as simply advocating a 20-week cutoff, Kleiman, supra note 7, I 
must emphasize that I am not proposing a firm cutoff of 20 or 22 weeks be adopted immediately. 
Rather, my argument is that if viability grows so early that it no longer supports the balance between 
the woman's right and the state's interest in the fetus established in Roe. the balance should be retained 
and the viability standard abandoned. Then, and only then, will a firm cutoff have to be selected. 
Moreover. I do not advocate that 20 weeks necessarily be selected: rather, I simply believe that 
whatever cutoff is chosen, it definitely should not be any earlier than the twentieth week.

Given the difficulties in assessing gestational age, if the time is set at eight
een weeks, many women with sixteen-week pregnancies will be denied abor
tion.400 Therefore, no matter how early viability occurs, a reasonable point 
before which abortions should not be prohibited is twenty weeks. Very few 
fetuses born before twenty weeks show signs of life. Moreover, D & E is now 
the most common abortion method in the interval between sixteen and twenty 
weeks. As its use increases during this interval, the chance of live births will 
decrease even further. Twenty weeks also marks the midpoint of preg
nancy,401 so that “early” abortions can be divided from “late” ones at the mid
point of fetal development, should viability grow so early that we must find a 
substitute for the viability standard.402 Even a twenty-week cutoff will deny 
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abortions to some poverty-stricken and terrified teenagers,403 and therefore, 
arguably twenty-two weeks should be the cutoff instead.404 This standard, too, 
could be feasible if D & E were commonly used up to that time so as to avoid 
the live-birth dilemma. Whatever time is ultimately chosen, given the popula
tion that seeks late abortions, the Court certainly should never permit states to 
proscribe abortions prior to twenty weeks.405

403. Dr. Phillip Stubblefield does not perform abortions past ll'h. weeks and states that he some
times refers teenagers with more advanced pregnancies to New York City, where abortions will be 
performed until 24 weeks. Many such teenagers cannot afford to go. Stubblefield interview, supra note 
93. Because this cutoff denies some teenagers abortions, it is clear that a 20-week cutoff would deny 
abortions to even more teenagers who are ill equipped to cope with either pregnancy or motherhood. 
As viability grows earlier, it will become even more important to ensure that teenagers and the poor 
have ready access to early abortions and are informed of their availability. See Kleiman, supra note 7.

404. This later cutoff would have the advantage of denying abortions to a smaller number of women. 
According to Center for Disease Control statistics, in 1980 only 0.9% of women obtained abortions at 21 
weeks or later. CDC, 1979-80 Report, supra note 27, at 64.

405. A firm cutoff also will estabfish a higher degree of certainty for physicians, who under current 
standards could well be confused about their legal obligation. In fact, one physician who is greatly 
concerned about abortion rights stated that he might favor a simple temporal cutoff, because it could 
avoid the problems of assessing fetal viability and risking a live birth. Stubblefield interview, supra note 
93.

406. Robertson, After Edelin: Little Guidance, 7 Hastings Center Rep., 15, 17 (June 1977).

VII. Conclusion

The fact that an infant was born from an abortion is not relevant to the 
decision whether to resuscitate and treat it. Thus, doctors will at least occasion
ally have an obligation to treat viable live-born abortuses. If we accept the 
recommendations of the President’s Commission regarding treatment deci
sions, infants so premature that they are at the threshold of viability would be 
in the category where reasonable parental wishes should be respected. Be
cause infants bom from abortions, if viable at all, often will be in this border
line category, decisions not to treat frequently will be ethically acceptable, 
even though ethics committee review is probably still in order. When treat
ment is clearly in the infant’s best interests, though, parental refusal must be 
overridden. Treating infants born from abortions is not a particularly satisfy
ing solution to the live-birth dilemma. The ambivalence it reflects has been 
compared to that involved in requiring medical aid to be given a condemned 
man injured in a failed execution attempt.406 Yet, in the few instances where 
the infant clearly can live, even with some degree of mental or physical handi
cap, treatment may be the only ethical resolution of the dilemma.

As viability occurs earlier, strict adherence to the viability standard would 
render the future of second-trimester abortions increasingly grim. We can 
neither ignore the live-birth dilemma nor pretend that the point of viability 
lacks practical or symbolic significance. Nevertheless, D & E could eliminate 
viability’s practical import by ensuring no live births; and once viability no 
longer distinguishes late abortions from early or midpregnancy ones, its sym
bolic import vanishes as well. It then becomes a dividing line that is both 
arbitrary and unreasonable. If this occurs, we must abandon the viability stan
dard and choose a cutoff which does not permit live births, but which also does 
not deny second-trimester abortions to the group most in need of them. If 
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viability grows much earlier, a firm cutoff point will become necessary in order 
to uphold women’s rights to privacy and autonomy and to prevent Roe v.
Wade from becoming a decision that protects fetuses but not women.
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Introduction

The quest for the laws which will explain the riddle of human behavior leads us 
not toward truth but toward the illusion of certainty, which is our curse. . . . 
The function of the lawyer is to preserve a skeptical relativism in a society hell
bent for absolutes. When we become too sure of our premises, we necessarily 
fail in what we are supposed to be doing.

—Grant Gilmore, The Ages of American 
Law 100, 110 (1977)

In the decennial decade of the Sherman Act of 1890, dark days loom for 
antitrust. Once hailed as a Charter of Freedom1 and an American “national 
religion,”2 antitrust is sinking into decline. Its grandiose crusades against the 
concentration of economic power are over, and a regime of retreat and revision 
is taking shape.3 As old dreams of competition among many small business 
units are dying, the rising vogue is economic efficiency taught by an ascendant 
Chicago School.4 Its fervor fading, its doctrines fraying, antitrust is becoming 

1. Appalachian Coals, Inc. v. United States, 288 U.S. 344, 359 (1933); see Report of the Attor
ney General’s National Committee to Study the Antitrust Laws 132 (1955) (“the basic phi
losophy of the Sherman Act today remains above partisan controversy as a ‘charter of freedom,' a 
constitution governing the economy of the United States”).

2. A. Shonfield, Modern Capitalism 329 (1965).
3. E.g, Changing Antitrust Standards (Conf. Bd. Research Bull. No. 144. 1983); Taylor, A 

Talk With Antitrust Chief William Baxter, Wall St. J., March 4, 1982, at 28, col. 3 (“sole goal of antitrust 
is economic efficiency”; Baxter "brands many Supreme Court rulings as ‘rubbish,’ calling some ‘wacko,’ 
others ‘ludicrous’”). Key aspects are confinement of antitrust priorities to horizontal transactions, i.e., 
mergers and price-fixing among direct competitors. See also Gellhom, Baxter in the Pantheon of Anti
trust. Wall St. J., Jan. 6, 1984, at 20, col. 4 (“Baxter reset the agenda”); Trusting the Markets More and 
Trustbusters Less, The Economist, Dec. 10, 1983, at 65 (“Baxter effect will continue long after the man 
is gone”).

4. See, e.g., Bork, Judicial Precedent and the New Economics, in Changing Antitrust Standards, 
supra note 3, at 5, 7 (1983); Posner, The Chicago School of Antitrust Analysis, 127 U. Pa. L. Rev. 925, 
928, 932-34, 948 (1979) (noting split between “orthodox”/“diehard Chicagoan” and hybrid Harvard/ 
Chicago sects, and characterizing microeconomic price theory as essence of Chicago School). Cf. The 
Fire of Truth: A Remembrance of Law and Economics at Chicago, 1932-1970, 26 J.L. & Econ. 163. 183, 
200, 205-06 (E. Kitch ed. 1983) (seance of sodality recalling “religious conversion” and secular inspira
tion by Prof. Aaron Director, who formulated key ideas of Chicago school).

According to Nobelist George Stigler, a Chicago elder. Professor Director’s predecessor Henry 
Simons was the “Crown Prince” of a Chicago School free of any “serious reservation” that its “under
standing of economic life was incomplete or mistaken.” Professor Simons, who pioneered economics 
teaching at the Law School, advocated “outright dismantling of our gigantic corporations” built by 
financial “Napoleons,” “explicit and unqualified repudiation of the so-called rule of reason,” and pros
ecution of “restraint of trade” as “a major crime.” He also felt that the Federal Trade Commission 
should be “perhaps the most powerful of our governmental agencies." G. Stigler. The Economist 
as Preacher, and Other Essays 166, 168-70 (1982). See H. Simons, A Positive Program for Laissez- 
Faire, reprinted in H. Simons, Economic Policy for a Free Society 40, 58-60 (1948) (outlining 
main features of Simons’ economic policy). Aaron Director, in his prefatory note to Economic Policy 
for a Free Society, supra, at v, vii, extols Simons’ essay as a “remarkable performance” with “pro
phetic insight.”

Other notable Chicago emanations include F.H. Knight. Risk, Uncertainty and Profit (1921, 
1971); F.H. Knight, The Ethics of Competition (1935, 1976); F.H. Knight, On the History and 
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a religion without a cause. Whence this plight?
What follows shows how antitrust bound itself to a delusion. Its legal norms 

were based on economic models, predicting certainty where none exists. Their 
timeless axioms promised the power of prophecy and the hubris of omnis
cience. But economic models are metaphors of their time and culture, and their 
truths fail when conditions change. Misused as norms, they polarized antitrust 
law between extremes of intervention and abstention. Above all, they now 
thwart the discourse for shaping antitrust policies that would orient enterprise 
to meet the challenge of the years ahead.

I. The Crusade Against Economic Concentration: 
The Shifting Balance of Enterprise and Power

The actual result of the antitrust laws was to promote the growth ofgreat indus
trial organizations by deflecting the attack on them into purely moral and cere
monial channels . . . . Thus, by virtue of the very crusade against them, the 
great corporations grew bigger and bigger, and more and more respectable.

—Thurman W. Arnold, The Folklore of 
Capitalism 212, 217 (1937)

By a quirk of history, the year 1890 marked the origins of contemporary 
antitrust law and of modem economic science. Worlds apart in outlook and 
tradition, the passage of the Sherman Act and the publication of Alfred Mar
shall’s Principles of Economics5 counterposed government intervention against 
the ideal of self-correcting markets as regulators of business. The fateful con
fluence of law and economics half a century later caused tidal shifts of antitrust 
direction: the current ebb of antitrust enforcement, after the storm waves of 
antitrust that crested in the 1960s. As will be shown in historical perspective, 
the antitrust century is a chronicle of rise and fall, with new beginnings—from 
antitrust’s genesis in the post-Civil War era of rapid industrialization, to anti
trust’s demise amid the Great Depression of the 1930s, followed by antitrust’s 
revival in the post-New Deal decades now ending, as another transformation 
by technological change and global enterprise poses new challenges ahead.

Method of Economics (1956); F.H. Knight, The Economic Organization (1951) (caustic criti
ques of price theory; emphasis on entrepreneurial initiative and uncertainty; stress on non-economic 
values for social choices); O. Lange, On the Economic Theory of Socialism (1938) (efficiency by 
government central planning).

5. A. Marshall, Principles of Economics (8th ed. 1920).

a. the origins of antitrust: pragmatism, pluralism, and distrust 
OF POWER

Now the people of the United States as well as of other countries arefeeling the 
power and grasp of these combinations, and are demanding of every Legislature 
and of Congress a remedy for this evil, only grown into huge proportions in 
recent times. They had monopolies and mortmains as old, but never before such 
giants as in our day. You must heed their appeal or be ready for the socialist, 
the communist, and the nihilist. Society is now disturbed by forces never felt 
before.
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—Senator John Sherman,
21 Congressional Record 2460 (1890)

Nearly a century ago, the Sherman Act allayed the stresses of rapid industri
alization in an era of turmoil and strife. Conspicuously, antitrust law derived 
from English common law precepts aimed at business monopolies and re
straints of trade. Just as those doctrines died in Victorian England’s apotheosis 
of the free market, revealed by economic science, they gained new life in 
American antitrust law as an instrument of public intervention to check feared 
abuses of power in a turbulent industrial age.

In retrospect, the Sherman Act’s legal controls on competition coincided 
with the libertarian heyday of imperial England, which left business alone. A 
milestone of modern economic thought, Marshall’s Principles of 1890 concep
tualized the “market” within an analytic science of business life.6 Marshall’s 
axioms of price served their time’s ideas of evolution and progress, whereby 
individual freedom of contract was harmonized by the market to yield the best 
for the most in the end.7 So, too, that benign vision of business came to color 
the common law’s chameleonic capacity for adaptation.8 In the “spirit of the 
age,” English judges revised old doctrines against commercial arrangements 
that throttled competition, heedful of people’s freedom to tend their own busi
ness and of the market’s role to right the balance—in due time.9

6. For elaboration of Marshall's economics, see infra notes 243 to 262 and accompanying text.
7. In the spirit of Darwin, Marshall’s treatise bore the motto Natura non facit saltum (nature does not 

leap). See generally A. Marshall, supra note 5, at xiv, 240-49, 769 ("The Mecca of the economist lies 
in economic biology rather than in economic dynamics”). For the libertarian synthesis of the time, see 
G. Gilmore, The Ages of American Law 66 (1977) (“laissez-faire economics and late nineteenth
century legal theories are blood brothers”); G. Gilmore. The Death of Contract 95 (1974) (“every
thing will work out for best” if "we do exactly as we please”); R. Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in 
American Thought 31-50 (rev. ed. 1955) (discussing Spencer’s “plausible analogies of social selec
tion”); R. Posner, The Economics of Justice 33 (1981) (discussing Bentham’s “felicific calculus”); 
J.H. Randall, The Making of the Modern Mind 360-63, 500-01 (1976) (discussing Bentham and 
Spencer).

8. Thus, “the lawyers and the economists, both responding to the same stimuli, produced theoretical 
systems which were harmonious with each other and which, in both cases, evidently responded to the 
felt needs of the time.” G. Gilmore, The Death of Contract 95 (1974).

9. For review of the cases, see P S. Atiyah, The Rise and Fall of Freedom of Contract 697- 
701 (1979) (courts upheld collusive agreements); W. Letwin, Law and Economic Policy in America 
32-52 (1965) (concluding freedom of contract had become more important than freedom of trade). See 
also 1 E. Kintner, Federal Antitrust Law 39-124 (1980) (discussing divergence of British and 
American common law trends); H. Thorelli, The Federal Antitrust Policy 27-35 (1954) (discuss
ingjudicial relaxation of anti-combination doctrines). British scholars thus explain the common law’s 
divergence:

There is Little reason to suppose that combinations in England were any less prevalent at this 
time; on the contrary with its more fully developed economy and with the recurrence of eco
nomic crises it is almost certain that combinations existed on a larger scale. But it was not in 
accordance with the spirit of the age, nor was it the policy of the governments of those days to 
interfere.

Lord Wilberforce, A. Campbell & N. Elles, The Law of Restrictive Trade Practices and 
Monopolies 40 (2d ed. 1966).

10. See A.D. Neale & D G. Goyder, The Antitrust Laws of the United States of America 
439-43, 470-72 (3d ed. 1980) (Sherman Act as “constitution" to check corporate power); A. DeToc
queville, Democracy in America 62-77, 123-28 (R. Heffner ed. 1956) (law as mediator of decentral
ized power).

By contrast, the Sherman Act expressed America’s pragmatic tradition of 
political intervention to mediate conflict by law.10 The post-Civil War drive 
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toward rapid industrialization and expansion from regional to national mar
kets mobilized capital into great business corporations, which were sometimes 
interlinked by pools or trusts enabling industrywide control of prices and pro
duction.“ Financial panics, social tensions, and grandiose scandal roiled the 
passions and polarized the politics of the Gilded Age. Uniting farmer, labor, 
and small business interests that felt threatened by the spread of financial and 
industrial aggregations, protest movements sought to stem the economic tides. 
Notably, the People’s (Populist) Party proposed a program to nationalize rail
road and telephone corporations.11 12 Expressing the fears of the day, President 
Grover Cleveland’s centennial State of the Union Message in 1888 deplored 
the rise of “trusts, combinations, and monopolies, while the citizen is strug
gling far in the rear or is trampled to death beneath an iron heel. Corpora
tions, which should be the carefully restrained creatures of the law and the 
servants of the people, are fast becoming the people’s masters.”13

11. For the relevant history, see H. Thorelli, supra note 9, at 54-163; cf. T. Cochran & W. 
Miller, The Age of Enterprise 3-29, 129-53, 181-210 (rev. ed. 1961) (rise of trusts); R. Hof- 
stadter, The Age of Reform chs. 2, 6 (1955) (Populist movement); 6 P. Smith, The Rise of Indus
trial America 128-32 (1984) (context of trusts).

12. H. Thorelli, supra note 9. at 143-51, 343, 350-52, 359. Although the Sherman Act briefly pre
ceded the People’s Party and political platform, general usage equates populism with antitrust themes 
of pluralism and decentralization of power. Fox, The Modernization of Antitrust: A New Equilibrium, 66 
Cornell L. Rev. 1140, 1143 n.12 (1981).

13. President Grover Cleveland, Fourth Annual State of the Union Message (Dec. 3, 1888), reprinted 
in 1 Legislative History of the Federal Antitrust Laws and Related Statutes 58 (E.W. 
Kintner ed. 1978) [hereinafter cited as Legislative History],

14. See W. Letwin, supra note 9, at 52 (enforcement by Attorney General and private litigants 
notable advance beyond common law). The Act’s legislative chronology and history are reprinted in 1 
Legislative History, supra note 13, at 37-363 and are summarized therein at 13-30; in W. Letwin, 
supra, at 53-99; and in H. Thorelli, supra note 9, at 164-232.

15. 21 Cong. Rec. 2460 (1890).
16. Id. at 2457.
17. Id. at 2457, 3146.

Responsive to such concerns, the Sherman Act of 1890 established a federal 
forum for the legal control of competition by public and private enforcement 
alike.14 The tenor of the legislative debates was set by Senator Sherman:

The popular mind is agitated with problems that may disturb social 
order, and among them all none is more threatening than the ine
quality of condition, of wealth, and opportunity that has grown 
within a single generation out of the concentration of capital into vast 
combinations to control production and trade and to break down 
competition. . . . Congress alone can deal with them, and if we are 
unwilling or unable there will soon be a trust for every production 
and a master to fix the price for every necessity of life.15

Mindful of America’s colonial exploitation by chartered trading corpora
tions, the Sherman Act’s framers flayed the “kingly prerogative” of their day’s 
business combinations for controlling the market, thwarting competition, and 
exploiting the public.16 Typified by the Standard Oil Trust, such a “combina
tion under the government of a few individuals” was deemed a “menace to 
republican institutions themselves.”17 Equally obnoxious was the evil of 
monopolizing by “the use of means which made it impossible for other persons 
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to engage in fair competition.”18 Lest the “skill and energy” of enterprise be 
stifled, however, a businessman whose “lowest price” or “superior skill and 
intelligence” got “the whole business” was not to be considered a “monopo
list” under the Sherman Act.19

In important ways, the Sherman Act became a historic compromise and le
gal legacy for generations. As an instrument of statecraft accommodating en
terprise and power, it stilled the radical stirring of a troubled era haunted by 
the specter of “the socialist, the communist, and the nihilist.”20 As a national 
code for the control of competition, it maintained the momentum of industrial
ization by vague bans on trade restraints and monopolization, leaving for the 
courts the task of interpretation to fit changing times and enterprise in its pro
tean manifestations.21 Although the Sherman Act’s truths may forever agitate 
ideologues,22 divide scholars,23 or perplex logicians, that the Congress of 1890 
did not enact that day’s pieties about the fittest survivors or codify a timeless 
economic calculus seems plain.24 Instead, early court rulings articulated last-

18. Id. at 3152.
19. Id. at 3151-52.
20. Id. at 2460.
21. As acknowledged by Chief Justice Burger in United States v. United States Gypsum Co., 438 

U.S. 422 (1978), "Senator Sherman adverted to the open texture of the statutory language in 1890 and 
accurately forecast its consequence—a central role for the courts in giving shape and content to the 
Act’s proscriptions.” Id. at 438 n. 14. Cf. Boudin, Forensic Economics, 97 Harv. L. Rev. 835, 840 
(1984) (legislative history of section 2 of Act “ambiguous”; “the question of how to strike the balance 
between politics and economics” remains unsettled; “Supreme Court’s decisions shift from decade to 
decade”).

22. From right to left, see D. Armentano, Antitrust and Monopoly vii, 3 (1982) (antitrust “a 
fraud,” “a myth and a hoax”; “all of the antitrust laws ought to be promptly repealed”); L. Thurow, 
The Zero-Sum Society 146 (1980) (antitrust “futility and obsolescence”; costs “far exceed any bene
fits”); Thurow, Let's Abolish the Antitrust Laws, N.Y. Times, Oct. 19, 1980, at 2F, col. 3 (antitrust 
antiquated and hampers U.S. business in international competition); J.K. Galbraith, The New In
dustrial State 195-96 (3d ed. 1978) (antitrust “obscurantist,” “fig leaf by which power is kept out of 
sight”).

23. Compare R. Bork, The Antitrust Paradox 7, 51 (1978) (“only legitimate goal" of antitrust is 
“consumer welfare”) with A.D. Neale & D.G. Goyder, supra note 10. at 443 (antitrust a “running 
compromise” between “distrust of power” and “need for ‘compilable’ law”); H. Thorelli, supra note 
9, at 608 (goal of laws is preservation of “equal opportunity” through “decentralization" and “eco
nomic egalitarianism”); T.W. Arnold, The Folklore of Capitalism 208-10 (1937) (antitrust “rit
ual” for society that “tolerated great organizations in the face of a deeply felt ideal that there was a 
curse to ‘bigness’ ”); Lande, Wealth Transfers as the Original and Primarv Concern of Antitrust: The 
Efficiency Interpretation Challenged, 34 Hastings L.J. 65, 83, 89, 101-06 (1982) (“multiple goals” of 
antitrust include curbing “power of large corporations” and “preserving business opportunities for 
small firms”; claims of concern about allocative efficiency are “without credibility”); Fox, supra note 
12, at 1140, 1147-48 (antitrust “multi-valued,” concerned with “perceived power of great trusts,” “de
mise of the small industrial proprietor,” and “exploitation”). See also United States v. American Tel. & 
Tel. Co. (AT&T), 552 F. Supp. 131, 164 (D.D.C. 1982), affd per curiam sub mm. Maryland v. United 
States, 103 S. Ct. 1240 (1983) (per Sherman Act legislative history, “the antitrust laws seek to diffuse 
economic power in order to promote the proper functioning of both our economic and our political 
systems”). Not surprisingly, the 1890 debates jumble legal, social, economic, and political concerns, 
hence spawning talmudic exegesis and scholastic disputation.

24. In the pious vein of the Gilded Age, John D. Rockefeller taught a Sunday school class that 
“(t]he growth of a large business is merely a survival of the fittest. . . . The American Beauty 
Rose can be produced in the splendor and fragrance which bring cheer to its beholder only by 
sacrificing the early buds which grow up around it. This is not an evil tendency in business. It 
is merely the working out of a law of nature and a law of God.”

Quoted in R.P Butterfield, The American Past 213 (rev. ed. 1957).
According to George Stigler, “The historians of American antitrust policy have emphasized the lack 

of enthusiasm, and often the downright hostility, with which economists greeted the Sherman Act.” 
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ing antitrust themes of pragmatism, pluralism, and distrust of power through 
enterprise policies modulated by the moods and needs of their age.

In a masterful formulation, Judge (later President and Chief Justice) Taft 
synthesized antitrust law’s pragmatic role.* 25 Although “conditions of civiliza
tion and public policy have changed,” he wrote, the common law historically 
had served as “an incentive to industry” by fostering the “union of capital, 
enterprise, and energy to carry on a successful business, and one useful to the 
community.”26 Notably, however, Taft shunned the timeless logic of later 
English precedent that sanctioned local cartels that “cannot endure long, be
cause their very existence tempts outside capital into competition.”27 Instead, 
antitrust law allowed only “ancillary” constraints, limited in time and scope, 
necessary to making the enterprise work.28 In short, the law “requires the dis
couragement of monopolies however temporary their existence may be. The 
public interest may suffer severely while new competition is slowly develop
ing.”29 Nor must courts “give effect to the varying economical opinions” of 
individual judges.30 Above all, restraints of trade “expose the public to the 
evils of monopoly,” especially by “wealthy companies and large corporations, 
who have the means, unless restrained by law, to exclude rivalry, monopolize 
business, and engross the market.”31

Indeed, a “careful student of the history of economics would have searched long and hard” for “any 
economist who had ever recommended the policy of actively combating collusion or monopolization in 
the economy at large.” G. Stigler, supra note 4, at 41-42 (1982). See W. Letwin, supra note 9, at 73, 
76 (contemporary economists “convinced that Darwin’s laws governed the evolution of human society” 
and “that any attempt to prohibit combinations would be either unnecessary or futile”); A.D. Neale & 
D.G. Goyder, supra note 10, at 16, 441 (antitrust neither “economic engineering project” nor “econo
mist’s model of competition”).

25. United States v. Addyston Pipe & Steel Co., 85 F. 271 (6th Cir. 1898), modified and affid, 175 U.S. 
211 (1899). Taft’s subtle opinion has been deemed “one of the greatest, if not the greatest, antitrust 
opinions in the history of the law.” Bork, supra note 23, at 26-30 (discerning "consumer welfare stan
dard” in Addyston Pipe).

26. 85 F. at 280, 288.
27. Id. at 284.
28. Id. at 282.
29. Id. at 284.
30. Id. at 286-87.
31. Id. at 280 (quoting Alger v. Thacher, 19 Mass. (2 Pick.) 51, 54 (1837)).
32. United States v. Trans-Missouri Freight Ass’n, 166 U.S. 290, 319, 323 (1897). See United States 

v. Standard Oil Co., 221 U.S. 1, 50 (1911) (Act due to “vast accumulation of wealth,” “enormous 
development of corporate organizations,” and “widespread impression that corporate power had been 
and would be used to oppress individuals and injure the public generally”).

33. 166 U.S. at 323-24.

Similarly, the Supreme Court sounded antitrust law’s lasting strain of plu
ralism that extolled small firms as independent sources of enterprise. Early on, 
the Court denounced the way in which large corporations “exercised the great 
power that combined capital gave them” by “driving out of business the small 
dealers and worthy men whose lives have been spent therein.”32 While “all 
great industrial changes” compel “a readjustment of industrial life,” the Court 
admonished that “real prosperity” could not come from “combinations of cap
ital” that resulted in “transferring an independent businessman, the head of 
his establishment, small though it might be, into a mere servant or agent of a 
corporation,” having “no voice in shaping the business policy of the company, 
and bound to obey orders issued by others.”33
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In the historic Standard Oil decision of 1911, dismantling the Standard Oil 
Trust, the Supreme Court explicated the Sherman Act’s concepts of trade re
straint and monopolization.34 Analyzing and extending common law anteced
ents, the Court’s massive opinion enunciated a pragmatic Rule of Reason to 
judge commercial arrangements in light of their context, purpose, and effects.35 
Adapting the Act’s bans on monopolization to the actualities of that day’s large 
industrial corporations, the Court condemned their abuses of power as “mo
nopoly by analogy” reminiscent of the past’s evils of “monopoly in the con
crete” as an “emanation of governmental power.”36

Reinforcing the Sherman Act’s themes, the Clayton Act of 1914 struck at 
business practices to gain monopoly power in order to nip it in its “incipiency 
before consummation.”37 A product of the Progressive movement and Wood
row Wilson’s New Freedom, the Act sought “to destroy monopoly and main
tain competition as the only effectual instrument of business liberty,”38 so as to 
“make men in a small way of business as free to succeed as men in a big way 
and to kill monopoly in its seed.”39 Aiming “to check and destroy the noxious 
growth in its infancy,” the Clayton Act banned those practices that, in light of 
past experience, were feared to lessen competition or create monopoly: preda
tory price discriminations to destroy rivals; exclusive arrangements to block 
out competitors; and stock acquisitions to build monopolistic combinations 
and holding companies.40

In the euphoria of the 1920s that sank into the Great Depression of the 
1930s, antitrust fervor faded and ultimately died. The alliance of government 
and business for World War I’s industrial mobilization created a climate of 
colloboration that lasted for years. The rise of the trade association move
ment, dedicated to self-regulation by business and to civilized competition 
with government blessing, tamed antitrust’s adversarial thrust with a spirit of

34. Standard Oil, 221 U.S. 1 (1911).
35. Id at 61-66. See Chicago Bd. of Trade v. United States, 246 U.S. 231, 238 (1918) (forjudging 

restraints of trade, court must examine history, purpose, and conditions behind agreement).
36. Standard Oil, 221 U.S. at 54-57. The combination’s fatal vice was its “intent and purpose to 

exclude others,” shown by acts intended “to drive others from the field and to exclude them from their 
right to trade and thus accomplish the mastery which was the end in view." Id. at 76-77. For revisionist 
history, see D. Armentano. supra note 22, at 55-73 (early years of petroleum industry “remarkable in 
that they represent a virtual textbook example of a free and competitive market"; alleged abuses 
nonexistent).

37. S. Rep. No. 698. 63rd Cong., 2d Sess. 1 (1914). For the historical context, see R. Hofstadter, 
supra note 11, at 246 et seq. The legislative history of the Clayton Act is detailed in 2-3 Legislative 
History, supra note 13. and summarized in 2 Legislative History, supra, at 989-1023. The promi
nent role of Louis D. Brandeis is discussed in 2 Legislative History, supra, at 997-1002; in A. Ma
son, Brandeis: A Free Man’s Life 401-04 (1946); and in B. Murphy. The Brandeis/ 
Frankfurter Connection 27-28 (1982).

38. Letter from President Woodrow Wilson to Rep. Oscar W. Underwood (Oct. 17, 1914) [hereinaf
ter cited as Wilson letter], reprinted in 51 Cong. Rec. app. 1187 (1914).

39. Id
40. S. Rep. No. 698, supra note 37, at 1. As President Wilson summarized the theme of the 1914 

enactment:
our people are safe only in fields of free individual endeavor where American genius and 
initiative are not guided by a few men as in recent years, but made rich by the activities of a 
multitude, as in days now almost forgotten. We will not consent that an ungovernable giant 
should be reared to full stature in the very household of the government itself.

Wilson letter, supra note 38, reprinted in 51 Cong. Rec. app. 1187 (1914). 
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cooperation and harmony.41 Permissive Supreme Court decisions marked a 
decade of antitrust retreat.42 To rescue enterprise in the crisis of the depres
sion years, the Supreme Court treated the Sherman Act as a “charter of free
dom” with the “generality and adaptability” of a constitution.43 Applying a 
pragmatic Rule of Reason, the Court in 1933 exonerated a joint sales agency 
that set prices for coal producers facing “abnormal and destructive competiti- 
tion,” in order “to aid in relieving a depressed industry” and to preserve “fair 
competitive opportunities” by “placing competition on a sounder basis.”44

41. E.g., A. Burns, The Decline of Competition 43-75 (1936); E. Hawley, The New Deal and 
the Problem of Monopoly 53-146 (1966); R. Himmelberg, The Origins of the NRA 181-212 
(1976); E. Hawley, Antitrust and the Association Movement, 1920-1940, in Federal Trade Commis
sion, National Competition Policy: Historians’ Perspectives on Antitrust and Govern
ment-Business Relationships in the United States 104-118 (1981) [hereinafter cited is Antitrust 
and the Association Movement],

42. See, e.g., United States v. United States Steel Corp., 251 U.S. 417, 450-50 (1920) (size, past mis
conduct, and unexercised monopoly power no offense); United States v. International Harvester Co., 
274 U.S. 693, 708-09 (1927) (size, unexerted power, and price leadership no offense); FTC v. Eastman 
Kodak Co., 274 U.S. 619, 624 (1927) (asset acquisition immune from FTC divestiture). But cf. United 
States v. Trenton Potteries Co., 273 U.S. 392, 397 (1927) (combination among competitors fixing prices 
and limiting sales to “legitimate” distributors held inherently unreasonable and hence per se illegal 
elimination of competition, despite “whatever differences of opinion there may be among economists”).

43. Appalachian Coals, Inc. v. United States, 288 U.S. 344. 359-60 (1933).
44. Id. at 363, 374.
45. For the historical context, see W. Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New 

Deal 34-36, 64-70 (1963) (brain trust viewed monopoly as inevitable; NRA code agreements with 
major industries regulated prices, labor, production). Designed to “eliminate eye-gouging and knee
groining and ear-chewing in business,” the NRA set up “private economic governments” fostering such 
petty intrusions as limiting the burlesque industry to four strips per show. Id. at 65, 68-69.

46. Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States. 259 U.S. 495 (1935) (unconstitutional delegation of 
legislative powers).

47. For the history of the Miller-Tydings Resale Price Maintenance Act of 1937, see 1 Legislative 
History, supra note 13, at 459-538 (presidential approval despite reservations that it would "seriously 
raise the cost of many articles to the consuming public”). The Act was repealed by the Consumer 
Goods Pricing Act of 1975. See id. at 937-82. For the context of the Robinson-Patman Act, see F. 
Rowe, Price Discrimination Under the Robinson-Patman Act 3-23 (1962).

48. 80 Cong. Rec. 3447 (1936).

When spreading depression threatened the ruin of the enterprise system, the 
New Deal’s National Recovery Administration (NRA) established a federal 
regime of industrial cooperation as the road back to prosperity.45 Although 
invalidated by the Supreme Court in 1935,46 the NRA Codes of Fair Competi
tion left a long legacy of small-business antitrust protectionism—exemplified 
by the Fair Trade and Robinson-Patman amendments that legalized resale 
price fixing and curtailed discriminatory pricing in order to stabilize competi
tion in the interest of independent merchants beset by retail chains.47 Preach
ing the day’s gospel of hard times and soft competition, Rep. Wright Patman 
praised

those who believe that competition is the fife of trade; that the policy 
of live and let live is a good one; that it is one of the first duties of 
government to protect the weak against the strong and prevent men 
from injuring one another; that greed should be restrained and the 
Golden Rule practiced.48

Only after the Second New Deal’s change of direction toward hostility to 
Big Business did antitrust zeal revive.
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B. THE REBIRTH OF ANTITRUST: THE NEW DEAL CONFRONTATION WITH BIG 
BUSINESS

Among us today a concentration of private power without equal in history is 
growing. . . . [BJusiness monopoly in America paralyzes the system of free 
enterprise on which it is grafted, and is as fatal to those who manipulate it as to 
the people who suffer beneath its impositions.

—President Franklin D. Roosevelt 
(1938)49

49. President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Message to Congress Transmitting Recommendations for the 
Enforcement and Strengthening of Antitrust Laws, S. Doc. No. 173, 75th Cong., 3d Sess. (April 29, 
1938) [hereinafter cited as Anti-monopoly Message], reprinted in Final Report and 
Recommendations of the Temporary National Economic Committee, S. Doc. No. 35, 77th 
Cong., 1st Sess. 11-20 (1941) [hereinafter cited as TNEC Final Report,.

50. For discussion of the Second New Deal's policy, see J.M. Burns, Roosevelt: The Lion and 
the Fox 324-36 (1956) (struggle for new program after NRA’s failure); G. Gressley, Voltaire and 
the Cowboy: The Letters of Thurman Arnold 42-52, 462-65 (1977) (after Schechter, FDR wa
vered between trade association and anti-monopoly positions); E. Hawley, The New Deal and the 
Problem of Monopoly 389-95 (1966) (FDR regarded big business as actively hostile to New Deal); 
R. Hofstadter, supra note 11, at 310-26 (Second New Deal’s shift to new course against corporate 
power); W. Leuchtenburo, supra note 45, at 339-40 (FDR’s shift from NRA philosophy to antitrust 
campaign).

51. Anti-monopoly Message, supra note 49.
52. Id. at 11.
53. Id. at 20.
54. Id. at 16.

The revival of antitrust came from the New Deal’s confrontation with Big 
Business after cooperation brought no prosperity. Despite a rash of new pro
grams and economic experimentation, the crisis deepened in the 1937-38 reces
sion, which pushed production and employment down to distressing levels. 
Beset by strikes, unrest, and tensions, the Administration switched course and 
turned on Big Business as the culprit of the intractable malaise.50 As will be 
seen, a brilliant synthesis of law and economics blended Populist distrust of 
power with economic learning. Its genius was the Oligopoly Model, which 
posited that a few producers dominating a concentrated market instinctively 
behaved like one monopolist. Its norms defined anew by oligopoly concepts, 
antitrust law set out to stem the rise of concentration, and to break it up where 
it prevailed. But as conditions changed, the mission foundered, and the syn
thesis that gave antitrust coherence for a generation fell apart.

An era of antagonism began with President Roosevelt’s dramatic anti-mo
nopoly message of 1938.51 Addressing a national radio audience, the President 
sounded a call to arms against “business monopoly” and the “concentration of 
private power.”52 Since “idle factories and idle workers profit no man,” he 
proclaimed, “action by Government to eliminate these artificial restraints will 
be welcomed by industry throughout the Nation.”53 To that end, Congress 
was asked to make “a thorough study of the concentration of economic power 
in American industry and the effect of that concentration upon the decline of 
competition.”54

Responsive to the President’s call, the Temporary National Economic Com
mittee hardened attitudes of confrontation. Lengthy TNEC hearings and mas
sive studies linked industrial concentration with the business inertia that foiled 
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fiscal policies to stimulate economic health.55 Proposing stricter antitrust con
trols, particularly against mergers, the TNEC’s Final Report concluded, on the 
eve of World War II:

55. See Leuchtenburg, supra note 45, at 258-59; D. Lynch, The Concentration of Economic 
Power 1-7 (1946) (summarizing TNEC efforts).

56. TNEC Final Report, supra note 49, at 35. The Report proposed, inter alia, tighter bans on 
corporate mergers, stricter liability for corporate directors, and mandatory federal charters for large 
corporations. Id. at 24-29, 38-40.

57. According to Arnold’s reminiscences, by the time of his appointment in 1938, years of nonen
forcement of the Sherman Act had made violation of the antitrust laws not only common but “almost 
respectable.” T.W. Arnold, Fair Fights and Foul 113 (1965).

58. Id. at 113-19.
59. G. Gressley, supra note 50, at 46.
60. Id. at 49-51. Arnold’s sensational criminal antitrust indictments provoked newspaper editorials 

depicting him “as a wild man whose sanity was in considerable doubt” and “an idiot in a powder mill.” 
T.W. Arnold, supra note 57, at 114. Still, Arnold recalled his appointment to the United States Court 
of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit as “completely unexpected.” Id. at 156. According to 
Abe Fortas, Arnold’s law partner, “[f]or him. the appellate robes were like a halter on an eagle,” and he 
soon resigned. Quoted in G. Gressley, supra note 50, at 54.

61. Aluminum Co. of Am. v. United States, 148 F.2d 416 (2d Cir. 1945).
62. Id. at 429.
63. Id. at 424-32.

No hope of preventing the increase of evils directly attributable to 
monopoly is possible, no prospect of enforcing and maintaining a 
free economic system under democratic auspices is in view, unless 
our efforts are redoubled to cope with the gigantic aggregations of 
capital which have become so dominant in our economic life.56

Meanwhile, headed by the flamboyant Thurman Arnold, a recharged Anti
trust Division set out to “blitz” and “shock” business.57 Widely publicized 
investigations produced criminal indictments of major oil companies, the 
American Medical Association, and labor unions accused of boycotts and con
spiracies with employers.58 In a tough new enforcement technique, criminal 
charges were coupled with civil complaints in order to coerce harsh “consent” 
decrees.59 But as industrial mobilization for World War II took priority over 
antitrust warfare, Arnold—the “Idiot in a Power Mill” who sabotaged the 
spirit of wartime cooperation—was moved upstairs to the Court of Appeals.60

In 1945, the Alcoa decision61 resumed the antitrust momentum. Judge 
Learned Hand’s landmark opinion set the antitrust theme for coming years:

Throughout the history of these statutes it has been constantly as
sumed that one of their purposes was to perpetuate and preserve, for 
its own sake and in spite of possible costs, an organization of industry 
in small units which can effectively compete with each other.62

Notably, the opinion blended the Populist faith in small business with the New 
Deal’s animus toward concentration of economic power into new anti-mono
poly norms. Condemning the Aluminum Corporation’s domination, Alcoa 
based the offense of monopolization on the size of the offender’s market share 
(i.e., the 33-60-90% no-maybe-yes monopoly measure), plus some monopolistic 
purpose or behavior.63 Subtly transmuting the idea of concentration of eco
nomic power into the concept of market power measurable by numerical mar
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ket shares, Alcoa’s confluence of law and economics was to become the source 
of antitrust norms for a generation.

The implications were unveiled by Professor Rostow’s seminal essay, The 
New Sherman Act: A Positive Instrument of Progress .M Since “industrial or
ganization has sociological and political results,” he wrote, the antitrust mis
sion was to foster “a wider dispersal of power and opportunity, and a broader 
base for the class structure of our society, by a more competitive organization 
of industry and trade, in smaller and more independent units.”64 65 A New Sher
man Act would lay the “foundation for a program of industrial reform,” by 
“enforcement of the law on a grand scale, and in ways which might produce 
not piddling changes in the detail of trade practice, but long strides towards 
the great social purposes of the statute.”66

64. Rostow, The New Sherman Act: A Positive Instrument of Progress. 14 U. Chi. L. Rev. 567 (1947)
[hereinafter cited as New Sherman Act\, cf. E. Rostow, A National Policy for the Oil Industry
(1948) (advocating antitrust breakup of integrated majors). Dean Rostow’s influence on ambitious an
titrust was immense. From 1953 to 1973, three of his former Yale law students led the Antitrust Divi
sion (Robert A. Bicks, Donald F. Turner. Richard McLaren). Rostow was an intellectual dynamo of
the Report of the Attorney General’s National Committee to Study the Antitrust Laws
(1955), to which Bicks and Turner contributed much. Professor Turner’s lasting imprint stems from his
many influential law-review writings, as well as C. Kaysen & D. Turner, Antitrust Policy (1959)
and P. Areeda & D. Turner, Antitrust Law (5 vols. 1978-1980).

The nub of this grand design was to be antitrust law’s assimilation of eco
nomics. Rather than stressing anti-competitive business behavior, antitrust 
would view “what the economists call monopolistic competition as the offense 
of monopoly under Section 2 of the Sherman Act.”67 This implicated “a wide 
range of market situations in which a small number of large sellers produce the 
decisive share of market supply.”68 Significantly, “the only punishment which 
fits the crime is directly to reduce the monopolistic size of the business units 
which have monopolistic power.”69 Opening new vistas for ambitious enforce
ment, such “an essentially economic approach” would “drastically shorten and 
simplify antitrust trials.”70

Contemporary economic learning facilitated this grandiose antitrust design. 
Then in vogue among economic scholars, the Oligopoly Model linked anti
competitive behavior to the “structure” of concentrated markets dominated by 
a few large producers. In theory, those few sellers instinctively collaborated to 
maintain the high prices and low output typical of classic monopolies.71 
Guided by oligopoly teachings, antitrust campaigns against economic concen
tration promised not only to improve competition, but also to preserve a plu
ralistic polity. A heady brew of ideology and learning, it inspired a missionary 
generation of economists and lawyers with a messianic vision that propelled 
antitrust for thirty years.

The antitrust challenge was dramatized by a post-World War II merger 
wave. In 1948, the Federal Trade Commission’s Report on the Merger Move

65. Neyw Sherman Act, supra note 64, at 569-70.
66. Id. at 574.
67. Id at 576.
68. Id
69. Id at 589.
70. Id. at 580.
71. For discussion of oligopoly theory, see infra notes 190 to 192 and accompanying text.
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meat related a rash of acquisitions to a trend toward higher market shares by 
leading firms in many industrial sectors, with ominous prospects: “No great 
stretch of the imagination is required to foresee that if nothing is done to check 
the growth in concentration, either giant corporations will ultimately take over 
the country, or the government will be impelled to step in and impose some 
form of direct regulation.”72

72. Federal Trade Commission, The Merger Movement: A Summary Report 68 (1948), re
printed in 4 Legislative History, supra note 13, at 3436 (1980). In retrospect, both the statistics and 
implications of the FTC Report seem dubious. See Y. Brozen, Mergers in Perspective ch. 2 (1982).

73. 334 U.S. 495, 533-34 (1948).
74. Id. at 535-36 (Douglas, J., dissenting).
75. Id. at 527-33.
76. Celler-Kefauver Act, ch. 1184. 64 Stat. 1125 (1950) (current version at 15 U.S.C. §§ 18, 21 

(1982)). The Act’s background, context, and interpretations, in light of legal, economic, and social 
factors, are summarized in ABA Section on Antitrust Law, Monograph No. 7, Merger Stan
dards under U.S. Antitrust Laws (1981) [hereinafter cited as ABA Merger Monograph], with a 
bibliography of the vast literature in id. at 179-208. For general discussions of the Act, see 4-5 P. 
Areeda & D. Turner, supra note 64; B. Fox & E. Fox. 1 Corporate Acquisitions & Mergers 
§§ 7.01-7.05 (1982).

77. See Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. 294, 316-17 (1962) (analyzing congressional in
tent of Celler-Kefauver Act).

78. Throughout, the Act’s sponsors relied on International Shoe Co. v. FTC, 280 U.S. 291, 297-99 
(1930) (merger illegality presupposes lessening competition “to a substantial degree,” i.e., “to such a 
degree as will injuriously affect the public” and hence “fall within the serious purposes of the Clayton 
Act”). Accordingly, the 1950 amendments deleted previous provisions which reached only acquisitions 
that lessened competition “between” the merged firms, and covered mergers whose impact affected only 
a “community.”

The legislative history of the Celler-Kefauver Act of 1950 is reprinted and summarized in 4 Legisla
tive History, supra note 13, at 3385 et seq. See H R. Rep. No. 1191, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 5-7, 11 
(1949), reprinted in 4 Legislative History, supra, at 3465-67, 3470-71 (1980) and S. Rep. No. 1775, 
81st Cong., 2d Sess. 4-5 ( 1950), reprinted in 4 Legislative History, supra, at 3523-24 (1980). See also 
95 Cong. Rec. 11,486-88 ( 1949) (statement of Rep. Celler), reprinted in 4 Legislative History, supra, 
at 3475-79 (1980); 95 Cong. Rec. 11,496 (1949) (statement of Rep. Boggs), reprinted in 4 Legislative 
History, supra, at 3495-97 (1980); 95 Cong. Rec. 11.500 (1949) (statement of Rep. Evins), reprinted in 
4 Legislative History, supra, at 3503-04 (1980); 96 Cong. Rec. 16,435-36, 16,456 (1950) (statement 
of Sen. O’Conor), reprinted in 4 Legislative History, supra, at 3544-46, 3584 (1980); 96 Cong. Rec. 
16,453-56 (1950) (statement of Sen. Kefauver), reprinted in 4 Legislative History, supra, at 3582-84 
(1980).

In the same year, the Supreme Court’s 5-4 Columbia Steel decision upheld 
U.S. Steel’s acquisition of a large western steel fabricator against antitrust at
tack.73 Over a vehement dissent by Justice Douglas, who lamented the “men
ace” of “concentration in private hands of power so great that only a 
government of the people should have it,”74 the majority ruled that no anti
competitive impacts in any particular steel market had been shown.75

With U.S. Steel as a catalyst, the Celler-Kefauver Act of 1950 tightened the 
anti-merger law.76 Closing the “loophole” that had exempted asset acquisi
tions, the Act implicated all mergers—horizontal, vertical, or conglomerate— 
that threatened to lessen competition “substantially” within a “line of com
merce” in any “section of the country.”77 Aiming at “large” mergers, the Act’s 
framers disclaimed concern with “local” or “inconsequential acquisitions” 
among “small companies” having “little economic significance” and unable to 
affect competition to a “substantial degree.”78

Pervading the congressional debates was the “Jeffersonian” theme that 
stemming a “rising tide of economic concentration” would not only promote 
competition, but preserve “small business” and decentralize power within a 
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pluralistic democracy.79

79. See, e.g, 96 Cong. Rec. 16,433-35 (1950) (statement of Sen. O’Conor), reprinted in 4 Legisla
tive History, supra note 13, at 3540-46 (1980); 96 Cong. Rec. 16,443-49 (1950) (statement of Sen. 
O’Mahoney), reprinted in 4 Legislative History, supra, at 3562-75 (1980); 96 Cong. Rec. 16,452 
(1950) (statement of Sen. Kefauver), reprinted in 4 Legislative History, supra, at 3580-82 (1980); 95 
Cong. Rec. 11,485 (1949) (statement of Rep. Celler), reprinted in 4 Legislative History, supra, at 
3474-75 (1980); 95 Cong. Rec. 11,494 (1949) (statement of Rep. Yates), reprinted in 4 Legislative 
History, supra, at 3491-93 (1980); 95 Cong. Rec. 11,496 (1949) (statement of Rep. Boggs), reprinted 
in 4 Legislative History, supra, at 3495-97 (1980); 95 Cong. Rec. 11.498 (1949) (statement of Rep. 
Patman), reprinted in 4 Legislative History, supra, at 3499-501 (1980). Cf. Brown Shoe, 370 U.S. at 
311-17 (1962) (dominant theme of debates was fear of “rising tide of economic concentration in Ameri
can economy”).

According to an influential analysis of the Act, its framers stressed “Jeffersonian, egalitarian” atti
tudes, where “competition appeared to possess a strong socio-political connotation which centered on 
the virtues of the small entrepreneur,” while “small business and the dispersion of economic power are 
salutory and should be encouraged by the new section 7.” Bok, Section 7 of the Clayton Act and the 
Merging of Law and Economics, 74 Harv. L. Rev. 226 (1960).

80. Brown Shoe, Inc. v. United States. 370 U.S. 294, 333 (1962).
81. United States v. Philadelphia Nat’l Bank, 374 U.S. 321 (1963).
82. Id. at 362-63.

C. PREVENTING ECONOMIC CONCENTRATION: PARADOXES OF ANTI-MERGER
POLICY

Any effort to develop a single, regularly applied standard from the decided cases 
seems fruitless. . . . Different schools of economics tend to support different 
results.

—American Bar Association Section on 
Antitrust Law, Merger Standards Under 
U.S. Antitrust Laws 1, 87 (1981)

As enforcement of the new anti-merger law gained stride, oligopoly-based 
legal norms promised clear rules and quick results. Streamlining the tasks of 
lawyers and judges, presumptions predicted the prospects of mergers from 
market shares and market structures, and obviated proof of anti-competitive 
purpose or effect. In concept, then, the law could stop all mergers that com
bined high market shares of the leading producers, and thus stem the “tide of 
concentration” or roll it back. But, as will be seen, this bright promise proved 
delusive, as anti-merger policy became a Procrustean regimen that fostered 
large conglomerations while hounding trivial acquisitions in “numbers 
games.”

In a landmark ruling, the Supreme Court fused Populist ideals with oligop
oly learning into strict anti-merger norms. In 1962, Chief Justice Warren's 
Brown Shoe opinion extolled “small business” as the “way of life” to be pre
served by the anti-merger law, reading its aim as preventing more “oligopo
lies” and maintaining a “structure” of “numerous independent units.”80 Soon 
after, the Philadelphia Bank decision explicitly tied anti-merger norms to the 
Oligopoly Model.81 Significantly, the Court impugned any “merger which 
produces a firm controlling an undue percentage share of the relevant market 
and results in a significant increase in the concentration of firms in that mar
ket.”82 In the Court’s view, such a numerical test not only fostered effective 
law administration, but was “fully consonant with economic theory” idealizing 
competition among “many sellers, none of which has any significant market 
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share.”83

83. Id. at 363 (citing Bok, supra note 79). Previously, the Court had noted the Act’s “conscious 
avoidance of exclusively mathematical tests.” Brown Shoe, 370 U.S. at 321 n.36. In addition, the 
Report of the Attorney General’s National Committee to Study the Antitrust Laws 
(1955), a prestigious professional consensus, had proposed multifaceted, flexible criteria for anti-merger 
enforcement, cautioning against undue reliance on economic models as legal norms. Id. at 124-27, 315- 
16. 339-40.

84. The Guidelines are summarized in ABA Merger Monograph, supra note 76, at 68-79, and are 
reprinted therein at 209-22. The Guidelines' focus on “market structure” as a premise for making “eco
nomic predictions” from “a limited number of structural factors” was intended to facilitate enforce
ment “decision-making and business planning.” Id. at 210.

85. Id. at 210.
86. Id. at 213.
87. United States v. Von’s Grocery Co., 384 U.S. 270 (1966).
88. United States v. Pabst Brewing Co., 384 U.S. 546 (1966).
89. See, e.g., Federal Trade Commission, Statistical Report on Mergers and Acquisi

tions, 1978, at 122-27, 128-218 (1980) (listing acquisitions with assets of more than $100 million and 
more than $10 million, 1948-78); M. Salter & W. Weinhold. Merger Trends and Prospects for 
the 1980s, at 11-14 (1980) (listing acquisitions with combined assets of more than $100 million. 1975- 
79).

90 See FTC v. Consolidated Foods Corp., 380 U.S. 592 (conglomerate merger illegality based on 
reciprocal buying agreements); ABA Merger Monograph, supra note 76. at 220-21 (Department of 
Justice will challenge merger if danger of reciprocal buying); id. at 62-65 (discussing concept of reci
procity); 5 P. Areeda & D. Turner, Antitrust Law 162-201 (1980).

91. See FTC v. Procter & Gamble Co.. 386 U.S. 568 (1967) (acquisition of leading manufacturer of 

A milestone of anti-merger doctrine, the Justice Department’s 1968 Merger 
Guidelines calibrated oligopoly learning into legal norms.84 According to the 
Guidelines, “a concentrated market structure, where a few firms account for a 
large share of sales, tends to discourage vigorous price competition” and to 
foment business behavior “of an economically undesirable nature.”85 Those 
perils were quantified by a sliding scale that gauged anti-competitive prospects 
according to the combined market shares resulting from various types of ac
quisitions and the concentration levels of the markets within which they took 
place. Most conspicuously, “horizontal” mergers combining eight percent 
within more concentrated markets and ten percent within less concentrated 
markets were deemed anti-competitive and legally suspect.86

But since such structural norms rested on the Oligopoly Model’s image of a 
few leading firms within a market, they lacked a sense of the continuum be
yond. On the one hand, the Supreme Court had banned mergers of supermar
kets combining seven-and-one-half percent of the business in Los Angeles 
County87 and of breweries with a five-percent share nationwide.88 At the same 
time, large oil companies could acquire other large oil companies in different 
regions (e.g., Atlantic/Richfield), large coal producers (e.g., Conoco/Consoli- 
dation), and large firms in a remote business sector (e.g., Mobil/Marcor, itself 
a merger of Montgomery Ward and Container Corp.).89 Since such transac
tions combined firms operating in separate markets, they did not alter preexist
ing concentration levels or market shares.

Strained doctrines arose to reach acquisitions that did not fit the Oligopoly 
Model’s mold. The “reciprocity” doctrine frowned on mergers by two firms 
whose combined clout might force suppliers to buy from one in order to sell to 
the other.90 The “entrenchment” doctrine implicated acquisitions that enabled 
one leading firm to reinforce another’s “entrenched” market position with its 
own financial or promotional backing.91 But acquiring firms soon learned to 
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disclaim such suspect intentions. Anyway, how to foretell the prospects of 
“reciprocity” or “entrenchment” beforehand, at the time of the deal? Gradu
ally those doctrines faded out.

A subtler twist was the “potential competition” doctrine to nab mergers 
combining firms in separate markets.92 Ingeniously, the doctrine faulted such 
acquisitions for lessening the hypothetical competition that could have pre
vailed if the acquiring firm, instead of making the questioned acquisition, had 
not done so at all. For then it might have continued to stimulate competition 
within the acquiree’s market as a “perceived” competitor “waiting in the 
wings” or hovering at that market’s “edge.”93 Alternatively, it might have re
duced concentration if, instead of merging, it had actually entered the market 
de novo by internal expansion, becoming an additional competitor and lower
ing concentration levels there.94 Another wrinkle, the “toe-hold” concept, dis
favored a sizable acquisition if a smaller one would have given the buyer 
enough “foothold” to become a vigorous competitor in that chosen market.95

household liquid bleach by large manufacturer of household products prohibited); ABA Merger 
Monograph, supra note 76, at 65-67 (discussing concept of entrenchment).

92. For discussions of the potential competition concept, see ABA Merger Monograph, supra note 
76, at 53-62, 74-77; 5 P. Areeda & D. Turner. Antitrust Law 69-138 (1980); Brodley, Potential 
Competition Mergers: A Structural Synthesis, 87 Yale L.J. 1 (1977); Kaplan, Potential Competition and 
Section 7 of the Clayton Act, 25 Antitrust Bull. 297 (1980).

93. See, eg., United States v. Penn-Olin Chem. Co., 378 U.S. 158, 173-77 (1964) (“potential competi
tion may restrain producers from overcharging those to whom they sell or underpaying those from 
whom they buy”); ABA Merger Monograph, supra note 76, at 53-62 (discussing concept of per
ceived competition); 5 P. Areeda & D. Turner, supra note 90, at 117, 129-32 (same). For recent 
explication, see Grand Union Co., 45 Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) 139, 145-50 (FTC 1983).

94. ABA Merger Monograph, supra note 76, at 60-61. The Supreme Court has twice reserved 
approval of this “actual” potential-competition doctrine. United States v. Marine Bancorp.. 418 U.S. 
602. 625, 639 (1974); United States v. Falstaff Brewing Corp.. 410 U.S. 526, 532 (1973).

95. ABA Merger Monograph, supra note 76, at 77-79; 5 P. Areeda & D. Turner, Antitrust 
Law 138-56 (1980).

96. See, e.g., Grand Union Co., 45 Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) at 145-46 & n.42 (FTC 
1983) (acquiror must have “capabilities, economic incentives, and interest” in entering target market); 
Heublein. Inc., 96 F.T.C. 385, 588 (1980) (anti-competitive effect only if limited number of other firms 
likely to enter relevant market).

97. See, e.g, BOC Int’l, Ltd. v. FTC, 557 F.2d 24 (2d Cir. 1977) (“eventual” entry insufficient). 
Antitrust folklore tells how British Oxygen’s lawyer swayed the court with his Sophia Loren seduction 
fantasy: the desire, capability, and know-how, but without enough probability. Oral Argument, Tr. at 
18, BOC, March 3, 1977.

98. See, e.g., Marine Bancorp., 418 U.S. 602 (1974) (failure to prove reasonable prospect that ac
quiror would expand into other markets); Tenneco, Inc. v. FTC, 689 F.2d 346 (2d Cir. 1982) (lack of 
substantial evidence to support finding that acquiring corporation likely to have entered market in near 
future); United States v. Siemens Corp., 621 F.2d 499 (2d Cir. 1980) (insufficient evidence to establish 
present procompetitive influence of acquiring company’s presence at fringe of market). See also R. 

Abstruse at best, the potential competition concept came to crawl with quib
bles. Thus, the prospective loss of potential competition might not be substan
tial enough if too many other potential acquirors were hovering outside, if 
competition within the “target” market would be keen irrespective of the ac
quisition, or if the acquiring firm lacked means, motive, or will to enter that 
market except via the acquisition route.96 Also, the hypothetical loss of compe
tition might not be potential enough if the acquiror were only an “eventual” 
rather than a “prospective” entrant.97 Gradually, as skeptical judges required 
proof of such subtle competitive perceptions or responses, the potential compe
tition doctrine became a loser in court.98
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Above all, as norms waxed subtler and quibbles spun finer, a warped anti
merger regimen took shape. Strict bans on horizontal acquisitions, stressing 
high market shares and concentration levels, turned business incentives toward 
conglomeration beyond the market." In the “go-go years” of the 1960s, con- 
glomateurs (Gulf & Western, IT&T, LTV, Textron) gobbled hodge-podge as
sets.99 100 After test cases against conglomerate mergers failed in lower courts, the 
IT&T settlement, on the eve of Supreme Court review, thwarted the chance of 
an authoritative interpretation.101 The moral was plain: horizontal mergers 
combining large market shares were fatal; conglomerate acquisitions of firms 
remote from each other’s business seemed safe. Sophisticated merger planners 
could outwit the law by transactions overleaping the market on a checkerboard 
square. (As of 1980, amid another wave of large acquisitions, conglomerate 
mergers accounted for eighty to ninety percent of all mergers—twice the pre- 
1950 percentage).102

Posner, Antitrust Law: An Economic Perspective 122-24 (1976) (doctrine inherently unworkable 
and should be abolished), Brodley, Potential Competition Under the Merger Guidelines, 71 Calif. L. 
Rev. 376. 377 (1983) (potential competition doctrine "near breakdown." provides “unworkable legal 
standards," and “morass of intractable legal issues"); Carter, Actual Potential Entry Under Section 7 of 
the Clayton Act, 66 U. Va. L. Rev. 1492 (1980) (actual potential entrant theory should be rejected).

99. Eg.. M. Salter & W. Weinhold, Diversification Through Acquisition 230-80 (1979); M. 
Salter & W. Weinhold, supra note 89, at 6-8. For key literature, see Conglomerate Mergers and the 
Antitrust Laws, 13 J. Reprints of Antitrust L. & Econ. 1 (1982) (discussing legal aspects of con
glomerate mergers).

100. See J. Brooks, The Go-Go Years 50-181 (1973) (conglomeration boom of 1960s); H. Segal, 
The Urge to Merge: The Time of the Conglomerates, N.Y. Times, Oct. 27. 1968, § 6 (Magazine), at 32- 
33, col. 1 (“spectacular diversification” by Xerox, IT&T. Litton Industries, et al.). For assessments and 
statistics of the conglomerate merger wave of the 1960s, see J. Markham, Conglomerate Enter
prise and Public Policy 7-21 (1973) (data); P. Steiner, Mergers 1-29 (1975) (historical overview).

101. For accounts of the ITT settlement, which required substantial divestitures, see M. Salter & 
W. Weinhold, Diversification Through Acquisition 244-45 (1979); A. Sampson, The Sover
eign State of ITT 169-80 (1973).

102. Special Report, Conglomerate Mergers: A Study of Competition, Power, and Philosophy, Anti
trust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) No. 973, at AA-1, AA-3 (July 17, 1980). According to another 
estimate, conglomerate acquisitions as a percentage of all mergers increased from 27% in the 1920s to 
52% in the 1950s to 84% in the 1960s. J. Markham, supra note 100, at 11. For later trends, see M. 
Salter & W. Weinhold, supra note 89, at 9-26 (stressing large role of conglomerage acquisitions in 
merger activity since 1975); The Merger Rage, Newsweek, Oct. 16, 1978, at 39-40 (noting recent in
crease in conglomerate merger activity). Such estimates obviously suffer from classification problems; 
and merger trends are, of course, affected by inflation and tax. as well as by antitrust, considerations.

103. M. Salter & W. Weinhold, supra note 89, at 19-22 (due to antitrust freedom enjoyed by most 
foreign firms relative to their U.S. counterparts, most large U.S. acquisitions by foreign firms were 
related to their existing business). See Rowe, Antitrust Aspects of European Acquisitions and Joint Ven
tures in the United States. 12 Law & Pol’y in Int’l Bus. 335, 339-40, 351 (1980) (U.S. antitrust law 
favors foreign investors if foreign firm not competitor, supplier, or customer of acquired U.S. firm).

104. Id. at 335-37. For a list of the 100 largest foreign investors in the United States, see id. at 359- 
68.

Ironically, anti-merger norms also favored acquisitions of U.S. firms by for
eign firms. While strict horizontal merger bans barred acquisitions by Ameri
can firms within the same business sector, foreign firms faced no comparable 
antitrust risks. As long as they operated only abroad, their acquisition of an 
American firm raised no domestic concentration level or market share.103 Par
ticularly in the weak-dollar years of the late 1970s, they could snap up U.S. 
firms at bargain prices, which were further depressed by anti-merger doctrines 
that froze likely American bidders out.104

With conglomerate and foreign acquisitions largely unchallenged, the en
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forcement agencies scored easy triumphs against trivial horizontal deals. More 
and more, fixation on market shares and concentration levels degenerated into 
“numbers games.”105 The Justice Department hit mergers threatening to raise 
concentration in markets for “frozen dessert pies,”106 for “artificial Christmas 
trees,”107 for “vandal-resistant plumbing fixtures” used in prisons,108 for local 
towel rental services,109 for “custom-compounded reinforced thermoplas
tics,”110 for drapery hardware,111 or for commercial trash hauling in Dallas.112 
The Federal Trade Commission moved against mergers threatening to raise 
concentration in markets for frozen pizza,113 for carburetor kits,114 for urologi
cal catheters,115 and for “knockdown casket parts,”116 and attacked local ac
quisitions of eleven grocery stores117 and three cred it-reporting bureaus.118 
Monitoring health care, both agencies blocked acquisitions of hospitals gain
ing high market shares of local sickbeds, such as “the market for in-patient 
psychiatic care by private hospitals and non-government general acute care 
hospitals in the New Orleans area.”119

105. See R Rogowsky. The Justice Department’s Merger Guidelines: A Study in the Application of the 
Rule, 6 Research in L.& Econ. 135, 154-59 (1984) (survey of 162 Justice Department and FTC non
bank merger complaints, 1968-1981, reveals “inventive" and "dubious market definitions,” “easy vic
tory" policy due to bureaucratic “numbers game,” roughly 80% of cases settled, and "willingness to 
challenge virtually any small merger when a settlement appears probable”).

Trivia triumphed in the device of the “submarket”—i.e., a market within a market, based on such 
factors as “industry or public recognition,” a product’s “peculiar characteristics or uses," distinct prices, 
customers, “unique production facilities,” sensitivity to price change, or specialized vendors. See, e.g., 
Brown Shoe, 370 U.S. 294 (1962); ABA Merger Monograph, supra note 76. at 32-40; United States v. 
Mrs. Smith’s Pie Co., 440 F. Supp. 220, 228 (E.D. Pa. 1976) (“frozen dessert pies constitute distinct 
submarket within broader market encompassing all desserts”). Cf. Maisel, Submarkets in Merger and 
Monopolization Cases, 72 Geo. L.J. 39, 51 (1983) (“calculating market shares in submarkets will mis
lead courts and cause them to find antitrust violations where there is no sound economic basis for doing 
so").

106. Mrs. Smith’s Pie, 440 F. Supp. 220 (E.D. Pa. 1976).
107. United States v. American Tech. Indus., 1975-2 Trade Cas. (CCH) I 60,467 (M.D. Pa. 1975).
108. United States v. Acorn Eng'g Co., 1981-2 Trade Cas. (CCH) 64,197 (N.D. Cal. 1981).
109. United States v. Mission Indus., 601 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) 4 (June 21. 1983).
110. United States v. Beatrice Foods Co.. 1982-1 Trade Cas. (CCH) H 64,698 (D. Minn. 1982).
111. United States v. Newell Cos., 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) H 45,082 (D. Conn, filed June 21, 

1982).
112. United States v. Waste Mgt., Inc., 1983-1 Trade Cas. (CCH) H 65,347 (S.D.N.Y. April 29, 1983). 

See United States v. Harvey Hubbell, Inc., 1983-2 Trade Cas. H 65,560 (D. Conn. 1983) (underground 
power equipment); United States v. American Brands, Inc. 1983-1 Trade Cas. H 65,275 (S.D.N.Y. 1982) 
(home and office staplers); United States v. American-Maize Prods. Co., 5 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) 1 
50,810 (M.D. Fla. 1981) (cigars); United States v. Crowell, Collier & MacMillan, Inc., 361 F. Supp. 983 
(S.D.N.Y. 1973) (band uniforms). Cf. United States v. Western Farmers’ Ass’n, 1969 Trade Cas. 
(CCH) H 72,958 (W.D. Wash. 1969) (acquisition of “aged chicken-processing plant” that "failed to 
meet the latest health standards and was razed”); Rogowsky, supra note 105, at 159 n.60.

113. Pillsbury Co., 93 F.T.C. 966 (1979) (dismissed by FTC on appeal).
114. Echlin Mfg., Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) No. 1025, at A-22 (FTC, July 30, 1981).
115. American Hosp. Supply Corp., 97 F.T.C. 920 (1981).
116. Gulf & Western Indus., 101 F.T.C. 707 (1983).
117. Godfrey Co., 97 F.T.C. 456 (1981).
118. Equifax. Inc., 98 F.T.C. 1 (1981). Cf. Beatrice Foods Co. v. FTC, 540 F.2d 303 (7th Cir. 1976) 

(manual paint applicators); Papercraft Corp. v. FTC, 472 F.2d 927 (7th Cir. 1973) (gift wrap); Stanley 
Works v. FTC, 469 F.2d 498 (2d Cir. 1972), cert, denied, 412 U.S. 928 (1973) (cabinet hardware); FTC 
v. Great Lakes Chem. Corp., 528 F. Supp. 84 (N.D. Ill. 1981) (elemental bromine and brominated 
flame retardants); Kennecott Corp, 98 F.T.C. 775 (1981) (fabric air-filter bags); Reichhold Chem Co., 
91 F.T.C. 246 (1978) (reinforced fiberglass panels).

119. United States v. Hospital Affiliates Int’l, 1980-81 Trade Cas. (CCH) H 63,721 (E.D. La. 1980); cf. 
American Med. Int’l, Inc., 45 Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) 239 (1983) (challenging acquisi
tion of two hospital chains in California); Hospital Corp, of Am, 43 Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep.
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A telling technique of this Procrustean regimen was to settle merger cases by 
lopping off market overlaps. Since the telltale symptom of illegality was a rise 
in market share, acquisitions of firms whose product lines or distribution areas 
overlapped with the acquiror’s business were “cured” by partial divestitures: 
two bakeries,* 120 one brewery,121 four grocery stores,122 one cement plant,123 
one casket plant,124 a suntan oil line,125 and eight nursing homes.126 Shrewd 
merger planners came to like a little overlap as antitrust insurance, for it 
bought peace by providing a token offering for a cosmetic decree.

(BNA) 382 (FTC, 1982) (challenging acquisition of hospitals in Tennessee); National Med. Enters., 558 
Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) 3 (FTC 1982) (challenging acquisition of nursing homes in California). Cf. 
P. Starr, The Social Transformation of American Medicine 428-36 (1982) (acquisition trend 
toward diversified and chain health-care firms; aim “to provide as uniform and reliable a product as a 
McDonald’s hamburger coast-to-coast”).

120. Flowers Indus., 45 Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) 67 (FTC 1983).
121. United States v. Stroh Brewery Co., 1982-83 Trade Cas. (CCH) U 65,037 (D.D.C. 1982).
122. Godfrey Co., 97 F.T.C. 456 (1981).
123. Canada Cement Lafarge, Ltd.. 100 F.T.C. 563 (1982).
124. Gulf & Western Indus., 101 F.T.C. 707 (1983).
125. SmithKline Corp., 96 F.T.C. 612 (1980).
126. United States v. Beverly Enters., 5 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) K 50,840 (M.D. Ga. 1984). Earlier, 

British Petroleum acquired Standard Oil of Ohio, selling off some retail outlets. Bayer AG bought 
Miles Laboratories, selling off a two percent product overlap. Rowe, supra note 103, at 340 n.28, 353 
n.93. Nestle bought Stouffer, selling off one refrigeration plant. Nestle Alimentana, S.A., 94 F.T.C. 122 
(1979). American Cyanamid bought Shulton, selling off two men’s-fragrance lines. American Cyana- 
mid Co., 82 F.T.C. 1220 (1973).

127. See Rogowsky, An Economic Study of Antimerger Remedies 4. 70, 73, 98, 118-20, 122, 
250, 256 (May, 1982) (unpublished Ph. D. thesis. Dept, of Econ., Univ, of Va.) (analysis of 104 Justice 
Dept, and FTC nonbank merger cases from 1968-80 shows typically “trivial” cases that “contributed 
little”; average divestitures took over five years, 70% of divestitures unsuccessful due to trivial scope, 
long delays, or wasting assets; nearly three-fourths of challenged mergers lacking anti-competitive po
tential). Cf. Elzinga, The Antimerger Law: Pyrrhic Victories?, 12 J.L. & Econ. 43 (1969) (earlier study 
on anti-merger remedies). Amid the welter of exegesis, Rogowsky’s studies are the only comprehensive 
empirical assessment since 1969. Selected FTC antitrust cases are assessed in Gellhom, Regulatory 
Reform and the Federal Trade Commission, 49 Tenn. L. Rev. 472, 477-96 (1982).

128. E.g., Marathon Oil Co. v. Mobil Corp., 669 F.2d 378 (6th Cir. 1981), cert, denied. 455 U.S. 982 
(1982).

129. See supra notes 76 to 81 and accompanying text (discussing legislative concerns with pluralistic 
economy).

In recent years, under both political parties’ administrations, anti-merger 
policy featured trivia and drift.127 (See Table I.) Of course, the Clayton Act 
itself prevents large combinations of direct rivals, whose obvious anti-competi
tive impact spells illegality under any test.128 But in the gray zone requiring 
subtler judgments, oligopoly-based norms emitted wrong signals, warped busi
ness incentives, and zapped puny deals. Mocking the Act’s Jefferson
ian themes of fearing large- and favoring small-business mergers,129
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Table I
Justice Department and FTC Anti-Merger Cases 

(Jan. 1979-Dec. 1981)*

Prods. Co.

Merger 
Digest 

Cost No.

Type of
Acquisition*

Acquiror Acquiree Size of Acquisition Markets or Lines of Commerce 
tn U.S.

Case Disposition

289-DJ H Tracinda Investment 
Corp.

Columbia Pictures 
(19% of stock)

$574M - sales feature-length theatneal films 
(3.5% + 10.3%)

case dismissed

290-DJ H Household Finance 
Corp.

American Investment Co. SI23M - cap. direct cash loans in several cities acq. enjoined

291-DJ H First Nat'l. State South Jersey Bank S300M - deposits commercial banking in Atlantic 
County. Atlantic City, and 
Hammonton, NJ

case dismissed

292-DJ H Marun Marietta Corp. Wedron Silica Co. S33M - purch. pnee industnal sand in 111. and 5- 
state area

2 plants divested

293-DJ H Beneficial Corp. Southwestern Investment 
Co.

S87M - cap. direct cash loans in several ones some offices divested

294-DJ H Beneficial Corp. Capital Financial Services SIMM - cap. direct cash loans in several cities some offices divested

295-DJ H + 
mkt ext.

Emerson Electric Co. Skil Corp. S164M - sales portable electric tools, for 
industrial and consumer use. 
gasoline chain saws

partial divestiture of portable 
electnc tool assets

296-DJ H Marek & Co. Alginate Insustnes, Ltd. 
(world's leading alginate 
producer)

S2M U.S. sales pourable salad dressing 
stabilizers, gelling agents in 
dental impression compounds, 
foaming agent in Galviscon. 
emulsifiers in buttered syrup, 
foam stabilizers in beer, alginate 
for use as an anumigrant dyeing 
textiles and as a pnntpaste 
thickener in pruning textiles

acquiror's sale of some facilities

297-DJ H Cross & Tracker Corp. Cross Co. and Kearney & 
Tracker

S236M comb, sales machining centers and head 
changers

minor divesutures

298-DJ H Zions Utah
Bancorporation

First Nat'l. Bank of
Logan

S54M deposits commercial banking m Cache 
County

dismissed

299-DJ mkt. ext Siemens Corp. Searle Diagnostics. Lnc S27M sales nuclear medical imaging 
equipment

pending (prelim, mj. demed)

300-D J V Agn-Mark. Inc. H.P. Hood. Inc. 
(2/3 of stock)

$40M purch. pnee
$493M - sales

raw milk, fluid milk products in 
New England

injuncuon against joint 
management and discriminatory 
or exclusionary conduct

301-DJ H Ibstock Johnsen. Ltd. Glen-Gery Corp. $25M - sales facing bncks for walls, 
partiuons. and paving in 
Northeast

dismissed

302-DJ H Acorn Engineering 
Co.

Aluminum Plumbing 
Fixture Corp.

$4M • sales aluminum and stainless steel 
vandal-resistant plumbing 
fixtures used in prisons, 
insutuuons. and recreation areas

minor divestitures

303-DJ H SAFT, America Gould lnc. Portable 
Battery Div.

S14M - sales 
S27M ■ sales

sealed mckel-cadmium and 
Gates cell batteries

acq. abandoned

304-D J H Wheelabrator-Frye 
Inc.

Pullman lnc. 
(26% of stock)

N/A electric arc furnaces, tall 
industnal and power plant 
chimneys

sale of some acquiror’s taahues

305-DJ H Hospital Affiliates 
Int'l., Inc.

.Am Health Services, lnc S12M - sales in-patient care by pnvate 
psychiatnc hospitals in New 
Orleans area

divesuture of two psychiatric
hospitals

306-DJ H Flintkote Co. Corson. lnc.'s Home-Crate 
Div

$2 M - sales dry-mixed concrete products in
4 metropolitan areas

divesuture of one plant

307-DJ H Rockwell Int'l. Corp. Serck Ltd. S219M ■ sales lubneated plug valves divesuture

308-DJ H+C Beatrice Foods Co. Fibente Corp. $60M - purch. pnee 
S60M - sales

custom-compounded reinforced 
thermoplastics

divesuture

309-DJ H Revco D.S., Inc. Zak Corp.. Skillem Drug 
Div.

$26M - sales ethical and prescnption drug 
sales in 3 Texas cities

divestiture

310-DJ H Waste Management. 
Inc.

EMW Ventures, lnc. S35M - sales(combined) 
m 2 cities

solid waste collection services in 
2 Texas aues

divesuture of Dallas faciliues

311-DJ V El. Du Pont de 
Nemours & Co.

Conoco, lnc. $8 billion purch. pnee acrylonitrile, nylon and acrylic 
fibers

acquisiuon permitted, subject to 
DuPont's acq of Monsanto's 
interest in Conoco joint venture

312-DJ H American Maize Bayuk Cigars, lnc J26M - sales agars acq. enjoined
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kerosene, home heating oil and 
diesel fuel wholesale dislrib. in 
4 midwestern states

Merger 
Digest 

Cost No.

Type of
Acquisition*

Acquiror Acquiree Size of Acquisition Markets or Lines of Commerce 
in U.S.

Case Disposition

173-FTC H BASF Wyandotte 
Corp.

Chemetron Corp. 
Pigments Div

9% of U.S. org. pigment 
sales

organic pigments dismissed

174-FTC H Grand Union Co. Colonial Stores, Inc. $1 billion sales in 
southeastern U.S.

retail food, southeastern U.S. dismissed

175-FTC H Lone Star Industries. 
Inc.

Keystone Portland 
Cement Co.

S16M ■ sales portland and masonry cement in 
3 states

acq. abandoned

176-FTC H National Tea Co. Applebaums' Food 
Markets

26 grocery stores retail grocery bus. in 
Minneapolis/St. Paul area

divestiture of 7 stores

177-FTC H Southland Corp. Knowlton's. Inc. $4M - sales packaged fluid milk in San 
Antonio area

injunction against future acqs.

178-FTC H Schenng-Plough Corp. Scholl, Inc. S1.5M - sales athlete's foot products divestiture

179-FTC C Exxon Corp. Reliance Electric Co. SI.5 billion sales electronic speed vanable dnves ?

180-FTC H B A T Industries Ltd. NCR Corp., Appleton 
Div

$27IM sales chemical carbonless paper dismissed by ALJ. appeal pending

181-FTC H Champoin Spark Plug 
Co.

Anderson Co. S54M sales windshield wipers for 
replacement market

pending

182-FTC H Lehigh Portland 
Cement Co.

U.S. Steel Corp.. 
Universal Atlas Div.

S150M sales portland cement in Midwest sale of 1 plant and 6 terminals

183-FTC H Dairyman. Inc. Farm best S105M sales fluid milk in 5 cities ?

184-FTC H Xidex Corp. Scott Graphics Kalver $9M sales 
S5M sales

nonsilver duplicate microfilm; 
vesicular duplicate microfilm

partial divestiture and mandatory 
technology licensing

185-FTC H Flowers Indus. 7 bakenes N/A bread and bread-type rolls in 
various locations

divestiture of 2 baking plants

186-FTC H Kennecott Corp. Don-Oliver. Inc. N/A fabnc air filter bags sale of some acquiror's facilities

187-FTC H Weyerhaeuser Co. Manasha Corp. S239M sales corrugating medium in West 
Coast region

pending (?)

188-FTC H Albertson's Inc. Fisher Foods. Inc., Calif. 
Div.

40 grocery stores retail grocery stores in Los 
Angeles/Orange County area

injunction against future 
acquisitions

189-FTC H American Hosp. 
Supply Corp

American Cytoscope 
Makers. Inc.

S40M sales urological catheters divestiture

190-FTC H W.R. Grace & Co. Daylin, Inc. SI90M sales retail sales in home 
improvement stores in San Jose. 
Calif, area

partial divestiture

192-FTC H Pay Less Drug Stores 
Northwest

Pay Less Drug Stores S278M sales -
60 drug stores

retail sales of prescnption drugs 
or by super drug stores in 3 
locations

divestiture

193-FTC H B.F Goodrich Co. Diamond Shamrock 
Plastics Corp, (one plant)

5191M purch. pnce polyvinyl chloride and 
vinylchlonde monomer

?

194-FTC H Gulf & Western 
Industries. Inc.

National Casket Co. 
Wallace Metal Prods., Inc.

S26M sales 
SI0M sales

finished caskets, unassembled 
caskets

divestiture of I casket plant

195-FTC H Owens-Coming
Fiberglass Corp.

LLoyd A. Fry Roofing
Co. (4 plants)

4 asphalt roofing plants asphalt roofing products in 7 
Western states area

divestiture

196-FTC H Godfrey Co. Jewel Co. (11 grocery 
stores

S3M purch. pnce retail grocery stores in 
Milwaukee. Wis. area

divestiture of 7 stores

197-FTC H Great Lakes Chemical 
Corp.

Velsicol Chemical Corp. 
(1 plant, res. facility and 
patents)

S5M bromine and 
S8M retardant sales

elemental bromine and 
brominated flame retardants

mandatory technology licensing 
and modification of joint venture

198-FTC H Echlin Mfg. Co. Borg-Warner automotive 
after-markel assets

N/A carburetor kits pending (?)

199-FTC prod.ext. 
+ H

British Petroleum Co.. 
Ltd.

Kennecott Corp. N/A molybdemum acquiror's sale of interest in Amax

200-FTC H LTV Corp. Grummann Corp. S450M purch. pnce earner-based aircraft for sale to
U.S. Navy

acq. abandoned

201-FTC H Mobil Corp. Marathon Oil Corp. $8.5 billion sales gasoline, middle distillates. acq. abandoned

* Derived from ABA Section of Antitrust Law, Merger Case Digest-1982 (1984), pleadings, case re
ports, and DJ or FTC docket information.
H = horizontal, V = vertical, C = conglomerate
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enforcement bureaucracies smote pygmies and blessed giants in “numbers 
games.”130

For the future, such policies are perpetuated by the Justice Department’s 
Merger Guidelines as revised in 1982131 and updated in 1984.132 Although 
more lenient than the 1968 version, their “unifying theme” remains that 
“mergers should not permitted to create or enhance ‘market power’ or to facili
tate its exercise.”133 For, according to oligopoly learning, where “only a few 
firms account for most of the sales of a product,” they may “coordinate” their 
actions “in order to approximate the performance of a monopolist.”134 Ad
ding another tier of quantification, the new Guidelines calibrate anti-competi
tive prospects according to the rise in concentration due to an acquisition 
within highly, moderately, or unconcentrated markets.135 Also, a finer

130. See Table 1. derived from latest published data. By contrast, 16 acquisitions of more than $1 
billion in assets were recorded in 1980-81 without antitrust challenge. For data, see Oversight Hearings 
on Corporate Takeovers Before the Monopolies & Comm’l Law Subcomm, of the House Comm, on the 
Judiciary, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. 17-20 (1982) (statement of Betty Bock). See also McGrath, Striking the 
Richest Deal. Time, March 19, 1984, at 42; Greenwald, Swallowing Up One Another, Time, Feb. 6, 
1984, at 46; Williams, Frenzy and Style in the Merger Boom, N.Y. Times, Jan. 15, 1984, § 3, at 1. The 
du Pont-Conoco merger required minor modifications as a condition of approval. United States v. E.l. 
du Pont de Nemours & Co., 1982-1 Trade Cas. (CCH) 1) 64,479 (D.D.C. 1981). Also, the FTC ap
proved the $ 13.2 billion acquisition of Gulf Corp, by Standard Oil of California subject to substantial 
divestitures. 46 Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) 871 (May 3, 1984).

Notably, the enforcement agencies also assailed horizontal acquisitions combining high shares within 
entire market totals estimated at $1.4 million (corn chips); $8 million (vandal-resistant plumbing fix
tures); $9 and $18 million (trash removal by front-loader and roll-off trucks in Dallas). See Rogowsky, 
supra note 105, at 156-57 (tabulation of relevant markets and industry size for selected merger cases, 
1976-1981).

131. 47 Fed. Reg. 28,493 (1982). For early analyses, see the collections in Mergers Under the 
New Government Guidelines (T. Baker & A. Lipsky eds. 1982); New Merger Guidelines (J. 
Shenefield ed. 1982); Special Issue on Merger Guidelines. 27 Antitrust Bull. 519 (1982); The New 
Merger Guidelines, 51 Antitrust L.J. 283 (1982); Symposium: 1982 Merger Guidelines, 71 Calif. L. 
Rev. 281 (1983).

The Guidelines are statements of the Justice Department’s enforcement intentions, not binding on 
the courts, and do not govern the private antitrust litigation that typically occurs in corporate takeover 
contests. Still, their doctrinal influence on courts and scholars is substantial.

132. Designed to permit greater flexibility within the framework of the 1982 Guidelines, the 1984 
revisions seek to “correct any misperception that the Guidelines are a set of rigid mathematical formu
las.” See Justice Department Statement Accompanying Release of the 1984 Revisions, 49 Fed. Reg. 
26,823 at 26,824 (1984). To that end, they relax the methodology for market definition and allow 
consideration of “all other relevant factors” beyond numerical data (e.g., changing conditions due to 
new technologies or otherwise, the financial strength of the firms within the market), as well as of 
foreign firms’ output or sales in market-share calculations. Id. at 26,831-34. Also, they expressly per
mit consideration of proven efficiency claims, as “one of many factors” affecting the Department’s 
enforcement decisions whether to challenge a given merger. Id. at 26,826.

The 1984 revisions were triggered by the controversy surrounding the Department’s threat to file suit 
against the Republic Steel-LTV merger, which was justified as essential to strengthen domestic steel 
producers against import competition, and which was ultimately permitted subject to divestiture of two 
steel mills. See 46 Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) 502-04 (March 15, 1984) (reporting Presi
dent Reagan’s doubts about Justice Department opposition, and Commerce Secretary Baldrige’s state
ment assailing it as “a world class mistake”). Cf. Justice Is Dead Wrong, Bus. Week, March 15, 1984, 
at 112; American Trustbusters Spoil Steelmakers’ Fun, The Economist, Feb. 18, 1984, at 69 (discussing 
Justice Department’s “unexpected refusal” to allow LTV-Republic Steel merger); Justice Clears LTV- 
Republic Merger with Spinoff of 2 Republic Steel Plants, 46 Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) 577 
(March 22. 1984).

133. Guidelines, § 1, 47 Fed. Reg. 28,494 (1982), 49 Fed. Reg. 26,827 (1984).
134. Id. The Guidelines “sorted mergers with some economic sophistication,” based on “articulat

ing an oligopoly model to explain why we are concerned about mergers at all.” Baxter, A Justice 
Department Perspective, 51 Antitrust L.J. 287, 289 (1982).

135. Guidelines, § 3, 47 Fed. Reg. 28,497 (1982); 49 Fed. Reg. 26,831 (1984). Highly and moderately 
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calculus, the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI), magnifies the relative con
centration count of those mergers that combine high market shares.* 136

concentrated markets correspond roughly to four-firm concentration ratios of 70% and 50%. The three- 
tier approach has been criticized for presuming too much from economic knowledge, and for “compli
cating the decision-making process.” Turner, Observations on the New Merger Guidelines and the 1968 
Merger Guidelines, 51 Antitrust L.J. 307, 309 (1982).

136. Guidelines, §3. 47 Fed Reg. 28.497 (1982); 49 Fed. Reg, 26,831 (1984). Given the inherent 
frailties of market-based quantifications, the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) yields measures more 
sensitive to size distributions, focusing attention on mergers between top-ranking units. E.g., 4 P. 
Areeda & D. Turner, Antitrust Law 76-80 (1980); Fox, The New Merger Guidelines—A Blueprint 
for Microeconomic Analysis, 27 Antitrust Bull. 519, 552-59 (1982); Miller, The Herfindahl-Hirschman 
Index as a Market Structure Variable: An Exposition for Antitrust Practitioners, 27 Antitrust Bull. 
593 (1982).

137. Examples of suspect horizontal mergers under the 1982 Guidelines are mergers of firms with 
market shares of 25% and 2% within “moderately” concentrated markets, or with market shares of 12% 
and 2% within “highly” concentrated markets. 47 Fed. Reg. 28,497 nn.31-32 (1982); 49 Fed. Reg. 
26,831 nn.16-17 (1984).

138. According to the Antitrust Division’s then Chief Economist, when the Herfindahl index hits 
1400 “a lot of goose bumps and suspicions ought to be raised. . . . Once you’re above 1600, the alarm 
bells start going off.” Bus. Week, May 17, 1982, at 120.

139. Guidelines § 2, 47 Fed. Reg. 28,495 (1982); 49 Fed. Reg. 26,828 (1984). “Provisional” market 
expansion may also include firms that would adapt their facilities to make “the” product or ship it into 
from outside “the” geographical market. Id.

Designed to “gauge market elasticity,” this aspect of the Guidelines was viewed by their draftsman as 
their "most innovative and controversial aspect.” Baxter, Responding to the Reaction: The Draftsman’s 
View, 71 Calif. L. Rev. 618, 622 (1982). Compare Harris & Jorde, Market Definition in the Merger 
Guidelines: Implications for Antitrust Enforcement, 71 Calif. L. Rev. 464, 476-86 (1982) (market defini
tion based on unrealistic neoclassical price theory) with Baker & Blumenthal, The 1982 Guidelines and 
Preexisting Law, 71 Calif. L. Rev. 311, 322-23 (1982) (“important step forward”). For technical expli
cations, see Warden, Market Delineation and the Justice Department’s Merger Guidelines, 1983 Duke 
L.J. 514.

140. According to the 1984 revisions, the amount and duration of the hypothetical price increase 
“will depend on the nature of the industry.” 49 Fed. Reg. 26,828 (1984). Cf. Rogowsky, supra note 
105, at 158 (50% price increase and three years preferred by FTC economist); Warden, supra note 139, 
at 550-52 (10% price increase and two to three years preferred by Justice Dept, economist).

Nonetheless, the strict ban on horizontal mergers, with its inbuilt bias foster
ing conglomeration, remains essentially intact.137 Thus, a horizontal merger of 
a town’s top towel service or refuse-hauling firm zooms the market concentra
tion count that sets off the antitrust “alarm.”138 But nonhorizontal mega
mergers that are not within the same product market (i.e., U.S. Steel/Mara- 
thon Oil) will stir no fuss or index flutter, since neither market shares nor con
centration counts would rise. In practice, the merger meter has the egalitarian 
elegance of metaphysics: seeing elephants as ants, making mountains of 
pimples.

Ingenious is the Guidelines’ treatment of the market itself. By flexing the 
market within which concentration levels or percentage shares are counted, the 
Guidelines promulgate a “provisional” market stretchable by time. Thus, the 
initial market comprising the merging firms’ products (and “good substitutes”) 
may be enlarged by including other substitute products that would be bought 
if the acquired firm’s product price were raised by a “small but significant and 
nontransitory” increase, typically five percent, for one year.139 Though clever 
in concept, the proofs to substantiate such a hypothetical time-price calculus 
are daunting in application.140 Whatever else, it promises busy work for econ
omists to find the market for every relevant product in each case, depending on 
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who says he would buy what, how much, from whom, and when.141

141. According to the Antitrust Division’s former Chief Economist, the merger guidelines are "going 
to encourage us and the private sector to be looking a lot harder for econometric evidence.” 42 Anti
trust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) 1302-04 (June 24. 1982). The guidelines are not “meant to be the 
Statisticians’ or Economists’ Relief Act of 1982, but I don’t know of any better way to determine what a 
market is.” Id But cf. United States v. Virginia Nat'l Bank Shares. Inc., 1982-2 Trade Cas. (CCH) U 
64,8871 (W.D. Va. 1982) (market survey “speculative” and discredited).

142. Under the Guidelines, the relevant market is defined separately “with respect to each of the 
products of each of the merging firms." 49 Fed. Reg. 26,828 (1984).

143. See infra notes 190 to 192 and accompanying text (premises of Oligopoly Model).
144. For the Justice Department Antitrust Division’s enforcement since amendment of the Guide

lines in 1982, see, e.g.. United States v. National Med. Enters.. 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) 45,083 
(E.D. Cal. filed Nov. 7, 1983) (acquisition of one hospital raising HH1 market concentration index of 
local “acute-care hospitals”); United States v. National Bank & Trust Co. of Norwich, 4 Trade Reg. 
Rep. (CCH) r 45,083 (N.D.N.Y. filed May 6. 1983) (bank merger raising HHI of retail and commercial 
banking in Chenango County. N.Y.). Cf. Gellhom, Government Merger Policy and Practice: 1983, SI 
Antitrust L.J 419. 428-32 (1983) (strict anti-merger policy toward beer industry "counter-produc
tive”).

From October, 1981. to October, 1983. the FTC reviewed 3,955 acquisitions, sued to enjoin 3, and 
filed 3 complaints. Tabulation of FTC’s Formal Law Enforcement Actions, 45 Antitrust & Trade 
Reg. Rep. (BNA) 816 (Nov. 17, 1983).

145. Management students learn that "the more related a diversifying acquisition is to the acquiring 
company’s core skills and competences, the more vulnerable it is to antitrust attack.” M. Salter & W. 
Weinhold. Diversification Through Acquisition 223 (1979).

146. For broad assessments, see M. Salter & W. Weinhold, supra note 89. at 10-44 (competitive, 
financial, and political risks of mergers); E.H. Shwallie. A R Oliver & M.G. Alien. Acquisition Strategy, 
in The Strategic Management Handbook (1983) (recent merger trends). Cf. Bleakley, Surge of 
Corporate Mergers Causing Concern on Wall St., N.Y. Times, July 3. 1984, at Al, col. 1 (reporting 
"takeover wave” amid “frenzy of activity”; 15 billion-dollar deals in first half of 1984; concerns about 

Most dubious is the Guidelines’ focus on product-market concentration, 
neglecting the product mix of the firms themselves.142 The Oligopoly Model’s 
idea of tacit collusion may be plausible for those few sellers within a stable 
industry who make one standardized product, share the same cost/price/profit 
outlook, and hence may think and act alike.143 But where firms sell not one but 
many products, especially if their product arrays differ, each firm has its own 
product line conditioning its own overall perspective. In that context, the Oli
gopoly Model’s premise of group symmetry fails. Even more strained is the 
idea of tacit collusion among domestic and foreign firms, despite differences in 
government policies, business strategies, and enterprise traditions affecting 
their outlook. In short, to tell the competitive prospects of mergers among 
diversified multi-product firms, particularly those facing import competition, 
concentration counts for any particular product category signify nothing. As a 
predictor of the competitive prospects of acquisitions, the entire calculus be
comes an increasingly specious exercise.

In sum, postwar anti-merger policy against economic concentration is sink
ing into anomaly.144 Once promising clear rules and quick results, oligopoly
based norms trivialize enforcement and foster conglomeration. While the Act 
itself deters gross mergers between large and vigorous rivals, current doctrine 
favors paper pyramiding and asset shuffling. For modern multi-product enter
prises, an acquisition’s business rationality is inverse to its antitrust legality.145 

Most troubling in times of technological shift, global contests, and diversifi
cation, oligopoly-based norms cannot reveal whether any given acquisition, on 
balance, helps or hurts competition, productivity, or innovation in any mean
ingful sense.146 Such norms cease to predict competitive prospects on the basis 
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of a probative inquiry, but presume them from an economic model that, more 
and more, yields perverse results.

D. CURING ECONOMIC CONCENTRATION: FUTILITIES OF ENTERPRISE 
FRAGMENTATION

This case has lasted longer than World War II and probably cost almost as 
much.

—United States v. IBM, 618 F.2d 923 (2d 
Cir. 1980) (Mulligan, J.)147

managerial nest-feathering, credit-hogging, “greenmail" to buy off suitors, stress on financial rather 
than productive strategies, in “jazz age atmosphere” of “Pac-Man and poison pill defenses, crown jewel 
options, golden parachutes and self-tenders”).

One study of ¡97 l’s 10 largest conglomerate acquisitions concluded that, 10 years later, actual show
ings were mixed, ranging from successful to disastrous. Louis, The Bottom Line on Ten Big Mergers, 
Fortune, May 3, 1982, at 84, 89. Overall, they “turned out to be bad investments over the past dec
ade.” Id. Notable is a recent trend toward selling off substantial properties acquired in previous merger 
waves. See M. Salter & W. Weinhold, supra note 89, at 25; Gellhom, supra note 144, at 419, 426-27.

147. N.Y. Times, Feb. 26, 1980, § 4, at 5, col. 3.
148. See, e.g., C. Kaysen & D. Turner, Antitrust Policy 114-15 (1959):

We base our presumption in favor of dissolution on the proposition that changing a tight 
oligopoly market into a looser one, or a market dominated by a single seller into one in which 
several large firms operate by reorganizing the larger firms in the market, will in fact change 
the market sufficiently so that the degree of market power exercised by the (still) relatively few 
large firms will be greatly reduced.

149. See Comment, Vertical Integration in Aluminum: A Bar to “Effective Competition", 60 Yale L.J. 
294, 295-96, 310 (1951) (critique si Alcoa decree).

150. United States v. United Shoe Mach. Corp., 110 F. Supp. 295 (D. Mass. 1953), affdper curiam, 
347 U.S. 521 (1954).

151. 266 F. Supp. 328 (D. Mass. 1967), rev’d and remanded. 391 U.S. 244, 251-52 (1968); 1969 Trade 
Cas. (CCH) 72,688 (D. Mass. 1969) (consent decree ordering trivial divestiture).

The failures of oligopoly-oriented anti-merger enforcement to prevent con
centration are underscored by the futilities of anti-monopoly enforcement to 
break existing concentrations up. Thus, postwar antitrust programs against 
concentration gained thrust from Alcoa’s synthesis of law and economics into 
anti-monopoly norms. The fusion of Populist ideology with oligopoly learn
ing’s linkage of concentrated market structures and anti-competitive behavior 
propelled ambitious antitrust aims. In grand design, antitrust scholars charted 
American industry into “tight” and “loose” oligopolies, according to levels of 
concentration, as priority targets of anti-monopoly breakup campaigns.148 
But, as will be seen, new technologies and global rivalries shattered the oligop
oly image of stable, insular markets, while the antitrust crusade sank in the 
bogs of the endless Big Case.

For anti-monopoly law, the seeds of the trouble were early apparent. Alcoa 
was sued in 1938, found guilty in 1945, but the remedy was not framed until 
1950. By then, Alcoa’s dominance had been destroyed by competitors built up 
by the government’s postwar surplus-asset disposal program. When the court 
refused to dismember Alcoa, the landmark monopoly case became a Pyrrhic 
victory with a toothless decree.149 Similarly, after a lengthy lawsuit had found 
the United Shoe Machinery Company guilty of monopolization in 1953,150 a 
decade later a radical breakup decree became “unrealistic.”151 By then, the 
New England shoe industry was ruined by imports, and ultimately United 
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Shoe’s machinery business was folded into a conglomerate USM.152 Similarly, 
by the time the movie-industry decree of the 1950s split off the Hollywood film 
producers’ local first-run theaters after a decade of litigation, television had 
taken their audience and an inner-city exodus had turned downtown 
moviehouses into supermarkets or retail space.153

152. See Vanderwicken, USM's Hard Life as an Ex-Monopoly, Fortune, Oct. 1972, at 124, 128 (rise 
and fall of USM); Hope for the Import Victims, Bus. Wk., july 4, 1977, at 17 (U.S. shoe industry 
decimated by imports).

153. See United States v. Paramount Pictures, 334 U.S. 131, 141 n.3, 175 (1948) (10-year lag from 
time complaint filed to Supreme Court decision). The consent decree in Paramount was modified as 
late as 1974. See 1974-2 Trade Cas. (CCH) H 75,398 (S.D.N.Y. 1974).

154. United States v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377, 379, 404 (1956).
155. United States v. Grinnell Corp., 384 U.S. 563, 573, 591 (1966) (Fortas, J„ dissenting); cf R. 

Posner, supra note 98, at 87 (1976) (divested assets only “small fraction” of total business).
156. United States v. International Boxing Club, 358 U.S. 242, 249-52 (1959).
157. Affiliated Music Enters, v. SESAC, Inc., 268 F.2d 13, 15 (2d Cir), cert, denied, 361 U.S. 831 

(1959).
158. Hittmann Nuclear & Dev. Corp. v. Chemical Nuclear Sys., 1980-1 Trade Cas. (CCH) 1) 63,140 

(D. Md. 1979).
159. Fleer Corp. v. Topps Chewing Gum, Inc., 501 F. Supp. 485, 505-07 (E.D. Pa. 1980), revd, 658 

F.2d 139 (3d Cir. 1981), cert, denied, 455 U.S. 1019 (1982). For further examples, see ABA Section of 
Antitrust Law, Antitrust Law Developments 27-28, 39-41 (2d ed. 1984) (describing relevant 
product markets).

160. National Reporting Co. v. Alderson Reporting Co., 45 Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) 
120 (E.D. Mo. July 1, 1983).

161. Multiflex, Inc. v. Samuel Moore & Co., 709 F.2d 980 (Sth Cir. 1983). See also Parrish’s Cake 
Decorating Supplies, Inc. v. Wilton Enters., 46 Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) 414 (N D. Ill. 
1984) (monopolization of “consumer hobbyist submarket” of market for “importation, manufacture, 
and distribution of cake decorating supplies and equipment”).

In concept, counting market shares seemed quick and easy, but the market 
itself became mirage. Since a firm’s telltale market-share percentage was in
verse to the size of the chosen market, delineating the relevant market became 
the crux of each case. Opposing lawyers fought to make the market look 
smaller or bigger, in order to bloat or to shrink the defendant’s percentage 
share within. Thus, du Pont escaped breakup by convincing the Supreme 
Court that it held not a monopolistic seventy-five percent share of the cello
phane market, but a modest twenty percent of a broader “flexible packaging 
materials” market including other “reasonably interchangeable” products.154 
Yet soon after, the obscure Grinnell Companies were dismembered by a 
Supreme Court edict that they monopolized eighty-seven percent of the mar
ket of “accredited central station protective services” offering fire- and burglar
alarm systems, distinct from other home or industrial alarms—a market 
mocked by the dissent as a “red-haired, bearded, one-eyed man-with-a-limp 
classification.”155

As legal norms lost touch with any animating purpose, anti-monopoly doc
trine degenerated into market games. Court decisions based illegality on high 
shares in markets of championship as distinct from other boxing matches,156 of 
gospel as distinct from pop music,157 of collection as distinct from burial of 
nuclear wastes,158 and of bubblegum baseball cards as distinct from football 
cards or other candy premiums.159 Recent rulings found monopolized markets 
for “four-track electronic court reporting systems in the U.S. Tax Court”160 
and for “hydraulic hose bundles.”161 Conversely, antitrust rulings vindicated 
defendants by refusing to isolate a separate market for chrysanthemums from 
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carnations,162 for Cadillacs from other cars,163 and for pipeless from other 
swimming-pool circulation systems.164 Always the market seemed prone to 
manipulation, for how to tell what was the relevant market from what was not 
in any actual case?

162. Yoder Bros. v. California-Florida Plant Corp., 537 F.2d 1347, 1368 (5th Cir. 1976), cert, denied, 
429 U.S. 1094 (1977).

163. Mogul v. General Motors Corp., 391 F. Supp. 1305, 1313 (E.D. Pa. 1975), affd. mem.. 527 F.2d 
645 (3d Cir. 1976).

164. George R. Whitten, Jr., Inc. v. Paddock Pool Bldrs., Inc., 508 F.2d 547, 551 (1st Cir. 1974), cert, 
denied, 421 U.S. 1004 (1975). Cf. Slocomb Indus, v. Chelsea Indus., 46 Antitrust & Trade Reg. 
Rep. (BNA) 591 (E.D. Pa. Feb. 17, 1984) (market for “residential vinyl replacement windows”, not 
“extruded vinyl profiles sold to fabricators of vinyl windows”).

165. See F. Fisher, J. McGowan & J. Greenwood, Folded, Spindled and Mutilated—Eco
nomic Analysis and U.S. v. IBM 357-59, 364, 366-67 (1983) (overview of IBM litigation); Boudin, 
Forensic Economics, 97 Harv. L. Rev. 835 (1984) (perceptive crtique of F. Fisher, J. McGowan & J. 
Greenwood, supra).

166. F. Fisher, J. McGowan & J. Greenwood, supra note 165, at 49-88, 364-66.
167. Id. at 89-96.
168. Id. at 368-69. Cf. Hearings on the Department of Justice Oversight of United States v. AT&T 

Before the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 97th Cong., 1st & 2d Sess. 118 (1981 & 1982) (statement 
of William F. Baxter, Asst. Atty. Gen.) (market in IBM “continued to evolve” as case proceeded; 
market defined by DOJ became “outdated or amorphous"). But cf Sullivan, Monopolization: Corpo
rate Strategy, The IBM Cases, and the Transformation of the Law, 60 Tex. L. Rev. 587, 599, 633 (1982) 
(stressing IBM strategic behavior and abuse of power). For the aftermath of IBM, see Malone, The Big 
Fight for Computer Sales, N.Y. Times, Aug. 1. 1982, at F4, col. 2 (intense competition among interna
tional firms for personal computer market).

169. Cf. 2 Report of the National Commission for the Review of Antitrust Laws and 
Procedures 7, 19-27 (1979).

170. Cf. R. Posner, Antitrust Law: An Economic Perspective 88 (1976) (average length of 
monopolization cases achieving substantial divestiture is five to seven years, not counting implementa
tion); 1 Report of the National Commission for the Review of Antitrust Laws and Proce
dures viii, 151-63 (1979) (proposals to expedite litigation by treating “persistent monopoly power" as 
presumptive basis for structural relief).

The frailty of market-based norms was dramatized by the IBM dismissal in 
1982. Filed in 1969, the Justice Department’s complaint accused IBM of 
monopolizing the “general purpose” computer industry, where IBM had 
gained over seventy percent of revenues by 1967. and sought to break the com
pany up.165 Having defined the relevant market as “general purpose” com
puter systems, the complaint never anticipated the boom in small-business and 
home computers from micro-technologies pioneered by others.166 Also, in an 
upheaval of the entire communications sector, computers tied into information 
networks, knowledge retrieval or data-processing systems, and transnational 
electronics giants were encroaching on each other’s turf.167 Facing endless liti
gation in dubious battle, the Justice Department dropped the IBM case as 
“without merit” after thirteen years in court.168

For antitrust’s policies against economic concentration, the moral was sober: 
as a legal premise of anti-competitive behavior, the market invites manipula
tion, and market structure becomes a delusive norm. Amid shifting technol
ogy and global contests, markets move faster than antitrust suits for their 
reorganization. At the hands of shrewd antitrust litigators battling antitrust 
breakups that jeopardize a firm’s survival, bickers about the relevant market 
ensure legal ordeals lasting many years.169 Antitrust’s Big Case is doomed to a 
tragic cycle: by the time the barbecue is fit for carving, the pig is gone.170

Underscoring the IBM fiasco, FTC cases to break up concentrated “market 
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structures” also collapsed. On paper, the breakfast-cereal industry was a text
book oligopoly: the top four firms held more than ninety percent of the ready- 
to-eat cereal market, which teemed with advertising and product “prolifera
tion.”171 The case was dismissed, after years of litigation, as the evidence re
futed the oligopoly syndrome of a “highly concentrated, noncompetitive 
market structure.” On the contrary, Kellogg, General Mills, and General 
Foods had not coordinated their marketing strategies, but had competed 
against each other with new product variations to meet consumer tastes and to 
gain retail shelf space.172

171. Kellogg Co., 99 F.T.C. 8, 11. 36, 269 (1982) (vacating initial decision and dismissing complaint).
172. Id. at 11, 194, 236-59. Cf. F M. Scherer, Industrial Market Structure and Economic 

Performance 538-40 (2d ed. 1980) (cereal case test case for “competitive punch-pulling oligopolies 
using, inter alia, the more sophisticated, less rapacious entry-deterring methods of Madison Avenue”); 
But cf. Snap. Crackle, Flop! The FTC Drops Its Effort to Crunch the Big Three Cereal Makers, Time, 
Jan. 25. 1982. at 58 (Reagan administration will no longer try to dismantle existing firms “simply be
cause they are big and successful”).

173. Exxon Corp., 98 F.T.C. 453, 456 (1981).
174. Id. at 460. See Crock, FTC Ends Oil Trust Case Against 8 Firms in Another Move Away from 

Activist Era, Wall St. J., Sept. 17, 1981, at 2, col. 3 (case dragged on too long in pretrial stage for 
continuation to be 'in the public interest’). Six years earlier, the FTC's Administrative Law Judge had 
vainly recommended dismissal in light of drastically changed competitive conditions. See Certification 
to Commission of Recommendation of Administrative Law Judge That Commission Consider With
drawal of Complaint. Exxon Corp., No. 8934 (FTC Oct. 17, 1975), denied by FTC (Oct. 23, 1975).

175. White House Task Force Report on Antitrust Policy (July 5. 1968, released May 21, 1969) 
[hereinafter cited as Johnson Task Force Report], reprinted in Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) 
No. 411, pt. Il (May 27, 1969). Dean Neal of the University of Chicago Law School chaired the Task 
Force, which included Professors W.F. Baxter, W.K. Jones. P.W. McAvoy, L.E. Preston, and J. Rahl. 
Professor (now Judge) R.H. Bork dissented from most recommendations.

176. Id. at §§ 1-2, III, app. B
177. Id. at §§ 1, II; app. A, §§ 1, 4 (proposing Concentrated Industries Act for breakup of “oligopoly 

firm" and "oligopoly industry." aimed at reducing four-firm concentration ratios "below 50%" and 
firms’ market shares “below 12%”).

Likewise abortive was the big FTC case to break up the oil industry’s eight 
major refiners, which were charged with maintaining and reinforcing a “non
competitive market structure.”173 While the case dragged on, the competitive 
picture was changing, due to government price regulation and deregulation, 
and the shift of clout to the OPEC cartel. After eight years of pretrial maneu
vers, trial was still several years away, followed by more years for appeals as to 
the merits and then the remedy. Frustrated, the FTC scuttled a hopeless case 
that could not “be resolved in the foreseeable future.”174

Meanwhile, as the troubles of déconcentration were becoming apparent, leg
islative proposals sought to salvage the sinking antitrust campaign. In concep
tion, they originated in the 1968 Report of President Johnson’s Antitrust Task 
Force, and its proposed legislation “on the subject of oligopolies, or highly 
concentrated industries.”175 In order to “reduce concentration” and promote 
“competitive market structures,” the Report proposed stronger laws against 
acquisitions by large firms of “one of the leading firms in a concentrated indus
try,” so as to catch conglomerations escaping oligopoly-based anti-merger 
norms.176 More fundamentally, to fill “a gap in the law,” the Report urged 
legislation to break up “entrenched oligopolies” so as to “reduce concentration 
in industries where monopoly power is shared by a few very large firms.”177 
On this pattern, later legislative proposals sought to break up major concen-
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trated industries in a new Industrial Reorganization Court,178 to break up 
large oil companies’ vertical integration and energy diversification,179 to break 
up “persistent monopolies” by no-fault laws that presumed their monopoly 
power was illegally gained or kept,180 and to ban large acquisitions by large 
firms unless they sold off equivalent assets or could prove superior efficiencies 
due to the merger.181 Although these proposals provoked extended debates in 
the 1970s, none became law.

178. See Industrial Concentration: The New Learning 444-56 (H. Goldschmid. H M. Mann 
& J.F. Weston eds. 1974) [hereinafter cited as Industrial Concentration] (texts of proposed Con
centrated Industries Act and Industrial Reorganization Act).

179. For discussion and commentary, see Vertical Integration in the Oil Industry (E. Mitch
ell ed. 1976); Horizontal Divestiture in the Oil Industry (E. Mitchell ed. 1978).

180. See Critical Review of Legislative Proposals with Respect to Attempt to Monopolize and No-Fault 
Monopolization—The Proposals: The History and Status, 49 Antitrust L.J. 1227, 1233, 1238 (1980).

181. See, e.g., Hearings on the Small and Independent Business Protection Act of 1979 Before the 
Subcomm, on Antitrust, Monopoly, and Business Rights of the Senate Judiciary Comm., 96th Cong., 1st & 
2d Sess. (1979) [hereinafter cited as Small Business Hearings}', Conglomerate Mergers and the Antitrust 
Laws, 13 J. Reprints for Antitrust L. & Econ. 1-638 (1982) (discussing proposed legal treatment of 
conglomeration).

182. E.g., 1. Magaziner & R. Reich, Minding America’s Business 32-34. 155-81 (1982) (sharp 
rise in U.S. imports and exports; negative shift in overall U.S. trade balance and key industries); R. 
Reich, The Next American Frontier 117-39 (1983) (by 1980, more than 70% of all goods produced 
in U.S. were actively competing with foreign-made goods; sharp decline in U.S. share of manufactured 
goods in total world sales); J.F. Weston, International Competition, Industrial Structure and Economic 
Policy, in Western Economies in Transition 255, 262 (J. Leveson & J. Wheeler eds. 1980) (since 
highiy concentrated domestic industries most subject to foreign competition, global market shares are 
more appropriate concept).

183. Small Business Hearings, supra note 181, at 368.
184. Id.
185. Perhaps the last hurrah of antitrust breakup is the 1982.4 T&T decree, which unshackled AT&T 

from a 1956 consent judgment and freed it to enter new communications technologies in rivalry with 
IBM and others, while separating AT&T. Western Electric, and Bell Labs from local Bell telephone 
monopolies. United States v. AT&T. 552 F. Supp. 131 (D.D.C. 1982), affdper curiam. 103 S. Ct. 1240 
(1983). Dissolving an obsolete regulated telephone monopoly overwhelmed by new technologies, the 
decree reflects the firm hand of a district judge whose preliminary rulings boded ill for AT&T. See 
United States v. AT&T, 524 F. Supp. 1336, 1381 (D.D.C. 1981) (Greene, J.) (denying AT&T motion to 
dismiss). See also Mayer, Greene Rejects Credit, Blame for Bell Breakup, Wash. Post, Nov. 27, 1983, 

For as competition grew global, déconcentration appeared quixotic at home. 
Foreign rivals, often backed by their governments, beset American industries 
and invaded important domestic sectors.182 In this changed competitive set
ting, antitrust breakup campaigns seemed costly, destructive, and absurd. 
With transnational multi-business enterprises in global encounters, the Oligop
oly Model’s insular image of the few interdependent producers sharing a com
mon collusive prospect no longer made sense.

As aptly summed up by Senator Adlai Stevenson III in legislative hearings: 
“Our antitrust and anti-merger thinking has not changed to reflect the new 
realities. Our legal and economic experts work with models of the U.S. econ
omy from the first half of the century, not the last half.”183 Most troubling of 
all. we are “mesmerized by size and concentration because our thinking re
flects old textbooks and theories developed in another era. We are looking at 
markets that no longer exist.”184

* * *
In retrospect, the antitrust crusade against the concentration of economic 

power has foundered.185 Responsive to feared abuses by large industrial ag
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gregations, the Sherman and Clayton Acts strove to maintain a balance of en
terprise and power within a pluralistic polity. After the malaise of the Great 
Depression, the post-New Deal antitrust program sought to halt and to break 
up economic concentration. The great synthesis of law and economics based 
antitrust norms on the Oligopoly Model, and treated high concentration within 
a market as legally suspect. But anti-merger policy struck at trivial deals and 
fostered large conglomerations, while the drive to break up concentrated in
dustries failed. Faced with new technologies, global rivalries, and business di
versification amid fluid and shifting markets, the great antitrust synthesis came 
apart. As the model’s promise of clear rules and quick results went sour, what 
had gone wrong with antitrust’s grand design?

Oft forgotten, the antitrust laws say nothing about oligopoly, concentration, 
or markets.186 Those are not legal terms, but stem from the economic models 
chosen to define antitrust policies and norms. As next shown, however, such 
models express the aspirations and actualities of their particular epoch, and 
cease to work after conditions change. Reflecting the ideological visions of a 
given era, their contents are perishable and go bad with age.

§ H, at 3, col. 1 (“technology had progressed to the point that it made natural monopoly impossible to 
sustain”).

186. The conventional antitrust analysis of acquisitions by reference to a “product market” and a 
“geographic market” is hardly compelled by the Clayton Act’s text and legislative intent. Compare 
H R. Rep. No. 1191, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 7-8, 11 (1949) (“line of commerce” undefined, stress on 
“substantial degree” and “intensity of competition,” “cumulative effect” of acquisitions, "relative size” 
of acquirors, “undue reduction in the number of competitive enterprises,” and “conglomerate acquisi
tions and mergers”); and S. Rep. No. 1775, 81st Cong., 2d Sess. 4-6 (1950) (“line of commerce” unde
fined, stress on “economic significance,” stricter tests than Sherman Act, impacts on "area of effective 
competition”); with Brown Shoe, 370 U.S. at 324 (1962) (“fine of commerce” denotes “product market”; 
“section of the country” denotes “geographic market”).

187. According to Schumpeter:
In every scientific venture, the thing that comes first is Vision. . . . We mostly do not start 
from a vision of our own but from the work of our predecessors or from ideas that float in the 
public mind. . . . The total or ‘system’ of our concepts and of the relations that we establish 
between them is what we call a theory or a model.

J. Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis 561-62 (1954).

II. The Delusions of Antitrust-Economic Models: Perishable 
Packaged Visions

Analytic work begins with material provided by our vision of things, and this 
vision is ideological almost by definition. . . . The more honest and naive our 
vision is, the more dangerous is it to the eventual emergence of anything for 
which general validity can be claimed.

—Joseph A. Schumpeter, History of 
Economic Analysis 42-43 (1954)

Like the Oligopoly Model’s link of market structure with competitive pros
pects, economic models offer neat rules and predictive norms. For models 
strip the complex workings of business down to bare essentials, and their 
images of reality, interconnected by axioms of causal logic, tell what is, what 
will, and what ought (or ought not) to be.187 Lending coherence to antitrust 
concepts and directions, the choice of an economic model becomes the choice 
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of an antitrust ideology.188

188. Cf. Demsetz, Two Systems of Belief About Monopoly, in Industrial Concentration, supra 
note 178, at 164 (oligopoly/concentration versus efficiency/free market beliefs). Functionally, models 
become “pictures in our heads”:

(WJhat each [person] does is based not on direct and certain knowledge, but on pictures made 
by himself or given to him .... [W]hen a system of stereotypes is well fixed, our attention is 
called to those facts which support it, and diverted from those which contradict. . . . Some
times consciously, more often without knowing it, we are impressed by those facts which fit 
our philosophy.

W. Lippmann, Public Opinion 25, 119 (1922). Cf. T Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revo
lutions viii, 111 (2d ed. 1970) (paradigm as “visual gestalt”).

189. See supra notes 105 to 174 and accompanying text (discussing post-World War II cases).
190. Although simplified, this rough sketch reflects the highlights of many versions of oligopoly 

known to economists. See, e.g, F.M. Scherer, supra note 172, at 151-68 (2d ed. 1980) (review of 
theories that associate monopolistic performance with oligopolistic market structures); E. Singer, An

Since such models come wrapped in dense esoteric learning, their users sel
dom know what hides inside. As will be explained, in the context of their 
historical origins and perceptions of business, each of today’s antitrust-eco
nomic models—Oligopoly, Efficiency, and Experience Curve—reflects an apt 
vision for its particular era, but its truths are bound to fail once conditions 
change. Indeed, after a model’s base in actuality is gone, it becomes a false 
idol that levitates law from ideology.

A. THE OLIGOPOLY MODEL: THE IDOL OF THE SQUARE

[WJhen market concentration is high, the pricing decisions of sellers are inter
dependent, and the firms involved can scarcely avoid recognizing their mutual 
interdependence. . . . As a consequence, we should expect oligopolistic indus
tries to exhibit a tendency toward the maximization of collective profits, perhaps 
even approaching the pricing outcome associated with pure monopoly.

—F.M. Scherer, Industrial Market 
Structure and Economic Performance 168 
(2d ed. 1980)

As already shown, the Oligopoly Model’s link of concentrated market struc
ture with anti-competitive behavior served ambitious but abortive déconcen
tration aims. While antitrust sought to stem a “tide of concentration,” 
oligopoly-based norms fostered conglomeration, blocked trivial transactions, 
and fomented the futilities of the endless Big Case.189

In hindsight, the Oligopoly Model’s troubles are far from surprising. No 
doubt the Oligopoly Model fit the Depression actuality of a few large firms 
dominating stagnant industrial sectors and the New Deal’s yen for interven
tion to improve the market’s work. But as times changed, the model ceased to 
match the new realities of diversification, technological leaps, and global reach 
which eroded insular industries and dissolved stable markets. Once the Oli
gopoly Model’s underlying actualities faded, oligopoly-based antitrust norms 
drove its inbuilt ideology of intervention toward trivialization, paradox, and 
anomaly.

In brief, the Oligopoly Model posits that a few producers within a concen
trated market instinctively behave like one monopolist by keeping prices up 
and output down.190 Particularly in basic industries with large plant invest
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ments and standardized products, price cuts by one seller may be matched 
quickly by the others, as prices spiral downward in a losing game for all. But 
since those few, similarly situated sellers sense each other’s natural reactions, 
they will shun futile price competition by keeping prices “sticky” and high. 
Having both motive and means to manipulate the market, they ape one-firm 
monopoly by producing less and charging more. Allergic to price competition, 
their rivalry may take the form of excessive advertising, product proliferation, 
and wasteful designs or model changes.191 Like monopoly, then, oligopoly 
bilks society of the boons of competition, enriches producers with undue prof
its, and diverts resources from their ideal use.192

titrust Economics and Legal Analysis 189-210 (1981) (describing wide variety of oligopoly mod
els); Weiss, The Concentration-Profits Relationship and Antitrust, in Industrial Concentration, 
supra note 178, at 184, 188-93 (same). Paul Sweezy, a Marxist scholar, pioneered the “kinked demand 
curve" oligopoly formulation in 1939. F M Scherer, supra note 172. at 165; cf. P Baran & P. 
Sweezy, Monopoly Capital 52-78 (1966) (“upward bias” of price and profit due to “tacit collusion” 
by “system of oligopolies” in “monopoly capitalist economy”); W. Fellner, Competition Among 
the Few (1949) (explication of oligopoly theory).

191. See, eg. E. Chamberlin, The Theory of Monopolistic Competition (8th ed. 1969) (ex
tending oligopoly-type analysis to differentiated product sellers); F. Scherer.supra note 172, at 155-60.

192. Formulated in industrial organization seminars held at Harvard during the 1940s, the structure
conduct-performance paradigm is the theme of leading works. See.e.g., R. Caves, American Indus
try: Structure, Conduct, Performance 14, 17 (4th ed. 1977) (“economic theory tells us that con
centrated industries are likely to perform poorly” judged by “our trinity of concepts”); F.M. Scherer, 
supra note 172, at 5 (leading antitrust-economics text analyzing and applying theory and paradigm).

An anecdotal oligopoly version, omitting economic theory’s limiting assumptions, asserts that few
ness of sellers facilitates actual collusion by making it easier to maintain and harder to detect. See. e.g, 
Johnson Task Force Report, supra note 148, at 5 (small number of sellers facilitates agreement and 
makes express agreement unnecessary); R. Posner, Economic Analysis of Law 220 (2d ed. 1977) 
(“the fewer the firms, the lower the costs of coordinating their policies”).

By contrast, rigorous oligopoly models posit tacit collusion from particular conditions that purport to 
explain why higher prices and lower outputs are profitable for an “interdependent” group of "few" 
producers of a standardized product which faces steeply falling costs and inelastic demand within a 
stable industrial market. See also infra note 257 and accompanying text (discussing Alfred Marshall's 
analytic perceptions).

193. See A.R. Burns, The Decline of Competition 1-42, 76-266 (1936) (discussing price leader
ship. market sharing, and price stabilization in various industries). Later antitrust scholars identified 
“tight” or “loose” oligopolies in industries of highly concentrated markets from census reports of ship
ments in various product classifications. C. Kaysen & D. Turner, supra note 64. at 26-36. But such 
census classifications are of dubious value for analyzing competition. For example, meatpacking is set 
apart from sausages and poultry; cookies and crackers include ice cream cones and pretzels as well as 
matzohs, communion wafers, and melba toast. E. Singer, supra note 190, at 12-18. Beyond the 
problems of overlapping and double-counting, census data also ignore product substitution and omit 
imports. Id. at 11-27 (discussing difficulties of measuring industrial concentration; problems of product 
classification, double counting, and technological change); An Anthology of Studies of Indus
trial Concentration by the Conference Board: 1958-1972 (1973) (strains between concepts of 
concentration and changing data base).

Apt for the basic industries of the 1930s (i.e., steel, cement), the model’s logic 
strained as conditions changed.193 In theory, the model’s image of the market 
is a finite square that frames competition inside. So bounded, the few leading 
producers of a standardized product may well share a common profit percep
tion, a group taste for collusion, and the collective muscle to make it stick. But 
business diversification into multiple product lines spoils the model’s neat im
age. Diversified enterprises do not stay put within one market square. Market 
boundaries blur as competition spills over, suppliers outside tempt buyers in
side. and suppliers inside seek to reach buyers outside by extending their prod
uct lines. Then, as multi-product enterprises compete against each other in 
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criss-crossing encounters, how to tell where one market square ends and the 
next one begins?

This riddle only deepens with more economic learning. Concepts of elastic
ity extend the market square by including within it those substitute products 
made or bought if the price is right.194 But per the current Merger Guidelines’ 
“provisional” markets and definitional puzzles, how to calibrate such elasticity 
against an infinite range of product variations to meet buyer’s choice, fickle 
tastes, or technological change? Above all, when, and for how long in time?195 
Also, how to tell competition inside the market from potential competition 
hovering just outside? Pink rabbits leap through hoops of abstraction: the tal- 
mudic subtleties of potential competition—actual or perceived, footholds or 
toeholds, eventual or probable—that shade into real competition within the 
market square.196

194. For legal elaborations, see United States v. E.l. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377, 392- 
404 (1956) (substitutes included in market for cellophane); Times-Picayune Publishing Co. v. United 
States, 345 U.S. 594, 612 n.31 (1953) (excluding substitutes to which only limited number of buyers 
turn). Cf. F M. Scherer, supra note 172, at 553-54 (discussing cases in which substitutes were part of 
relevant legal market).

195. See supra notes 139 to 140 and accompanying text (discussing Merger Guidelines’ concept of 
“provisional market”).

196. Cf. supra note 98 and accompanying text (discussing decline of potential competition doctrine).
197. For a collection of key literature, see Concepls and Effects of Barriers to Entry, 14 J. of Re

prints for Antitrust L. & Econ. (1983). See also Demsetz, Barriers to Entry, 72 Am. Econ. Rev. 47 
(1982) (difficulties of devising objective measurements of barriers to entry); Fisher, Diagnosing Monop
oly, Q. Rev. Econ. & Bus. Summer, 1979, at 7, 23 (1979) (“analysis of barriers to entry” is “single most 
misunderstood topic,” exceeding "confusion associated with market definition”).

198. A. Marshall, supra note 5, at 112.
199. See Caves & Porter, From Entry Barriers to Mobility Barriers, 91 Q.J. Econ. 241 (1977) (genera

lizing entry theory into theory of mobility barriers applicable to both new and existing firms).
200. See, e.g., A. Chandler. The Visible Hand (1977) (historical development of integrated Amer

ican corporations); A. Chandler, Strategy and Structure (1962) (explaining strategy and struc
ture in integration of four large corporations).

Just as elusive is the “barrier to entry” concept for walling off the market 
square.197 Once descriptive of stable, insular markets “marked out by the sea 
or by custom-house barriers,”198 the idea of entry barriers does not grasp mod
ern, mobile enterprises extended by communications or transport technologies, 
selling product/service packages, stretching for profit from wider markets, 
pushing outward toward global reach.199 Wherever the market, some enter
prising rivals, unless kept out by legal fiat, can in time climb in. So, barriers to 
entry stand only as high as time waxes long and rivals grow tall. Moreover, as 
some competitors forge ahead of others, their lead itself may pose barriers that 
rivals must overcome. Hence the barrier to entry concept raises further per
plexing questions: Which are good or bad barriers for competition? Who can 
surmount them, from where, and, above all, when?

There is a still more basic trouble. The Oligopoly Model’s image is a one
dimensional construct of product and price framed by the market. But tech
nology and strategy create new forms fitting new enterprise functions. Modern 
organizations integrate production with finance, distribution, and promotion, 
catering to buyers with inducements and accommodations aside from price.200 
As enterprise becomes multi-dimensional and protean, it strokes, seduces, and 
satisfies buyers not by price alone but in myriad ways. Indeed, when enter
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prises offer packaged product/services in shifting arrays, while competition be
comes a contest among organizations, capabilities, and systems, the model’s 
product/price concepts catch less and less of the essence of enterprise 

201
Above all, as enterprise actualities grow remote from oligopoly’s assump

tions, the model becomes a false idol of antitrust norms. Oligopoly, a split 
image of monopoly, presupposes a few producers within an industry who share 
a common cost/price calculus and a common competitive prospect that tempts 
tacit collusion for mutual gain. But once enterprises compete against each 
other with multiple product/services in endless variations, where to locate the 
market, and how to recognize oligopolists waltzing together within the square? 
Yet without the unified symmetry of product, firm, and industry framed by the 
market, enterprises cease to look, think, or act alike in split images of each 
other, and the Oligopoly Model’s rationale disappears. Lacking the model’s 
synthesis to give them coherence, oligopoly-based antitrust norms wax arbi
trary, and market concentration counts as indicators of competition fail. 
Demonstrated by the paradoxes of anti-merger enforcement, after the Oligop
oly Model’s underlying actuality is gone, its inbuilt ideology of intervention 
lingers to foment paradox and anomaly.201 202

201. See, eg., W. Abernathy, K. Clark & A. Kantrow, Industrial Rennaissance (1983) 
(competition through new technology and management, citing auto industry); Goldhar & Jelinek. Plan 
for Economies of Scope, Harv. Bus. Rev. Nov.-Dec. 1983, at 141 (technological competition by cus
tomized products).

202. See supra notes 105 to 130 and accompanying text (discussing 1970s antitrust policy, which 
fostered conglomeration and focused on trivial transactions).

203. A. Berle & G. Means, The Modern Corporation and Private Property 40, 41 (1932). 
Berle and Means predicted that by 1969 “all corporate activity and practically all industrial activity 
[will) be absorbed by 200 giant companies,” a “series of huge industrial oligarchies.” Id. at 41.

204. E. Chamberlin, supra note 191, at 109, 120, 133, 205 (marketing “manipulative”; “art of adver
tiser is akin to that of hypnotist,” “result is high prices and waste”).

205. A. Burns, supra note 193, at 1-42, 76-272. Cf. G. Means, The Corporate Revolution in 
America 77-96 (1962) (inflexible administered prices responsible for malaise); F.M. Scherer, supra 
note 172, at 349-74 (discussing administered prices).

206. R. Lekachman, The Age of Keynes 135-45 (1966) (economic policies in late 1930s); W. 
Leuchtenburg, Franklin D Roosevelt and the New Deal 265 (1963) (quoting Alvin A. Han
sen's 1938 Presidential Address before the American Economic Association).

207. Early on. New Dealers “concluded that monopoly and oligopoly had become not the exception 
but the rule; that the market no longer performed its classic function,” and that “in a new ‘administered 

In historical perspective, this is hardly surprising, for the Oligopoly Model 
embodies the stale vision of a bygone age. As the ideal of self-correcting mar
kets crashed in the Great Depression, revised perceptions of business took 
shape. Berle and Means prophesied the concentration of American industry in 
the hands of a few giant corporations.203 Chamberlin’s influential Theory of 
Monopolistic Competition profiled industries of few firms that fleeced consum
ers with the “hypnosis” of advertising.204 Arthur Burns’ Decline of Competi
tion linked the day’s economic malaise to concentration, “price leadership,” 
“price stabilization,” and “market sharing” in key industries, where “adminis
tered prices” by a few powerful firms kept prices up and production down.205 
The bleak vision of the 1930s was of America as a “closed frontier”: an insular 
economy doomed to “secular stagnation.”206

The Oligopoly Model matched that era’s mood to perfection.207 The Second 
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New Deal had declared war on “business monopoly” and the “concentration 
of private power.” In the day’s rhetoric, economic recovery was sabotaged by 
greedy industrialists, “fat cats,” and “economic royalists.”208 Big Business was 
in disrepute; faith in government regulators ran high.

market,’ the 2000 men who controlled American economic life manipulated prices and production.” W. 
Leuchtenburg, supra note 206, at 34.

208. Id. at 41, 150, 189-90, 246-48, 338-42.
209. Id. at 64-69, 156. See A. Burns, supra note 193, at 462-521 (discussing operation of National 

Industrial Recovery Act); supra notes 45 to 47 and accompanying text (discussing early New Deal 
policy of government-business cooperation).

210. See United States v. Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., 310 U.S. 150, 179 (1940) (“dancing partners" 
scheme).

211. See United States v. United States Steel Corp., 251 U.S. 417, 440 (1920) (Gary dinners); United 
States Steel Corp., 8 F.T.C. 1, 15-58 (1924) (basing-point system); A. Burns, supra note 193, at 76-85, 
79 n.4 (price leadership in steel industry).

212. For conflicting assessments, compare Y. Brozen, Concentration, Mergers and Public 
Policy 277-308 (1982), Brozen, The Concentration Collusion Doctrine, in Industrial Concentration 
and THE Market System (1979) (challenging concentration-collusion nexus), and Demsetz. Industry 
Structure. Market Rivalry and Public Policy, 16 J. L. & Econ. 1 (1973) (doubting benefits of anti-merger 
policy premised on link between concentration and collusion), with Scherer, Structure-Performance Re
lationships and Antitrust Policy, in Industrial Concentration and the Market System, supra, at 
128 (industry structure influences conduct) and Weiss, The Concentration-Profits Relationship and Anti
trust, in Industrial Concentration, supra note 178, at 184, 193-231 (“plenty of reason to believe 
that high concentration facilitates tacit or explicit collusion”).

213. For details and summary, see F.M. Scherer, supra note 172, at 266-67, 276-85. 474 (relating 
high profitably to either structural factors or scale efficiencies is inescapably ambiguous, yet overall 
pricing performance of concentrated industries is “fairly satisfactory,” and overall performance “re
markably good”). Cf. Pautler, A Review of the Economic Basis for Broad-Based Horizontal Merger 
Policy, 28 Antitrust Bull. 571, 624, 649-50 (1983) (“market share is a more significant determinant 
of profitability than concentration”; “the literature is in a state of flux"; amid “current morass,” no 
empirical or theoretical basis supports specific market-share or concentration levels as indicators of 
“poor economic performance”).

214. See Gale & Branch, Concentration Versus Market Share: Which Determines Performance and 
Why Does It Matter?, 27 Antitrust Bull. 83 (1982) (top firm); Kwoka, The Effect of Market Share 
Distribution on Industry Performance, 61 Rev. Econ. & Stat. 101 (1979) (top two firms).

The oligopoly image of a few large producers conniving to bilk the public 
was reinforced by antitrust folklore. NRA Codes had fostered business coop
eration, and collusion was in the air.209 Major oil companies had conspired to 
cut back crude-oil production by pairing off to buy up excess oil from in
dependents in a corrupt waltz of “dancing partners.”210 The steel industry was 
a thrice-told tale of collusion: the Pittsburgh-plus pricing system, the Gary 
Dinners, the Duquesne Club where steel barons basked in “affectionate re
gard.”211 Oligopoly evoked images of conspiracies among a few industrialists 
sitting and plotting around a table. Plausibly, oligopoly-based antitrust norms 
smelled collusion among the few within concentrated markets—without the 
dinners, the table, or the plot.

After conditions changed, however, the Oligopoly Model went stale and its 
moral frayed. Faced with diversification and transnational competition, image 
and reality pulled apart, and the model’s coherence cracked. Oligopoly’s cen
tral truth, the link of concentrated markets with excessive profits and anti
competitive behavior, grew painfully elusive.212 As business data defied ru
brics and classifications, economic research yielded ever frailer, more dubious 
correlations.213 Recent studies found the highest profitability not among oligo
polistic groupings in concentrated markets, but only for the top one or two 
firms,214 and linked their success to superior productivity, better product qual
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ity, or higher price from premium consumer appeal.215 Contrary to the 
model’s assumptions, innovative behavior coincided with some higher level of 
market concentration.216 Advertising and product proliferation, long suspect, 
emerged as sound competitive strategy, especially for newcomers, by stimulat
ing consumers and broadening demand.217 As confidence in the model waned, 
estimates of huge social costs blamed on oligopolistic concentration were 
sharply cut back.218

Nonetheless, antitrust analysis remains bound to oligopoly-based norms. 
Oligopoly’s nexus of market concentration and anti-competitive performance 
orients the antitrust outlook of lawyers and judges. It not only provides the 
“unifying theme” of the Merger Guidelines, but also pervades mainstream an
titrust jurisprudence and texts.219 But as the model’s validity grows shaky, 
doubt among cognoscenti is spreading, and the Chicago School’s Efficiency 
Model offers succor to the distressed.220

Symptomatic of oligopoly’s troubles are new devices to fix the model by 
flexing its rigor to improve its fit. Thus, the current Merger Guidelines’ “pro
visional market” permits concentration counts to be measured within a prod
uct market inflated by positing a hypothetical price rise over time.221 The 
“contestable market,” heralded as an Uprising in the Theory of Industry Struc
ture ,222 posits that where oligopolists are pressed by potential competition to

215. Line-of-business data are consistent with the findings of Gale & Branch, supra note 214. See D. 
Ravenscraft. Structure-Profit Relationships at the Line of Business and Industry Level 
25-27 (FTC 1982); D. Mueller, The Determinants of Persistent Profits 94, 101 (FTC 1983). 
See also S. Lustgarten, Productivity and Prices 5, 31 (1984) (considering changes in seller con
centration, “industries with rising concentration are marked by greater productivity and lower prices”).

216. See R. Nelson & S. Winter, An Evolutionary Theory of Economic Change 348-51 
(1982) (technological progress associated with higher concentration); F.M. Scherer, supra note 172, at 
430-38 (“Schumpeter was right”; “subtle blend of competition and monopoly” is “needed for techno
logical progress”). See generally Ginsburg. Antitrust, Uncertainty, and Technological Innovation, 24 An
titrust Bull. 635, 646-60 (1979) (review of literature on relationship between innovative behavior 
and market structure).

217. See Schmalensee, Product Differentiation Advantages of Pioneering Brands, 72 Am. Econ. Rev. 
349 (1982) (discussing advantage of pioneer over later entrants); see also R. Caves, M. Porter & A. 
Spence, Competition in the Open Economy 371 (1980) (advertising and product differentiation 
"makes viable firms that are too small to obtain minimum efficient scale and production and thus 
reduce concentration”). Cf. F.M. Scherer, supra note 172, at 390-405 (concentration-advertising 
nexus "at best only weakly deterministic”; while product proliferation “can be overdone,” “differentia
tion is both desirable and inescapable”).

218. See F.M. Scherer, supra note 172, at 464. 467-71 (retracting previous loss estimates of six 
percent of GNP; suggesting current figure closer to “lower bound” of one-half to two percent of GNP; 
"social costs directly ascribable to monopoly power are modest”; social loss of government regulation, 
roughly one percent of GNP. “probably larger than the costs traceable to monopolistic market failures 
unprovoked by government intervention”).

219. Oligopoly-based antitrust norms or presumptions inform 4 P. Areeda & D. Turner, Anti
trust Law 1-205 (1980) (market concentration defines merger analysis); L. Sullivan. Antitrust 331- 
75, 576-99 (1977) (similar). Cf. R. Posner, Antitrust Law—An Economic Perspective 39-77 
(1976) (relating oligopolistic interdependence to price fixing).

220. For prominent recantations, see Y. Brozen, Mergers and Concentration 386-94 (1982) 
(“second thoughts” of Kaysen, Turner, Baxter, Stigler). Cf. Areeda. Introduction to Antitrust Econom
ics, 52 Antitrust L.J. 523, 529 (1983) (“modest consensus” as to “oligopoly problem" is "increasingly 
challenged and may turn out to be erroneous”; antitrust doctrines resting on it may need future 
revision).

221. See supra notes 139 to 141 and accompanying text (discussing Guidelines' treatment of market). 
For Alfred Marshall, “the market” was forever “provisional"—an analytic device eluding actualization. 
A. Marshall, supra note 5, at 324, 341-42, 366 n.2.

222. Baumol, Contestable Markets: An Uprising in the Theory of Industry Structure, 72 Am. Econ. 
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behave “virtuously,” competition may be as good between two as among many 
in easy-come, easy-go markets.* 223 Accordingly, since high concentration levels 
“may be signs of virtue, not of vice,” antitrust “efforts to change market struc
ture” can become “mischievous and antisocial in their effects.”224 Notably, in 
either the swelling “provisional market” or the porous “contestable market,” 
the market becomes a variable of competition, no longer the analytic constant 
itself.

Rev. I (1982). A “contestable” market, with free entry and costless exit, is vulnerable to “hit-and-run 
entry.” Id. at 3-4. For explication, see W. Baumol, J. Panzar & R. Willig, Contestable Markets 
and the Theory of Industry Structure (1982) (sunk costs are “the villain” of entry barriers con
ferring monopoly power).

223. Baumol, supra note 222, at 2.
224. Id. at 14.
225. R. Bork, The Antitrust Paradox 175-91 (1978); Bork, Separate Statement, in Johnson Task 

Force Report, supra note 148, at 25-26 (breakup of efficient firms harms consumers; underlying oligop
oly theory “seems to have neither theoretical nor empirical substance”); Y. Brozen, Concentration, 
Mergers and Public Policy 132-43 (1982) (challenging concentration/profit nexus); R. Posner, An
titrust Law; An Economic Perspective 91-95 (1976) (breakup sacrifices scale economies and leads 
to higher consumer prices); Posner, Problems of a Policy of Déconcentration, in Industrial Concen
tration, supra note 178, at 393, 396-400 (breakup may destroy benefits of managerial skill); Demsetz, 
supra note 188, at 164-74 (similar).

The implications for antitrust norms are striking. If high market concentra
tion denotes vice or virtue, its competitive import is relative from case to case. 
If markets are “provisional” or “contestable,” depending on circumstances, 
what criteria, non-arbitrary and verifiable, reveal the true market for any given 
case? Most critically, if business behavior defines market structure, not vice 
versa, what becomes of the market itself as a premise for antitrust norms? 
Above all, if oligopoly’s essence—the suspect syndrome of a few producers in 
concentrated markets—is no longer presumptively evil, the grand synthesis 
that gave antitrust law coherence for a generation has fallen apart.

B. THE EFFICIENCY MODEL: THE IDOL OF THE CURVE

The only legitimate goal of American antitrust law is the maximization of con
sumer welfare[, which] can be derived as rigorously as any theorem in econom
ics. . . . The whole task of antitrust can be summed up as the effort to improve 
allocative efficiency without impairing productive efficiency so greatly as to pro
duce either no gain or a net loss in consumer welfare.

—Robert H. Bork, The Antitrust Paradox 
51, 91 (1978)

Understandably, antitrust’s ambitious déconcentration policies of the 1960s 
provoked a reaction against their costly impact. Critics not only deplored the 
social loss of large-scale industrial breakups, but questioned the Oligopoly 
Model in back of such norms.225 Riding the 1970s tide of disenchantment with 
government intervention, scholars of the Chicago School of Economics pro
pounded a revised antitrust synthesis based on the price theory of self-cor
recting markets that had reigned as orthodoxy in the pre-New Deal decades. 
As will be shown, however, the Efficiency Model is circular, and its curves fail 
to fit today’s enterprise conditions. Inevitably, in view of the model’s origins in 
a vision of the Victorian era, its inbuilt ideology of abstention yields legal 
norms compelling headlong antitrust retreat.
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In brief, the Efficiency Model posits that consumers benefit from a free, 
competitive market that forces producers to make the most, at the least cost, 
sold at the lowest prices.226 By contrast, monopolies face no competition, for 
buyers have nowhere else to turn. Hence monopolists enrich themselves, at the 
consumer’s expense, by producing less and selling at higher prices, and society 
grows poorer from the loss of resources used less efficiently than otherwise.227 
Thus, free markets ensure not only the efficiency of producers but also the 
efficient allocation of resources for society’s good.

With bold strokes, the Efficiency Model shifts antitrust norms into reverse. 
If business firms prevail only by being efficient, large insights dawn. Thus, 
“[concentrated industries are concentrated because that is the efficient way to 
organize them. Unconcentrated industries are unconcentrated because that is 
the efficient way to organize them.”228 Producers’ vertical integration or con
straints on distributors are efficient, for they save transaction costs.229 Mergers 
are efficient, for they allow economies of scale.230 Conglomeration is effi
cient,231 since rational competitors strive to cut costs and maximize profits, else 
why would they conglomerate? To economic libertarians, even price fixing 
among competitors is efficient, because it coordinates fragmented information 
in rational ways.232 So, in somersaults of doctrine, what was once legally sus-

226. This simplified sketch omits assumptions and qualifiers, e.g., rationality and profit maximiza
tion by many firms, informed decision-making by consumers, mobility of resources, etc. For fuller 
formulations, see R. Bork, The Antitrust Paradox 90-106 (1978); G. Stigler, The Theory of 
Price 176-90 (3d ed. 1966). For wide-ranging assessments of the efficiency norm, see Symposium: Effi
ciency as a Legal Concern, 8 Hofstra L. Rev. 485 (1980), and Response, id. at 811.

227. Cf. R. Posner, Antitrust Law: An Economic Perspective 11-12 (1976) (additional social 
cost of obtaining monopoly).

228. Y. Brozen, Mergers in Perspective 17 (1982).
229. R. Bork, supra note 226, at 226-27, 288 (“vertical mergers are means of creating efficiency,” 

“every vertical restraint should be completely lawful”); Posner, The Next Step in the Antitrust Treatment 
of Restricted Distribution: Per Se Legality, 48 U. Chi. L. Rev. 6 (1981). But cf. Monsanto Co. v. Spray- 
Rite Serv. Corp., 104 S. Ct. 1464 (1984) (declining Justice Dept, recommendation to abandon per se 
illegality of resale price-fixing in favor of Rule of Reason test applicable to nonprice vertical restraints).

230. R Bork, supra note 226, at 221-22, 406 (since “mergers may very well create substantial new 
efficiencies,” horizontal mergers “up to 60 to 70 percent of market should be permitted” as “tactical 
concession to current oligopoly phobia” and “Section 7’s intended function”; mergers that leave room 
for three significant rivals should be “presumptively lawful"); Y. Brozen, Concentration, Mergers 
and Public Policy 397 (1982) (“if firms grow to where their market shares concentrate an industry or 
make one firm dominant, it must be because of superior management, economies of scale, or the pro
duction of better products”).

231. See R. Bork, supra note 226, at 248, 406 (“antitrust should never interfere with any conglomer
ate merger,” since mergers “may contribute valuable efficiencies”); Brozen, supra note 230, at 357 
(“evidence of greater relative efficiency in conglomerates”). Cf. Baxter, supra note 139, at 630 (“pre
sumption that market transactions are efficient”). But cf. P. Drucker, Toward The Next Econom
ics 14 (1981) (“we have known for at least fifty years that ‘profit maximization’ is a meaningless term if 
applied to anything other than a unique, non-recurrent trading transaction on the pan of an individual 
and in a single commodity, that is, to an exceptional, rare, and quite unrepresentative incident”); F.H. 
Knight, The Ethics of Competition 184, 292-93 (1935) (business “never conforms closely to the 
theoretical behaviour of an economic man"; “power for its own sake” is “real object of striving”) Si
mon, Rational Decision Making in Business Organizations, 69 Am. Econ. Rev. 493 (1979) (espousing 
“satisficing” model that posits adequate, not optimal, solutions).

232. See D. Armentano, Antitrust and Monopoly vii, 3, 30, 162 (1982) (all busmess agree
ments evidence of ex ante benefit and therefore “efficient”). Cf. R. Bork, supra note 226, at 263. 429- 
40 (since price fixing and market division beneficial in certain circumstances, only “naked” restraints 
should be per se illegal); Brozen, in Dialogue, Are Economists Taking Over?, in Changing Antitrust 
Standards, supra note 3, at 31 (“as long as [collusive] arrangements do not bar entry in some way, we 
do not need to worry about consumer welfare”).
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pect becomes a manifestation of efficiency.
How can this be? Per the truisms of axioms and circular logic, the market 

ensures efficiency and cures inefficiency if meddling governments keep out. 
Offering easy answers to antitrust law’s hardest questions, the Efficiency Model 
tells what is efficient—but never when. Over time’s rainbow, in the radiance of 
revelation, what is efficient is what is.

But for antitrust norms, the allocative efficiency concept is delusive. A fig
ment of orthodox equilibrium economics, it posits a timeless universe in bal
ance, with ideal resource use for all.233 Such harmony, however, can never 
exist in the real world. Somewhere, somehow, the balance is tilted by any of 
many government interventions—Eke antitrust law itself. Once perturbed, 
moreover, the equilibrium may never right itself, as adjustments set off further 
roilings. Even so, in a “second best” world, society is not necessarily poorer, 
for resources may flow to more or less efficient uses, depending on circum
stances in a particular case.234 In sum, as detailed in Kaldor’s critique, T’Zti’ 
Irrelevance of Equilibrium Economics, allocative efficiency is “barren and irrel
evant” to “deal with the manner of operation of economic forces,” since “the 
main implications of this theory cannot possibly hold in reality.”235

233. The essential elements of economic orthodoxy are maximization, equilibrium, and optimality. 
R. Nelson & S. Winter, supra note 216, at 11-14.

234. For rudiments of the “second best” theory, see, e.g, F.M. Scherer, supra note 172, at 24-29; L. 
Sullivan, supra note 219, at 4-5.

235. Kaldor, The Irrelevance of Equilibrium Economics, in Further Essays on Economic Theory 
176, 180 (1978). See T. Balogh, The Irrelevance of Conventional Economics (1982) (criticizing 
monocausal theories that ignore political considerations and industrial changes); I. Kirzner, Competi
tion and Entrepreneurship (1973) (criticizing equilibrium theory for ignoring market process and 
entrepreneurial role).

236. R. Bork, supra note 226, at 105 (but noting qualification if governmental processes are 
misused).

237. For reliance on the long-run, short-run distinction, see Landes & Posner, Market Power in Anti
trust Cases, 94 Harv. L. Rev 937, 959 (1981) (distinction apt for “elasticities” in merger or monopoli
zation cases); Schmalensee, Another Look at Market Power, 95 Harv. L. Rev. 1789, 1795 (1982) (short 
run affected by ability to expand, long run affected by general conditions of entry); Schmalensee, On the 
Use of Economic Models in Antitrust, 127 U. Pa. L. Rev. 994, 1005-16 (1979) (distinction significant for 
assessing market power); Turner, The Role of the “Market Concept" in Antitrust Law, 49 Antitrust 
L.J. 1148 (1980) (discussing long-run vs. short-run product substitutibility). See also “objective” crite
ria to distinguish competitive from predatory pricing by short- and long-run cost tests. E.g., MC1 Com
munications v. AT&T, 708 F.2d 1081, 1112-23 (7th Cir. 1983), cert, denied, 104 S. Ct. 234 (1983). The 
vast literature is charted by Brodley & Hay, Predatory Pricing: Competing Economic Theories and the 
Evolution of Legal Standards, 66 Cornell L. Rev. 738 (1981).

Likewise delusive is productive efficiency as a source of workable antitrust 
norms. Obviously, competition is a spur to progress, and efficiency denotes 
producing more with less. But forjudging the competitive prospects of partic
ular business transactions, what is more or less efficient in a given case, and if 
so, when? According to its pithiest antitrust formulation, “productive effi
ciency consists in offering anything, whether products or services, that consum
ers are willing to pay for,” and the “relative efficiency of firms” is “measured 
by their relative success in the market.”236 Since nothing succeeds like success, 
that truism yields neither operational criteria nor predictive norms, for its cir
cularities bless what prevails in the end.

Nor does it aid antitrust norms to divide short-run from long-run efficiency 
aspects.237 Neat in theory, when does the short run end or the long run begin 
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for any given case? The long run, teaches Nobel Economist George Stigler’s 
Theory of Price, “varies with the question we ask,” but the “short run is easier 
to define”—“it is a period shorter than the long run.”238 As Frank H. Knight 
cautioned, however, “there is no division between short-period and long-pe
riod changes”; “they are of the same character” whether “the time interval 
considered is longer from zero up to infinitely long periods.”239 Paradoxically, 
what is more efficient in the short run is less efficient in the long run and vice 
versa, since it is “typical of economic phenomena that cause-and-elfect rela
tions are apt to run in opposite directions in the short run and the long run.240 
So, since time cannot be sliced like a salami, the moment of truth defies detec
tion, and antitrust law’s predictive riddles remain.

238. G. Stigler, supra note 226, at 107-18.
239. F.H. Knight. The Ethics of Competition 204 (1935).
240. F.H. Knight, The Economic Organization 15 n.3 (1951). •
241. Compare Williamson, Economies as an Antitrust Defense: The Welfare Trade-Offs, 58 Am. 

Econ. Rev. 18 (1968) and Williamson, Economies as an Antitrust Defense Revisited, 125 U. Pa. L. Rev. 
699 (1977) (trade-off analysis encourages social valuation of economies) with R. Bork, The Antitrust 
Paradox 91, 107-09, 124-29 (1978) (“trade-off" is basic principle, but incapable of empirical applica
tion tn particular cases); Fisher & Lande, Efficiency Considerations in Merger Enforcement, 71 Calif. L. 
Rev. 1649-58, 1660-61. 1695-96 (1983) (trade-off in application “impractical,” “nightmarish task” of 
"enormous cost and hopeless complexity”). But cf 4 P. Areeda & D. Turner, Antitrust Law 24-26, 
146-50, 184-99 (1980) (scope and specifications of economies defense must be defined; defense meeting 
requirements should be absolute). See supra note 132 and accompanying text (discussing limited recog
nition of efficiencies in 1984 Merger Guidelines).

242. Bork, in Judicial Precedent and the New Economics, in Changing Antitrust Standards, 
supra note 3, at 10. But cf F.H. Knight, The Ethics of Competition 189 (1935) (lamenting inade
quacies of static price theory and “circular character of the whole process”).

243. A. Marshall, Principles of Economics (8th ed. 1920).
244. A. Smith, The Wealth of Nations 11, 423, 594-95 (Mod. Lib. ed. 1937).
245. A. Marshall, supra note 243, at 757-59.

As a source of antitrust norms, then, the Efficiency Model is an illusion. 
Since allocative efficiency is indeterminate and productive efficiency is circu
lar, no legal criteria emerge for assessing competitive prospects in any given 
case. Still more so, abstract “tradeoffs” between allocative and productive effi
ciency cannot reveal antitrust policy choices.241 Both lack empirical content 
testable by proof or refutation, against which any particular transaction can be 
matched. Indeed, according to the Efficiency Model’s foremost antitrust pro
ponent, “[t]he system is entirely circular, which is its strength because circular 
logic is not rebuttable.”242 Cartels aside, the model yields no criteria to differ
entiate more from less efficient transactions in any given situation, or to tell 
what is efficient or not at any finite juncture in time. In short, while the Effi
ciency Model is a strong antidote against “oligopoly phobia,” it offers negative 
critiques but no positive norms for antitrust policies.

In retrospect, this, too, is not surprising. As the Oligopoly Model expressed 
the vision of the bygone Depression era, so the Efficiency Model reflects the 
vision of a still hoarier past. Its source of price theory is Alfred Marshall’s 
magisterial Principles of Economics, published in 1890, which rehabilitated the 
“dismal science” with an ideal of business as a guarantor of wealth.243 Elabo
rating Adam Smith’s grand vision of free trade without government med
dling,244 Marshall analyzed how the “invisible hand” ensured “the interest of 
the whole society” and what made it work.245 In a confident age of principles 
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unlocking hidden “laws of nature,” Marshall aspired to a “vertebrate science” 
of economics that fused the precision of mathematics with the rigor of physics 
into the idea of evolutionary progress.246 Marshall’s keys were laws of price 
that brought supply and demand into balance, like a “stone hanging by a 
string” moved by “the force of gravity,” within a universe of economic forces 
in equipoise.247 A towering synthesis of utilitarian thought and scientific 
method, the Principles integrated business life into an organic system con
nected by axioms of cause and effect. Its elegance of exposition immortalized 
Marshall, the founder of modern economic science, eulogized by Keynes as the 
“greatest in the world for a hundred years.”248

246. Id. at 240-49, 769 (noting “profound analogies” of “organism, whether social or physical,” 
which is “most likely to survive in the struggle for existence”). But cf. F.H. Knight, The Ethics of 
Competition 146, 341, 348 (1976) (critique of “naive” analogy as source of “common delusion that by 
the happy discovery of some formula, it may be possible to change the character and constitution of 
society in a way comparable to the modem development of technology through science”).

247. A. Marshall, supra note 243, at 323, 346.
248. J.M. Keynes, Alfred Marshall, in Essays in Biography 150, 169 (1933). See J. Schumpeter, 

History of Economic Analysis 829-40 (1954) (comparing Marshall to Adam Smith); Shove, The 
Place of Marshall’s Principles in the Development of Economic Theory, 52 Econ. J., Dec. 1942, at 295. 
Marshall’s contributions to economic theory include the concepts of elasticity and substitution.

249. A. Marshall, supra note 243, at vii, 347, 366. Marshall expected future economic science to 
devise three-dimensional curves incorporating amount, price, and time, like “cutting them out of card
board and standing them up side by side.” Id. at 809 n.2. Cf G.L.S. Shackle, Epistemics and 
Economics 286-92 (1972) (discussing Marshall’s dilemmas of time).

250. A. Marshall, supra note 243, at 366, 379.
251. Id. at 366-68, 379 n„ 342.
252. Id. at 330. Cf. the 1982 Merger Guidelines’ ingenious addition of a time dimension to market 

definition, discussed supra in notes 139 to 141 and accompanying text.
253. A. Marshall, supra note 243, at 342. But cf. F.H Knight, The Ethics of Competition 172, 

184, 186-204 (1976) (critique of static and timeless equilibrium analytics as “misleading rather than 
useful”).

254. Marshall cautioned that time is “absolutely continuous,” that “Nature knows no absolute parti
tion of time into long periods and short,” and that “what is a short period for one problem, is a long 
period for another.” A. Marshall, supra note 243, at vii.

But the Principles acknowledged a vexing dilemma: the troubling “element 
of Time, which is at the centre of the chief difficulty of almost every economic 
problem.”249 For axioms of price to keep the market in balance, time must 
stop, kept “inactive” in “a pound called Ceteris Paribus.”250 This was a “sta
tionary state” of “isolation,” which “assumed that the general circumstances of 
the market remain unchanged throughout this period; that there is, for in
stance, no change in fashion or taste, no new substitute which might affect the 
demand, no new invention to disturb the supply.”251 Necessarily, “[mjarkets 
vary with regard to the period of time which is allowed to the forces of demand 
and supply to bring themselves into equilibrium with one another.”252 More
over, equilibrium’s “nature” and “causes” will “depend on the length of the 
period over which the market is taken to extend,” while the “unit of time may 
be chosen according to the circumstances of each particular problem.”253 Es
sentially, then, the market is a function of time, varying for every situation at 
hand.254

An organon of historical sweep and shrewd business acumen, Marshall’s 
Principles reflected their era’s actual business conditions. His “representative 
firm” of the early manufacturing age, which made one product in a one-prod
uct industry of many competitors, generated “constant” economies as ma
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chines produced up to plant capacity levels, while competition kept the market 
in balance.255 By contrast, the Principles explicitly excluded the retail trades 
and the sale of products that were perishable, made to order, or by special 
design.256 Moreover, anticipating later oligopoly learning as to producers’ “in
formal agreement,” the axioms of price did not fit those industries of high up
front investment, like mining or railroads; there, deep price cuts “glut the mar
ket” and price competition “spoils the common market for all.”257 In short, 
the Principles embodied the essence of those business actualities upon which 
they were based.

255. Id. at 278-82, 317, 328, 342, 367, 376. Marshall’s disciple Pigou portrayed the “representative 
firm” as an “equilibrium firm”—the “typical firm” matching the time’s actualities of the English textile 
industry. A. Ptoou, The Economics of Welfare 790 n.l (1924).

256. A. Marshall, supra note 243, at 328.
257. Id. at 374-76, 501, 806. Those industries were “in unstable equilibrium”: “as an egg if balanced 

on one of its ends would at the smallest shake fall down and lie lengthways.” Id. at 806 n.l.
258. Id. at 772, 774.
259. Id. at 774.
260. Id. at 368. In particular, Marshall scorned “specialists who never look beyond their own do

main [and] are apt to see things out of true proportion,” while ignoring “new points of view.” Id. at 
770-71.

261. Id. at 37.
262. A. Marshall, Inaugural Lecture at Cambridge, quoted in Keynes, supra note 248, at 208.
263. Keynes, supra note 248, at 190; cf. R. Posner, supra note 192, at 13 (true test of theory is its 

utility in predicting or explaining reality).
264. See supra notes 203 to 211 and accompanying text (discussing industrial conditions in 1920s and 

1930s).

Throughout, the Principles eschewed universality and generalization, let 
alone facile predictive norms. Since conditions “are constantly changing” and 
there is “no exact repetition,” Marshall cautioned, “no economic events are 
exactly alike in all respects.”258 Consequently, “no valid argument can be 
drawn from one case to the other” unless “the difference between the two may 
be neglected as practically unimportant; and this may not be very easy, even if 
the two cases refer to the same place and time.”259 Indeed, “every plain and 
simple doctrine” as to economic relations is “necessarily false; and the greater 
the appearance of lucidity which is given to it by skillful exposition, the more 
mischievous it is.”260 On the contrary, Marshall insisted, “every age and every 
country has its own problems; and every change in social conditions is likely to 
require a new development of economic doctrines.”261 Above all, as Marshall 
taught from the beginning, economic science “is not a body of concrete truth, 
but an engine for the discovery of concrete truth.”262

In sum, the Efficiency Model distorts the vision of its creation, and yields 
false norms for antitrust law today. Omitting Marshall’s caveats as to price 
theory’s uses and limitations, the model asserts universal truths from “dia
grammatic economics—that elegant apparatus which generally exercises a 
powerful attraction on clever beginners.”263 Moreover, the model’s underlying 
actuality, the early manufacturing era’s one-product firms in competition with 
many others, ceased to be “representative” decades ago. Conspicuously, the 
model failed to fit the Depression reality of competition among the few produ
cers in stagnant industries, an actuality that the Oligopoly Model sought to 
grasp.264 Also, since the Efficiency Model shuts out all idea of change, it does 
not fit today’s diversified enterprises. As next seen, those firms deploy mobile 
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resources to innovate new products, in order to gain unique but transient com
petitive advantage, whose actuality is grasped by the Experience Curve 
Model.265 Finally, the Efficiency Model’s inbuilt ideology of the self-cor
recting market, a noble vision of a bygone era,266 is spoiled by the pervasive 
reality of government interventions—notably antitrust law itself.

265. See infra notes 273 to 279 and accompanying text (discussing fluidity of modem multi-product 
enterprises).

266. Ironically, Marshall sympathized with socialism “in every way except intellectually.” Keynes. 
supra note 248, at 238. Marshall urged “economic chivalry” and “lavish” public spending for social 
services, and yearned for a system “more effective in the production of wealth and more equal in its 
distribution.” A. Marshall, supra note 243, at 248-49, 714-21. Despite his “own tendency to social
ism,” he was repelled by the “wild rhapsodies” of socialist reformers remote from “human nature” and 
incapable of ensuring a better society. Id. at 763. See A. Marshall, Industry and Trade vii-viii 
(1919).

267. Bock, Overview, in Strategic Planning and the Future of Antitrust 3, 5. 9 (Conf. Bd. 
Info. Bull. No. 90, 1981) [hereinafter cited as Strategic Planning and Antitrust],

268. The Experience Curve Model evolved from strategic planning concepts by business consulting 
firms in order to show how multi-product enterprises deploy resources into product portfolios of vary
ing life cycles. E.g., D. Montgomery & G. Day, Experience Curves: Evidence, Empirical Is
sues, and Applications (Stanford Research Paper No. 676, 1983); Day & Montgomery, Diagnosing 
the Experience Curve, J. Marketing, Spring, 1983, at 44. For relevance to antitrust, see E. Morrison 
& R. Craswell, Papers on Business Strategy and Antitrust (FTC 1980) (discussing antitrust 
implications of product-portfolio matrix model of strategic business planning); Strategic Planning 
and Antitrust, supra note 267 (discussion by business, government, and academic participants); 
Porter, Strategic Interaction: Some Lessons from Industry Histories  for Theory and Antitrust Policy, in 
Strategy, Predation and Antitrust Analysis 449, 456-65, 493-95 (S. Salop ed. 1981) (FTC mon
ograph) (explaining Experience Curve Model as reflecting cost-reduction tendencies over time); Sha
piro, Corporate Strategy and Antitrust Policy: The Experience Curve Model, in Shifting Boundaries 
Between Regulation and Competition 11 (Conf. Bd. Info. Bull. No. 77, 1980); Sullivan, Com
ments, in Strategy, Predation, and Antitrust Analysis, supra, at 511-21 (stressing need to relate 
antitrust analysis to corporate strategy). See also Spence, The Learning Curve and Competition, 12 Bell 
J. Econ. 49 (1981) (proposing formal economic model of business learning curve). See generally D. 
Abell & J. Hammond, Strategic Market Planning 103-132 (1979) (developing strategic and prac
tical implications of experience curve effects); B. Henderson, The Concept of Strategy, in The Strate
gic Management Handbook (K. Albert ed. 1983).

C. THE EXPERIENCE CURVE MODEL: THE IDOL OF THE NICHE

[A] firm is a niche-seeker in a world of rival niche-seekers. . . . Creation and 
destruction of market niches is the hallmark of a healthy and viable competitive 
economy.

—Betty Bock, Overview, in Strategic 
Planning and the Future of Antitrust 
(1981)267

As previously shown, today’s regnant antitrust-economic models—Effi
ciency and Oligopoly—cannot yield antitrust norms capable of grasping 
change. The Efficiency Model, the idol of the curve, shuts out change in time, 
and the Oligopoly Model, the idol of the square, shuts out change in space. By 
contrast, the Experience Curve Model, which was devised by business strate
gists in the 1960s, offers a new vision of enterprise that exploits change by 
creating new products to gain a unique “niche” of temporary advantage.268 As 
previous models fit the one-product firms and industries of the past, so the 
Experience Curve fits the typical multi-business enterprises of today. Whereas 
past models posited a static unity of product, firm, and industry framed by the 
market, the Experience Curve Model’s image is the evanescent “niche” of suc
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cessive products blipping across time and space. As will be seen, the Experi
ence Curve Model offers a truer vision of contemporary enterprise conditions 
than its precursors, and its insights may generate better antitrust norms keyed 
to promote innovation and change. Although the Experience Curve, like all 
models, reflects a perishable vision, it may reorient antitrust toward more pro
ductive objectives—until an apter model comes along.

In brief, the Experience Curve Model posits that a product becomes cumula
tively cheaper as an enterprise gains experience by making more of it over 
time.269 Higher profits come from new, specialized products that satisfy buy
ers in unique ways different from rivals. Progressive cost economies per unit 
cumulate at rising volumes in the early phase of a product’s cycle, and slow 
down as demand cools, the product matures, or another gets hot. Meanwhile, 
the profitable “star” product generates cash for promising new product cre
ations that catch shifts in buyer choice. But rivals may never catch up with the 
leader, in his special “niche” of unique advantage, who profits richly from his 
headstart in the race. Instead, competitors must create their own “niche” of 
specialization in order to gain the profitable prize of leadership in the endless 
race of innovation against time.

269. Unit-cost economies are estimated at 20-30% as volume doubles in a product’s early phase. 
Bock, supra note 267, at 4. For data, see Day & Montgomery, supra note 268; D. Montgomery & G. 
Day, supra note 268.

270. A. Smith, supra note 244, at 3, 5, 11.
271. Id. at 10.
272. See supra notes 249 to 253 and accompanying text (discussing Marshall’s static premises); 1. 

Kirzner, supra note 235, at 1-87 (“neo-Austrian” critique of static price and oligopoly concepts). 
While Marshall recognized that “practice makes perfect” and skills improve with use. time was 
squeezed out by timeless scale economies of machine manufacture. A. Marshall, supra note 243, at 
250-66.

Ingeniously, the Experience Curve Model retrieves a lost insight of econom
ics. Long ago, Adam Smith perceived that “skill, dexterity, and judgment” 
promoted the “great multiplication of the productions of all the different arts” 
that promised “universal opulence.”270 As he anticipated, “the subdivision of 
employment in philosophy, as well as in every other business, improves dexter
ity, and saves time. Each individual becomes more expert in his own peculiar 
branch, more work is done upon the whole, and the quantity of science is 
considerably increased by it.”271 But Marshall’s Principles, baffled by time— 
that “chief difficulty” of economic science—froze experience accrued over time 
into the timeless axioms of price that kept markets in balance.272 Economies 
of experience were thus subsumed within the static scale economies typical of 
the one-product manufacturing plant.

By contrast, the Experience Curve Model reflects today’s diversified multi
business enterprises. Such firms generate multiple product/services, packages, 
or systems, deploy mobile resources to gain economies of scope ranging the 
entire enterprise, and cut across stable industries and markets. Typical are the 
enterprises that commercialize new microchip and satellite technologies to rev
olutionize communications—first shattering yesteryear’s telephone, radio, 
video, print, and entertainment industries, then reconstituting them into new 
knowledge and information sectors of product/service packages, systems, and 
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combinations,273 Similarly, new technologies for fuels are rearranging once- 
distinct oil, gas, and electrical or nuclear-power industries into an energy sec
tor peopled by diversified enterprises of all shapes and sizes.274 New configu
rations of financial services are reshuffling once separate insurance, banking, 
and securities sectors.275 All over, new specialty enterprises flourish in Silicon 
Valleys of innovation, carving out “niches” in electronics, pharmaceuticals, 
and servicing.276 Grasping those realities, the Experience Curve Model sug
gests how such enterprises profit by shifting their resources to create “prod
ucts” that exploit the advantage of uniqueness for fleeting time.

273. Cf. Telecommunications in the United States: Trends and Policies 1-100 (L. Lewin 
ed. 1981); J. Martin, Telematic Society: A Challenge for Tomorrow (1981); J. Martin, Fu
ture Developments in Telecommunications (2d ed. 1977).

274. Cf. D. Teece, Horizontal Integration in Energy; Organization and Technological Considerations, 
in Horizontal Divestiture in the Oil Industry 57, 61-63 (E. Mitchell ed. 1978) (diverse forms of 
energy firms).

275. Eg.. Barmash, Shaping a Sears Financial Empire, N.Y. Times, Feb. 12, 1984, § 3, at Fl, col. 2 
(Sears diversification); Blumstein, Creating New Financial Products, N.Y. Times, Aug. 8, 1982, § 3, at 
F6, col. 1 (investment-banking firms competing by creating new financial instruments).

276. See The New Entrepreneurs, The Economist, Dec. 24, 1983, at 61 (spread of knowledge-inten
sive, mobile service and high-technology enterprises backed by venture capital). Cf. Drucker, Our En
trepreneurial Economy, Harv Bus. Rev. Jan.-Feb. 1984, at 59 (new service enterprises meeting 
changing demographics of aging population and multi-earner households).

277. As of mid-1982, the services sector employed more people than did manufacturing, which 
dropped to less than one-third of the GNP. Arenson, Services: Bucking the Slump, N.Y. Times, May 
18, 1982, at DI. col. 3. Cf Service Industries as Antitrust Targets (Conf. Bd. Research Bull. 
No. 134, 1983) (antitrust aspects of service sector).

278. For various aspects, see W Abernathy. K. Clark & A. Kantrow, supra note 201, at 68 
(stress on innovation, life cycles, product flows, strategic vision, as salvation for “mature" industries); 
Goldhar & Jelinek, supra note 201, at 141 (discussing economies of scope from flexible and “custom
ized” product modifications); Hout & Salk. The Big Revolution on the Factory Floor, Wall St. J., July 12, 
1982, at 18, col. 3 (economies from robots and computers).

279. E.g., R. Bork, supra note 226, at 94-100; E. Gellhorn, Antitrust Law and Economics 51- 
56 (2d ed. 1981); P. Samuelson, Economics 459 (11th ed. 1980); cf. Spence, supra note 268, at 49, 54- 
55. 68 (noting distinctions between static scale and temporal learning economies).

280. E.g.. Scott, National Strategy for Stronger U.S. Competitiveness. Harv. Bus. Rev. March-April 

The model’s cumulative economies of experience are obvious in successive 
product “generations”—of computers, copiers, satellites, supertankers, jet 
planes, drugs, and power plants. Such economies mark the brains-intensive 
businesses of the rising “service sector” that burgeons with ideas, teamwork, 
and organization.277 Even for traditional manufacturing firms, time-based 
economies loom larger as robots and computers speed production lines, 
quicken inventory flows, and allow shorter runs of specialized product 
configurations.278

In this context, however, the Oligopoly and Efficiency Models do not fit. 
The Oligopoly Model’s image of fixed space—the market square of one-prod
uct industries where a few leaders share a common collusive prospect—cannot 
grasp the rivalry among multi-business enterprises deploying multi-product/ 
service arrays across fluid space. The Efficiency Model’s image of fixed time— 
the textbook, U-shaped curve of unit costs that fall steadily as output rises to 
capacity and then turn up279—cannot grasp the discontinuous economies of 
mobile resources deployed into successive product cycles across fluid time. In 
short, as images of modern business actualities, the Oligopoly and Efficiency 
Models increasingly fail.280
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Overall, then, the Experience Curve Model offers a truer vision of enterprise 
now. Apt for today’s managerial lore, the model catches the vogue of “strat
egy” to exploit technological change with shifting product arrays. It fits no
tions of sunrise industries, business portfolios, and product lifecycles by 
redeployment of cash flows from fading to fresh product ventures. It grasps 
new ideas of superior “nichemanship,” “customized” product designs, and 
higher value-added processes of enterprises that excel in global encounters.281 
Although the Experience Curve hardly depicts “smokestack” industries of 
large plant investments, it also suggests their salvation by more flexible pro
duction processes geared to greater specialization.282

1984, at 77, 84 (orthodox economic theories anachronistic and inept for contemporary enterprise 
policies).

281. E.g., T. Peters & R. Waterman, In Search of Excellence: Lessons from America's 
Best-Run Companies 183-93 (1983) (“nichemanship" by “firing new products into the marketplace’’); 
R. Reich, The Next American Frontier 13, 84-139, 231 (1983) (need for high technology, "custom- 
tailored,” “specialized, higher-valued products,” “flexible system" production, “high-value niches”); 
Goldhar & Jelinek, supra note 278 ("customization,” “families of product design," search for a “pro
tected market niche” to exploit know-how).

282. Goldhar & Jelinek, supra note 278, at 143 (computerized mini-mills, smaller plants, shorter 
production lines).

283. Cf. F.A. Hayek, Individualism and Economic Order 102 (1958) (process of competition a 
succession of events as one successful producer is overtaken by another); I. Kirzner, supra note 235 
(criticizing concept of market “structures,” viewing competition as entrepreneurial "process”); J. 
Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy 83-86 (3d ed. 1942) (rise and fall of monopo
lies over time).

284. Cf. Justice Department approval, subject to divestiture of two steel mills, of Republic Steel- 
LTV merger. 46 Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) 577 (1984).

285. See supra notes 99 to 130 and accompanying text (discussing paradoxes and anomalies).
286. Cf. Copperweld Corp. v. Independence Tube Corp., 52 U.S.L.W. 4821, 4825, 4828 (U.S. 1984) 

(parent and wholly owned subsidiary held incapable of antitrust conspiracy with each other; court 

For antitrust law, Experience Curve insights are pregnant. Rather than pre
dicting competitive impacts from timeless curves or static structures, the Expe
rience Curve Model focuses attention on innovative business behavior. Firms 
are no longer viewed as atoms bound by timeless forces, but emerge as oppor
tunistic profit seekers questing for unique yet transient gain. So seen, competi
tion becomes monopoly, and monopoly becomes competition, in an unending 
competitive race against time.283 In that random ruckus of rivalry, no golden 
equilibrium shines at the end of the rainbow. All norms, predictive or social, 
must then be justified afresh.

Such insights could modernize much antitrust doctrine polarized by the 
timeless statics of the regnant models. More sophisticated legal norms would 
facilitate transactions that foster innovation as the essence of competition, and 
discourage those that deter it or hold it back. Given the pliability of antitrust’s 
statutory terms and its supple Rule of Reason, criteria and presumptions based 
on Experience Curve insights could turn business incentives toward creative 
innovation, legitimize arrangements that facilitate experience, know-how, or 
technology transfers, bless aggressive product and marketing maneuvers in ini
tial phases of product cycles, and tolerate consolidations that salvage resources 
in declining industrial sectors.284

In particular, fresh insights could rescue anti-merger law from paradox and 
trivialization.285 By definition, mergers dimmish the number of autonomous 
enterprises as sources of risk-taking and innovation.286 But acquisitions may 
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also intensify competition by infusing more resources—people, money, facili
ties, or ideas—into the merged enterprise pool. Treating small or local merg
ers as presumptively unable to affect competition to a “substantial” degree, in 
time or place, would recognize the Clayton Act’s legislative purpose to disre
gard “inconsequential acquisitions” and focus attention on those large trans
actions—horizontal, vertical, or conglomerate—capable of harming a “line of 
commerce” in a “section of the country.”287 Of course, big mergers of healthy 
national or regional rivals are barred by any rational reading of the Act. The 
legality of other large transactions would turn on their foreseeable prospects, 
considering the participants’ capabilities, plans, and respective vigor, for gen
erating innovative competition from their joint resource pool. As with joint 
ventures by two firms creating a third business entity, the ultimate issue would 
then become whether, on balance, less or more “substantial” competition is 
likelier to result with or without the transaction at bar.288

noted that illegal combination between autonomous entities “deprives the marketplace of the independ
ent centers of decisionmaking that competition assumes and demands”).

287. See supra notes 76 to 79 and accompanying text (discussing legislative intent of 1950 Clayton 
Act amendments). Cf. 1976 amendments to Clayton Act, Pub. L. No. 94-435, Title II. § 201, 90 Stat. 
1390 (codified at 15 U.S.C. § 18(a) (1982)) (requiring pre-merger notification for acquisitions of $10 
million or more by any firm with $100 million or more annual sales or total assets).

Once analysis transcends narrow “product” markets, some large acquisitions might be deemed to 
impair competition, to-swwe degree, due to reduction of the merged enterprise's capability or incentives 
to innovate, elimination of existing rivalries for broad categories of consumer expenditures, or for ac
cess to capital or any other limited resource. Conversely, others may enhance innovative competition 
by infusing new capital, technology, or management into weak or declining firms. Cf. Report of the 
Attorney General’s National Committee to Study the Antitrust Laws 124-27 (1955) (multi
faceted anti-merger criteria including distinctive character of acquiring and acquired firms, and of the 
acquisition’s business context). For editorial critiques of recent large acquisitions, see The Steel Indus
try’s Tarnished Credibility, Bus. Week, Dec. 7, 1981. at 144; Steel Branches Out, Wall St. J.. Nov. 24, 
1981, at 22, col. 1 (U.S. Steel’s expenditure of $6 billion to acquire Marathon Oil rather than modernize 
steel facilities). Cf. Merger Theater of the Absurd, Time, Oct. 4. 1982, at 50-51 (costly Bendix-Martin 
Marietta-Allied takeover contest); Chavez, Du Pont’s Unconvincing Merger, N.Y. Times, Nov. 14. 1982, 
§ 3, at 1. col. 2 (criticizing du Pont’s acquisition of Conoco for excessive reliance on high-interest debt 
financing).

288. See. e.g., S. Rep. No. 427, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. (1984) and H.R. Rep. No. 656, 98th Cong., 2d 
Sess. (1984) (recommending legislation, unanimously passed by Congress, to allay antitrust concerns as 
to research and development (R&D) joint ventures by prescribing Rule-of-Reason balancing test). Cf. 
FTC's Proposed Consent Order on GM-Toyota Joint Venture, 46 Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. 
(BNA) 42 (FTC Jan. 5, 1984) (approving joint venture of U.S. and Japanese automobile manufactur
ers). See generally Brodley, Joint Ventures and Antitrust Policy, 95 Harv. L. Rev. 1521 (1982) (sug
gesting criteria fostering incentives for desirable joint ventures while mitigating anti-competitive 
effects).

Actually, such a balancing test for mergers may be simpler and sounder than the economic newspeak 
of the 1984 Merger Guidelines’ market analysis, which is based on a hypothetical price-rise and cus
tomer-reaction calculus and is qualified by open-ended conditions and provisos that permit considera
tion of “all other relevant factors.” See supra note 132. Compare S. Rep. No. 427, 98th Cong.. 2d Sess. 
(1984) (Rule-of-Reason standard requires judgment whether R&D joint venture has anti-competitive 
effects or “if any such effects are outweighed by its procompetitive effects,” in order to assess whether 
challenged program "presents a significant probability of reducing R&D competition, and thus of de
terring innovation”).

While superficially vaguer than concentration counts, such norms would 
move anti-merger law away from its specious numerology within the relevant 
market. After a transition, far better guidance would evolve from reasoned 
precedents stressing innovation—in its managerial, entrepreneurial, as well as 
technological dimensions—as the essence of modern enterprise competition. 
Such doctrines would reorient legal incentives toward more productive invest
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ments. In addition, they would halt the mindless “numbers game” of assailing 
small horizontal transactions while exempting large conglomerate mergers 
from meaningful antitrust scrutiny.

Hardly fanciful, such ideas mark telling trends of antitrust law today. Mani
fest are skepticism of market shares and concentration levels as indicators of 
competition,289 search for suppler market concepts,290 vindication of new 
product manueuvers by anticipatory capacity expansion or aggressive product 
improvements to outfox rivals.291 In a broad sense, such insights illuminate 
the Cereal Case fiasco and the IBM disaster, where antitrust norms based on 
static market structures could not accommodate innovative product prolifera
tion or explosive technological change.292

289. See, e.g.. United States v. General Dynamics Corp., 415 U.S. 486. 494-504 (1974) (watershed 
retreat from reliance on current market-share test, stress on future developments).

290. See, e.g., supra notes 139 to 141 and accompanying text (discussing “provisional market” 
concept).

291. See Hurwitz & Kovacic. Judicial Analysis of Predation: The Emerging Trends, 35 Vand. L. Rev. 
63, 92-139 (1982) (evolving criteria for pricing and innovation). Compare, e.g., Berkey Photo, Inc., v. 
Eastman Kodak Co., 603 F.2d 263, 281 (2d Cir. 1979), cert, denied, 444 U.S. 1093 (1980) (no duty to 
predisclose new product information due to need to preserve incentive for innovation) with MCI Com
munications Corp. v. AT&T, 708 F.2d 1081, 1111-23 (7th Cir. 1982), cert, denied, 104 S. Ct. 234 (1983) 
(wooden reliance on cost-based pricing criteria to judge predatory-pricing claims) and Northeastern 
Tel. Co. v. AT&T, 651 F.2d 76 (2d Cir. 1981), cert, denied, 455 U.S. 943 (1982) (same).

292. See supra notes 165 to 172 and accompanying text (discussing IBM and Cereal cases).
293. For the glossary, see Henderson & Zakon, The Growth-Share Matrix in Corporate Growth Strat

egy, in The Strategic Management Handbook app. 17 (K. Albert ed. 1983). Cf. Kiechel, The 
Decline of the Experience Curve, Fortune, Oct. 5, 1981.at 139; Kiechel. Oh Where, Oh Where Has My 
Little Dog Gone? or My Cash Cow? or My Star?, Fortune, Nov. 2, 1981, at 148.

Above all else. Experience Curve-based thinking, as antidote and alternative 
to Efficiency or Oligopoly statics, moves the idea of innovation to the forefront 
of antitrust policy concerns.

Of course, like all models, the Experience Curve has its own delusions. No 
magic formula for predicting enterprise prospects exists. Product “stars” be
come “dogs,” “cash cows” run dry, and “harvests” fail.293 Experience and 
know-how can spill over to rivals who buy, exchange, borrow, or ape it. Prod
uct portfolios spread risk, experience is golden, but nothing buys luck or guar
antees success. Indeed, for any given case, what is the “product” on which the 
model turns? How to allocate joint costs among multiple products? Where on 
the curve is now? What tells when sunrise fades and sunset begins? Moreover, 
the Experience Curve Model, like the Oligopoly and Efficiency Models, mir
rors the conditions and ideals of its own epoch. Like every model, the Experi
ence Curve is a perishable vision, and its insights, too, will someday go stale.

* * *
In sum, economic models embody the visions and conditions of a given era. 

The Efficiency Model’s images express the Victorian era’s faith in the self
correcting market, based on the competition among the many one-product 
firms of the early manufacturing age. The Oligopoly Model’s images express 
the Depression era’s belief in government intervention to cure the competitive 
inertia of industries dominated by the few. The Experience Curve Model’s 
images express the aspirations and actualities of the modem, multi-business 
enterprise organization that deploys mobile resources into new product arrays 
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in a competition for primacy by innovation. In short, each model is a mirror 
reflection of its own day and age, and distorts legal norms when conditions 
change. While, as next follows, antitrust law’s embrace of economic models is 
understandable in its own historical context, the perils of their misuse as legal 
norms are plain.

III. Economic Models and Antitrust Norms: Dilemmas of Order 
and Change

[A] fetish of “scientific method” in the study of society is one of the two most 
pernicious forms of romantic folly that are current among the educated. . . .
[A] natural or positive science of human conduct ... is not what we need; 
indeed, the idea is an absurdity.

—Frank H. Knight, The Role of Principles 
in Economics and Politics, in On the 
History and Method of Economics 260-61 
(1956)294

294. Knight’s second “folly” was “the idea that devotion to moral principles offers the solution of 
social problems.” F.H. Knight, On the History and Method of Economics 261 (1956). Cf. Bell. 
Models and Reality in Economic Discourse, in The Crisis in Economic Theory 46. Ib-Tl (D. Bell & 
K. Kristol eds. 1981) (“ahistorical and abstractly analytical” economic theory cannot provide model of 
human behavior, and “unlike physics, is not constitutive of a single underlying reality”). But cf. R. 
Bork, The Antitrust Paradox 8, 90 (1978) (“[w)ere [micro-economic theory] not a science, rational 
antitrust policy would be impossible”; “the simple ideas of economics are powerful and entirely 
adequate” for antitrust law); Bork, in Dialogue. Judicial Precedent and the New Economics, in 
Changing Antitrust Standards 5, 8 (Conf. Bd. Research Bull. No. 144, 1983) (“Once a few such 
basic premises are accepted, the rest follows like a proof in geometry”); R. Posner, Antitrust 
Analysis: An Economic Perspective 3 (1976) (“science of economics” is “essential intellectual tool” 
for “antitrust rethinking").

As we have seen, current antitrust norms are largely defined by two eco
nomic models: Oligopoly, the idol of intervention; and Efficiency, the idol of 
abstention. (The Experience Curve Model has not yet gained its place in the 
law.) How did antitrust law, a pragmatic accommodation of enterprise and 
power, lapse into bondage to economic models? And what does this bode for 
the years ahead?

A. THE EMBRACE OF ANTITRUST AND ECONOMICS: THE FAUSTIAN PACT OF
THE FORTIES

[T]he bare bones of economic theory are not worth much in themselves and do 
not carry one far in the direction of useful, practical conclusions. The whole 
point lies in applying them to the interpretation of current economic life.

—J.M. Keynes, Alfred Marshall, in Essays 
in Biography 207 (1933)

Nothing in antitrust’s genesis foretold a fusion of law and economics, or the 
rise of economists as vicars of antitrust policy. The Sherman Act of 1890 was a 
criminal statute banning monopolizations and restraints of trade. Its framers 
denounced the day’s industrial combinations for their power to extort discrimi
natory advantages, to exploit the public by raising prices, and to destroy the 
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competitive opportunities of smaller firms.295 The economists of the Gilded 
Age scoffed at the Act’s creation, which flouted their faith in the providence of 
great business organizations.296 (Oliver Wendell Holmes scorned it as “a hum
bug based on economic ignorance and incompetence.”297) In the formative 
decades of the Sherman Act, antitrust courts dealt with consolidations and 
abuses of power, and with their own role, in the tradition of equity, to dissipate 
monopoly’s ill-gotten gains.298

295. See supra notes 20 to 24 and accompanying text (discussing aspects of Sherman Act). The 
legislative history of the Sherman Act is reprinted and summarized in 1 Legislative History, supra 
note 13, at 7-363. The ingenious but idiosyncratic claim that the Act’s legislative history “displays the 
clear and exclusive policy intention of promoting consumer welfare” would legitimize reinterpretations 
comporting with the Efficiency Model. See R. Bork, The Antitrust Paradox 7, 51, 57, 61-66 
(1978); Bork, Legislative Intent and the Policy of the Sherman Act, 9 J.L. & Econ. 7 (1966). Not unex
pectedly, the 1890 debates reveal a mix of social, economic, and political concerns. Compare, e.g., 1 
Legislative History, supra note 13, at 7, 13-30, 117, 123, 127, 175-79, 184.282-84 (including concerns 
about income inequality and destruction of small business) and many contrary scholarly views dis
cussed supra at note 23.

296. See, e.g., G. Stigler, supra note 4, at 38-43 (antagonism of contemporary economists toward 
antitrust legislation); H. Thorelli, supra note 9, at 109-17 (contemporary Social Darwinian views); T. 
Cochran & W. Miller, The Age of Enterprise 124-28 (1961) (characterizing Spencer as “apostle" 
to Americans); R. Hofstadter, The Age of Reform 31- 50, 143-47 (1955) (influence of Social Dar
winism and Herbert Spencer on American social attitudes). At the time, laissez-faire “was not made the 
test of economic orthodoxy, merely. It was used to decide whether a man were an economist at all.” R. 
Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in American Thought 144 (rev. ed. 1955) (quoting Francis 
Amasa Walker).

297. Holmes-Pollock Letters 163 (M. Howe ed. 1961).
298. See, e.g.. Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 221 U.S. 1, 76 (1911) (antitrust remedies must 

“neutralize” the “continually operating force” of “power unlawfully obtained”); L. Sullivan. Anti
trust 35-39 (1977).

299. See supra notes 64 to 70 and accompanying text (discussing seminal article by Professor 
Rostow).

300. See supra notes 175 to 178 and accompanying text (discussing efforts to dismantle concentrated 
industries).

Not until the antitrust synthesis of the 1940s fused Populist ideology with 
oligopoly learning did economic models define legal norms. Inspired by the 
New Deal’s animus toward Big Business, a romantic “New Sherman Act” en
visaged antitrust law as an instrument for the “wider dispersal of power” into 
“a more competitive organization of industry” in “smaller and more independ
ent units,” by antitrust enforcement “on a grand scale.”299 The Oligopoly 
Model promised clear rules and quick results. For a generation, it propelled 
antitrust crusades against economic concentration, toward an ideal where 
political and economic pluralism converged. A brilliant vision for its era, it 
gave antitrust law a sense of direction, predictability, and purpose by ordering 
events into an overarching design.

Alas, the grand design had a twisted ending. The Oligopoly Model provided 
antitrust with grandiose plans for restructuring industries to fit the theory’s 
mold.300 But reaction to the Oligopoly Model’s extreme logic of intervention 
provoked the Efficiency Model’s extreme logic of abstention that, bit by bit, 
devours the substance and legitimacy of antitrust. For by then, it seemed obvi
ous that economic models must define legal norms. So, after the economics of 
the Oligopoly Model had given antitrust the arrogance of power, the econom
ics of the Efficiency Model doomed antitrust to defeat. Thirty years after anti
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trust law pledged its norms to economic models, the Faustian Pact of the 
forties matured.

Again, this is not altogether surprising. By the time of the Depression, a tide 
of “legal realism” had wrecked past beliefs of law as a timeless science of prin
ciples revealed by the decisions of cases.301 Moved by the New Deal’s momen
tum of crisis, bold reformers sought to reconstruct society, abetted by experts 
free of modesty or doubt. But while the new realism opened grand vistas for 
lawyers, it did not break old habits of legal thought.302 Notably, law’s yen for 
abiding principle was met by the axioms of an economic science that unveiled 
fate in buxom curves, fit chaos into squares, and fused the future with the past. 
Timeless economic models—first Oligopoly, then Efficiency—promised to end 
antitrust law’s toils and troubles of prediction, resolve its hard choices, and 
regain that lost paradise where general principles do decide concrete cases. In 
the end, idols of economic principle replaced the idols of legal principle the 
realists thought they had forever smashed.303

But like law itself, few truths of economics are final. Its visions, too, grow 
out of their day’s thought, conditions, and culture, sensing the tidal trends of a 
given age.304 In an age of faith in the divine order of nature, Adam Smith’s 
moral vision saw how the market, like an “invisible hand,” harmonized selfish 
strivings into a “universal opulence reaching down to the lowest ranks” of the 
people.305 That vision served the trend toward free trade and the Great Trans
formation from manor to mill.306 In a later age of principles revealing the laws 
of nature, Alfred Marshall’s scientific vision saw the market as a field of force 
in equipoise, where price balanced supply and demand “like a stone hanging 
on a string.”307 That vision served an era of abundance when governments left 
business alone. In the crisis age of the Depression, J.M. Keynes’ pragmatic 
vision saw the market as a social instrumentality, managed by expert elites of

301. See G. Gilmore, The Ages of American Law 86-91 (1977) (aspects of legal realism); G. 
Gilmore, The Death of Contract 12-13, 95-98 (1974) (same).

302. G. Gilmore, The Ages of American Law 87-90 (1977).
303. According to Frank H. Knight,

it is characteristic of the age in which we live to think too much in terms of economics, to see 
things too predominantly in their economic aspect; and this is especially true of the American 
people ... There is no more important prerequisite to clear thinking in regard to econom
ics itself than is recognition of its limited place among human interests at large.

F.H. Knight, The Economic Organization 3 (1951).
304. For the relation of economic concepts to their epoch's intellectual culture, see J. Bronowski &

B. Mazlish, The Western Intellectual Tradition 336-56 (1975); F.H. Knight, On the History 
and Method of Economics 3-33 (1956); J.H. Randall, The Making of the Modern Mind 500- 
OL 523-26 (1976).

305. According to Adam Smith,
Human society, when we contemplate it in a certain abstract and philosophical light, appears 
like a great, and immense machine whose regular and harmonious movements produce a 
thousand agreeable effects. . . . The idea of that Divine Being, whose benevolence and wis
dom have, from all eternity, contrived and conducted the immense machine of the universe so 
as at all times to produce the greatest possible quantity of happiness, is certainly of all the 
objects of human contemplation by far the most sublime.

Quoted in J. Bronowski & B. Mazlish, supra note 304, at 352.
306. See supra notes 247 to 257 and accompanying text (discussing Marshall’s price theory); K. Po

lanyi, The Great Transformation 135-77 (1944) (evolution of market concept in industrial era).
307. Keynes, supra note 248, at 182 n. 1 (noting Cambridge influences of J.C. Maxwell, renowned for 

the electromagnetic-force field, on Marshall’s economic thought). 
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public servants.308 That vision rationalized decades of government interven
tion, designed to improve the market’s beneficent role.309

308. See Friedman, in Keynes Centenary, The Economist. June 4, 1938. at 17 (Keynes concerned 
with economic theory only as basis for economic policy); Hayek, in Keynes Centenary, The Econo
mist. June 11. 1983, at 39 (Keynes saw economic theory primarily as tool for public policy). See gener
ally Schaefer & Schaefer, The Political Philosophy of J. M. Keynes, 71 Pub. Int. 45 (1983) (discussing 
Keynes’ elitist view of economic policy administered by detached civil servants).

309. Eg., Feldstein, The Retreat from Keynesian Economics. 64 Pub. Int. 92 (1981).
310. See The Crisis in Economic Theory (D Bell & I. Kristol eds. 1981). See also T. Balogh, 

The Irrelevance of Conventional Economics 1-11 (1981) (failures of neoclassical economic the
ory); G. Gilder, Wealth and Poverty 28-46 (1981) (failures of Keynesian policies); S. Maital, 
Minds. Markets & Money 261-80 (1982) (criticizing economics for neglecting role of interpersonal 
relationships); E. Roll, A History of Economic Thought 545-602 (4th ed. 1973) (malaise of eco
nomic theory in wake of failure of Keynesian policies); L. Thurow, Dangerous Currents (1983) 
(disarray in regnant economic theory); Cicarelli & Stuck, Economics: The Next Twenty Years, 3 J. OF 
Post-Keynesian Econ. No. 1, at 116 (1980) (within economics profession, disaffection with prevailing 
orthodoxies).

311. J. Simon, The Ultimate Resource 345-48 (1981). See generally G. Gilder, supra note 310, 
at 206-16 (1981) (genius of entrepreneurship).

312. See H. Pagels, The Cosmic Code: Quantum Physics as the Language of Life 103 (1982) 
(new worldview of random, “pinball universe”); S. Toulmin & J. Goodfield, The Discovery of 
Time 263-72 (1982) (discussing “eternal unpredictability of novelty”).

313. J. Schumpeter, Capitalism. Socialism and Democracy 84-87 (3d ed. 1942) (static price 
theory ignoring such competition “is like Hamlet without the Danish prince"). See also I. Kirzner, 
supra note 235 (neo-Austrian formulation of market process and entrepreneurship).

314. See G.L.S. Shackle, supra note 249, at 85-86 (discussing time-oriented models for predicting 
"unknowable” future).

315. R. Nelson & S. Winter, supra note 216, at 11-21.
316. See supra notes 268 to 282 and accompanying text (discussing cycles of product specialization 

that create temporary "niche” of competitive advantage).

Today, economics is a troubled science, with no towering synthesis in sight. 
Across the philosophical spectrum, thoughtful scholars lament a “Crisis in 
Economic Theory” that no longer explains, predicts, or fits.310 The malaise 
spreads from stale microeconomic models that misperceive how modern enter
prise ticks. Essentially, and in conception, they ignore the interplay of govern
ments and business organizations, neglect the spontaneous spark of 
innovation, and forget the “ultimate resource” of enterprise: the genius of the 
human mind which defies axioms, calculus, or quantification.311 Riddled by 
“externalities,” “exogenous variables,” and “market failures,” economic analy
sis tells more and more about less and less. Aloof from the upheavals of con
temporary science, economic orthodoxies cling to axioms of a timeless universe 
now shattered into a “quantum reality” of indeterminacy and chance.312

Sensing today’s moods, new economic models are in the making. Their 
starting point is Schumpeter’s vision of the “perennial gale of creative destruc
tion,” which saw innovation as the primal force behind the rise and fall of 
business monopolies over time.313 Time-oriented models peer into the “un
knowable” future, seeking out the range of factors on which enterprises base 
business decisions, in order to devise patterns of risks, probabilities, and expec
tations in typical settings.314 Models of “evolutionary change” view enterprise 
organizations as genetic carriers and mutants of business experience, adapting 
the coded grammar of past “routines” to cope with changing ecologies.315 The 
Experience Curve Model plots cumulative economies of time from product 
cycles that yield transient monopolies in a unique “niche” of specialization.316

Anticipating tomorrow’s synthesis, such new perceptions abandon the time
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less axioms of antitrust’s market-based models that profess certainty where 
none exists.317 Diverse in detail and formulation, all heed Keynes’ dictum that 
“economics is a science of thinking in terms of models joined to the art of 
choosing models which are relevant to the contemporary world.”318

317. See P. Drucker, supra note 231, at 14 (“The next micro-economics, unlike the present one. will 
be dynamic and assume risk, uncertainty, and change in technology, business conditions, and mar
kets”); F.A. Hayek, supra note 284, at 102-106 (“neglect of time element” in neo-classical theory; 
competition is “process which involves a continuing change tn the data”).

318. Quoted by Davidson, in The Crisis in Economic Theory 153 (D. Bell & I. Kristol eds. 1981).
319. See supra notes 105 to 119 and accompanying text (discussing anti-merger cases). Cf. Steel 

Branches Out. Wall St. J., Nov. 24. 1981, at 32, col. 7 (discussing U.S. Steel acquisition of Marathon 
Oil).

320. United States v. Waste Mgt., Inc., 1983-1 Trade Cas. (CCH) 1) 65,347 (S.D.N.Y. April 29, 1983).
321. See supra notes 120 to 126 and accompanying text (discussing cases involving merger overlaps).
322. See supra notes 249 to 254 and accompanying text (discussing Marshall’s concepts).
323. E.g., 1968 Merger Guidelines, 3, tn ABA Merger Monograph, supra note 76, at 210 (“A 

B. THE MISMATCH OF MODELS: MARKET AS METAPHOR

The typical antitrust case is an almost impudent exercise in economic gerry
mandering. . . . [T]he determination of markets has remained an undeveloped 
area of economic research at either the theoretical or empirical level.

—George J. Stigler, The Economists and 
the Problem of Monopoly, in The 
Economist as Preacher 51 (1982)

As a living laboratory of economic science, antitrust demonstrates why mar
ket-based models fail as legal norms. In conventional antitrust analysis, defi
nition of the “relevant” market predetermines the outcome of many cases. 
Naturally, plaintiffs want to win cases, not agonize over dilemmas. Hence, 
enforcement routines hound petty mergers that look large in trivial markets 
(e.g., frozen dessert pies, artificial Christmas trees, prison plumbing fixtures, 
etc.), while neglecting huge transactions that do not fit within some product 
market, yet pose troubling policy choices (e.g., U.S. Steel-Marathon Oil).319 
Solomonic judgments resolve epic bickers as to whether the market comprises 
only front-loading or all residential but not commercial trash hauling in Dal
las.320 Paper decrees settle large merger cases by lopping off tiny market 
“overlaps,” cutting tails off enterprises, never glimpsing the elephant whole.321 
Always the market invites artifice and contrivance, for nothing ordains where 
it begins or ends.

At fault is not mismeasurement of the market, but misconception of the idea 
of the market itself. As previously shown, Marshall’s Principles posited the 
market as an analytic figment, in frozen time, where price brought supply and 
demand into gravitational balance//'nothing changed.322 But no timeless mar
ket can frame the flux of modem enterprise that deploys mobile resources in 
multiple product/service arrays of varying lifespans and infinite permutations. 
There time is of the essence; change is the constant, and uncertainty reigns, 
hence stable markets vanish, and market-based models fail.

Fundamentally, the market is metaphor, not actuality, a mental “picture in 
our heads.” While many definitions, all circular, state attributes of what the 
market Zr,323 a market is a market is a market—there is no there, there. Like 
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law’s concept of contract, economics’ concept of market yields no answers for 
any but the blackletter textbook case. But unlike contract, which has been 
objectified by precedent, historical gloss, and case-by-case interpretation, the 
market has no objective content outside itself. Without empirical referents, 
identification of the market is perforce arbitrary, a facade for decisions else
where derived. Inevitably, the market entails a mix of intuition, judgment, and 
choice, relative for each case and every question at hand.324 (Derivative norms 
of “market power” then wax delusive or piffling, for such power exists every
where or nowhere, and becomes meaningful only as a variable of time and 
degree for any given case).325 Still an “undeveloped area” baffling economic 
science, the market at the core of antitrust-economics remains a joker, a 
“bloody mess,” an intellectual black hole.326

market is any grouping of sales ... in which each of the firms whose sales are included enjoys some 
advantage in competing with those firms whose sales are not included”); G. Stigler. The Theory of 
Price 86 (3d ed. 1966) (“the market is defined by price uniformity”); Johnson Task Force Report, supra 
note 175, at 14 (“The term ‘market’ shall mean a relevant economic market, appropriately defined” in 
reference to geographic area and product or service); Landes & Posner, supra note 237, at 937, 960 
(market defined by demand elasticities); Turner, supra note 237, at 1145, 1147 (market boundary deter
mined by “noticeable gap in substitutability”); Fisher, supra note 197, at 7, 13 (primary element in 
defining relevant market is “constraints on the alleged monopolist"); Harris & Jorde, Antitrusi Market 
Definition: An Integrated Approach, 74 Calif. L. Rev. 3 (1984) (“transactional approach” locates mar
kets in light of “protected interests” in each case by three-stage inquiry with 11 conditions, plus other 
relevant circumstances).

324. Compare supra notes 249 to 254 and accompanying text (discussing Marshall’s concepts), 
Schmalensee, On the Use of Economic Models in Antitrust, supra note 237, at 994, 1010 (market defini
tion "depends almost entirely on the question to be analyzed”), and Areeda, Market Definition and 
Horizontal Constraints, 52 Antitrust L.J. 553, 583 (1983) (need for “best possible market definition,” 
adjusted depending on “inferences to be drawn as the available information permits”).

325. Cf. Areeda, supra note 324, at 554-65 (“best indication" of market power is “that it has been 
exercised” in "persistent and grossly large” ways in “middle run”; but “questions seem endlessly circu
lar”); Schmalensee, On the Use of Economic Models in Antitrust, supra note 237, at 1004-16 (market
share measurements of market power cannot yield definite answers to relevant questions); Schmalen
see, Another Look at Market Power, supra note 237, at 1790. 1800-08 (“market power” ubiquitous, not a 
corollary of market share; temporal and behavioral assessments essential).

326. See, e.g., G. Stigler, supra note 4. at 51 (determination of markets remains "undeveloped area 
of economic research at both theoretical and empirical levels”); Glassman, Market Definition as a Prac
tical Matter, 49 Antitrust L.J. 1155, 1165 (1980) (market definition “requires the application of cer
tain economic skills and considerable creativity”; “a market is a market”, legal definitions of things 
called markets “really are not markets at all”); Turner, supra note 237, at 1150 (“whole area” of market 
definition “a bloody mess”; “the courts have simply not come up with any articulated set of legal 
principles for defining markets”); Turner, in Panel Discussion, Has Economics Revitalized Antitrust?, 52 
Antitrust L.J. 607-08 (1983) (market definition “a shambles”).

327. Cf. F. Fisher, J. McGowan & J. Greenwood, supra note 165, at 43, 97, 341-52 (market defini
tion not essential for analysis of competition; where definition crucial, it often obscures facts). Compare
C. Kaysen & D. Turner, Antitrust Policy 134 (1959) (without “minimally reasonable definition of 
markets,” criteria based on quantitative market shares become “whimsy”).

As a basis of antitrust norms, then, the market is an illusion reminiscent of 
the quest for the philosophers’ stone. Consonant with traditional antitrust ju
risprudence, the market concept may provide a rough rule of thumb, incapable 
of objective measurement or precision, to mark out a combat zone of competi
tion where relative magnitudes of business behavior and its impact can be 
judged over some particular span of time. But the market itself cannot be the 
predictive premise, the analytic constant for inferring positive or negative pros
pects of particular enterprise events in any actual case.327 To be sure, the idea 
of the market remains a noble ideal of a free society and a useful tool of eco
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nomic study. But when reified “from metaphor to algorithm,”328 the market 
feeds the naive delusion that one omnibus principle can define competition 
and reveal sound policies for steel, finance, health care, or beer.

328. J. Bronowski, The Origins of Knowledge and Imagination 61 (1978); cf. S.J. Gould, 
The Mismeasure Of Man (1981) (craniometry as specious measure of intelligence).

329. Cf. J. Bronowski & B. Mazlish. supra note 304 (discussing scientific, economic, and ethical 
norms as part of unified history of ideas). Like paradigms of “natural” science, paradigms of social 
science rise and fall as basic perceptions of actuality change. Cf. T. Kuhn, The Structure of Scien
tific Revolutions (2d ed. 1970) (succession of scientific paradigms); G.L.S. Shackle, supra note 249, 
at ii-iii, 85-86 (narrowing of economic perceptions in Victorian era mirrored historical context).

330. See T. Kuhn, supra note 329, at 64-65, 111, 148-52 (despite resistance by entrenched believers 
that “older paradigm will ultimately solve all its problems, that nature can be shoved into the box the 
pardigm provides,” new paradigm succeeds by “switch in visual gestalt” after previous paradigm 
spawns anomalies; triumph of new scientific truth due not to persuasion, but “because its opponents 
eventually die and a new generation grows up familiar with it”). Cf. P. Samuelson, Economics 693, 
789 (11th ed. 1980) (“it takes a generation for new ideas to become part of the conventional wisdom,” 
yet itself speaking of “economic laws of motion”).

331. See Report of the Attorney General’s National Committee to Study the Antitrust 
Laws 316 (1955) (consensus of leading antitrust and economic scholars that models must yield to em
pirical evidence; antitrust requirements “prescribed by legislatures and courts, not by economic 
science”).

332. See Schmalensee, Another Look at Market Power, supra note 237, at 1787, 1796-98 (discussing 
selection of models); Schmalensee, Antitrust and the New Industrial Economics, 72 Am. Econ. Rev., 
No. 2, at 24 (1982) (model selection should be consistent with relevant evidence in a particular case); 
Schmalensee, On the Use of Economic Models in Antitrust, supra note 237, at 994, 995-97, 1043-45 
(discussing need for sophisticated model selection).

333. Eg, Breyer, in Judicial Precedent and the New Economics, in Changing Antitrust Stan
dards (Conf. Bd. Research Bull. No. 144, 1983) 7-8, 11; Areeda, in Dialogue, Are Economists Taking 
Over?, in Changing Antitrust Standards, supra, at 26-27, 29, 32-33; Areeda, Introduction to Anti
trust Economics, 52 Antitrust L.J. 523, 534 (1983) (economics “informs, disciplines, and focuses” 
law).

The rub is not with economic models as models, but with their misuse as 
legal norms. Like myths, legends, parables, or fables, models tell the truth of 
their time and the moral of their age.329 Antitrust’s chosen economic models 
are not lemons; they only turn sour beyond their day. For models are the 
cultural metaphors and analytic similes of an era’s ideological vision. Perisha
ble, they spoil when they cease to fit what they purport to picture, no longer 
explain what typically goes on, and spawn anomaly and paradox once image 
and actuality get out of joint.330

Handled with care, economic models can enrich legal decisions and policy 
choices with better knowledge of how business works. If based on study of 
observed business behavior, and tendered as expert hypotheses whose underly
ing premises are made explicit and open to proof or denial, they may illumi
nate, by analogy, the situation at bar in a given case.331 Indeed, model menus 
may offer a choice among hypothetical analogs that try to match, more or less 
closely, the actual conditions of the case at hand.332 Used with candor and 
caution, not touted as truth or revelation, economic models can provide supe
rior insights to improve antitrust administration.333 But misused as norms, 
they make antitrust law doctrinaire and brittle, cut off from its historical roots, 
culture heritage, and legal traditions, unable to grow as conditions change.

C. THE DYING SYNTHESIS: ANTITRUST IN SEARCH OF ITSELF

Antitrust is a running compromise, in which distrust of power and the needfor
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“compliable” law usually have the largest say, but in which the voices of econo
mist and businessman, social reformer and lobbyist are heard in varying 
strengths at different times.

—A.D. Neale, The Antitrust Laws of the 
U.S.A. 432 (2d ed. 1970)334

334. Neale’s book is a profound and detached assessment of antitrust as a unique American 
phenomenon by a British observer of broad intellectual sweep. An updated version is A.D. Neale &
D.G. Goyder, The Antitrust Laws of the U.S.A. (3d ed. 1980). See also Dewey, The New Learning: 
One Man’s View, in Industrial Concentration, supra note 178, at 1-14 (antitrust commitment to 
decentralization); Pitofsky, The Political Content of Antitrust, 127 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1051 (1979) 
(exclusively economic approach to antitrust omits important political considerations); Sullivan. 
Economics and More Humanistic Disciplines: What are the Sources of Wisdom for Antitrust? 125 U. Pa. 
L. Rev. 1214 (1977) (antitrust implicates broad social and economic concerns).

335. Cf. supra notes 10 to 36 and accompanying text (discussing Sherman Act origins and early 
formulations).

336. Cf. supra notes 37 to 40 and accompanying text (discussing Clayton Act context).
337. T.W. Arnold, The Folklore of Capitalism 211-17 (1937) (ritual and ceremonial aspects of 

antitrust law).
338. As Mr. Dooley explained Theodore Roosevelt’s Big Stick of antitrust, "The trusts are heejoous 

monsthers built up to be th’ enlightened interprise iv th’ men that have done so much to advance 
progress in our beloved country. On wan hand I wud stamp thim undher fut; on th’ other hand not so 
fast." Quoted in R. Butterfield, supra note 24. at 328.

339. See supra notes 51 to 59 and accompanying text (discussing New Deal revival of antitrust).
340. Cf. 1 P. Areeda & D. Turner, Antitrust Law 23 (1978) (“Populist values are served, to a 

very considerable extent, by the antitrust policies that promote economic efficiency and progressiveness. 
The competitive market is one in which power is not unduly concentrated in the hands of one or a few 
firms. . . . Populist goals and efficiency goals are consistent over a wide range ”).

In retrospect, the sweep of an antitrust century is instructive. In 1890, the 
year of Marshall’s Principles, the Sherman Act negated the universality of the 
market and the laissez-faire ideology which it sustained. As an instrument of 
statecraft for a pluralistic polity that accommodated the fears of small business 
with the drive toward large-scale industrialization, antitrust strove for a supple 
balance of enterprise and power through policies of competition mediated by 
law.335 Posing a threat, symbolic or real, to the day’s great industrial aggrega
tions, the antitrust idea served to raise public expectations and to constrain the 
abuse of power by business practices that defied the mores of the time.336 Al
ways ambivalent, the antitrust myth legitimized the enterprise system,337 by 
extolling winners and consoling losers in a competitive struggle believed to be 
harsh but just. Notably, the antitrust idea deflected the time’s radical impulse 
from nationalization to reform—but “not so fast.”338

Once again, in the aftershock of the Great Depression, antitrust maintained 
the idea of a competitive enterprise system. At a critical juncture, amid severe 
recession, antitrust served the Second New Deal’s switch from that day’s radi
cal impulse toward central planning, and kept the essentials of the enterprise 
system intact.339 The grand antitrust synthesis of Populism with oligopoly 
learning not only fused political and economic pluralism into a mission to 
combat the concentration of power, but also explicated the evil in market
based, simple, quantifiable terms.340

When that synthesis unraveled, antitrust lost its overarching theme. As 
noted, technology and diversification fractured the unity of product, firm, and 
industry framed by the market, which had once given plausibility to oligop
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oly’s nexus of concentrated structure with anti-competitive behavior.341 
Transnational rivalries sundered the image of an insular market within which 
economic and political power were once thought to converge, and rendered 
industrial breakup programs absurd.342 Increasingly, the rise of brains-inten- 
sive product/service enterprises of mobile inputs, specialized outputs, and 
bursting change explodes the timeless idea of a finite market itself. Inexorably, 
the congruence of image and actuality that gave antitrust coherence for a gen
eration has disappeared.

341. See supra notes 193 to 202 (discussing changes undermining premises of Oligopoly Model). 
While 30% of the Fortune 500 businesses operated in only one line of business in 1950. by 1970 that 
figure had dwindled to 8%. Salter & Weinhold, Diversification Via Acquisition: Creating Value, Harv. 
Bus. Rev., July-Aug. 1978. at 166.

342. See supra notes 182 to 184 (discussing rise of global competition). See also Porter, supra note 
268, at 449, 493 (traditional antitrust focus on firms within U.S. boundaries rendered obsolete by shifts 
in corporate methods of competition).

343. In a strict sense, coexistence of oligopoly and efficiency is oxymoronic, since the Efficiency 
Model negates the existence of oligopoly, and the Oligopoly Model negates the existence of efficiency.

344. Scorning scientism in economics, Hayek lamented that
the numerical measures with which the majority of economists are still occupied today . . . 
are about as significant as it would be for human biology if it concentrated on explaining the 
different sizes and shapes of such human organs as stomachs and livers of different individuals 
which happen to appear in the dissecting room different from, and to resemble only rarely, the 
standard size or shapes in the textbooks. With the functions of the system these magnitudes 
have evidently very little to do.

F A. Hayek, The Political Order of A Free People 159 (1979).

Today, locked into stale economic models whose history, context, and pur
pose are forgotten, antitrust norms are no longer attuned to actualities, let 
alone larger visions of enterprise. At the extreme, to be sure, hard-core anti
trust offenses like price-fixing cartels still command a consensus in support of 
vigorous enforcement, and lead to criminal indictments, jail terms, and costly 
private treble-damage suits. But in the realm of subtler delicts, antitrust’s ani
mating sense of purpose is gone. Lingering in uneasy juxtaposition,343 the fad
ing logic of oligopoly-based norms magnifies trivia and fosters 
conglomeration, while the rising logic of efficiency-based norms compels head
long, unending antitrust retreat. Inevitably, antitrust is drifting backward, 
heading toward irrelevancy—reminiscent of the demise of the British common 
law bans on restraints of competition at the hands of judges sensing the liberta
rian “spirit of the age.”

Yet antitrust, as a “charter of freedom,” can perform a vital role for an en
trepreneurial, pluralistic society: to mitigate the paradox of order and change, 
maintaining a balance of enterprise and power serving the felt needs of a given 
age. Consonant with its formative themes of pragmatism, pluralism, and dis
trust of power, antitrust is hardly definable by monopoly meters that count 
what is assumed, not shown, to exist.344 Like the essence of sound judgment in 
important business matters, sound antitrust comes foremost from wise judges 
and good lawyers who read the antitrust statutes with an eye on history, heed 
court precedents with an ear to Congress, sense today’s currents and to
morrow’s drifts, and know the skills and the tilts of revolving enforcement 
officials. Above all, no rote principle, good for all time and for all cases, can 
provide certainty for antitrust law in times of great change.
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Until new antitrust doctrines evolve from the lessons of new experience, a 
regime of fewer but better cases makes sense. For now, an “efficiency”- 
minded antitrust era is ascendant, while inroads of global rivalries deter ambi
tious antitrust assaults at home. Meanwhile, the next generation of antitrust 
scholars may derive antitrust metaphors from contemporary visions, beyond 
regnant oligopoly or efficiency cliches. Revised antitrust doctrine, stressing 
new insights and striking new balances, would stop bureaucratic “numbers 
games” and compel reasoned explication of how, when, or why typical busi
ness transactions may help or harm innovative competition, broadly viewed. 
Instead of scoring paper triumphs in petty cases, the antitrust agencies would 
have to rethink their mission and weigh the impact of legal sanctions on enter
prise incentives against the risks of leaving well enough alone.345

345. Eminently worthwhile is the “competition advocacy” role of the antitrust agencies before Con
gress and the regulatory bodies and within the Administration, in order to espouse maximum play for 
free enterprise to gain national objectives.

Imperative and timely is reform of private treble-damage Utigation, which accounts for more than 
90% of all antitrust actions, distorts substantive antitrust doctrines, and jeopardizes competitive behav
ior in the many gray zones of interpretation. See K. Elzinga & W. Breit, The Antitrust Penalties 
75 (1976) (“treble-damage suits represent transfer of wealth from corporate sector to legal profession”); 
Rowe, New Directions in Competition and Industrial Organization Law in the U.S., in Enterprise Law 
of the 80’s 185 (1980) (“breeding a parasitic class of antitrust entrepreneurs, an elephantiasis of the 
legal profession, and a litigious elite of golden gladiators”); On Fostering Fights, N.Y. Times, Aug. 6, 
1980, at A21, col. 2 (proposing reform of private treble-damage suits).

346. Neither informing nor informed by current antitrust doctrine are current debates, for example, 
about “industrial policy.” Eg., Etzioni, The MITIzation of America?, 72 Pub. Int. 44 (1983); Gilder, J 
Supply Side Economics of the Left, 72 Pub. Int. 29 (1983); Reich, An Industrial Policy of the Right, 73 
Pub. Int. 3 (1983).

347. For embryonic discourse, see The Modern Corporation: Size and Impacts (1984) and The 
Economics of Firm Size, Market Structure and Social Performance (1980) (symposia on 
diverse manifestations and empirical bases of corporate “power”); J.K. Galbraith, The Anatomy of 
Power (1983) (sources of power); Galbraith, Power and the Useful Economist, 63 Am. Econ. Rev. 1 
(1973) (critique of neoclassical economics for ignoring power); Seneca & Haight, The Concept of Power: 
Antitrust As an Illustration, 23 Antitrust Bull. 339 (1978) (economic power must incorporate polit
ical science concepts).

348. According to Nobel economist Wassily Leontief,
Page after page of professional economic journals [is] filled with mathematical formulas lead
ing the reader from sets of more or less plausible but entirely arbitrary assumptions to pre
cisely stated but irrelevant theoretical conclusions, [that fail] to advance, in any perceptible 
way, a systematic understanding of the structure and operations of a real economic system. 

The worst sin of today’s antitrust regime of economic models is to polarize 
the discourse on abstract levels remote from large issues of the time. Profess
ing truth and narrowing intellectual horizons, the Oligopoly and Efficiency 
Models leave little scope for adapting antitrust doctrine to changing enterprise 
conditions or for illuminating the interplay of government and business to
ward national goals.346 In command of the antitrust agenda, they keep urgent 
questions from being asked: How to reorient antitrust incentives toward trans
actions promoting productivity rather than financial maneuvers? How to 
weigh today’s business diversity as a source of tomorrow’s innovation? How to 
maintain, in an age of global contest among public and private business orga
nizations, some balance, symbolic or real, of enterprise and power within a 
pluralistic state? Not the least, how is such power to be discerned or de
fined?347 Instead, steeped in metaphysical weights and measures, they talk in 
the murky code of a tong.348
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Meanwhile, they work a mischievous alchemy. Antitrust laws must assess 
competitive consequences of business behavior, yet oligopoly and efficiency 
provide polar predictive norms. Legal advocates on both sides manipulate 
them to justify intervention or abstention, and economic experts solemnly 
swear for either cause.349 If they wish, judges can close their eyes, inhale a 
model, and become prophets swallowing the whale of ideology whole. Mirac
ulously, on the same facts under the same law, directly opposite consequences 
will appear. For the chosen model treats the selfsame concentration as malign 
or benign, by “seeing” the same reality right side up or upside down.350 The 
upshot is a vendomat jurisprudence: a model is plunked in, a legal result pops 
out.351 Wittingly or not, antitrust law comes to serve the proclivities, or gul
libilities, of proponents of one or the other economic model and its hidden 
ideology within. Fulfilling the Faustian pact of the forties, the servant becomes 
the master, first abetting, then usurping, antitrust law.

Letter, Science, July 9, 1982, at 104, 107. Instructive is the scholastic brouhaha about the Lerner 
Index, scorned by Schumpeter decades ago as a “gadget” yielding “delightful simplicity.” Compare J. 
Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis 1149 n.2 (1954) with Landes & Posner, Market Power 
in Antitrust Cases, 94 Harv. L. Rev. 937 (1981) (proposing Lerner Index for antitrust analysis of mar
ket power); Four Responses, 95 Harv. L. Rev. 797 (1982) (suggesting limitations of Index).

349. E.g., Marathon Oil Co. v. Mobil Corp., 669 F.2d 378 (6th Cir. 1981) (Stigler/abstention vs. 
Scherer/intervention) cert, denied, 455 U.S. 982 (1982). See Boudin, Forensic Economics, 94 Harv. L. 
Rev. 835, 840-44 (1984); Posner, A Program for the Antitrust Division, 38 U. Chi. L. Rev. 500, 506 
(1971) (reputable economic experts support opposite sides of antitrust issues). Per Nobelist George 
Stigler,

[P]rosecution and defense [attorneys] both find economists to their liking. . . . The number 
of economists, ranging from Nobel Prize winners to graduate students no better known than 
the Unknown Soldier, who are employed in antitrust actions is large, running into the many 
hundreds. The rate of compensation for economists in this activity is not in violation of the 
federal minimum wage law. ... No one has repealed the aphorism about pipers and the 
tunes they play.

G. Stigler, The Economist as Preacher and Other Essays 46, 49 (1982). Cf. Fisher, Diagnosing 
Monopoly, 19 Q Rev. Econ. & Bus. No. 2, at 7, 33 (1979) (economists should “approach the public 
policy problems involved in these areas with a certain humility”).

350. Cf. T. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions 111, 122 (2d ed. 1970) (“the scien
tist who embraces a new paradigm is like the man wearing inverting lenses”; after “gestalt switch," 
“what were ducks” before “are rabbits afterwards”).

351. Illustrative are antitrust decisions by split votes based on acceptance of either broad competition 
or narrow efficiency premises. E.g., Jefferson Parish Hosp. v. Hyde. 104 S. Ct. 1551 (1984) (five-to-four 
split); Arizona v. Maricopa County Med. Soc’y, 457 U.S. 332 (1982) (four-to-three split); Paschall v. 
Kansas City Star Co., 695 F.2d 322 (8th Cir. 1984) (en banc) (six-to-three split); MCI Communications 
Corp. v. AT&T, 708 F.2d 1081 (7th Cir. 1982) (two-to-one split), cert, denied , 104 S. Ct. 234 (1983).

352. According to one prominent scholar, sophisticated estimates indicate that 50% to 75% of all 
antitrust decisions "have no demonstrable effect in furthering accepted economic goals." Bok, Law and 
Its Discontents: A Critical Look at Our Legal System, 38 N.Y Bar Rec. 12, 16 (1983).

Conclusion

[EJvery age and every country has its own problems; and every change in social 
conditions is likely to require a new development of economic doctrines.

—A. Marshall, Principles of Economics 31 
(9th ed. 1979)

Bereft of contemporary purpose and direction, antitrust is drifting into irrel
evancy. More and more, and increasingly apparent, antitrust is a law lacking 
vision, a refigion without a cause, a policy in search of itself.352
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But a dying antitrust “religion” is the loss of a precious cultural resource. In 
times of turmoil, crisis tempts revisions of the enterprise system toward regi
mens of centralization which, as twice before, a strong antitrust idea can serve 
to deflect. On a global scale, American antitrust themes of pragmatism, plural
ism, and distrust of power have moved statist traditions toward freer enterprise 
within the European Community and advanced industrial societies around the 
world.353 Not the least, in the quest for institutions, public or private, that are 
both enterprising and socially responsive, a reborn antitrust “religion” may 
have useful lessons to teach.

353. E.g., 2 J. Atwood & K. Brewster, Antitrust and American Business Abroad § 133-36 
(2d ed. 1981); Rowe, Enterprise Law of the 80s: An Overview, in Enterprise Law of the 80’s, supra 
note 345, at ix; Rowe, Commentary: Antitrust as Ideology, 50 Antitrust L.J. 721, 726 (1981).

Lest antitrust sink into oblivion at its centennial celebration, a large task of 
reconstruction lies ahead. But lawyers trained to look back, read close, and 
think tight may become slow learners, and unlearning is the slowest learning 
of all.
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Legal realists have argued persuasively that the rules of law do not 
determine judicial outcomes. Professor Lehman says it is because they 
cannot. Nevertheless, the formalist tradition retains a central place in 
law and legal scholarship. That is because the formalist account, inac
curate though it be, avoids a major defect in the realist account. It gives 
rules a place and allows going forward with the law. Professor Lehman 
concludes that there is a third account to consider. That account, which 
might be called intuitionism, explains how legal decisions are actually 
rendered when, inevitably, rules fail to provide a right answer.

In thefirst section of his paper, Professor Lehman makes the casefor 
the inherent incapacity of rules to provide certain answers to particular 
cases. In the second, he explains that formalism is nonetheless tolerated 
in respect to some kinds of rules more than others. In section three, he 
considers other causes for the persistence of legalformalism in the face 
of the realist critique. In section four, Professor Lehman shows that the 
problem of rule application in law is but a single manifestation of a 
problem, widespread in western thought, concerning the relation of gen
eral statements to particular instances. In section five, Professor Leh
man argues for breaking down the radical distinction between “is” and 
“ought, ” claiming that science offers a model for understanding the re
lation of legal and moral generalizations to particular cases. In section 
six, Professor Lehman concludes with a set of examples which indicate 
that such a scientific approach to rules, in which intuitions provide the 
data, explains legal behavior.

1. What is Wrong With Formalism

Today those who think about the law are in deadlock about the place of 
rules in the legal order. Two irreconcilable models are offered, neither of 
which has been able to win the field. Baldly put, according to the first, which 
we can call formalist, rules should determine how judges decide cases and can 
do so. According to the second, which we can call realist, judges do not actu-

1571
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ally decide cases on the basis of rules, but on other grounds. The more radical 
modern realists think that the claim to be guided by rules is a pretense in
tended to hide a crass political reality. In a word, then, rules are either the 
core of the legal order or a smokescreen.

No third position has seemed defensible. Were there such a position, it 
would have to take into account the criticisms that realists levy at formalists 
and, likewise, the reasons formalist tendencies persist in the face of those criti
cisms. It would seem that a third position would have to be somewhere in the 
middle, in the sense that rules would be important but not determinative. We 
have been unable to see any defensible position in this no man’s land because 
of philosophical commitments rooted in the Enlightenment, whose baleful in
fluence has been noticed in recent years by such commentators as Roberto 
Unger,1 Alasdair MacIntyre,2 and Richard Rorty.3

1. R. Unger, Knowledge and Politics (1975).
2. A. MacIntyre, After Virtue: A Study in Moral Theory (1981).
3. R. Rorty, Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature (1979).
4. Lehman. How to Interpret a Difficult Statute, 1979 Wis. L. Rev. 489.

This quandry about rules cannot be avoided so long as we accept two funda
mental enlightenment ideas, the dualism of the mind and body, which Unger 
calls the antinomy of reason and dqsire, and the related notion that desire is 
arbitrary. It is mind or reason in this enlightenment view which is assigned the 
responsibility for giving us the moral direction that our arbitrary desire cannot 
provide. The realist attack upon rules is in fact an attack upon reason as con
ceived by the Enlightenment, hence an attack upon both the epistemology and 
the anthropology of the Enlightenment. To surrender the enlightenment idea 
of reason without giving up the latter as well seems to mean giving over the 
direction of human activity to arbitrary desire. The unacceptability of that 
consequence is one of the powerful reasons formalists do not simply surrender 
to the realist critique.

A third model that resolves the quandry about rules that is embedded in 
enlightenment thought could be based upon the ancient schools from which 
enlightenment thinkers intended to free themselves. In ancient thought reason 
and desire are not separate, nor is desire arbitrary. In consequence, rational 
thought embodied in rules is not our sole defense against arbitrariness, selfish
ness, or opportunism. If rules are not our sole defense, the inability of rules to 
determine particular outcomes is not the serious threat it otherwise seems to 
be.

In this article, I try to show that the way the law really works is best ac
counted for by a model that has roots in Greek and medieval thought and 
rejects the enlightenment antinomies. I begin, however, by examining the for
malist and realist positions.

In describing the two opposing enlightenment positions previously, I fo
cused on but a single aspect of views that may be characterized in many ways. 
In an earlier article, I spoke, for instance, of legal realists and those whom I 
called historicists or positivists.4 The historicists—whom, to conform to recent 
usage, I shall here call formalists—believe the law is the body of rules, which 
judges are supposed to apply to particular cases. From the formal or historical 
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point of view, the legislature is the more important institution in the legal sys
tem. Realists, on the other hand, have said the law is not the body of rules but 
rather is the decisions of judges, a view that moves rules and the legislatures 
that make them from center stage. Realists attend to the judge because, 
whether or not they should, judges do not in fact apply rules in the logical way 
that formal theory claims. The law, then, is in the realist view what the judges 
say it is.

I adopted the name historicist for the formalist rule-appliers because the 
judges who take the formal view look to an historical event—usually an earlier 
legislative act—to guide their decisionmaking. By contrast, one might say that 
realists are futurists, for many have recommended that judges frankly look 
toward possible outcomes as the way to decide cases. (This, of course, is utili
tarianism or, more generally, consequentialism. We also speak of it as a policy 
approach.) Historicism is actually a condition of formalism. The belief that 
earlier (historical) commitments should control the present makes possible a 
fixed base on which formal analysis can proceed. I here use the name formal
ism instead of historicism so that I can engage with the Critical Legal Studies 
people for whom formalism is the enemy’s name. It is ironic that as I do so 
Roberto Unger is saying that a commitment to gapless formal analytics is not 
the centrally objectionable attribute of the formalist position.5

5. Unger, The Critical Legal Studies Movement. 96 Harv. L. Rev. 563 (1983).
6. The effort to develop a formal theory of the ratio decidendi found expression tn a series of articles 

that demonstrated the futility of the enterprise. Arthur Goodhart, in Determining the Ratio Decidendi 
of a Case. 40 Yale L.J 161 (1930), rejected—correctly, no doubt—the facially obvious possibility that 
the ratio decidendi was the same as the judge's own statement of the governing rule. Judges may err. 
One can recognize the true rule, Goodhart said, from the material facts of the case, those that the 
deciding judge selected as the basis for the decision. During the 1950s, commentators debated whether 
Goodhart's interpretative method would discover the true rule. See generally Montrose. Ratio 
Decidendi and the House of Lords, 20 Mod. L. Rev. 124 (1957); Simpson, The Ratio Decidendi of a 
Case, 20 Mod. L. Rev. 413 (1957); Montrose. The Ratio Decidendi of a Case, 20 Mod. L. Rev. 587 
(1957); Simpson, The Ratio Decidendi of a Case, 21 Mod. L. Rev. 155 (1958); Goodhart. The Ratio 
Decidendi of a Case, 22 Mod. L. Rev. 117 (1959).

In chapter 7 of Legal System and Lawyers' Reasonings (1964), Julius Stone argued that ambi
guities in judicial decisionmaking have made untenable the suggestion that there is in any case a single 
ratio decidendi. Various rules implied in different views of the facts compete to govern future cases. 
One will discover which of those rules is binding in confrontation with those future cases. The control
ling rule of ratio decidendi, then, not only is not what the judge thought it was, but also is not even in 
the decision.

American writers in the realist tradition used the term ratio decidendi in a more modest manner to 
refer simply to the court’s statement of the rule. That statement in the realist view functions only as a 
factor a later judge takes into account in decisionmaking.

Ideally, the rules of a formal system are produced by legislatures. Formal
ists tend to think of legislation as the mature form of rulemaking. Formal 
theory accounts for the common law, where earlier cases serve as precedents 
for later ones, by saying that decisions embody discoverable rules which com
mon law judges use as they would legislated rules. That it has proven impossi
ble to develop a theory for finding the embedded rule, called the ratio 
decidendi, or reason for the decision of the case, has not shaken widespread 
commitment to the formalist approach any more than has the realist critique.6

According to the formalist position, the rules, whether found in legislative 
acts or judicial opinions, constitute a system of statements from which one can 
deduce right answers to cases, ideally to any that develop. The ideal formal 
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system. Max Weber says, is gapless.7 It is a questionable case of intellectual 
economy that law and science here serve as mutually reinforcing metaphors. 
God enacted (as it were) the seamless web of heavenly statutes whose working 
explains everything that happens in the physical world. According to the same 
positivist metaphysic, history is the working out of general forces that account 
for all particulars and human social ordering is the product of laws that define 
all human social interactions. Cartesian dualism is part and parcel of legal 
formalism; mind, the distinguishing mark of human nature, is the source of the 
rules that create social order by subduing the body, our physical, emotional 
side.

7. Max Weber on Law in Economy and Society 62, 277 (M. Rheinstein ed. 1954).
8. Lehman, supra note 4, at 490-92.
9. Hart, American Jurisprudence Through English Eyes: The Nightmare and the Noble Dream, 11 Ga. 

L. Rev. 969. 970-71 (1977).

In that earlier work of mine, I also called the formalist view positivist.8 For
malists are positivists of a sort, but that does not distinguish them from realists. 
Indeed, realists can claim to be more truly heirs of positivism than ever a for
malist was, for realism rests upon the positive observation that judges exercise 
so much freedom as to discredit the claim that rules are the heart of the law. 
But realism is a second generation positivist critique of an earlier positive the
ory. It is positive fact, the earlier generation of positivists said, that law is a 
creature of the political state, which makes and enforces it. Law means that 
which is commanded and enforced. Because it comes into being only when 
and as the state says it does, there is no natural law prior or external to the 
state.

Judges in this positive state are its creatures, hired to enforce the general 
rules that the legislature has enacted. That judges sometimes pervert (one 
might say) the acts of legislatures does not prove that the legislation is not the 
law, any more than a thrown fight proves that the object of boxing is to lose. 
What observed judicial behavior proves, many people conclude, is that judges 
are not honorable or. worse, that manipulation of the law to ends personally 
chosen is perfectly honorable. Cynicism is the after-effect of the realist gloss 
upon formalist-positive legal theory, for realism seems to embody the accusa
tion that judges are not doing what political theory says that they should do. 
Instead of applying the law, they are off “doing their own thing.” Cynicism 
has been an especially grave problem in America where, as H.L.A. Hart re
minds us, judges exercise a great deal more freedom than they do in England9 
and hence are more likely to appear to be flaunting their obligation.

Those whom 1 shall now call formalists are heirs to this positivist tradition 
of political theory. What this means is that the realist attack upon formalism 
raises grave doubts about the theory by which we say democratic laws are 
legitimated. The theory is that the rules are applicable to us because a legisla
ture chosen in accord with fair election procedures enacted them. If judges do 
not apply that law, either judges are bad or the theory is wrong. In the debate 
which at first seems narrowly focused on rules, formalists are cast as the de
fenders of liberal democratic political theory against a critique, realist in ori
gin, but which Marxists now largely push, that threatens to undermine our 
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whole notion of law and political order, as well as the enlightenment theories 
of personality and knowledge.

Right now we are at a standoff. Commentators have expended great effort 
demonstrating that rules do not control judges.10 It is by now abundantly clear 
that judges do seek answers outside the bounds of statute and precedent, just 
as the realists said and just as leftists keep saying. Yet formalism maintains an 
unshakable grip on the teaching, practice, and philosophy of law. How can it 
be that the formalists do not just go away, legislatures wither, and law profes
sors cease writing the formalist articles that fill up hundreds of law journals? 
Realists and leftists, whom the persistence of formalism perplexes, are likely to 
see its hold as just another manifestation of the post-industrial state working 
out its oppressive logic.

In How to Interpret a Difficult Statute, I offered a positivist explanation of 
the persistence of formalism.11 Under the guise of formalism judges are in fact 
using a method I call equity, which is different from either formalism or real
ism. One of the characteristics of this method is that it is concerned primarily 
with the present, with the right thing to do in the case at hand, rather than with 
past or future. This approach allows judges to transcend the choice enlighten
ment models offer between the rule and the outcome. It substitutes the control 
of right for the formalist control of history, and—as Krishna admonished 
Arjuna on the field of battle—it forswears the fruits of action, in which utilita
rian realists have thought to find salvation.

Because judges using this third method say that they are concerned with 
legislative intent—rather than their own—it can pass as formalist. Judges 
seem to be referring to the same historical act that concerns the formalists. 
Actually they are referring to a sense of right or equity—one might think it 
intuitive in nature, or one might call it practical wisdom—that is little recog
nized or understood. It is important that this equitable method pass as formal
ist because reliance upon wisdom or intuition is even less defensible to the 
modern spirit than is formalism. So long as we have a pessimistic view of 
human nature, or that of a behaviorist, trusting judges’ discretion seems a sur
render to whims, taste, or class bias. Nonetheless, judging in this equitable 
way is what most judges actually do most of the time in any cases to which 
they seriously attend, and so Judge Hutcheson told us quite a long time ago.12 
Formalism persists in part because it offers a half-way respectable theory be
hind which to hide this devastating truth. This third way is, of course, the way

10. See generally Unger, supra note 5; Gordon. Historicism in Legal Scholarship, 90 Yale L.J. 1017 
(1981).

11. Lehman, supra note 4. at 492-501.
12. See Hutcheson, The Judgment Intuitive: The Function of the ''Hunch" in Judicial Decision Mak

ing, 14 Cornell L.Q. 274 (1929), where Judge Hutcheson wrote:
[Wjhen the matter is more plain, clear and liquid ... I decide the case more or less offhand 
and by rule of thumb. While when the case is difficult or involved, and turns upon a hairs- 
breadth of law or of fact ... I, after canvassing all the available material at my command, 
and duly cogitating upon it, give my imagination play, and brooding over the cause, wait for 
the feeling, the hunch—that intuitive flash of understanding which makes the jump-spark 
connection between question and decision, and at the point where the path is darkest for the 
judicial feet, sheds its light along the way.

Id. at 278.
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whose reality enlightenment thought does not accept. That is why its nature 
must be obscured by an ambiguous reliance on legislative intent. The argu
ment of that earlier article prefigured the argument here.

♦ * *

13. I borrow the term “formalist heaven” from H.L.A. Hart, The Concept of Law 135 (1961).
14. K.R. Popper, The High Tide of Prophecy: Hegel, Marx and the Aftermath, in 2 The Open Soci

ety and Its Enemies 262 (2d ed. 1952); Hempel, The Function of General Laws in History, 39 J. Phil. 
35 (1942), reprinted in Readings in Philosophical Analysis 459-71 (H. Feigl & W. Sellars eds. 
1949).

While that earlier argument is true, I believe, there was a certain facetious
ness in the manner of its presentation. I would like to redeem myself with a 
fuller account. It will take a while to get there, for first I must consider more 
specifically the inadequacy of the formalist idea that law is a rule system. We 
will then see against just what odds formalism holds on.

There is a distinction often lost track of in the critique of formalism. One 
can say either that rules do not in practice control decisions, though in some 
better world they might. One might also say that rules cannot in any world 
control decisions in the way that, in a formalist heaven, they would.13 The 
criticism of formalism can be, then, either a practical or a theoretical one.

It is easy to assume of judges who claim to take formalism seriously yet go 
on to ignore the plain meaning of words that they are simply disingenuous or 
but tools of larger historical forces. We can still imagine that rules might 
work, either with better people as judges or in changed historical circum
stances. One might then justify the faith many want so desperately to put in 
rules. (How much all of this is a problem of faith misplaced, of faith betrayed, 
of faith looking for a place to attach itself, yet fearful of further betrayal!)

Insofar as critics suggest that the failure of judges to apply rules in a formal 
manner is the result of historical forces, they remain positivists. It is a central 
tenet of positivism that human action and human history are to be understood, 
just like the material universe, in terms of the working out of general forces. 
We understand history, Popper and Hempel say, when we know the general 
rule of which a particular event is an example.14 The positivist, social-scien
tific explanation of why judges evade legal rules, then, is that judges who do so 
are in the grip of powerful, probably subconscious, rule-like forces that over
whelm the legal rules supposed to be at work. As long as we believe this, it of 
course seems plausible that the legal rules might somehow be made to displace 
those other rule-like forces.

The more general criticism of formal rule theory is that the law, like ethics, 
is an open system in which the rules cannot fully specify particular actions or 
judgments. Hence the failure of judges to apply literally the rules does not 
need social-scientific explanation. It is inevitable. Were it possible, a closed, 
formal system would always produce right results through correct analytical 
application of its rules. A system that is open will, when it is treated as closed 
and analytical, inevitably produce some wrong results. The law is like that. 
That is what all the hubbub is about. Judges narrow, extend, overrule, ignore, 
interpret, and so forth when they feel that a rule literally applied would give a 
wrong result. But the rule system itself does not tell the judge when it will do 
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so. If it could predict its own errors, the law would be in a sense closed after 
all. Whether a rule is rightly or wrongly applied, then, is answered by some 
standard or procedure external to the rule system, to whose influence the rule 
system is open.

Answering this incompleteness of the legal system is the most profound of 
modern problems. If we confess the openness of the system, our choice seems 
to be between an implausible moral reality and a desperate seeming moral 
groundlessness. That dilemma is one reason for clinging at least to the moder
ate formalism of H.L.A. Hart15 and Samuel Mermin.16 They admit the exist
ence of a penumbra of troublesome cases that the law cannot resolve. They 
assume, however, that those cases are but the visible tip—because they reach 
appellate courts—of an iceberg of ordinary cases riding below the water line of 
public or academic attention.17 Of many of these appellate cases, these writers 
say that the law has “run out.” In the vast majority of cases, which never reach 
the appellate level, the law does not, however, “run out”; it is there ready with 
an answer. Groundlessness, then, is a problem only of the uncommon and 
difficult case. It is, therefore, only a small problem in the law. The savvy of 
judges, among whom “nothing succeeds like success,” patches over that small 
void.

15. See generally H.L.A. Hart, supra note 13.
16. See generally S. Mermin, Law and the Legal System (1982).
17. See, e.g., H.L.A. Hart, supra note 13, at 124-25 (certain clear cases fall within scope of general 

rules).

But we cannot so easily dispose of the discretion of judges. It is, or should 
be. at work in all cases, not merely those found to be exceptional. Whatever 
mental or spiritual process goes under the name “exercise of discretion” 
merely gives a different result in the cases we call ordinary than in those we 
call exceptional. In the one it says that the ordinary rule applies; in the other it 
does not. Hart misses the significance of a judgment that the case before us is 
ordinary. A Martian given our statute book could not tell an ordinary case 
from an exceptional one. There is no way of knowing from the rule system 
whether the next case to be brought to our attention will call for a reinterpreta
tion, or even a rejection, of apparently applicable rules. That question is open 
in every case. Only a human being can answer it, and probably only one who 
is a part of the culture in which the issue arises can do so with confidence. The 
serious judge or practitioner will always listen with a cultivated human ear for 
the possibility that the story being told may be understood other than in the 
ordinary way. To fail to do so is to practice a mechanical jurisprudence. The 
finding that a case is ordinary is, then, the product of a sensitive and continu
ously open judgment, unless it is a simple indifference. In good practice, it is 
the case that finds the rule, in the ordinary case as well as in the exceptional 
one.

I want to reinforce the idea that the law is an open system by looking at the 
matter from several points of view. It is an insight likely to be either flatly 
rejected or all too readily assented to without recognizing its radical implica
tions. There are two sides to the coin of the openness in the law. One is that 
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the situations we are called upon to judge are infinitely variable. The other is 
that language is inherently imprecise.

Because of the infinity of possible things to say about any particular case, it 
is always possible in law and morals to question whether some condition in the 
case not mentioned in the rule removes it from the ambit of the rule. What is 
possible is also permissible. We do not consider that the answer that the rules 
apparently give is necessarily the correct—or the legally right—answer. Fur
thermore, we are prepared in suitable cases to accept a nonobvious answer as 
being right and legal. That is a factual, a positive observation of judicial and 
public behavior. What we mean by law, therefore, includes the judgments 
made outside of the formal system of rules, by which we decide whether a case 
can be concluded under the rule as written or whether the rule needs clarifica
tion or even restatement. The record of appellate decisions embodies the re
sults of our continually confronting rules with new cases. It is the cases that 
are the motive force. So long as we hold the rules constant, the cases choose 
the rules that are to apply to them.

The cases also force the restatement of rules, as when none can be found 
that seem to deal appropriately with a case in hand. One might assume that 
appellate decisionmaking allows the completion of rules adventitiously incom
plete at first drafting. One might hope that the prohibition upon lying, for in
stance, is merely the principle point, adequate for most purposes, but only the 
apex of series of statements about, say, white lies and lies to Nazis, that could 
tell us the right result in all circumstances. This is a vain hope. There is no 
closure. As Friedrich Waismann said, “Try as we may, no concept is limited 
in such a way that there is no room for any doubt. We introduce a concept 
and limit it in some directions.”18 He goes on to say, “We tend to overlook the 
fact that there are always other directions in which the concept has not been 
defined .... [It] is not possible to define a concept ... in such a way that 
every nook and cranny is blocked against entry of doubt.”19 So, we can always 
ask whether we still have a pig if the being we contemplate has only three legs 
or is blue or prefers not to roll in the mud.20 We can go on forever asking the 
kind of questions put by irritating children. We ask the same kind of questions 
in our moral dilemmas—“Is it still murder if. . . ?” No definition can tran
scend that difficulty. This I call the intransitivity of the general and the partic
ular. This intransitivity of general and particular explains why in the classical 
and scholastic tradition there was no serious claim made that one could deduce 
right action from general principle.

18. Waismann, Verifiability, in The Theory of Meaning 35, 38 (G.H.R. Parkinson ed. 1968) (em
phasis in original).

19. Id.
20. E. Butler, Pigs is Pigs, in Pigs is Pigs and Other Favorites 1 (1966).
21. Waismann. supra note 18, at 39-40.
22. Id. at 41-42.

The inevitable incompleteness of specified terms, Waismann says, is a reflec
tion of the infinite possibility of real cases.21 There are, he says, two kinds of 
inevitable incompleteness. The first exists when there is such a large number 
of tests that complete verification would be impossibly tedious.22 We could in 
principle test every even number to see if, indeed, it is the sum of two prime 
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numbers, but we would be about the task forever.23 A more profound incom
pleteness results from the possibility that the unexpected may occur, so that we 
do not know how to carry out all the possible tests.24 This more profound 
incompleteness characterizes moral and legal rules. While we can come to see 
after a case has arisen the relevance of an unconsidered factor, we have no 
principle that tells in advance what variations on the case may be significant in 
choosing or judging a course of action.

23. Id. at 4! & n.l.
24. Id. at 41-42.
25. J.L. Austin, Sense and Sensibilia 73 (1962).
26. Id. at 74, 76.
27. Id. at 74.
28. Id. at 73-74.

The impossibility of closure is witnessed in every law code by words like 
reasonable and lawful, that leave room for the decider of facts to respond to 
the particular case. J.L. Austin has called such words “adjuster-words.”25 One 
he discusses is like in the expression, “This is like a pig.”26 What that means 
is, “The subject bears a resemblance to a pig, though we are not sure whether it 
is one.”27 We need adjuster-words, Austin says, because “vocabularies are fi
nite; and the variety of possible situations that may confront us is neither finite 
nor precisely foreseeable. So situations are bound to crop up sometimes with 
which our vocabulary is not fitted to cope in any tidy, straightforward style.”28 
One might say more generally that such words are needed to deal with the 
inadequacy of any generalization when we are confronted with the boundless 
array of the particular.

Lawful and reasonable deal with the same kind of problem as does like but 
in a manner that points up a special character of moral and legal generaliza
tions. The use of like says of a difficult case that it may or may not fit within 
the presumably hard edges of a category such as pig. To use like is to accept 
the categories as given and also to abandon the effort to classify the animal. In 
law we cannot do that, for we must make decisions. Lawful and reasonable 
approach the uncertain connection between general and particular from a dif
ferent direction. They describe soft-edged categories, into which hard realities 
can be pressed without creating logical contradiction. We maintain the appear
ance of formality while actually abandoning it. We obscure the fact that the 
answer to the case is not being found within the corners of rules, but from that 
higher principle, technique, or way used to tell us when a rule is or is not 
applicable to a case.

Sometimes the peculiarities of exceptional cases become sufficiently clear to 
us that we can describe them in general words. It is this kind of refinement 
that leads us to assume that only a lack of time prevents our completing any 
given rule. But even a rule refined to the point where little advance seems 
possible still allows us leeway to act as real cases demand. We have many 
legitimate techniques for adjustment: the reasonable person standard; the 
jury’s right to nullify; unexamined, flatly conflicting precedents; such a wide 
range of possible punishments that almost any difference between offenders 
can be taken into account; listing factors to be considered rather than announc
ing rules; reference to principles and maxims that are always available in con- 
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dieting forms; and the myriad techniques at the disposal of the appellate judge 
that Karl Llewellyn discussed in The Common Law Tradition: Deciding Ap
peals.19 By these means we hide from the truth that we are not given a rule 
system to answer the moral and legal quandries that face us.

This profound incompleteness of our (moral) statements about the world is 
what led the ancients and the scholastics to distinguish the contingent from the 
certain. The certain was the world of ideas within which formal rationality, 
roughly what was for a while called the analytic, seemed successful. The con
tingent is the real world in which the certain is but poorly embodied. Practical 
wisdom is the capacity for dealing with the contingent. Practical wisdom does 
not work by formal demonstration. It may be aided by rhetorical or topical 
discourse. These, however, persuade rather than demonstrate. The search for 
a formal will-o’-the-wisp is a modern undertaking—the activity Max Weber 
called rationalization. One might think it one of the long-range consequences 
of Adam’s insistence upon eating the fruit of the tree of knowledge.

II. Kinds of Rules

Joel Handler says that I am basing a jurisprudence upon behavior in appel
late cases, which represent a small and shrinking percentage of the law busi
ness.29 30 My model does not do justice to an ever larger body of administrative 
and welfare law that is typically applied formally, according to its terms, with
out any interest in individuation.

29. K. Llewellyn, The Common Law Tradition: Deciding Appeals (1960).
30. Letter from Joel Handler to Warren Lehman (June 19, 1982) (discussing insufficiency of studying 

law through only appellate decisions) [copy on file at the Georgetown Law Journal],

There are a number of things to be said about this argument. First, rules 
applied mechanically according to their terms will usually produce a signifi
cant proportion of right answers. If rules did not embody at least statistical 
truth, they would be of no use at all. The problem is that we want a legal 
system to do better than that. We want it to give right answers even when the 
answer that the rule gives is the wrong one. It is exactly our persistent willing
ness to fudge the rules to produce right results that occasioned the realist crisis 
in confidence. Second, however, we may be willing to tolerate wrong answers 
in individual cases in order to promote other ends. Aristotle argues, for in
stance, that because law is obeyed by habit, frequent disruptive rewriting of 
rules is a bad thing. That is, however, a conscious sacrifice of the common 
legal disposition toward equitable adjustment of the rules. Moreover, the 
question when a rule ought to be let alone and when changed is itself one of 
those metalegal questions to which rules do not give answers. The resolution 
of this issue, case by case, is after all only an ordinary aspect of the problem of 
applying law. Third, in some parts of the law there is more tolerance for 
mechanical application of rules than in others—that is, a greater willingness to 
sacrifice individuation for consistency or administrative convenience. What is 
broadly called welfare law is such an area, but even in welfare law there are 
not only ambiguous statutes but pressures in the name of justice to qualify the 
application of many of the rules. Finally, it is appropriate to remark that the 
areas in which we least tolerate the mechanical application of rules are those 
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nearest the heart of the law historically and those on which the moral claims of 
law are mainly founded. For all its size and importance, welfare administra
tion is derivative and dependent.

In this section, I shall pursue this idea that legal rules are not fungible but 
are of different sorts and that the acceptability of mechanical application varies 
with the typology. I begin with the work of John Rawls, whose essay Two Con
cepts of Rules31 suggests a kind of classification firmly embedded in the liberal 
and enlightenment traditions.

31. Rawls, Two Concepts of Rules, 64 Phil. Rev. 3 (1955).
32. I shall henceforth speak of utilitarianism unqualified, but shall pay my respects here to my col

league at the University of Wisconsin Professor Terry Penner’s comment in our private conversations 
labelling Socrates a utilitarian—but one to whom the kinds of criticism made here do not apply.

33. Rawls, supra note 31, at 10.
34. Id. at 25.
35. J. Piaget. The Moral Judgment of the Child 15 (1965).

In that essay, Rawls distinguished between rules of thumb and rules taken to 
apply in a formal, controlling manner to all cases to which they appear rele
vant. The latter, he says, allow no room for reconsideration case by case. 
Rules of thumb, on the other hand, serve only as guides. They suggest solu
tions that we may adopt to avoid the labor of reconsideration, but should it 
seem wise, reconsideration is always permissible.

Rawls argues that a legal system consists of rules that are applied absolutely, 
not as rules of thumb. He takes this position in significant part because of 
concern for the ethical softness of Benthamite utilitarianism—which does not 
absolutely preclude any behavior, not even slavery, promise breaking, or 
theft.32 This moral softness seems to result from utilitarianism telling us to 
guide our action according to the utilities, which are open for case-by-case 
reconsideration. In other words, to a utilitarian, all rules are rules of thumb, 
including ones many people think should be absolute.

To Rawls and others, it seemed that the moral flabbiness of utilitarianism 
could by resolved by establishing a region of formally applicable rules that 
would prohibit morally objectionable behavior absolutely. Rawls suggested 
that a form of utilitarianism might be maintained in which the moral questions 
would concern not particular acts but the choice of generally applicable 
rules.33 Having chosen a body of rules for utilitarian reasons, we treat our
selves as having then surrendered the right to reconsider particular cases on 
their own utilities.34 35 We treat utilitarianism as having exhausted itself in the 
choice of rules that are to be applied thereafter formally. This so-called rule 
utilitarian solution is, then, a rationalization for formalism, in hopes thereby to 
establish a firm moral ground, which is needed if human desire in social inter
action is taken to be arbitrary.

Rawls’ solution combines absolute rules with a contractarian theory of prior 
commitment to the practices that embody them. We are supposed to make that 
commitment by entering upon the practice. Games provide the model for this 
notion. To reject the rules is to reject the game. If we refuse to pay rent when 
we land on another’s property, we are not playing Monopoly.

It is an error to use the rules in games to illustrate how rules work in law. 
Piaget makes the same error in The Moral Judgment of the Child33 where it is 
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not innocent, but ideological. The point that Piaget wanted to prove was that 
laws and moral rules are conventional in the same sense as are rules of games. 
He could hardly avoid that conclusion when for a study of moral development 
he chose children’s attitudes toward the rules of marbles.

Rawls amplified the analogy. Law, he said, is a practice that one enters 
upon just as one takes up a game.36 If in life one attached oneself to rules 
upon this basis, such an attachment would provide a secure foundation for 
formalism. We could be said to have surrendered the right to consider our 
actions case by case, and we could go forward, as Rawls does, to consider what 
are the right rules.

36. Rawls, supra note 31, at 26.
37. Fred and Shulamit Korn tell us of a society in which promises are understood simply as good 

wishes and not in the least as binding. Korn & Korn, Where Promises Don’t Exist, 93 Ethics 445 
(1983).

38. The movement to treat marriage contracts more formally as a way of engineering relations be
tween the sexes evidences the tendency of life to imitate theory, here contractarian theory. Whatever 
the merit of the end, the means chosen is unfortunate.

39. Macaulay, Elegant Models, Empirical Pictures, and the Complexities of Contract. 11 Law & Soc’Y 
Rev. 507 (1977).

Life, however, is not a game—neither is the law. The difference is evidenced 
by the different approach to rules in the two realms. Baseball players called 
out on strikes will not be heard to argue that the strike zone has been improp
erly defined or is not binding on them. A defendant, however, may argue that 
the rule has been misunderstood or that should not be held to apply in a case 
of this sort. In life, it is always open to us to argue the law (if we can make a 
good argument); this is much less likely to be so in games.

Indeed the whole notion of law as a practice and life as a collection of prac
tices makes sense only in a world of Weberian rationalization. We do not in 
law and life take it as the general pattern of our lives that we are bound by our 
earlier commitments to rules agreed to at our entry to a practice. Outside of 
commercial life, serious formally enforceable promises are unusual. In ordi
nary fife they are made the occasion of formalities that emphasize their excep
tional character.37 Their terms, as in marriage vows, may well be imprecise, 
leaving room for meaning to develop in experience.38 The work of Stewart 
Macaulay shows that even business practitioners, whom one might think ar
range their relations with prototypical formality, do not shape their day-to-day 
relations by contracts. They use contracts primarily as safety nets, hauling 
them out only when amicable, ongoing relations break down.39 Contractari
anism and Rawlsian theory wrongly assimilate all social life into this special 
form.

The essence of gamesplaying is the voluntary act of self-denial by which we 
agree to treat rules in the formal rather than the “rule of thumb” manner. We 
accept the chess board; the life of chess is lived on a grid in which there are 
only sixty-four admitted locations, despite the fact that there is an infinity of 
points within the bounds of the board. The difference between life and a game 
is the reduction of infinity to sixty-four sharply edged possibilities. We can 
afford the luxury of such reductionism in the way of life that we invent to play 
out upon a board or a field, but we accept that game-like reductionism only in 
certain regions of the law—not those in which we see ourselves at risk.
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H.L.A. Hart provides a starting point for considering what laws we are will
ing to treat in the more game-like way. He remarked of what he calls secon
dary rules that they seem more easily to fit the formal ideal than do primary or 
substantive rules. This should not be surprising; secondary rules in his system 
are those that tell how primary or substantive rights get created. They include 
rules about both how contracts and wills are written and how statutes are 
passed. They do not themselves speak, at least initially, to those matters of 
substance that are the stuff of our lives and concerns. We tolerate and some
times even welcome such rules being enforced in a formal, game-like manner 
(“Ah, so this is how you get a driver’s license!”). But in respect to primary 
rules—those that speak directly to the substance of rights and obligations— 
there is at least much less self-denial.

The game-like treatment that we extend to secondary rules creates, however, 
only a partial isolation from problems of interpretation and application. Even 
if we are willing to forswear the right to reconsider case by case, we may be 
puzzled by the meaning of words. When Congress said manufactured goods in 
a statute, did it mean to include a New York dressed chicken?40 What exactly 
is a case or controversy? What is to be made out of the words interstate com
merce? All presupposition that analysis is possible depends upon clear-cut 
categories in which real particulars can be placed. As we have seen, the law is 
enmeshed in strategems to hide from itself the impossibility of that idea. So 
even when we eschew concern with the first problem—the open texture of real
ity—we cannot avoid the second—the inadequacy of language to contain our 
meaning. Moreover, once we raise the question of the meaning of the words 
we are thrown back upon our judgment of the appropriate treatment of the 
actual case before us. The looseness of language and the variety of the world 
are ultimately inseparable problems.

40. See ICC v. Allen E. Kroblin, Inc., 113 F. Supp. 599, 631 (E.D. Iowa 1953) (dressed chickens not 
within statutory definition of manufactured goods).

41. See Lehman, The Earliest English Law, forthcoming in 5 J. Legal Hist. — (1985).

* * *
While we are more willing to treat procedural rather than substantive rules 

in a game-like manner, we are not uniformly opposed to treating the substan
tive that way. But there are differences among substantive rules, and they 
seem related to our tolerance of formal tendencies. Rules concerned with wel
fare we look at differently from those concerned with right.

We can see the difference clearly in simpler political systems. In early states 
there was commonly no public fisc. The king’s personal wealth supported 
what we would today call governmental activities. As the public money was 
his money, he had much the same right anyone would have to use it as he 
wished. Alfred the Great promoted public education by bringing in scholars 
and translators, founding schools, and training the judiciary. The documents 
called charters, with which he disposed of rights in his own property, would be 
drafted and read in the narrow, technical way we associate with analytics.41 
But Alfred would not have claimed any right on his own to make law. His 
dooms were not acts of will but rather efforts to get at the right. For a long 
time there has existed a difference between matters on which the sovereign 
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could properly pursue its own will and matters in which, because they concern 
the right, there is no such discretion. (In England, the area of discretion was 
called the “king’s prerogative.”) That distinction has been hidden but not 
eliminated from human experience by giving the same name, law, and a com
mon institutional form to both exterprises.

This distinction between matters to be judged according to the will of the 
sovereign and those to be judged in accord with common right or justice has 
long been recognized. In the criminal law, it is roughly the distinction between 
malum in se and malum prohibitum. It has a civil counterpart in the difference 
(roughly, again) between privately and publicly created rights. The state uses 
both civil and criminal law to forward its policies, but the distinction between 
restitution and punishment is largely independent of the state.

Welfare administration is the linear descendant of the Alfredian program of 
public education. Our commitment to and acceptance of rules in that realm is 
different from our commitment to and acceptance of right in relations with 
other people. Welfare administration can exist only in a state and is political 
in nature. Relations with others exist prior to the state and are not essentially 
political. Acceptance of the privileges and obligations of a welfare system is 
part of the acceptance of an arrangement of leadership. Acceptance of an ar
rangement of leadership has in history depended crucially on the leader’s ser
vice to a justice in relations among the people that the leader does not define. 
Loyalty to the formalities of a sovereign’s welfare system is, then, a reflex of 
the sovereign’s loyalty to the community conception of justice in human rela
tions. It is in the latter region that openness is most evident and in the former 
that formality is most readily tolerated. But even so, the formalism of welfare 
administration is more apparent than real and is always breaking down.

Where the sovereign’s will is, within broad limits, deferred to, the first ques
tion in applying law is the sovereign’s intention. Because that intention will be 
expressed in rule-like form, it has the appearance of a major premise. There is, 
however, an ambiguity that produces a rift among approaches to statutory in
terpretation. Intention, if it means anything, is an unique historical fact not 
determined by analytics. There is on the one hand the desire to turn the sover
eign’s words into a secure major premise in the positive mold and, on the 
other, the desire to undermine its particular verbal form with historical evi
dence. The conflict is illustrated by the difference between the British and 
American courts in their willingness to use the legislative record to clarify 
intention.

The formal model breaks down in other ways, too. First, in the case of a 
legislature there is no single coherent will on the basis of which to resolve the 
difficulties that inevitably arise in applying law to facts. Second, no sovereign, 
single or group, will have had intentions with respect to at least some case that 
some might think to come within the statute’s terms. Third, time may in any 
event alter the wisdom or fairness of what had been the intention at the time of 
enactment. In addition to these, which might be called internal problems, a 
statute once enacted becomes part of the framework of private lives and hence 
subject to being viewed in those terms of right and wrong appropriate to the 
common right.
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♦ ♦ ♦
A special and informative case of enactments within the domain of sover

eign discretion is those rules or parts of rules that prescribe consequences. 
Early kings who did not believe that they had the authority to make law none
theless wrote codes setting the punishment for its violation.42 We have a more 
game-like attitude toward the punishment provided in a statute, so long as it is 
evenly applied, than we do toward the definition of the offense. Gerard Mac- 
Callum has argued that what we mean when we speak of the judge’s duty to 
apply the statutes is not a duty to apply them formally, but to punish as the law 
prescribes once an offense has been found.43 This is obviously a coherent in
terpretation of judicial obligation in terms of the rules theory presented here.

There are two things to be said about the case of consequences. One is that 
we do view the treatment of consequences as a matter of sovereign discretion. 
The king is supposed to solve problems by dealing with them appropriately. 
But here again rules once in place create a structure within which decisions are 
made and life is lived; hence their application is subject to criticism in terms, 
among others, of justice.

More important for our purpose here, punishment is what is done once the 
crucial matter of the minor premise is resolved. Once we have determined that 
a case is of the sort to which specified consequences ought to apply, we are less 
likely to find the consequences themselves a controversial issue. In the crimi
nal law we choose the charge on the basis of the punishment negotiated as 
appropriate to the act. With plea bargaining, it is perfectly possible to convict 
a person of an offense that is formally improper, so long as it carries a lesser 
penalty than an offense more formally proper of which the defendant might be 
found guilty on trial. Plea bargaining illustrates dramatically what I mean by 
the case determining the rule to be applied rather than the rule determining 
how the case should come out.

♦ ♦ ♦
What I have to say about the impossibility of having a formal rule system is 

to be understood as limited by this qualification: That we are in differing de
grees willing to take the specification of conditions in a rule as complete, for 
the sake of convenience, to get along with the business of living, to promote 
consistency or predictability. Game-like surrender to formalism, however, is 
at best a useful hobble on decisionmaking and in law is, in a proper case, 
(almost?) always potentially revocable. Consider here the judiciary’s persisting 
willingness to break down the attempts of legislatures to create absolute crimi
nal liability.44 And in respect to the law that controls substantive interpersonal

42. Id.
43. MacCallum, On Applying Rules, 32 Theoria 196 (1966).
44. The law of feud and the early barbarian codes that develop from it appear to impose absolute 

liability, but early on in the history of the English central government and public law decisionmakers 
began to take state of mind into account—here at the directive of the king. For example, VI Aethelred 
Cap. 52 (1008) said:

And always the greater a man’s position in this present life or the higher the privileges of his 
rank, the more fully shall he make amends for his sins, and the more dearly shall he pay for 
all misdeeds; for the strong and the weak are not alike nor can they bear a like burden, any 
more than the sick can be treated like the sound. And therefore, in forming a judgment. 
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disputes, game-like surrender is not even presupposed.

III. Some Underlying Reasons for the Resiliance of Formalism

If formalism cannot be made to work as a universal device in judging, then 
the failure of judges to apply rules formally is neither willful nor in need of 
explanation. Why explain the failure to do that which cannot be done?

This more radical criticism of formalism is not a criticism of rules; it is a 
criticism of a theory that some offer to explain how rules do and ought to work. 
Rules do not and cannot work the way formal theory seems to imply they 
must. Man is the ghost in the legal machinery; it is human ability to recognize 
relevance and to give meaning that allows us to use general rules as a guide 
into the unmapped welter of the particular and the present. It is a facility 
without which law would be lifeless and a generalization of no practical utility. 
It does not follow from this that rules do nothing or have no purpose, or even 
that formal analysis of them is useless. Rules are a perfectly plausible human 
institution, even if the formalist explanation of them is wrong.

If rules do have a place in law—and we certainly act as if they do—it is clear 
why the realist critique has failed to drive formalism from the field. Formal
ism at the very least says rules are to be taken seriously, while the realist cri
tique leaves rules floating in midair. If, as many realists contend, outcomes 
should control judicial decisionmaking, it is hard to fathom why statutes and 
precedents have any place in the law at all. There is no obvious reason why 
attainment of policy ends should be made difficult, or even be frustrated, by 
requiring that arguments in cases be composed of useless-seeming legal build
ing blocks.

The answer that occurs to most people who think their way to this point is 
that rules and precedents are in the law to mystify it. so that ordinary people 
will need to hire lawyers, or to obscure real and probably malevolent purposes. 
The notion that law should be demystified means that the “real” bases for legal 
decision should be exposed. The “real” bases, of course, have no connection 
with the legal arguments made or the rules from which they are derived. Not 
unexpectedly, the “real” explanations are expressed either in conscious out
come terms—to achieve some (usually) economic (evil) or (occasionally) pro
gressive (good) end—or in terms of the unconscious working out of historical 
forces bent upon the achievement of such outcomes. The argument is always 
post hoc, ergo propter hoc.

The failure of the realist view is the failure of social science with its disen-

careful discrimination must be made between age and youth, wealth and poverty, health and 
sickness, and the various ranks of life, both in the amends imposed by the ecclesiastical au
thority and in the penalties inflicted by the secular law.
§1 And if it happens that a man commits a misdeed, involuntarily or unintentionally, the case 
is different from that of one who offends of his own free will, voluntarily and intentionally; 
and likewise he who is an involuntary agent in his misdeeds should always be entitled to 
clemency and to better terms, owing to the fact that he acted as an involuntary agent.

VI Aethelred Cap. 52 (1008), reprinted in The Laws of the Kings of England from Edmund to 
Henry 1 107 (A.J Robertson ed. 1925); see also II Canute Cap. 68 (1027), reprinted in The Laws of 
the Kings of England from Edmund to Henry I, supra, at 207, 209 (greater leniency shown the 
unsound because they act from compulsion). 
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gaged, outsider’s view of life. It is a characteristic social scientist’s view that 
Jews do not eat pork because of the fear of trichinosis, though a Jew would say 
that he did not because God said not to. The Jew’s is an insider’s explanation. 
Demystifying explanations are always those of outsiders; and insofar as one 
adopts the critical posture, one commits oneself to being an outsider and to 
complaining about it. It is hard for those who have adopted the outsider’s 
view to find a basis for action.45 Once having adopted the outsider’s explana
tion for the prohibition against eating pork, the force that had maintained the 
practice dissipates and with it some of what it means to be a Jew.

45. See Gordon, supra note 10, at 1054-55 (historicists’ ignorance of function of legal mythmaking 
may flaw historicist criticism of legal rhetoric).

46. Dworkin, Dissent on Douglas (Book Review), N.Y. Rev. of Books, Feb. 19, 1981, at 3.

Demystifying the law has a parallel effect upon what it means to be a judge, 
a lawyer, or subject to a legal system. Unfortunately, a great deal of legal edu
cation consists of such demystification, with the result that law students are 
given the impression that rules and legal arguments are at best meaningless, at 
worst irrational. They are left, in consequence, with highly ambiguous feelings 
about the careers they have chosen. This, if Ronald Dworkin is right, is what 
happened to Justice Douglas.46 His sound moral sensibilities had been so 
thoroughly demystified that he was no longer capable of presenting a coherent 
self through opinion writing.

The failure of the realists to offer a plausible insider’s account, an account in 
which rules can be taken as a proper object of an insider’s commitment, is 
probably the most important reason why formalism as a theory has not been 
swept from the field. As poor an account as formalism is, it is at least such as 
can give one the faith to go forward and do law.

* ♦ ♦
Yet another reason that rules persist and proliferate and that formalism re

tains its hold is the pessimistic view of human nature inherited in the modern 
world from Calvin, by way of Hobbes, and built into all of the social sciences, 
thanks to Weber and Freud. If we believe that man is natively self-interested 
in a way inconsistent with social life, a rule system is the nexus in which gov
ernment and reason cooperate to correct us so that we will live as if we were 
political animals.

This view of man encourages us to surround all of life with rules, to make 
law the gapless system within which we can give social life the workable shape 
it presumably would not otherwise have. It also encourages us to adopt a for
mal theory of rules, for a formal theory offers the hope that rules can be made 
independent of man’s untrustworthy dispositions. From the rules the brain 
can deduce the proper result in a trustworthy machine-like way—once the 
facts are abstracted from emotional detail and when also the judge is isolated 
from any interest that might corrupt his judgment. It is the so-called irrational 
in man that is the source of the difficulty and in need of control. It is the 
rational intellect, antiseptically isolated from emotional, affective, or irrational 
influences, that will properly apply the formal rules.

Formalism involves, then, not merely an intellectual commitment to a 
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creaky theory. It is needed, for lack of anything better, to allow us to go ahead 
to do law; it is part of our poltical theory; and it is of a piece with a pervasive 
anthropology. For those who believe in that anthropology, or that politics, 
formalism is a necessary article of faith. It promises sanity and order to people 
who believe that men are, in the way Holmes used the word, bad: morally 
uncommitted, self-interested actors.47 To surrender the idea that rules control 
seems a surrender to chaos.

47. Holmes, The Path of the Law, 10 Harv. L. Rev. 457, 459 (1897).
48. Richard Rorty, in Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature, supra note 3. aligns himself with 

those whom he calls “edifying philosophers"—James, Dewey. Wittgenstein, Sellars, and Kuhn, among 
others—who oppose normal discourse, in which it is assumed that there are objectively true or false 
answers to all questions. In the hermeneutic approach to philosophy, which he urges as a replacement 
for the epistemological, we are engaged in a conversation the meaning of which we cannot test by its 
correspondence to reality.

The fact that a rule system cannot work in accord with the formalist model 
means, then, that a rule system cannot carry the burden of making men good: 
a rule system depends for its application upon the sense of the people who use 
it. The poison and the antidote have been confused. Without such a sense in 
control, rules are lifeless and ultimately unusable.

IV. General and Particular as a General Problem

What 1 have said about the problem of rules in law is not local to law. It is a 
manifestation of a fundamental intellectual problem. We have been commit
ted in the West to a view that has proven very useful, but whose limitations are 
now becoming evident on all sides. The problem is illustrated by the difficulty 
in law of discovering the relation between the rule and the case. More 
broadly, one might speak of the problem of the general and the particular, or 
of concept and reality, or of mind and world.48

Most of us assume, taking it as a sound contemporary, demystified view, 
that the universe is a closed system in which all of the things and events pres
ent were embodied in prior conditions that were transformed—according to 
laws—into the present world. All of the conditions at any point are, of course, 
the consequence of similar transformations from prior conditions. The collid
ing of separate causal chains may have an air of fortuity, but is, in fact, the 
inevitable consequence of the laws of nature operating in the initial conditions 
of the universe. At one time this was understood as the conundrum of predesti
nation; now it is the conundrum of positive science.

One may ask the nature of those guiding laws. Are they mental analogues 
of forces at work? Some such supposition, despite Hume’s antiseptic skepti
cism about cause, underlies the ordinary way we think of and deal with gen
eral scientific and social scientific statements. We are disposed to think in a 
naive, ordinary way as Aquinas did, that the laws of nature are God’s enact
ments, or, if we do not believe in God, then such rules as a god might have 
enacted simply subsist. The human intellectual enterprise is to discover them. 
We treat scientific laws, then, as conceptual summaries analogous to real gen
eral forces that control particular events. (It is exactly such a view of human 
law that is unsupportable.)
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This view is most clearly rejected where one might expect it to be most 
deeply rooted—in the hard sciences. The logical, closed certainty we want in 
moral matters has little to do with the possibilities of science. It may be that in 
the 17th century one could believe that science produced certainty on its em
pirical side, as it seemed to on its logical and mathematical. The laws of physi
cal dynamics seemed to predict definitively, perhaps even to determine, the 
movements of the planets. In that simple extraterrestrial environment the sub
tle distinction between reality and our model of it came so close to disappear
ing that we could think our knowledge of planetary motion was true in a 
special way which excited, satisfied, and brooked no dispute or qualification. 
Today no scientist or philosopher of science believes that the statements of 
science have that kind of certain, absolute, deterministic relation with the ob
served world. We are all too aware of the history of science and of the succes
sion of explanatory models. The notion of causal law has collapsed into 
correlation.

The laws of science are not true in the sense that the cases obey the rules. 
Snell’s Law, which tells the angle of refraction of light passing from one me
dium to another, holds for most but not all substances. The anomalous cases 
raise the same problem for a scientific law as exceptions do for a moral law. A 
scientific law does not determine what we will find. It is only after the fact that 
we know whether Snell’s Law holds in a previously untested material. Ste
phen Toulmin suggests that holds or does not hold are the proper characteriza
tions for scientific statements rather than true or untrue.49 We sometimes 
speak that way of moral and legal statements, as we ought. Indeed, to illumi
nate his argument about the character of scientific laws, Toulmin says that “in 
this. . . respect, laws of nature resemble other kinds of laws, rules and regula
tions. These are not themselves true or false, though statements about their 
range of application may be.”50

49. S. Toulmin, The Philosophy of Science 79 (1960).
50. Id. at 161.
51. MacIntyre makes (as do others) a less ambitious claim: that human actions are of a different 

order from physical ones, not subject to the same kind of interpretation in terms of cause and effect. 
See MacIntyre, supra note 2. If this more limited claim is correct, the problem of the relation of 
general and particular does not plague the physical sciences in the same way it does ethics and the 
social sciences. The social sciences and ethics have taken over from the physical sciences an inappro
priate philosophy.

An alternative tack, which I have tentatively adopted, is that the scientific model of the physical 
universe is proving inadequate on its home ground as well. If this larger claim of mine is wrong, 
MacIntyre’s lesser included claim will, I think, still be true.

The fact that in science, as in a legal system, laws do not control cases but 
are tested by them manifests itself in another and important way: That scien
tific statements are, at least in very large realms, probabilistic. Take examples 
from two realms distant in scale and complexity: The generalizations of 
atomic physics do not tell us how any particular particle will behave, only how 
large numbers of them will distribute their behaviors; likewise, social scientific 
general statements cannot tell us conclusively how any one individual will act, 
only how in general people will act.51

1 conclude as a working hypothesis that the general and particular are in
transitive. General statements of their nature give us no certain knowledge of 
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particulars, not just in law but anywhere. These general statements are part of 
our response to the world, not of our experience of it. Experience is contact 
with particulars. We construct the general and impose it upon a world that 
manifests itself to us as particular trees, particular people, and particular at
oms. It is in that sense that the problem of the law is the problem of the gen
eral and particular, and also the problem of concept and reality or mind and 
world.

I am going to mention some other cases in which the naive, formalist view of 
the relation between general and particular has been shown in some way to 
fail. It is a miscellaneous collection; I make no claim that I have exhausted the 
matter or even that I have found the most representative examples. Nonethe
less, the variety and seriousness of the problems suggest systemic failure, not a 
need for patching.

I move from physics to history, because the way of understanding history 
plays a part in this article. The claim that the legal rule system is open, if more 
or less restrained by rules in different regions, has startling implications, for it 
applies mutatis mutandis to the pseudo-historical explanations of scientific his
tory. As it undermines legal formalism, it simultaneously undermines those 
less radical explanations of formalism’s failure to work—those explanations 
that suppose ineluctable historical forces divert judges from the path of formal 
virtue. The general and radical criticism of formal theory is that if within a 
legal system rules do not constrain or judge human action, then efforts to ex
plain particular actions as the result of historical forces cannot be adequate 
either. If the way to achieve the supposed ends of, say, the bourgeoisie were 
reduced to a rule system designed to be consciously applied, its application by 
formal standards would similarly produce results wrong and destructive in 
terms of the ends sought. This problem is not resolved by assuming that the 
supra-personal forces represented by these rules work unconsciously. The pen 
that fails on dry land will not write under water.

That claim of mine flies in the teeth of the positivist theory that to under
stand an event in history is to understand the general rule of which it is an 
example. 1 am not alone in dissatisfaction with this positivist view; indeed, 
there is a widespread disenchantment with it. The case has been particularly 
well made by William Dray in Laws and Explanation in History?1 The histori
cal explanation evidenced by the disposition of historians, Dray says, is exactly 
opposite that supposed by positivists; it is to amplify description to the point 
where a particular event would be recognized as different from any other case 
that might be thought similar. It is difficult to believe that the result of this 
process is not entitled to be called knowledge or understanding, and knowl
edge or understanding of a sort characteristically human.

Indeed, if knowing the general rule is what understanding in history is, un
derstanding is a peculiarly unsatisfying goal. At a seminar of legal historians 
at the University of Wisconsin in the summer of 1982, each of the first several 
participants began with an obeisance toward the importance of general laws in 
history. Discovery of the laws covering the case to be reported was said by 
each symposiast to be far more important than the narrative account. Each

52. W. Dray. Laws and Explanation in History 31-37 (1957). 
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confessed finding it difficult, however, to draw out that general law and asked 
for help in doing so. They then fell into their accounts. The general laws 
thereafter were not mentioned by anyone. Each plunged into the typical histo
rian’s activity of enriching and particularizing the narrative. The introductory 
remarks wearied with the pall of obligation. The jointly developed particular 
narratives were exciting and engaging. How can it be that understanding in
heres in the pallid and not in the vivid? It is a piece of intellectual puritanism, 
surely.

Dray’s criticism is only one straw in the wind. There has been a growing 
disenchantment among historians with positive (and Marxist materialist) the
ory even as such theory sinks more pervasively into the general conscious
ness.53 This disenchantment is particularly striking among Marxists, where the 
most coherent voices today are denying the corpus of material causal explana
tion that once had been accepted as at the very heart of Marxism. Those still 
hawking at the old stand are dismissed as vulgar Marxists by the new van
guard. The reason for this disenchantment is that the general rules do not 
seem to account adequately for the particulars. This disenchantment is espe
cially evident among legal historians, who have recently been surrendering the 
claim that the history of law can be fully accounted for in material terms; the 
law defends the downtrodden and helpless in a manner inconsistent with sup
posed class interests, often enough at least to subvert any simple materialist 
theories.54

53. See generally the following exchange: Trubek, Complexity and Contradiction in the Legal Order: 
Balbus and the Challenge of Critical Social Thought about Law, 11 Law & Soc’y Rev. 529 (1977); 
Balbus, Commodity Form and Legal Form: An Essay on the “Relative Autonomy” of the Law, 11 Law & 
Soc’y Rev. 571 (1977). Also see generally E.P. Thompson, The Poverty of Theory, in The Poverty of 
Theory and Other Essays 1 (1978).

54. See generally works cited supra in note 53.
55. A leading example of history as detailed narrative is C. Geertz, Deep Play: Notes on the Balinese 

Cock-Fight, in The Interpretations of Cultures: Selected Essays (1973).

Historians, always having had one foot in the humanist camp, can more 
easily forswear what was for them apparently only a temporary positivist he
gemony than can social scientists. One response has been the retailing of the 
idea that history might be told by the direct presentation of dense detail.55 It is 
the social psychologist for whom control of the general and conceptual over 
the particular and concrete remains a crippling and trivializing presupposition.

The loss of faith in the ability of the general to account for past particulars is 
accompanied by a perhaps even more widespread recognition of the inability 
of the general to account for or be depended upon to discover anything new. 
The whole of structural linguistics is an effort to find a way to explain the 
ability of people to say in new situations things never said before. (Indeed, 
structuralism in general is an effort to find a newer, deeper account of the 
driving forces of human activity, an account more complex and satisfying than 
the rule account.)

Structuralism in linguistics is only an example of the growing awareness of 
the inability of the at least heretofore available logical methods to explain the 
new. Consider the attack upon scientific method, which is offered as a body of 
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rules the following of which will lead to new knowledge.56 A similar point has 
been made about technique or technology: It is an illusion that step-wise deci
sionmaking procedures can solve the problems of either civilization or philoso
phy.57 There is no method to get new knowledge. It is a free and native 
activity in humankind, one that we do not understand, that leads to new ways 
of seeing things, to resolving problems, to making discoveries. It is as I have 
said it is in law and morals: that man is the ghost that makes rules, machines, 
and techniques appear to work.

56. See generally P. Feyerabend, Against Method: Outline of an Anarchistic Theory of 
Knowledge (1975).

57. W. Barrett, The Illusion of Technique: A Search for Meaning in a Technological 
Civilization 1-15 (1978).

58. Quine, Two Dogmas of Empiricism, 60 Phil Rev. 20(1951). Contra H. Putnam, The Analytic and 
the Synthetic, in 2 Mind, Language and Reality 33 (1975).

59. Goedel’s Theorem, which first appeared in 1931 as Proposition VI in his paper On Formally 
Undecidable Propositions in Principia Mathematica and Related Systems /, announced the impossibility 
in mathematics of a completely closed system. K. Goedel, On Formally Undecidable Proposi
tions in Principia Mathematica and Related Systems 37, 57-63 (B. Meltzer trans. 1962).

60. Moore, Moral Reality, 1982 Wis. L. Rev. 1106-16. Moore applies specifically to law the kind of 
argument that Rorty makes in Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature, supra note 3.

One might want to say that law is less like empirical science and more like 
logic and mathematics, in which analytic techniques are still useful. But we 
should be disappointed there, too. The distinction between analytic and syn
thetic has been all but surrendered;58 even arithmetic cannot be treated as a 
closed system.59 In the life of the mind no statement, not even the fundamen
tal statement of logical identity, is safe from contest by contrary experience. 
We could be forced by the conflicting manifestations of light to surrender the 
principle that a thing cannot be both “a” and “non-a.”

In the world outside, the vision that corresponds to legal formalism is all but 
dead. We are wanting for not having taken these insights, with their far-reach
ing implications, into our legal and moral theory. We live in the law and eth
ics in a backwater of intellectual conservatism.

V. The Parallel Between Science and Ethics

From this point there are two lines of inquiry I shall follow. The first con
cerns what use can a rules system possibly be. I seem so far only to have made 
rules look yet more radically unusable that the realists do. The second will be 
to expand upon the claim that man somehow fills in the gaps in a way that 
makes rule systems appear to resolve particular cases. I shall take up the ques
tion of the utility of rules first, though doing so leads to the second issue as 
well.

Michael Moore has argued against skeptics that all objections to the reliabil
ity or meaningfulness of ethical statements are equally applicable to those 
statements from science that we had all thought to be inherently more trust
worthy.60 The moral reality to which those statements refer, then, cannot be 
scouted on the epistemological grounds that for a while seemed so persuasive. 
I find Moore’s a forceful statement and shall not try to cover that same ground. 
I could not, in any event, do so nearly as well.

I do want, however, to pursue the general idea that ethics and science are 
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similar, not only for the negative point that whatever can be said of the fallibil
ity of ethical statements is equally true of scientific. For I think that we can 
find in the example of scientific generalizations a model of the place of rules in 
law and ethics. We shall find a place which, while limited to accommodate the 
critique I have been making, is nonetheless a place of power and usefulness. 
In brief, I want to say that the laws of science and rules in law are really used 
in very much the same way. That way is not primarily analytic or formal, but 
is nonetheless powerful.

The ideal of science is, from one point of view, to be a gapless system of 
descriptive statements—a system rather like a map insofar as it corresponds 
point for point with the sensible universe. The corresponding notion of law 
Max Weber called rational—a system of formal, prescriptive rules that is 
gapless in the sense that it can give answers in all cases.61 The difficulty with 
seeing that science may be a model for ethics lies in our ready acceptance of 
the idea that there is an opposition between the prescriptive and the descrip
tive. If ethics is prescriptive, science descriptive, there is an implied difference 
between how ethical statements relate to ethical reality and how scientific 
statements relate to the sensible reality that is their subject matter. In science 
the descriptive map is the dependent variable, to be adjusted as experience in 
the world dictates; in ethics, we suppose the statement system ought to control 
the world. This distinction can no longer be maintained. Ethics—general 
statements about how we ought to act—rides piggyback upon virtue; ethics is 
an intellectual construct that is useful in assisting exploration, description, and 
action, but it is incoherent as the independent judge of moral reality. In the 
same sense, analytics is an incoherent account of science.

61. 2 Max Weber, Economy and Society 656-57 (G. Roth & C. Wittich eds. 1968).
62. Quine, supra note 58.
63. Hempel, supra note 14, at 459-71.

* * *
The philosopher W.V.O. Quine thought of the statement system of science 

as a fabric of connected bits.62 I picture this fabric as looking like a magnetic 
field such as would be made to appear by disposing iron filings on a paper 
above a magnet. That image suggests how a statement system may be dis
turbed by a new fact; my existing statements rearrange themselves in response 
to new facts just as the iron filings do when a piece of steel is moved into the 
magnetic field. Larger pieces, pressed further toward the center of the field, 
occasion a greater adjustment. So the local disturbances to our statement sys
tem are handled locally, as by accepting that an address is not on West but 
upon East Washington Avenue. The discovery of ancient fossils, on the other 
hand, forces reconsideration of a wide range of historical, anthropological, and 
theological ideas.

Carl Hempel developed a similar figure, coining the term “explanation 
sketch.”63 There are two ways we relate the sketch to the world. We can im
agine our sketch being compared to reality, first to develop the sketch itself. 
When we find out a new thing, there are statements to be made that fill in 
blank spots. (The priority of reality and the descriptive character of the enter
prise are quite clear.) A satisfactory sketch is the comfort we call knowledge. 
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Perhaps more important to us, though, is the use of the sketch in discovery and 
prediction.

The connectedness that makes the system vulnerable to disruption by recal
citrant experience is the same thing that makes it fruitful, for by the connection 
of statements we are able to find mentally ground the existence of which we 
had not known. By tying statements, we can project our way hypothetically 
outwards into the solar system, backward and forward in time, inward into our 
psyches, and into the subvisible world of particle physics. We operate as we 
might in using a geological survey map to look for mineral deposits. On a map 
we might notice features suggesting such a deposit. By dropping a line, as it 
were, from the map to reality, we could see if what our statements predict is 
really there. We could then dig a hole at the place the evidence in the map 
suggests, to test the mineral deposit theory. By a similar process, men in the 
19th century predicted from the laws of planetary dynamics that an unknown 
planet might explain irregularities in the movements of the known planets. 
Telescopes were aimed where such a planet would be supposed to lie; in that 
way, Neptune has discovered. Notice that there is no certain confidence in the 
accuracy of this kind of prediction, which is only a mental construct. It sug
gests where to look: it may prove right, but will not be taken to be so without 
confirmation.

When reality has been tested, we go back to amend our statement system. 
The discovery of Neptune led to an amended description of the solar system, 
but reconfirmed the more general laws of planetary dynamics. Refining and 
confirming the map. on the one hand, and finding and producing things in the 
world, on the other, are the related ways in which we carry on intercourse 
between the mind and the world, the general and the particular. We may for
feit the promise of this adventure by getting bogged down either in data collec
tion or in the formal manipulation of the statement system. If we do the first, 
we end up with piles of information to which we have given no meaning; if the 
second, with airy structures that have no foundation in reality.

It is easy—and common—to succumb to the idea that our scientific laws, 
which are statements that exist in our heads, are more real than the sensible 
world they represent. From such a viewpoint, sometimes called idealism, the 
statement system or the ideas to which it refers is the model to which the physi
cal world ought to correspond, or even its origin or cause. There is a good 
example of this sort of confusion in economics, where all real markets fail to 
correspond to the model competitive market. Real markets are called “imper
fect” because they fail to correspond to the idea. Despite the work of 
Chamberlin, this habit of mind continues widespread.64 The mistake lies in 
treating what goes on in the world as an imperfect realization of a transcendent 
idea.

64. E. Chamberlin, The Theory of Monopolistic Competition (1948).

It is tempting to say, “What an absurd mistake!” but the temptation is a very 
seductive one. Our ideas seem to have great power. They appear to explain 
economic behavior, help us find planets, and get us to the Moon. We readily 
assume that ideas represent the motive forces of the universe. What we should 
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say, and what modem science does say, is that our statements and rules create 
usable models but not models congruent with those motive forces.

We can create models that account for observed events, but in the models we 
get those results in a different way than they are gotten in the systems ob
served. The relation of general explanation to observed reality is in some re
spect like that between a robot and a human; the robot may do things we do, 
but its machinery is different. Usable, but incompletely true, explanatory sys
tems are very familiar—as are mechanisms based upon such models that 
reproduce natural experience by artificial means. My stereo system is a mech
anism that can repeat what I have said by a different means than I would use. 
Plane geometry is a mental explanatory system or model that rests upon a 
simplification of reality, but it is useful so long as we work on a small scale and 
to relatively loose tolerances.

The mystery of science (and so of ethics) is this: That our statements about 
the world are always partial or imperfect rather than exactly congruent, yet 
they seem too close to right to say that they bear no relation to the structure of 
the universe. We do not know how that could be. We do not see how they 
could be less than perfect without being completely conventional—totally un
grounded in the reality they report upon. That is the problem with rules. For
malism assumes the idealist relations between statement and reality; it 
crumbles before the charge that the world does not work as formalism says it 
should. But the nominalist or conventionalist alternative will not do either. 
The descriptions, rules, and meanings that our minds provide are extraordi
narily powerful—for the kinds of beings we are, living in the kind of world in 
which we live.

Wittgenstein used the notion “way of life” to mediate this paradox. It is a 
way of living in the physical world. A way of life takes form in one of the 
many settings that we have constructed to help us understand and live within 
the physical world. Despite the fact that language (and all else about us) is 
conventional, in the sense that it could have been otherwise, in context it takes 
on rigidity because of its use and meaning within a way of life. Law and lan
guage are, as it were, exoskeletal. Without their setting, they may be shapeless 
and malleable, but in context they have a backbone that cannot be ignored.65

65. This rigidity in both language and law explains the megalomaniacal character of suggestions that 
we should change by act of will the meaning of such a fundamental term as property. See C.B. Mac
pherson, A Political Theory of Property, in Democratic Theory: Essays in Retrieval 120 (1973). 
Property is not simply a name into which we can put any content. The relations between the things to 
which we give the name property are, in Wittgenstein’s terms again, familial: each use shares features 
with all others, but not necessarily the same feature, so that it is not possible to isolate any specific set as 
characterizing the family. The family of property is nonetheless real, which means rigid in use despite 
the appearance of conventionality.

The negative side of this is that in science, just as in theology, reason is the 
Devil’s Whore. It leads us to believe that we know, then finally fails us. We 
no more fully understand gravity through a mathematical report of its effect 
than we understand hari-kari without being tempted to it, or the religious 
man’s God without feeling love. Gravity is not a formula but a force. The 
medium of rational statement is of a different order than the medium of physi
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cal being and stands to it as a photograph does; it can never embody the full 
reality of its subject.

The limitations upon our apprehension of the subject are created by the 
mechanisms with which we observe and report it. The heavens appear differ
ently to a radio telescope than they do to the human eye. It makes no sense to 
call either reading untrue, yet there is also a sense in which we can say that 
neither is true. A digital decoder reads and reports music in a peculiar way, 
dividing what is continuous into discrete bits. The rationally used language in 
which we report the universe is like a digital decoder insofar as it reports real
ity as discontinuous. We treat general words as square cornered, like spaces 
on a chessboard, so that we can say a thing either is or is not within the space 
the word represents. Used that way, general words (and hence the statements 
in which they occur) are two faced. They are blocks to truth, because nature is 
not square cornered; yet, by assuming square corneredness in the world, logic 
becomes powerful. The machine reason, by which we report the world, for all 
its power, inevitably diverges from reality, as a tangent pulls away from an arc. 
That is why in both science and morals the intercourse between mind and 
experience is a two-way street.

♦ * *

66. St. Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theolooia, pt. I, bk. II. Q.93, Al.
67. Id. at Q.91, A2.

It is clear that science leaves no room for believing in the priority of our 
ideas stated as laws. We assume matters are different with ethics. There, ide
alism and the longings of idealism maintain a firm hold, based upon our sup
position of a crucial difference between prescription and description.

That clear-seeming distinction is a quite recent belief. It will help to under
mine it to remember that at one time the statements we distinguish as scientific 
and ethical were not thought significantly different. In the Middle Ages, phi
losophers saw the universe as a kingdom ruled by a God and that God as a 
lawmaker who fixed the rules according to which everything in the universe 
existed and operated. Law, Aquinas said, is that which directs behavior.66 
The law that directs the behavior of stars and atoms and sunflowers is instilled 
in them, in a manner we might identify with instinct: that is, it disposes them 
to act in a certain way. It is not told to them in hopes that somehow they will 
hear and obey.

This is also true of man, another part of the universe. He has a disposition 
to do good that is built into him. For Aquinas, the law that a person shall seek 
the good is essentially the same as the Second Law of Thermodynamics—a 
description of God’s will for the order of the universe embodied in us as an 
inclination that is working itself out.67

But the case of man, in the scholastic view, is more complicated—for man is 
a divided being, part spiritual and part physical. In that divided nature lies 
freedom, conflict, and the possibility of disobedience. Man, insofar as he is 
animal, experiences his natural inclinations just as do animals. Aquinas says, 
however, that by possession of reason, man participates in the divine and has a 
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higher end.68 That higher end requires that man be sometimes directed by his 
reason to restrain animal inclinations, for while the animal is not evil in itself, 
it can give directions inappropriate in light of our higher end. The reasoning 
mind knows the natural right because it has instilled in it at least a large meas
ure of the special good appropriate to man, just as the body knows the animal 
good. In the possession of these two sometimes conflicting guides, there is im
plied a freedom, existing nowhere else in the universe, to err or to give way to 
corruption and so not to do the good appropriate to us. Whatever the corrup
tion, however, Aquinas believed that it could never completely blot out the 
inclination and the understanding reason.69 As Aquinas saw it, then, all God’s 
law, natural and of nature, is of the same sort, a rule of divine reason disposing 
its subject to act as it is supposed to. The only difference between men and 
animals is the freedom each man has to resist one law and surrender to 
another.

68. Id. at Q.91, A4.
69. Id. at Q.94, A6.
70. Id. at Q.93, A2.
71. J. Austin, The Province of Jurisprudence Determined (London 1832).
72. Id. at 4.

The statements in God’s mind control the world because they are embodied 
in the world. The world and the statements are, as it were, one act. The laws 
are not issued for the control of pre-existing things, as if God created a lot of 
planets and then issued dynamic laws to keep those planets moving. And, in 
being embodied as an inclination, the ideas are more than words which have 
no active power. Man, in Aquinas’ view, may discover those laws that are 
both in the mind of God and embodied in the world by reading the book of the 
world.70

In such a universe the difference we see between is and ought, and hence, 
between scientific and ethical statements, is hardly as important or clear cut as 
it seems to us. The radical distinction between ethics and science, so natural 
seeming in the 20th century, was drawn for lawyers in the work of the 19th- 
century legal philosopher John Austin. He said that the initial problem for a 
philosopher of law was to clear up the confusion, wrought by such as Aquinas 
and perpetuated then most recently by Blackstone, between laws of nature and 
natural laws. Austin called his work The Province of Jurisprudence Deter
mined,71 indicating his purpose to distinguish law properly so called from that 
which is only similar to law or metaphorically law. “There are,” he said, “[nu
merous] applications of the term law [which] rest upon a slender analogy and 
are merely metaphorical or figurative. Such is the case,” he went on to say, 
“when we talk of laws observed by lower animals; of laws regulating the 
growth or decay of vegetables; of laws determining the movements of inani
mate bodies or masses.”72 Law properly so called is a command issued by an 
intelligent superior to an intelligent inferior. It is a command expressed in 
words and heard as words. Therefore, it acts upon the auditor as words do— 
more or less from without. (And, of course, it is subject to the limitations of 
verbal formulations discussed above.) There is no notion that the auditor has 
within him, as Aquinas supposed, a disposition to know and do the right. The 
commands that are properly law are enforced by threat of punishment, empha
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sizing again their externality to man and their being in conflict with his nature 
rather than a realization of it. This is not how God keeps the earth in orbit or 
how He persuades the lilies to bloom, nor is it the way the generality of man
kind is led to obey the law.

The separation between is and ought denies humanity’s participation in obe
dience by inclination. Most people obey the law because it is right, but we 
ignore that fact because we do not recognize an inclination to do right—which 
is a participation of ought in is. The Austinian account is consistent with the 
utilitarian idea that punishment is not retribution but deterrent—a cost that 
the human calculator may weigh against the attraction of committing the 
crime. The idea is to create a course with bumpers and gates to guide a ball, 
moved only by the gravity of its native inclination to avoid pain, through a life 
in which it causes no damage and may even be useful.

This Austinian, and generally positivist, view has the further implication 
that the substance of all human law is mere human desire, completely without 
objective grounding—just another convention apparently wholly free to 
amendment. This makes the problem of legitimacy seem central to politics. 
What prior condition warrants our putting public force (or ethical pressure) 
behind any particular desire? We offer to explain that commitment to sub
stance the existence of a prior condition we call legitimacy. The search for 
legitimacy is a misguided undertaking, occasioned by Austinian deviationism. 
The concept has relatively little interest in a universe in which the good is 
striving for realization.

In implicitly denying there is anything in human nature that disposes us to 
know and seek the good, Austinian positivism creates a problem for us. If I 
am right in saying that rules cannot control cases, cannot surely tell us in con
crete circumstances what we ought to do, we are also denied by Austinianism 
the native guidance that might fill in where rules must fail. This will be no 
news to many for whom desperation is the human condition. Yet it is worth 
emphasizing for those who may not have noticed that, accepting Austinianism, 
we can trust no one—not even ourselves.

Moreover—perhaps less cataclysmic seeming—we cannot go back and forth 
between ethical statements and moral reality, alternately exploring that reality 
and testing our statements. That would be an absurd undertaking; there is no 
moral reality to test. But is not the judicial behavior that looks suspect from a 
formal point of view exactly a science-like concourse between the legal state
ment system and the moral reality of particular cases? We look at the rule as it 
is expressed, consider then whether in reality the consequence demanded 
seems appropriate, and then return to amend or confirm the rule. That has 
always seemed to me what is going on in the law (except where, for prudential 
reasons, we suppress that inclination to consider case by case—as where we 
accept a choice as being within sovereign discretion). Rules, general words, 
and general statements have a place here. They give us ideas to test out, just as 
does the manipulation of the statement system of science. But we test the 
statement system by a direct perception of the case. They also tell us what to 
do once we have decided that a case properly fit to a rule, thereby allowing the 
pursuit of policy and encouraging uniformity in treatment. Finally, they pro
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vide a form within which the sovereign can perform his task of furthering the 
welfare of the community.

The rules and the cases report the wisdom of our experience in our way of 
living. They are truly scientific statements insofar as their rightness is statisti
cal. The right result in the great majority of cases having the elements referred 
to in the rule is that required by the rule. But as with all probabilistic state
ments, we do not know how any particular case will work out. The rule, how
ever, is the serious starting point for consideration of any case with the 
elements to which the rule refers.

These, then, are the functions that make rule systems a part of any devel
oped law: A record of experiential wisdom and a guide to check our responses 
to cases, an assurance of some uniformity in administration, a framework 
within which conscious policy can be carried forward.

The other part of decision—the direct response to concrete cases—is de
scribed in Judge Hutcheson’s wonderfully candid report, The Judgment Intui
tive: The Function of the “Hunch” in Judicial Decision Making J3 Judge 
Hutcheson tells of the immersion in the facts of the case, that will allow, in 
time, an intuitive recognition of the right result—and in especially good cir
cumstances, of a persuasive explanation of that result as well. That doubly 
blessed result means that the concourse between rule and case has born fruit in 
a modified rule, a clarified rule, a new rule, a leading decision.

The method suggested by Plowden in the 16th century73 74 is in fact a kind of 
discipline for the direct experience of the case. Plowden transcends the self by 
asking not what he considers right to do, but rather what the legislator would 
have done.75 76 He is not seeking an historical fact, but an objective response.

73. Hutcheson, supra note 12.
74. Eyston v. Studd, 2 Plowden 459, 467, reprinted in 75 Eng. Rep. 688, 699. See generally Lehman, 

supra note 4, at 492-501.
75. Eyston v. Studd, 2 Plowden at 467, 75 Eng. Rep. at 699.
76. M.G. White, What Is and What Ought to Be Done: An Essay on Ethics and Episte

mology (1981).
77. Id. at 59-67.

Morton White, a philosopher, makes an argument similar to mine in his 
work What Is and What Ought to Be Done: An Essay on Ethics and Epistemol
ogy T In sum, he argues that moral statements generalize “feelings,” which 
are the data of ethics just as the readings of the external senses are the data for 
scientific discourse.77 His view of moral discourse is the same as mine of the 
place of rules in law and ethics. What I am saying is that the world actually 
works as if such a discourse between rule and moral insight was meaningful. 
Positivists and liberal democratic political theorists, both for different reasons, 
insist upon the primacy of the legislature—a philosophically idealist notion. 
From that point of view, to allow rule and case to interact seems corrupt. Iron
ically, this idealist view produces cynicism, forjudges doing right appear to be 
doing wrong—they appear not to be conforming to the ideal. But, all along, it 
has been the idea that was wrong.

♦ ♦ *
This theory will be hard for many today to digest because of the difficulty in 
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believing that human beings can know, or would be inclined, if they knew it, to 
pursue the good. How can this be so? I shall not pursue this matter here 
further than to suggest that the direction we should explore was pointed out 
long ago by Aristotle. We are disposed to think of good, right, and virtue as 
things that exist outside of and independent of the kind of beings we are. This 
thinking is part and parcel of the radical separation of is and ought, but Aris
totle makes the point that virtue is the realization of the desireable features of 
a thing—as brightness, hardness, and clarity are virtues of a diamond.78 The 
virtues of man stand in the same relation to a him. They are the realization of 
his nature. Good and virtue are good and virtue for the kind of beings we are. 
It is unintelligible to think of people knowing and seeking a good that is 
outside themselves—an alien restraint on inclination. It makes more sense to 
say that good is that which people seek as their realization in the course of lives 
that are natural to them. Beings without our reflective capacity know what to 
do, in all but cataclysmic circumstances, to be good as turtles or lions or lilies. 
Why should we suppose that in the economy of the universe we have been 
denied that facility?

78. Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, bk. 1, §7.

Indeed, what the story of Adam and Eve means to me today is that it is 
knowledge—our rationality and the statement system that makes us God
like—that stripped us of confidence in and finally even awareness of the natu
ral inclinations we once recognized intuitively. This is a nice account of the 
problem of our humanity.

VI. Some Concluding Examples

I shall now briefly discuss some instances in which the scientific notion 
seems to explain what we do, and some in which we show by our actions that 
we really believe it to be a true explanation.

When people criticize utilitarian ethics, they act as if moral generalizations 
were the result of observing empirically our reaction to cases. The principle 
criticism of utilitarianism has been that it appears to allow, or perhaps even to 
require, behavior that we find offensive. There are imaginable conditions in 
which a net gain in utilities might be produced by holding some people in 
servitude to others, a conclusion offensive to modern feeling.

The theory called “rule utilitarianism” arose from the inability, on intuitive 
grounds, to accept such consequences. Perhaps the most widely discussed case 
is the theft of an apple by one who has none from one who has many. The 
marginal utility of a single apple to an orchard owner is less than it is to the 
tired and hungry traveler on a dusty road. But we hardly need textbook cases. 
Should I not feel free to break a contract and pay damages instead as long as I 
would come out ahead by doing so and the other party would be compensated? 
Or consider a more powerful case. The police have in hand a suspect in a 
racial murder whom the prosecutor has determined is not guilty. What should 
the prosecutor do if he were convinced that convicting this innocent might 
forestall race riots in which many might die?

It was the feeling that the utilitarian result in such cases was wrong that led 
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to the proposal called rule utilitarianism. If, for utilitarian reasons, you commit 
yourself to a practice, you surrender the right to reconsider the utilities in spe
cific cases and hence bind yourself, for instance, not to break your contract 
merely because it seems advantageous to do so, not to convict for convenience 
but only for guilt, and so on.

Why should it be a criticism of utilitarianism that it produces results that do 
not feel right? Why in the face of such a charge has there been such scurrying 
to create new theories? Why should not all utilitarians say (as a few do) that 
their critics have hopelessly confused what is and what ought to be? How could 
the counter-intuitive results be a criticism unless general and metaethical state
ments are after all empirical rather than ideal? By accepting this criticism and 
taking it seriously are we not approaching ethics in exactly the manner in 
which science proceeds, by checking and rejecting theoretical constructs that 
do not conform to the evidence of sense?

★ * ♦

79. H. Maine, The Ancient Law 4-7 (14th ed. 1894).
80. Id.

Another interesting issue is raised by the question, “Which came first, the 
rule or the case?” Sir Henry Maine said that the case came first.79 It has to be 
that conflicts and the resolution of them antedated rulemaking (even rulemak
ing by the silent accretion of custom). He said that before there were rules, 
judges made decisions as if they were announcing fates, without giving reasons 
or making reference to rules.80 Such decisions were made before there was a 
state, let alone an analytic jurisprudence or even a philosopher.

In the Anglo-American tradition one need hardly emphasize that the com
mon law proceeded in this way, developing rules out of the experience of cases. 
Right alongside, there have been authors trying to systematize case decisions 
as scientists try to sum up observations in general laws. The undertaking of 
summaries and restatements in the common law assumes, as does the intuitive 
criticism of utilitarianism, a scientific relation between rule-statement and the 
reality that it reports. The derived rule is not the ought, which is why “black 
letter” law is looked down upon as an inadequate guide, and so are hornbooks 
and nutshells. It is in the cases that the law is learned. The derived rule is only 
a descriptive summary of the circumstances in which an ought is directly per
ceived in the world.

♦ * *
Legal realists say that for every maxim there is another, equal and opposite. 

It might be said on the one hand that statutes should be interpreted literally 
according to their terms, or on the other that their sense or purpose should 
control. In making this point, the realist implies that maxims are phony. If 
they were real they should, like the word of God, control the events to which 
they seem to apply. With two maxims for any case seeming to dictate opposite 
conclusions, it appears that those maxims are a cloak for judges doing 
whatever, as a matter of class or idiosyncratic preference, appeals to them.

Francis Bacon, who wrote a commentary on legal maxims, had a different 
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approach.81 He, too, was aware of the uncertainty of their relation to cases, 
but he felt no need to explain away the fact that they did not (and ought not) 
control all the cases to which they might be thought, as a verbal matter, to 
apply. He had no notion that they were command-like phenomena, or Aus- 
tinian almost-rules. Therefore, it did not occur to him that any special expla
nation was needed when they did not apply to a case. The problem was to 
train the lawyer’s sensibility to recognize the cases to which they did apply and 
those to which they did not. He illustrated his commentary on the maxims 
with cases to which they applied and other cases to which they do not apply. 
And it is not a matter of rule and exception; that is missing the point. It is a 
matter of whether the rule holds for the case in hand, just as in science.

81. See generally F. Bacon, Maxims of the Law, 14 Works of Francis Bacon (London 1864).

Maxims are not almost-rules, almost-commands. They are hints about ways 
to look at real cases. They are vantage points. They call to mind a group of 
possibly relevant analogues. They are standards against which to measure; 
they are starting points for experiencing. This, I think, is the way maxims 
work; not as imperfect, formal rules, but as rough-and-ready empirical state
ments, which, however, can be properly used only by those of practical wis
dom, who know when the reality of a case is suited to one or another of the 
maxims. This perspicacity and experience, I am told, is also needed in 
scientists.

* ♦ ♦
Finally, consider how we explain the rule that ignorance of the law is no 

excuse. Commonly, we claim that this harsh-sounding doctrine has been 
adopted as a matter of administrative efficiency. That is not adequate. We 
say, people will be assumed to know the law because by and large people do 
know what they ought to do (and where they do not, they are likely at least to 
know that there is a legal question). Where the behavior involved is of the sort 
we used to call malum in se, meaning a thing wrong in itself, a thing offensive 
morally as well as legally, the rule is not harsh because the legally right answer 
is in fact known. Put the other way around, the behavior we recognize as right 
in a situation will also be that which the law expects. The law in these areas is 
a restatement of the ordinary perception of right and wrong in human rela
tions. The objection to the claim of ignorance, then, is that it would be a pre
tense—one that takes advantage of the appearance of conventionality and 
pretends there is no rigid backbone in the law.

Matters called malum prohibitum, meaning wrong only because positive law 
prohibits them, are another matter. Here the knowledge stems not from our 
native disposition, but from a more surface cultural experience. Even if we do 
not know the details of a regulation, we are likely to know what is regulated. 
It would be rare indeed to make a plausible claim of innocent practice of 
medicine without a license, or innocent failure to pay income tax, or innocent 
antitrust violations. The fact of regulation will be sufficiently known to consti
tute real notice to all but those whose ignorance is so profound as to seem itself 
culpable.

Where the substance of a law is not obvious as a matter of common sense,
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and the fact of regulation is unknown to ordinary people, it is up to the state to 
inform the citizen adequately. The case that makes it clear that real ignorance 
can be a defense is Lambert v. California,* 2 in which the United States 
Supreme Court allowed ignorance to operate as a defense where the law in 
question (a city ordinance) was local and unusual and where the city had not 
made any real effort toward publicizing the ordinance. This limiting case 
makes it clear that actual notice is in issue, for if people really did not know, 
we would find ourselves hard put to convict them. But the real knowledge 
recognized and assumed here does not come from acquaintance with the stat
utes, let alone with their judicial interpretation. The knowledge on which the 
law relies in the case of acts malum in se is the knowledge of what is right. We 
“know” the law because there is a nonaccidental correspondence between the 
rule system embodied in the law and the case perceptions of the man on the 
street.

82. 355 U.S. 225 (1957).
83. Personal conversation with Professor Arlen Christenson, University of Wisconsin (n.d.).
84. S. Pufendorf, De Jure Naturae et Gentium, bk. 11, ch. ii, § 13 (Lund, Sweden 1672).

♦ ♦ ♦

Each of these cases makes more sense if the rule statements of both ethics 
and law are understood as empirical, rather than as commands emanating 
from a determinate will to be applied by their terms and in accord with that 
will. This is true even in that administrative region of the law where we are 
more willing to hold our critical faculties in neutral. Most of even the legisla
tors’ best efforts to write a rule are founded upon certain kinds of cases that 
they know or imagine. It is almost always possible to see the kind of case a 
legislator had in mind from the terms of the law he writes. It is an absurd 
undertaking to pretend that in applying such a law a judge should try to 
surmise what the legislator intended for a case obviously not present to the 
drafter’s mind (unless we mean by this recommendation the practice of Plow
den’s spiritual exercise). There seems little doubt that my colleague, Arlen 
Christenson, is right: that a legislator does not view what he does as in that 
sense a command, but that he would be happy to have the judge do his best to 
patch it up and make a good decision on the case before him.82 83 In that sense, 
even much of positive legislation is like the synthetic statements of ethics—a 
summary rule whose applicability should be tested against the reality of cases.

The assumption that people know the law implies that the sense of right and 
wrong is, democratically, widely accessible. Aquinas said that it is a faculty in 
all of us, this ability to know right from wrong. Those who take the position 
that this knowledge is deep and esoteric—the product of extended chains of 
perception and reasoning—end up with an elitist view of the social order. For 
all his pleasant good nature, Pufendorf could only hope that the true philoso
phy, determined with care by the few, would filter down as a matter of author
ity to the many.84 Rationality is elitist; what we might call intuitionism is 
populist. The view that we know is a populist view, assuming widespread ac
cess to knowledge of right and wrong. It seems to me, too, that that makes 
intuitionism clearly right.





NOTES

Soul Rebels*:  The Rastafarians and 
the Free Exercise Clause

* Cf. “Soul Rebel” by Bob Marley, Island Records, 1981.
1. L. Barrett, The Rastafarians 110 (1977). The term "Rastafarian," popularly abbreviated to 

“Rasta,” is derived from “Ras,” meaning “duke,” and “Tafari," the late Emperor Haile Selassie’s fam
ily name. Id. at 82. A messianic/millenarian movement is one characterized by belief in a savior and 
the coming of an ideal society, especially one brought about by revolution.

2. Id. at 1.
3. Id. at 104.
4. Id. at 128-36.
5. U.S. Const, amend. I (“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or 

prohibiting the free exercise thereof. . . .”).
6. Robinson v. Foti, 527 F. Supp. 1111, 1113 (E.D. La. 1981) (court disinclined on circumstances 

surrounding particular petitioner’s sincerity of belief to recognize Rastafarianism as religion within 
meaning of first amendment). See infra text accompanying notes 62 to 65 (discussing Robinson}.

7. 527 F. Supp. at 1113 (“the Rastafari have been an infrequent subject of judicial scrutiny").
8. U.S. Const, amend. I (“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or 

prohibiting the free exercise thereof . . . .”).

Rastafarianism is a messianic/millenarian1 movement which began more 
than fifty years ago among blacks in Jamaica.2 Members of the movement 
worship Haile Selassie, the late Emperor of Ethiopia,3 and make extensive sac
ramental use of marijuana.4 To date, courts have given little attention to the 
question of whether Rastafarianism is a religion within the meaning of the free 
exercise clause of the first amendment.5 In the only reported case that consid
ered this question in any detail, a United States district court suggested that the 
movement did not deserve protection under the first amendment.6 The court 
also noted the absence of prior legal thinking on the issue.7 An appreciation of 
the constitutional status of the Rastafarians is important because of what the 
Rastafarian experience implies about society’s treatment of minority religious 
groups in general.

This note addresses the broad question of whether Rastafarianism is a reli
gion whose adherents deserve protection under the first amendment.8 After 
concluding that Rastafarianism does constitute a religion, the note seeks to 
assess what form first amendment protection might take in light of Rastafarian 
beliefs and practices. The note begins by sketching the foundations and tenets 
of the Rastafarian faith and the practices that distinguish Rastafarianism from 
other religions. These doctrines and practices have served, directly and indi
rectly, to bring individuals claiming allegiance to the Rastafarian creed within 
the scrutiny of the judicial system. The note next turns to the question of 
whether Rastafarianism fits within the elusive definition of religion. This is 
followed by a survey of the treatment of the Rastafarian religion by courts. In 
conclusion the note suggests how some of the foreseeable conflicts between 
Rastafarians and the state might be resolved.

1605
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1. Who Are The Rastafarians?

A. GENESIS OF THE RASTAFARIAN MOVEMENT

The Rastafarian movement has its roots in rebellious communities of former 
black slaves in the Caribbean island nation of Jamaica.9 The movement traces 
its existence as a discrete system of beliefs to 1930,10 the year Haile Selassie, 
whom the Rastafarians revere as the living God, acceded to the throne of Ethi
opia.11 Because the movement is relatively new and has only recently had an 
impact outside of Jamaica, comparatively little has been written about the 
Rastafarians. The leading authority on the movement, Professor Leonard Bar
rett,12 concludes that Rastafarianism is a syncretic product of numerous 
groups, all alienated by the inequities of white-dominated Jamaican society.13 
The movement also has foundations in the Pan-Africanism of Marcus Gar
vey.14 Indeed, it was Garvey who, for the Rastafarians, foreshadowed the com
ing of a Black Messiah:

9. See L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 21-69, 82 (describing black communities from which Rastafari
anism originated).

10. L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 81; T. White, Catch a Fire 8 (1983).
11. L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 81.
12. See, e.g.. L. Barrett, The Rastafarians (1977); L. Barrett. The Sun and the Drum 

(1976); L. Barrett, Soul Force: African Heritage in Afro-American Religion (1974); L. Bar
rett. The Rastafarians, a Study in Messianic Cultism in Jamaica (1968). Dr. Leonard Barrett 
is Professor of Religion at Temple University.

13. See generally L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 29-61 (describing treatment of blacks in Jamaica).
14. Id. at 76-77. Garvey, himself a Jamaican, is now accorded prophet status by the Rastafarians. L. 

Barrett, supra note 1, at 66-67, 78; cf. T. White, supra note 10, at 8 (discussing disputed status of 
Garvey as prophet).

15. A.J. Garvey, Philosophy and Opinions of Marcus Garvey 34 (2d ed. 1967), quoted in L. 
Barrett, supra note 1, at 77.

16. It is ironic that Garvey is generally considered to be the father of Rastafarianism, for he disputed 
Haile Selassie’s divinity and denied that his own statement regarding a black king supported the Ras
tafarian beliefs. T. White, supra note 10, at 8-9.

17. L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 81-83.
18. L. Barrett, supra note 1. at 83. Some of the Biblical passages cited by the Rastas in support of

their belief that Ras Tafari is the Messiah include Revelation 5:2-5 (“and I saw a strong angel proclaim
ing with a loud voice: who is worthy to open the book, and to loose the seals thereof? And no man in 
heaven, nor in earth . . was able to open the book . . and one of the elders saith unto me. weep not:
behold the Lion of the Tribe of Judah . . . hath prevailed to open the book”); Revelation 19:16 (“and he 

Whilst our God has no colour, yet it is human to see everything 
through one’s own spectacles. And since the white people have seen 
their God through white spectacles, we have only now started out 
(late though it may be) to see our God through our own spectacles 
.... We Negroes believe in the God of Ethiopia, the everlasting 
God - God the Son, God the Holy Ghost, the One God of all Ages. 
That is the God in whom we believe, but we shall worship him 
through the spectacles of Ethiopia.15

With the support of Garvey’s statement,16 and with some unique interpreta
tions of both the New and Old Testaments, the movement was born when 
Haile Selassie fulfilled the Scriptures by assuming the title “King of Kings, 
Lord of Lords, Lion of the Tribe of Judah.”17 The title corresponds with two 
passages from the Book of Revelation which form the textual point of depar
ture for the Rastafarian movement.18
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Rastafarianism slowly worked its way north to the United States.19 Begin
ning in the early 1970s, the movement gained adherents and the attention of 
American society by virtue of the popularity of such artists as Bob Marley and 
the Wailers, who imported the Rastafarian-inspired mesmerizing polyrhythms 
of reggae music.20 With this increased attention came inevitable involvement 
with the law. Before detailing this involvement, it is necessary to examine the 
nature of Rastafarian beliefs and practices in order to understand which as
pects of Rastafarian life demand the special protections of the free exercise 
clause of the first amendment.

hath on his vesture ... a name written: King of Kings, Lord of Lords”}', Psalms 68:4 (“Extol him that 
rideth upon the heavens by his name JAH, and rejoice before him.).

19. As early as 1947, novelist Ralph Ellison detailed the fictional exploits of “Ras the Exhorter . . . 
[who] claims he’s Ethiopian . . .” and who incited a riot in the Harlem section of New York City. R. 
Ellison. Invisible Man 278-300, 421-22 (1947). Barrett notes the existence of substantial Rastafarian 
populations in the United States and Canada. L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 198.

20. Barrett goes to great lengths to note the inseparability of reggae music and the expansion of the 
Rastafarian movement. L Barrett, supra note 1. at 167, 193-97. See also T. White, supra note 10, at 
16: “In time, the Rasta creed would be spread far beyond Jamaica, due primarily to the musical mis
sionary work of Bob Marley and the Wailers.” Id.

21. L Barrett, supra note 1, at 104.
22. Id.
23. Id. at 214.
24. Id. at 215.
25. Deuteronomy 34:6.
26. L Barrett, supra note 1, at 215. Cf. id. at 216: "(H]e (Haile Selassie) is only a God-figure to the 

members who see him as a mythical ancestor of the Black race and this only because [he] occupied the 
throne of Ethiopia, which really is at the heart of the movement.”

27. See id. at 104. "Babylon” is the Rasta term for hell on earth, the world outside “Ethiopia.” See 
T. White, supra note 10, at 13.

28. L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 104, 115-17.
29. Id. at 115.
30. Cf L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 126 (10-point moral code strictly adhered to by movement’s 

members).

B. DOCTRINES, PRACTICES, AND RITUALS

Rastafarians share six basic beliefs:21
1. Haile Selassie is the living God, at least of the black person.22 The theo

logical foundation of the movement is that the Messiah is only revealed to true 
believers.23 The death of the Emperor in 1975 did not shake this central tenet 
of the Rastafarian faith.24 Indeed, the movement’s spirituality may have been 
enhanced by this occurrence. This follows in part from the fact that the loca
tion of Haile Selassie’s grave is unknown and is thus likened to that of Moses: 
“No man knoweth of his sepulchre unto this day.”25 Many Rastas now believe 
that the King has simply transcended the temporal world so as to assume his 
place in the spiritual realm.26

2. The black person is the reincarnation of the ancient Israelite, who has 
been forced by the white person into exile in “Babylon.”27

3. The white person is inferior to the black person.28 Although they de
plore the injustices of white-dominated society, Rastafarians accept individual 
whites who put aside their racist tendencies.29 In contrast to a widely held 
perception of the movement as supportive of violent revolution, true Rastas 
are dedicated pacifists.30
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4. Ethiopia is heaven; the world outside it is a hellish blend of slavery, 
repression, and discrimination inflicted on blacks.31 The Rastafarian response 
to this has been withdrawal, an effort to sojourn (by necessity) in the white- 
dominated world without becoming part of it.32

5. The invincible Jah (God) is arranging for the exodus of the faithful back 
to Ethiopia, the promised land.33 “Ethiopia” has come to designate all of Af
rica.34 This belief in imminent repatriation was strong in the early years of the 
movement,35 but was tempered by a supposed communique to the Rastafarian 
community from the Emperor Haile Selassie. This message is said to have 
been delivered during a 1966 state visit by His Majesty to Jamaica, and in
structed the Rasta brethren to liberate their homeland before migrating to 
Ethiopia.36

6. In the near future blacks shall rule the world.37
Beyond these six core beliefs, Rastafarians engage in a number of habits and 

rituals that are central to the practice of their religion.38 Many of these behav
iors are, to the non-Rastafarian, highly unusual and even repugnant. This 
unorthodoxy, combined with the high visibility of these practices, has resulted 
in legal conflicts.

True Rastafarians adhere to a regimen of dietary restrictions.39 They eat 
only foods that are “I-tal,” a word analogous to “kosher” meaning pure, natu
ral, or clean.40 This excludes meats (especially pork), predatory fishes and 
lowly crustaceans, dairy products, white flour breads, alcohol, sweets, and 
salt.41 Use of tobacco is also forbidden.42

The Rastafarians cite Leviticus 21:5 as the holy textual authority that com
mands them to remain unshaven:43 “They shall not make baldness upon their 
head, neither shall they shave off the corner of their beard, nor make any cut
tings in their flesh.” Rastafarians thus eschew haircuts and allow their hair to 
grow naturally into long, ropy, matted, woolly strands called “dreadlocks.”44

31. Id. at 104, 115-17.
32. Id. at 115-17.
33. Id. at 104, 117-18.
34. Id. at 74.
35. Id. at 117-18.
36. T White, supra note 10, at 15; L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 172.
37. L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 104, 119.
38. Barrett distinguishes between “public” and "private” symbols among the Rastafarians. L. Bar

rett, supra note 1, at 137. The public symbols of the movement include the picture of the Conquering 
Lion, the symbolic colors (red, black, green, and gold or yellow), and the uniquely Rasta/Jamaica 
patois. Id. at 142-45. As these public symbols have presented no issues of legal significance, only the 
private symbols are hereinafter discussed. They are “private” not in the sense that they are invisible, 
but rather in the sense that they pertain to matters of individual expressions of religiosity.

39. L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 140.
40. T. White, supra note 10, at 12. Indeed, the conclusion is inescapable that the Rastas draw much 

of their doctrine and practice from Judaism. See also id. at 280:
Using the Bible and other religious texts, [the author] argues that Judaism was prevalent in 
Egypt, Ethiopia, the Sahara, and West Africa, offering scholarly confirmation of the belief 
(generally accepted among Rastas) that they are actually black Hebrews.

41. Id. at 226.
42. Id. at 12.
43. Id.; L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 137-40.
44. L Barrett, supra note 1, at 137-40; T. White, supra note 10, at 12. The term “dreadlock” was 

originally used “to mock non-believers’ aversion to their appearance.” Id. While the dreadlock style is 
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The appearance this practice produces is, to the outsider, positively unkempt 
and outrageous. The hair and the body are washed only with pure water, for 
the Rastafarians believe that chemically produced goods such as soap are not 
“I-tal.”

The Rastafarian practice that has received the most attention is the ritualis
tic use of marijuana, which Rastafarians refer to as “ganja” or “herb.”* 45 To 
the Rastafarians, use of marijuana is the high sacrament.46 The brethren cite 
numerous Biblical passages as proof of the sanctity of “herb,” including 
Psalms 104:14: “He causeth the grass to grow for cattle, and herb for the serv
ice of man.”47

a “true symbol” of a Rastafarian, not all Rastafarians adopt it. L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 137. Only 
Rastafarian men traditionally wear dreadlocks; women are Biblically commanded to cover their heads. 
This is part of a generally secondary status accorded women in Rastafarian doctrine. See generally T. 
White, supra note 10, at 225-26.

45. See T. White, supra note 10, at 12; L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 129.
46. L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 128-36.
47. Id. at 129.
48. Id. at 131 (smoking done on all “safe” occasions).
49. Id. Rastafarian ritual meetings are called “grounations” or “nyabingi.” Id. at 92; see also T. 

White, supra note 10, at 225 (referring to “Grounation ceremonies” and “Niyabingi chants”).
50. L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 131. The prayer is: “Glory be to the Father and to the maker of 

creation as it was in the beginning is now and ever shall be world without end: Jah Ras Tafari: Eternal 
God Selassie I.” Id.

51. Id. at 129 (ganja smoking first expression of protest engaged in by movement to show freedom 
from establishment).

52. Id. at 128 (ganja inseparable part of movement’s worship and aid to meditation).
53. Id. at 216-17.
54. See generally L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 146, 206, 219-21. Barrett notes that many Rastafari

ans have been attracted to the Ethiopian Zion Coptic Church and the Ethopian Orthodox Church. Id. 
at 201-09. This phenomenon, according to Barrett, is a symptom of the ongoing syncretism that has 
marked the growth of Rastafarianism. Id. at 209, 221-22.

55. See T. White, supra note 10, at 14: “[TJhe Rastas were simply trying to establish a united church 
of Rastafari. Their efforts had been stymied because none of the far-flung brethren could reach a con
sensus on where Selassie stood in the great scheme of things. Was he really God? A close relative? A 
prophet to succeed Abraham, Moses, and Jesus?” Id.

Ganja is smoked by the Rastas whenever possible;48 its use is mandatory at 
all meetings and services.49 As a matter of ritual, a short prayer is uttered 
before ingesting the smoke.50 Marijuana is a dominant symbol among Ras
tafarians,51 and is absolutely essential, in their view, to their religious obser
vance.52 Professor Barrett concludes that “the real center of the movement’s 
religiosity is the revelatory dimensions brought about by the impact of the 
‘holy herb’ . . . [it] is the key to new understanding of the self, the universe, 
and God.”53

It is inappropriate to think of the Rastafarians as a unified religious group. 
There are numerous subgroups of Rastas, and beyond the core tenets and hab
its outlined above, these groups as well as individual Rastas continue to de
velop a range of variations in terms of beliefs and practices.54 Indeed, there is 
even some dissent among Rastas with respect to basic doctrines.55 The next 
section of this note examines whether, amid such theological debate, the Ras
tafarian movement qualifies as a religion for purposes of first amendment 
protection.
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II. Rastafarianism As A Religion

Scholars have devoted countless pages to the question of what constitutes a 
religion protected by the first amendment.56 Even putting the constitutional 
question aside, there is little agreement on the definition of “religion.” In 
America, few areas of political and social concern have generated less consen
sus. As philosopher A.N. Whitehead stated:

56. Freeman, The Misguided Search for the Constitutional Definition of "Religion", 71 Geo. L.J. 1519, 
1519 (1983). The author cites seven cases and twelve articles that deal with the question. Id. at 1519 nn. 
2-3. Even Congress has attempted to come up with a definition. See Pub. L. No. 92-261 § 2(7), 86 Stat. 
103 (1972), (codified at 48 U.S.C. § 2000(e) (1976)); see also 118 Cong. Rec. 7167 (1972) (“religion” 
includes all aspects of religious observance and practice, as well as belief).

57. A.N. Whitehead, Religion in the Making 14 (1926).
58. Cf. Tushnet, Following the Rules Laid Down: A Critique of Interpretivism and Neutral Principles. 

96 Harv. L. Rev. 781, 798-804 (1983) (judicial interpretations of framers’ intent inconsistent with ac
tual intent to create a document limiting power of government).

59. See L. Tribe, American Constitutional Law § 14-3 (1978) (discussing futility, ambiguity, 
and uncertainty of using historical background of first amendment as guide to interpretation); see also 
Freeman, supra note 56, at 1520-23 (discussing framers' views).

60. Remmers v. Brewer, 361 F. Supp. 537, 540 (S.D. Iowa 1973), aff’d. 494 F.2d 1277 (8th Cir.), cert, 
denied. 419 U.S. 1012 (1974).

61. Robinson v. Foti, 527 F. Supp. 1111 (E D. La. 1981).
62. Id. See infra notes 161 to 169 and accompanying text (discussing other aspects of Robinson}.
63. Id. at 1113 (“even without reaching this difficult question, there are ample reasons for denying 

plaintiff’s petition”).
64. Id. (court not inclined on facts of case and circumstances of petitioner to recogize Rastafarianism 

as religion within meaning of first amendment).
65. Id. at 1113 n.6.
66. See supra text accompanying notes 28 to 37 (discussing Rastafarian beliefs that are arguably 

political and social).
67. See, e.g.. Walker v. Blackwell, 411 F.2d 23, 24 (5th Cir. 1969) (Black Muslims' religious interests 

recognized under first amendment); Barnett v. Rodgers, 410 F.2d 985, 1003 (D.C. Cir. 1969) (same);

(W]e have the greatest doubt as to what religion means so far as doc
trine is concerned. There is no agreement as to the definition of reli
gion in its most general sense, including true and false religion; nor is 
there any agreement as to the valid religious beliefs, nor even as to 
what we mean by the truth of religion.57

Just what variety of groups the framers intended to embrace with the term 
“religion,” if indeed this inquiry is relevant at all,58 is difficult to determine.59 
Given the lack of certainty about the framers’ intent, courts have struggled to 
fashion a useful definition of religion. At least one court has suggested that a 
comprehensive definition is a “judicial impossibility.”60 In only one of the 
cases discussed in this note did a court even obliquely address the applicability 
of a constitutional definition of religion to the Rastafarians.61 The court in 
Robinson v. Foti62 declined to decide whether the movement constituted a reli
gion.63 The court intimated strongly, however, that it did not consider Ras
tafarianism to be protected by the free exercise clause.64 The court did not 
engage in any meaningful analysis of the question. Instead, it stated in a foot
note: “It is the opinion of this Court that the Rastafari are more a Jamaican 
social and political subculture than a religion.”65

While Rastafarian doctrine undoubtedly embraces some purely political and 
social aspects,66 so too does the dogma of the Black Muslims, a group that has 
consistently been recognized as religious.67 For that matter, it is difficult to 
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conceive of any religion that is exclusively religious, without any social or 
political goals. Moreover, an inquiry into whether the secular facets of a reli
gion are of “primary” or “secondary” importance when compared with its 
transcendent aspects is precisely the sort of inquiry the religion clauses seem 
designed to avoid. The specter of a court struggling with this sort of scrutiny 
suggests that it should not be attempted at all.

The Robinson court admitted that Rastafarianism does have a “loosely or
ganized body of belief and practice which might be described as religious in 
nature . . . .”68 In light of this concession, the Robinson court’s perspective is 
at odds with the fairly expansive views of other courts.69 Although early judi
cial definitions of religion were restrictive,70 recent decisions have extended 
protection to religious entities ranging far beyond the Judeo-Christian norm.

Cooper v. Pate, 382 F.2d 518, 521 (7th Cir. 1967) (determination that beliefs of Black Muslims do not 
constitute religion would require comparative evaluation of religions, a process beyond the powers of 
the court); Sostre v. McGinnis. 334 F.2d 906, 907 (2d Cir. 1964) (need for accommodation of Black 
Muslim religious practices in prison setting); Knuckles v. Prasse, 302 F. Supp. 1036, 1039 (E.D. Pa. 
1969) (Black Muslims recognized as religious group for purposes of first amendment). See also C.E. 
Lincoln, The Black Muslims in America 212-13 (1961) (“It must be granted, then, that the Black 
Muslim Movement constitutes a legitimate religion within the definition of the sociology of religion”).

68. 527 F. Supp. at 1113 n.6.
69. Indeed, the court’s restrictive view of religion is inconsistent with the views expressed in a case 

which the Robinson court relied on, Theriault v. Silber. 453 F. Supp. 254 (W.D. Tex. 1978), in which 
the court deliberated at great length before finding no religious status.

70. See United States v. Macintosh, 283 U.S. 605, 633-34 (1931) (Hughes, C.J., dissenting), over
ruled, Girouard v. United States, 328 U.S. 61, 69-70 (1946).

71. See A. Stokes & L. Pfeffer, Church and State in the United States 559-60 (1964) (use of 
terms “Creator,” “Maker,” “Deity” in definition of religion in early court decisions, particularly with 
the capitalization of initial letters, indicates quite clearly that courts contemplated belief in God as 
indispensable element of religion).

72. 133 U.S. 333 (1890).
73. Id. at 342.
74. See A. Stokes & L. Pfeffer, supra note 71. at 609 (neither God nor religion can be given a 

precise or static definition).
75. 367 U.S. 488 (1981).
76. See id. at 495 (Court recognizes religions which do not teach what would generally be considered 

belief in God).
77. 380 U.S. 163 (1965).
78. Id. at 187 (citing P. Tillich, The Shaking of Foundations 57 (1948)). See also International 

Society for Krishna Consciousness v. Barber. 650 F.2d 430, 440 (2d Cir. 1981) (ultimate concern test 
applied; Krishna Consciousness held to constitute a religion).

79. Id. at 165-66. See also infra text accompanying notes 203 to 213 (discussing sincerity analysis).

Early Supreme Court cases dealing with the question reflected a 
majoritarian, theistic view.71 In Davis v. Beason,72 the Court stated that “the 
term ‘religion’ has reference to one’s view of his relations with his Creator, and 
to the obligations they impose of reverence . . . and obedience to His will.”73 
This view is now widely regarded as erroneous;74 75 in Torcaso v. Williams the 
Supreme Court recognized that religions could be based on a system of belief 
other than one founded on the existence of God.76 77 An important gloss was 
placed on the expanded notion of religion in United States v. Seeger,11 where 
the Court first adopted the “ultimate concern” test for religiosity.78 The Court 
framed the inquiry in this way: “[T]he test... is whether a given belief that is 
sincere and meaningful occupies a place in the life of its possessor parallel to 
that filled by the orthodox belief in God. . . ,”79 The Seeger court went on to 
suggest that the requisite parallelism is complete if a belief is “based upon a 
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power or being, or upon a faith, to which all else is subordinate or upon which 
all else is ultimately dependent.”80 Professor Tribe has identified this test as 
“functional” in nature: there is no inquiry into the content of an individual’s 
beliefs; rather, the inquiry focuses on the importance of the beliefs in the indi
vidual’s life.81

80. Seeger, 380 U.S. at 176.
81. L. Tribe, American Constitutional Law 830 (1978).
82. United States v. Ballard, 322 U.S. 78, 86 (1944).
83. 450 U.S. 707 (1981).
84. Id. at 714.
85. 283 U.S. 605 (1931), overruled, Girouard v. United States, 328 U.S. 61, 69-70 (1946).
86. 283 U.S. at 633-34 (Hughes, C.J., dissenting).
87. See supra notes 50 (Rasta prayer) and 17 (Biblical references).
88. Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205, 215-16 (1972).

The primary value of the functional approach as a method for determining 
whether a system of beliefs is religious is that it does not involve the courts in 
potentially intrusive doctrinal inquiries. Thus, the fact that Rasta beliefs may 
seem strange to some is irrelevant. The Supreme Court has adopted the posi
tion that religious freedom “includes the right to maintain theories of life . . . 
which are rank heresy to followers of orthodox faith.”82 As the Court recently 
stated in Thomas v. Review Board of Indiana Employment Security Division:* 3 
“[T]he resolution of that question is not to turn upon a judicial perception of 
the particular belief or practice in question; religious beliefs need not be ac
ceptable, logical, consistent or comprehensible to others in order to merit first 
amendment protection.”84

This functional approach is consistent with the Constitution and with the 
realities of litigation, for it is not doctrine that is on trial when a free exercise 
claim is before the court. Rather, it is an individual’s belief that is at issue, and 
an approach that focuses attention on the importance and sincerity of that be
lief is likely to be protective of unorthodox religions like Rastafarianism. 
These are precisely the religions that need protection most, for society in gen
eral and courts in particular are unfamiliar with them and thus are subject to 
reflexive but human prejudice against them. The measure of society’s protec
tive attitude toward religion ought to be the extent to which nonmainstream 
religions can flourish. Toward this end, courts should use an inquiry that in
terferes as little as possible with religious expression.

Under either the functional approach or the outmoded theistic view (which 
does examine the content of an individual’s religious beliefs), Rastafarianism 
clearly is a refigion. The theistic view, in the words of Chief Justice Hughes in 
United States v. Macintosh ,85 demands a “belief in a relation to God involving 
duties superior to those arising from any human relation.”86 To Rastafarians, 
Haile Selassie is God; he is worshipped and praised with words and ceremony 
drawn from the Judeo-Christian heritage.87 88 The fact that Rastafarian doctrine 
contains a “God” thus appears to satisfy the most conservative of the tests for 
religiosity.

Application of the functional approach also leads to the conclusion that the 
movement is a religion. Even if Jah Rastafari is not the Judeo-Christian God, 
he is at least a functional equivalent. Moreover, like the practices of the 
Amish recognized in Wisconsin v. Yoder,**  the movement occupies a place in 
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the hearts and minds of its adherents that is much more than “merely a matter 
of personal preference.”89 Among true Rastas, there is a strong spirituality, an 
experience that is a matter of “deep religious conviction, shared by an organ
ized group, and intimately related to daily living.”90 There is “ultimate con
cern” for liberating the black person and following Jah Rastafari to salvation 
in “Ethiopia.”91

89. Id. at 216.
90. Id. See supra notes 21 to 55 and accompanying text (discussing manifestations of Rasta faith in 

daily life).
91. See supra text accompanying notes 21 to 37 (discussing basic tenets of Rastafarianism).
92. International Soc’y for Krishna Consciousness, Inc. v. Barber. 650 F.2d 430, 439 (2d Cir. 1981).
93. United States v. Middleton, 690 F.2d 820, 824 n.2 (11th Cir. 1982), cert, denied sub nom. Middle

ton v. United States, 103 S. Ct. 1497 (1983).
94. Freeman, supra note 56, at 1565.
95. Id. at 1553.
96. Id. Cf. Brown v. Dade Christian Schools, Inc., 556 F.2d 310, 324 (5th Cir. 1977) (dissenting 

opinion) (whether belief considered “religious” and thus protected by first amendment depends on 
whether belief (1) is based on a “theory of man’s nature,” (2) is not merely a matter of personal prefer
ence, and (3) is sincere), cert, denied sub nom. Dade Christian Schools, Inc. v. Brown. 434 U.S. 1063 
(1978).

97. See supra text accompanying note 22 (discussing Rastafarian belief that Haile Selassie is the 
living God).

Some courts have limited their analysis of whether particular beliefs should 
be considered religious even more. To these courts, if a claim is “arguably 
religious,”92 it is accorded the protective mantle of free exercise analysis, pro
vided the claimant is sincere.93 Surely Rastafarianism rises to this level.

One commentator has recently suggested that the search for a constitutional 
definition of religion is a waste of time and resources:

[T]he search for the constitutional definition of “religion” is mis
guided. There is simply no essence of religion, no single feature or 
set of features that all religions have in common. . . . There is only a 
focus, coupled with a set of paradigmatic features. These . . . are 
enough ... to give “religion” its meaning.94

The commentator identified the following features as paradigmatic of reli
gion, but noted that none of them is both necessary and sufficient to guarantee 
a finding of religiosity:95

1. A belief in a Supreme Being;
2. A belief in transcendent reality;
3. A moral code;
4. A world view that provides an account of the role of human be
ings in the universe and around which an individual organizes his 
life;
5. Sacred rituals and holy days;
6. Worship and prayer;
7. A sacred text or scriptures;
8. Membership in a social organization that promotes a religious 
belief system.96

Rastafarianism embraces elements of most if not all of these categories. There 
is a Supreme Being, Jah Rastafari.97 Ethiopia, because it is the place where the 
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Rasta faithful seek Jah. is at least a foundation for a transcendent reality that 
is accessible only with the help of the “holy herb.”98 Rastas must live by a 
moral code that stresses peacefulness and adherence to the commands of Jah 
in daily life.99 Rastas participate in rituals, worship, and prayer.100 Unique 
interpretations of the Judeo-Christian scriptures form the textual point of de
parture for the Rasta creed. Thus, even if it is impossible or unnecessary to 
define religion, Rastafarianism deserves protection under the first amendment, 
for the movement fits this paradigm of religious belief systems.

98. See supra text accompanying note 31 (discussing Rastafarian belief that Ethiopia is paradise).
99. See supra note 30 and accompanying text (discussing pacifism of true Rastafarians).
100. See supra text following note 38 (discussing Rastafarian habits and rituals) and note 50 (discuss

ing Rastafarian prayer).
101. 103 S. Ct. 1855 (1983).
102. Cal. Penal Code § 647(e) (West 1970).
103. Id.
104. Kolender. 103 S. Ct. at 1856-57.
105. Id.
106. Id. at 1856. On remand, a federal jury denied Lawson money damages. National Law Journal, 

Dec. 12, 1982, at 13.
107. Brief of Eugene G. Iredale. counsel for amicus curiae California Attorneys for Criminal Justice, 

Kolender v. Lawson, 103 S. Ct. 1855 (1983) (available on LEXIS, Genfed library. Briefs file).

Under any of the modes of analysis outlined above. Rastafarianism is a reli
gion, and its adherents deserve full protection under the free exercise clause. It 
is therefore somewhat puzzling that, in the cases to which this note now turns, 
some courts have been unwilling to protect individuals claiming affiliation 
with the Rastafarian way of life.

III. The Rastafarians In The Courts

A. THE NEED FOR INCREASED JUDICIAL UNDERSTANDING OF 
RASTAFARIANISM

In Kolender v. Lawson,101 the United States Supreme Court considered the 
constitutionality of a California statute102 which required any person who “loi
ters or wanders upon the streets or from place to place without apparent reason 
or business” to “identify himself and to account for his presence when re
quested by any peace officer to do so.”103 After being detained or arrested 
fifteen times in two years under the statute, Edward Lawson sought declara
tory and injunctive relief from its enforcement.104 Both the district court and 
the Ninth Circuit enjoined enforcement of the statute.105 On appeal, the 
Supreme Court affirmed, holding that the statute was unconstitutionally vague 
on its face.106 107

The relevance of Kolender to the problem of underprotection of Rastafari
ans under the free exercise clause lies in the perception on the part of the 
amicus curiae and the national media that the California statute was being 
enforced in a manner discriminatory to the plaintiff. As stated by amicus. 
Edward Lawson was easy prey for enforcement of the unconstitutional statute 
because he wore his hair in the unconventional dreadlock style:

Mr. Lawson had the misfortune, in addition to being a member of a 
racial minority, of wearing his hair in tightly braided Rastafarian 
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style and enjoying traveling on foot or hitchhiking in public places. 
It was his appearance and race that led to his being forcibly detained 
on fifteen separate occasions. ... 108

108. Id.
109. See Walking Tall in California, Time, May 16, 1983, at 86 (noting Lawson aware that 

dreadlocks increased probability of police detention); California Walkman Wins, Newsweek, May 16, 
1983, at 63 (intimating Lawson’s “unusual” hairstyle and habits led to police detention).

110. Lawson was not a practicing Rastafarian See Time, May 16, 1983, at 86.
111. 571 F.2d 76 (2d Cir. 1978).
112. See id. at 79 n.2 (Rastafarianism only mentioned in brief footnote). Rastafarians were referred 

to in one of several pieces of testimony providing circumstantial evidence of defendant’s guilt. Id. at 79.
113. Id. at 79 n.2.
114. See supra notes 39 to 41 and accompanying text (discussing dietary restrictions).
115. See supra text accompanying note 44 (discussing pure water hair washing).
116. Fed. R. Evid. 610.
117. See, e.g, Cal. Evid. Code § 789 (West 1966); 3 J. Wigmore, Evidence § 936 (3d ed. 1940); C. 

McCormick, Evidence § 48 (2d ed. 1954).

A review of contemporaneous accounts of the decision supports the conclusion 
that Mr. Lawson was harassed because of his appearance.109 Although the 
Supreme Court found the California statute to be unconstitutional on its face 
and did not discuss dreadlocks or Rastafarianism110 in its decision, the case 
signals a need for courts to be aware of the possible discriminatory effect such 
statutes might have when applied to constitutionally protected activities of 
Rastafarians.

The current lack of proper constitutional respect for Rastafarianism on the 
part of the judiciary is exemplified by the Second Circuit’s decision in United 
States v. Moore.111 This case concerned a kidnapping conspiracy and did not 
address the status of Rastafarianism as a religion.112 In a footnote, the court 
dismissed the movement as a “vegetarian sect who eat no eggs or milk and do 
not cut or wash their hair, but leave it in ‘dreadlocks.’ ”113 This cursory state
ment puts a negative gloss on customs mandated by the tenets of Rastafarian
ism and betrays no recognition on the court’s part of the status of 
Rastafarianism as an established refigion.114 In asserting that Rastafarians do 
not wash their dreadlocks, the statement perpetuates the myth that Rastas are 
“dirty.”115 Although the Second Circuit was not called upon to confront any of 
the issues surrounding Rastafarianism as a religion, the court’s willingness to 
accept such a shallow summary of the religion points up an obvious attitudinal 
bias which may affect cases that do involve issues of the religious practices of 
Rastafarians.

B. RASTAFARIAN BELIEFS IN TRIAL SETTINGS

1. Adherence to Rastafarian Beliefs as an Evidentiary Matter

Rule 610 of the Federal Rules of Evidence forbids examination of witnesses 
concerning their religious beliefs when the inquiry is directed at credibility: 
“Evidence of the beliefs or opinions of a witness on matters of religion is not 
admissible for the purpose of showing that by reason of their nature his credi
bility is impaired or enhanced.”116 Many state evidence codes contain a similar 
rule.117

Rastafarian beliefs apparently constitute “religion” for purposes of the ap
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plication of this rule. In the only reported case to consider the issue, Govern
ment of the Virgin Islands v. Petersen ,118 the United States Court of Appeals 
for the Third Circuit upheld the trial court’s refusal to allow defense counsel to 
elicit the testimony of an alibi witness to the effect that both the witness and 
the defendant were Rastas.119 The defendant argued on appeal that the testi
mony was admissible as evidence of a peaceable character trait.120 The Third 
Circuit recounted the colloquy at issue, and then stated:

We cannot agree with counsel that this was an inartful attempt to 
elicit an opinion as to defendant’s peaceable character .... 
[CJounsel sought to put before the jury the religious affiliation and 
beliefs of both [the witness and the defendant]. As to [the witness], 
Fed. R. Evid. 610 clearly prohibits such testimony when it is used to 
enhance the witness’ credibility— and no other purpose for its admis
sion has been suggested.121

Acknowledging that Rule 610 was only partly dispositive of the matter, the 
court went on to discuss the proffer as it related to the defendant:

Defendant sought to introduce testimony that Rastafarians believe in 
nonviolence, that defendant is a Rastafarian and that he holds that 
belief. This testimony, if believed, would be logically probative of 
the proposition that defendant acted in conformity with his belief on 
the night of the homicide which is circumstantial evidence that the 
defendant was not the assailant.122

The court concluded that the proper basis for both reputation and opinion 
testimony is observation of a defendant’s behavior rather than awareness of his 
beliefs and that the testimony was thus not “legally relevant.”123

2. Disparagement of Rastafarian Beliefs and Due Process

Part of the raison d’etre for the safeguards afforded religion under our Con
stitution is the protection of unpopular or unorthodox religious sects.124 Under

118. 553 F.2d 324 (3d Cir. 1977).
119. Id. at 328-29.
120. Id. at 328. See Fed. R. Evid. 404(a)(1), 405 (opinion evidence admissible to prove relevant 

character trait).
121. Petersen, 553 F.2d at 328. The Third Circuit’s holding was cited with approval in United States 

V. Sampol. 636 F.2d 621, 666 (D.C. Cir. 1980):
The purpose of [Rule 610] is to guard against the prejudice which may result from disclosure 
of a witness’s faith. The scope of the prohibition includes unconventional or unusual reli
gions. See Government of Virgin Islands v. Petersen, . . . (defense counsel could not elicit 
testimony that alibi witness was a member of the Rastafarian sect).

Cf. C. McCormick, Evidence § 48 (2d ed. 1954) (“The disclosure of. . . affiliation with some strange 
or unpopular sect, will often in many communities be fraught with intense prejudice.”)

122. Petersen, 553 F.2d at 329.
123. Id. In so holding, the Third Circuit engaged in the familiar balancing of the logical relevance of 

the proffered evidence against the possibility of prejudice, confusion, surprise, and consumption of trial 
time under Fed. R. Evid. 403. Id.

124. See McGowan v. Maryland, 366 U.S. 420, 464 (1961) (Frankfurter, J., concurring) ("In assuring 
the free exercise of religion, the Framers of the First Amendment were sensitive to the then recent 
history of those persecutions and impositions of civil disability with which sectarian majorities in virtu
ally all of the Colonies had visited deviation in the matter of conscience”). 
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the analysis of this note, Rastafarianism belongs in this category.125 In the 
three cases that follow, Rastafarian defendants posed due process challenges to 
deprecatory remarks directed at the movement made in open court.

125. See supra text following note 38 (discussing unique habits and rituals); see also Baer v. Baer, 
450 F. Supp. 481 (ND. Cal. 1978):

“Membership in a minority religious group, like membership in a minority racial group, has 
often excited the fear, hatred, and irrationality of the majority. Two thousand years of human 
history compellingly prove that no easier road to martyrdom is found than in adherence to an 
unpopular religious faith.”

Id. at 491.
126. 84 Mich. App. 775, 270 N.W.2d 687 (1978).
127. Id. at 778, 270 N.W.2d at 688-89.
128. The reversal was based on this exchange and on the prosecutor’s closing argument, which again 

referred to the supposed militant “plans” of the Rastas. Id.
129. Id. at 776, 270 N.W.2d at 687-88.
130. Id. at 777, 270 N.W.2d at 688.
131. Id. at 778, 270 N.W.2d at 688.
132. 499 F. Supp. 667 (S.D.N.Y. 1980).
133. Id. at 672.

In People v. Marchese,126 the Michigan Court of Appeals reversed the de
fendant’s conviction for assault with intent to commit murder on grounds of 
prosecutorial misconduct.127 The court examined the following colloquy on 
cross examination of the defendant and found it to be improper:128

Q Did you ever belong to an organization—I’m going to have to 
spell the name. I—can’t pronounce it—R-a-s-t-a-f-a-r-i-a-n? 
A Rastafarian.
Q Did you ever belong to such an organization?
A It’s not an organization; it is just a religion.
Q Do they have certain beliefs?
A They believe in following Haile Selassie and Marcus Garvey, 
from Ethiopia.
Q Were you pretty active in that religion?
Defense counsel objected on the ground that religion should not be 
inquired into ....
Q ... I don’t intend to get into the religious aspects of it, if you can 
answer yes or no, fine ....
Q Is it not true .... that members of that belief advocate destruc
tion of police officials?
Defense again objected but the trial court held that the question was 
not inappropriate.129

The court of appeals concluded that “innuendo” without factual basis “has no 
place in a criminal trial,”130 and that the trial court’s refusal to sustain the 
timely objections by the defense thus constituted reversible error.131

The court’s decision in Marchese contrasts sharply with the treatment ac
corded a Rastafarian defendant in Lindsay v. Henderson ,132 Lindsay was a 
habeas corpus petition in which the prisoner asserted that “prejudicial remarks 
by the prosecuting attorney regarding petitioner’s Rastafarian religion denied 
him a fair trial.”133 The petitioner pointed to the prosecutor’s reading into the 
record a prejudicial out-of-court statement of a defense witness and to various 
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other remarks by the prosecutor.134 The court held that the scattered references 
to the petitioner’s faith were “developed during the examination and testi
mony, [and were] justified for identification purposes” and thus did not give 
rise to a due process violation.135 The court further found that while the out- 
of-court statement did display “prejudice against petitioner and his Ras
tafarian friends,”136 any prejudice affected only the credibility of the defense 
witness. Thus, the statement was “properly admitted by the trial court as im
peachment of the defense witness.”137 The court concluded that the issue was 
not whether the prosecutor’s conduct was undesirable, erroneous, or even sub
ject to universal opprobrium, but rather whether it violated a right guaranteed 
by the fourteenth amendment.138 139

134. Id.
135. Id.
136. Id.
137. Id.
138. Id.
139. 613 F.2d 21 (2d Cir. 1980), overruled, Daye v. Attorney General of New York, 696 F.2d 186, 195 

(2d Cir. 1982) (improper application of exhaustion doctrine in Gayle), on remand, Daye v. Attorney 
General of New York, 712 F.2d 1566 (2d Cir. 1983).

140. Id. at 22.
141. Id.
142. Id. at 23 (Oakes, J., dissenting).
143. Id. at 25 (Oakes, J., dissenting).
144. See id. at 27 (Oakes, J., dissenting) (“the witnesses .... as well as the defendant Gayle, spoke 

in Jamaican patois”).
145. Id. at 25-26 (Oakes, J., dissenting).
146. See supra notes 43 to 44 and accompanying text (discussing dreadlock hairstyle).
147. No. 80-2169 (S.D.N.Y. June 24. 1981), as amended (S.D.N.Y. January 8. 1982) (available on 

LEXIS, Genfed library. Cases file).
148. Id.
149. Id.

Gayle v. Lefevre^ was a habeas corpus case in which the petitioner claimed, 
inter alia, that the trial judge’s prejudicial conduct, including a reference to 
Rastafarians as “animals,” denied him the right to a fair trial.140 The Second 
Circuit affirmed the dismissal of the petition on grounds of failure to exhaust 
state remedies.141 In dissent, Circuit Judge Oakes stated that he viewed the 
petition as one which asserted a denial of due process.142 In discussing the 
merits. Judge Oakes enumerated six examples of improper conduct by the state 
court trial judge, “none of which [was] alone reversible, but all of which oper
ated in combination to be excessively intrusive.”143 Apparently the defendant 
and two witnesses were Jamaican Rastas,144 and Judge Oakes noted that the 
trial court’s pejorative reference to Rastafarians was improper.145

C. DREADLOCKS IN PRISON SETTINGS

The Rastafarian practice of wearing dreadlocks has engendered problems 
for individual Rastas in the context of prison hair regulations.146 In Hall v. 
Coughlin ,147 an inmate of the New York state prison system brought an action 
under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 against prison officials.148 The plaintiff claimed, inter 
alia, that the forced combing out of his dreadlocks during a prison security 
search violated his rights under the free exercise clause.149 The district court, in 
ruling on the defendant’s motion to dismiss, initially misunderstood the plain
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tiffs allegation as charging that prison officials had removed his dreadlocks.150 
The court noted that prison officials have broad discretion with respect to the 
length of an inmate’s hair,151 but that exercise of this discretion could lead to 
infringement of the free exercise clause.152 In light of the defendant’s failure to 
submit proof of an appropriate exercise of power, the court denied that part of 
the defendant’s motion to dismiss.153

150. Id.
151. Id. (citing Hill v. Estelle, 537 F.2d 214 (5th Cir. 1976); Daugherty v. Reagan, 446 F.2d 75 (9th 

Cir. 1971) (per curiam)).
152. Id.
153. Id.
154. Id.
155. Id.
156. Id.
157. Id.
158. Id.
159. 441 U.S. 520 (1979).
160. Id. at 547-48. In Bell, various prison practices and restrictions, such as restrictions on incoming 

mail and strip searches after visits, survived constitutional challenge on the grounds that they were 
reasonable responses on the part of the government to legitimate security problems. Id. at 561. Cf. 
Procunier v. Martinez, 416 U.S. 396 (1974) (prison practices, including censorship of incoming and 
outgoing mail, not reasonable restrictions furthering important government interest when restrictions 
broader than necessary).

161. 527 F. Supp. 1111 (E.D. La. 1981).
162. Id. at 1111-12. See supra notes 62 to 69 and accompanying text (discussing Robinson court’s 

suggestion that Rastafarianism does not constitute a religion for purposes of first amendment).
163. 527 F. Supp. at 1111-12.
164. Id. at 1114.
165. Id. at 1113.
166. Id. See supra note 44 (not all Rastas adopt dreadlock style).

The issue was raised again in the prison system’s motion for summary judg
ment. This time, the moving papers made clear that Hall was forced to comb 
out his dreadlocks, not have them removed.154 The prison system asserted that 
its action was incident to a complete search required by prison regulations155 
and that contraband could be hidden in the dreadlocks.156 Noting that New 
York prison regulations “permit the wearing of Rastafarian hair,’’157 the court 
held that the combing out of dreadlocks was “without question” less intrusive 
than removal.158 The court engaged in no free exercise balancing analysis. 
Instead, the court relied on Bell v. Wolfish159 for the general proposition that 
“prison administrators . . . should be accorded wide-ranging deference in the 
adoption and execution of policies and practices that in their judgment are 
needed to preserve internal order and discipline and to maintain institutional 
security.”160

TheZfaZZ court also cited Robinson v. Fori,161 a case addressing the constitu
tionality of prison haircut regulations as applied to a prisoner wearing Ras
tafarian dreadlocks and claiming to be a member of the movement.162 The 
prisoner sought a temporary restraining order preventing prison officials from 
cutting his hair.163 The court found that the haircut regulations were reason
able on their face and satisfied constitutional norms as to “reasons ... for 
their promulgation.”164 Thus, the court found “ample reasons for denying 
plaintiffs petition.”165

The Robinson court correctly pointed out that the wearing of dreadlocks is 
not absolutely mandatory among Rasta brethren.166 In the only real judicial 
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effort to analyze the movement, the court considered the sincerity of the pris
oner’s beliefs:

Robinson demonstrates little if any familiarity with the Rastafari, 
[sic] their history, teaching, or practice. In his complaint ... no 
mention is made of Haile Selassie, . . . Marcus Garvey [or] Jamaica 
. . . Additionally, Robinson’s brand of Rastafarian belief seems 
highly selective. Although he seeks to avoid a haircut, he has made 
no effort to follow . . . the group’s highly restrictive dietary norms.167

167. Id. at 1113-14.
168. Id. at 1111.
169. Id. at 1113. Cf. Barnes v. Government of Virgin Islands, 415 F. Supp. 1218, 1228, 1234 (D.V.l 

1976) (requiring prison officials to make reasonable efforts to meet special dietary needs of Rastafarians 
incarcerated there).

170. See supra notes 45 to 53 and accompanying text (discussing use of “ganja”).
171. 377 So. 2d 648 (Fla. 1979).
172. Id.
173. See supra note 54 and accompanying text (discussing attraction of Rastafarians to Ethiopian 

Zion Coptic Church). While the Coptic Church is Christian in nature, see Town, 377 So. 2d at 649, 
some of its members also worship Haile Selassie. L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 201-09.

174. Town, 377 So. 2d at 649. See also United States v. Middleton, 690 F.2d 820, 824 (11th Cir. 
1982) (assuming without deciding that Ethiopian Coptic Church was religion within protection of first 
amendment and applying free exercise analysis to member who imported marijuana).

175. Town, 377 So. 2d at 649.
176. Id. at 650.
177. Id.
178. Id. at 650-51.
179. Id. at 651.

The court also noted that the prisoner had originally claimed to be a Bap
tist.168 In short, the court was unconvinced of the authenticity of Robinson’s 
adherence to Rastafarianism: “Robinson has failed to make even the most 
minimal showing that he is in fact a bona fide member with a rudimentary 
knowledge of Rastafari [sic] teaching. . . .” 169

D. USE OF MARIJUANA AS A SACRAMENT

As noted earlier, the sacramental use of marijuana has focused a substantial 
amount of attention on the Rastafarians.170 171 In Tohtz v. State ex rel. Seno,iJl 
the Florida Supreme Court addressed the constitutionality of the state prohibi
tion of marijuana use as applied to members of the Ethiopian Zion Coptic 
Church,172 a religious body with symbiotic ties to Rastafarianism.173 The trial 
court had expressly found, and the parties agreed, that the Ethiopian Zion 
Coptic Church was a religion in the context of the first amendment174 and that 
sacramental use of marijuana was an “essential portion” of the Church’s reli
gious observance.175 The petitioner’s sincerity in adhering to the doctrines of 
the Church was similarly uncontroverted.176 The court framed the issue as 
whether the state had a compelling interest in restricting the use of marijuana 
as a religious practice.177

In answering the question, the court balanced the state’s interest in prohibit
ing use of a “dangerous drug” with the Church’s interest in retaining an unfet
tered right to religious expression.178 The court held that the scales tipped in 
favor of the state.179 It devoted a substantial portion of the opinion to distin
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guishing the opinion of the California Supreme Court in People v. Woody. 180 
In that case, the California Supreme Court refused to prohibit the use of pe
yote in the religious ceremonies of the Native American Church.181 The Flor
ida court relied on a number of factual distinctions in holding that Woody was 
not controlling.182

180. 61 Cal. 2d 716, 394 P.2d 813, 40 Cal. Rptr. 69 (1964).
181. Woody, 61 Cal. 2d at 727, 394 P.2d at 821, 40 Cal. Rptr. at 77. Accord State v. Wittingham. 19 

Ariz. App. 27, 29, 504 P.2d 950, 952 (1973) (use of peyote by members of Native American Church 
protected by free exercise clause), cert, denied. 417 U.S. 946 (1974); Whitehorn v. State, 561 P 2d 539, 
544-45 (Okl. Ct. Crim. App. 1977) (same). See infra text accompanying notes 291 to 300 for a fuller 
discussion of Woody.

182. Town, 377 So. 2d at 651. In Woody, peyote was used only by adults, and its use was restricted to 
certain ceremonies conducted in the desert, far from population centers. Woody. 61 Cal. 2d at 717, 721- 
22. 394 P.2d at 814, 817-18. 40 Cal. Rptr. at 70, 73-74. In contrast, the marijuana smoking at issue in 
Town was done throughout the day by members as well as nonmembers of the Church. 377 So. 2d at 
651. That minors were indiscriminately allowed access to marijuana particularly troubled the court. 
Id. In addition, participants under the influence of marijuana were constantly traveling to and from 
petitioner’s Miami Beach residence by car, presenting potential safety hazards to the public. Id.

183. Town, 377 So. 2d at 652 (Boyd, J., concurring and dissenting).
184. Id.
185. 546 F. Supp. 1120 (S.D. Ga. 1982).
186. Id. at 1123-24.
187. Id at 1123.
188. Id. at 1125.
189. 21 U.S.C. § 881(a)(6) (1982).
190. $87,279, 546 F. Supp. at 1126.
191. Id. at 1127.

Justice Boyd dissented from the opinion of the majority insofar as it con
flicted with the holding of Woody and thereby operated to prohibit completely 
the Coptic Church’s sacramental use of marijuana.183 He noted that the major
ity’s concerns could have been dealt with less intrusively by imposition of rea
sonable time, place, and manner restrictions similar to those viewed with 
approval by the Woody court:

I would remand this cause .... with directions to permit bona fide 
members to use marijuana in actual worship services in a properly 
zoned church location, subject to the condition that they do not oper
ate automobiles while under the influence of the drug. The [trial] 
court should designate the persons who are to distribute and receive 
the drug and require strict accounting to prevent misuse of the 
sacrament.184

Only one reported federal case has addressed Rastafarian doctrine with re
spect to marijuana. In United States v. Currency Totalling $87,279,185 two 
Jamaican immigrants who were speeding were stopped by officers of the Geor
gia State Patrol.186 They were arrested, and when their car was searched after 
being impounded, marijuana and large sums of cash were found.187 In an in 
rem forfeiture proceeding, the United States Attorney General sought posses
sion of the money.188 To secure a forfeiture under the applicable statute,189 the 
government had to show probable cause for belief that a substantial nexus 
existed between the property to be seized and some criminal activity.190 The 
court concluded that probable cause existed to believe that the cash repre
sented proceeds from an illegal transaction.191 In so doing, the court described 
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the following exchange:
Steadman [one of the occupants of the car] stated he smoked mari
juana frequently. Steadman then volunteered that he was a member 
of the Rastafarian religious group that originated in Jamaica and that 
operates in this country out of New York City, Boston, Philadelphia, 
and Miami. Steadman stated that Rastafarians utilized marijuana as 
a sacrament and that he was not in violation of the law for possessing 
marijuana. He further stated that the Rastafarian organization was in 
the business of importing marijuana from Jamaica .... both for the 
personal consumption of its members and for purposes of sale to 
“rich Americans . . . .” He stated that the proceeds were used to 
financially support the sect and to help poor people in Jamaica. [He] 
implied that the money found .... during the inventory search was 
derived from the sale of marijuana.192

192. Id. at 1124-25.
193. Id. at 1126-27.
194. No. 3985/A/82 (Crim App. Aug. 26, 1982) (available on LEXIS, Enggen library. Cases file); 

Rex v. Daudi, No. 3986/A/82 (Crim. App. Aug. 26, 1982) (available on LEXIS. Enggen library. Cases 
file) (companion case).

195. 1 Crim. App. (S) 5 (1979) (available on LEXIS, Enggen library. Cases file).
196. Daniels, No. 3985/A/82 (Crim. App. Aug. 26, 1982); Williams, 1 Crim. App. (S) 5 (1979).
197. Daniels, No. 3985/A/82 (Crim. App. Aug. 26, 1982).

Based on these statements, the court held that the United States was entitled to 
seize the money because it was the product of illegal activity.193 194

Because of the in rem nature of United States v. $87,279, the culpability of 
the individual claiming Rastafarian beliefs was not directly at issue. For this 
reason, the court did not address such matters as the authenticity of 
Steadman's beliefs; nor did the court consider Steadman’s adherence to the 
principles of Rastafarianism in mitigation of the offenses charged. This con
trasts with the treatment accorded Rastas in two English decisions.

In Rex v. Daniels'^ and Rex v. Williams,195 the defendants were arrested 
and convicted for possession of marijuana.196 In Daniels, the court of criminal 
appeals refused to reduce a six-month jail sentence.197 In so doing, however, 
the court examined the unique facts surrounding the members of the move
ment and tacitly authorized lenient treatment for Rastafarians violating the 
marijuana laws:

[The defendants] were quite frank with police. They told the[m] that 
they were members of the Rastafarian brethren in Bristol and they 
had gone to Manchester so that they could purchase a large amount 
of cannabis which was to be used in the Rastafarian sect. The prose
cution and the judge accepted that neither of these men had commer
cial motives.... [Counsel] draws attention to the great benefits that 
have come not only to [the defendants] but apparently also to many 
of the communities who live in the very troubled area ... in Bristol 
as a result of their practice of the Rastafarian religion. It is accepted 
that they are both genuine adherents of that particular sect .... 
[Daniels] lived a violent life of crime for a period . . . but since join
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ing the Rastafarians . . . has lived a crime free life . . . sadly they 
must pay the price of consciously and knowingly breaking the law. 
They have received what can be regarded as sentences right at the 
lower end of the bracket for the offence which they committed and 
they must serve those sentences.198

In Rex v. Williams,199 the court was even more explicit in its leniency. The 
defendant, a Jamaican Rastafarian, was caught attempting to smuggle mari
juana into Great Britain in false suitcase bottoms.200 The court distinguished 
the case from the typical drug trafficking case:

There are however some special circumstances relating to the appel
lant. He belongs to a sect in Jamaica called Rastafarians. There are 
persons in this country who profess whatever beliefs Rastafarians 
have. The court was informed and accepted, that Rastafarians make 
an extensive, and indeed spectacular use of cannabis [in] a form of 
religious rite .... In those circumstances, the court is prepared to 
accept that this is not the ordinary case of commercial importation of 
cannabis . . 201

The court reduced the defendant’s prison term from three years to two.202
Viewed together, these twelve cases demonstrate that although some aspects 

of Rastafarianism have been the subject of litigation, no court has seriously 
considered what form the free exercise rights of the Rastafarians should take. 
This note next addresses that question.

IV. The Free Exercise Rights Of Rastafarians

A. SINCERITY OF ADHERENCE TO THE TENETS OF RASTAFARIANISM

In assessing whether future litigants claiming Rastafarian beliefs deserve 
free exercise protections, it will be necessary for courts to determine whether 
those beliefs are sincere. Such an inquiry is well established in free exercise 
jurisprudence203 and is important because mere philosophical and personal 
beliefs do not merit the protection of the free exercise clause.204 The purpose of 
the sincerity inquiry is to ensure that those seeking first amendment protec

ts. Id.
199. I Crim. App. (S) 5 (1979).
200. Id.
201. Id.
202. Id.
203. See, e.g, United States v. Seeger, 380 U.S. 163, 166 (1965) (test for religious belief is whether 

sincere, meaningful, and parallel to orthodox belief in God); Theriault v. Carlson. 495 F.2d 390, 394 
(5th Cir.) (remanding with instructions to decide whether professed beliefs of petitioner sincerely held 
and religious), cert, denied, 419 U.S. 1003 (1974); Theriault v. Silber, 453 F. Supp. 254. 259 (W.D. Tex. 
1978) (noting necessity of deciding issue of petitioner’s religious sincerity despite difficulty of inquiry); 
United States v. Kuch, 288 F. Supp 439, 443-44 (D.D.C. 1968) (establishing minimum test for religious 
sincerity for free exercise protection; petitioner must show adherence to ethical standards and spiritual 
discipline).

204. Sherbert v. Verner, 314 U.S. 398, 401 n.4 (1963) (state may deny unemployment benefits when 
unavailability for work stems from personal reasons unrelated to conscience or religion) (dicta); Brown 
v. Dade Christian Schools, 556 F.2d 310, 314, 323, 324 (5th Cir. 1977) (en banc) (defendant school’s 
policy of racial segregation based on social policy or philosophy and hence unprotected by free exercise 
clause). 
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tions are not engaging in sham tactics or hiding personal, nonspiritual prefer
ences behind religious camouflage.205 Thus a sincerity analysis is particularly 
appropriate in cases involving individuals purporting to be Rastas because the 
practices associated with the movement tend to attract people for nonreligious 
reasons. For instance, some individuals may seek to shield nonreligious use of 
marijuana behind an assertion that they are Rastafarians. While the sacra
mental use of marijuana may draw these individuals to the movement, unless 
they adopt the religiosity that is clearly a part of such ritual use, the conclusion 
is inescapable that free exercise protections ought not to apply.206

205. See United States v. Kuch, 288 F. Supp. at 441-43 (constitutional protection may not be cyni
cally used as shield).

206. See supra notes 45 to 53 and accompanying text (discussing ritual use of marijuana). The con
nection between the popularity of reggae music and the spread of Rastafarianism has already been 
noted. See supra note 20 and accompanying text. Adoption of Rastafarian practices, such as the wear
ing of dreadlocks, based on an affinity for the music without the acceptance of Rastafarian doctrine as a 
source of spiritual guidance, does not rise to the level that should be protected by the first amendment.

207. Cf. United States v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252, 257 (1982) (sincerity of Amish belief that social security 
system is sinful not questioned); Childs v. Duckworth, 705 F.2d 915, 919-20 (7th Cir. 1983) (court 
assumed Satanism a religion); Madyun v. Franzen, 704 F.2d 954, 957 (7th Cir. 1983) (sincerity of 
belief in Islam specifically not questioned); Sostre v. McGinnis. 334 F.2d 906, 907-08 (2d Cir. 1964) 
(accepting finding that beliefs of Black Muslim sect constituted religion); Knuckles v. Prasse, 302 F. 
Supp. 1036, 1049 (E.D. Pa. 1969) (recognizing Black Muslims as members of bona fide religion); Town 
v. State ex ret Reno, 377 So. 2d at 649 (religious nature of Ethiopian Zion Coptic Church 
uncontroverted).

208. 556 F.2d 310 (5th Cir. 1977).
209. Id. at 323 (Goldberg, J., concurring).
210. Some authority for this approach already exists. See Teterud v. Bums, 522 F.2d 357, 361 n.8 

(8th Cir. 1975) (when government failed to present sufficient evidence at trial that plaintiffs religious 
beliefs were insincere, government’s argument on appeal that trial court impermissibly shifted burden 
of proof of insincerity to it “frivolous”).

211. 527 F. Supp. 1111 (E.D. La. 1981). See also supra notes 161 to 169 and accompanying text 
(discussing Robinson holding).

Thus, as a threshold matter it seems necessary for courts to establish the 
authenticity of an individual’s adherence to Rastafarian beliefs. In most cases, 
this probably will be a matter for stipulation.207 208 Where it is controverted, the 
issue then becomes one of deciding what degree of proof will suffice to estab
lish sincerity. This inquiry is important because of the risk of undue judicial 
involvement inherent in testing sincerity. In Brown v. Dade Christian 
Schools™ Judge Goldberg noted this problem:

Courts are of course competent to sort sincere from insincere reli
gious contentions, but the process of doing so, and of striking differ
ent balances when confronted with sincere claims posing subtle 
variations in religious dogma, inevitably embroils the courts undesir
ably in religious controversies.209

To guard against this outcome, after the proponent of the free exercise claim 
has demonstrated familiarity with and substantial adherence to the basic tenets 
of the movement, the burden should shift to the party opposing free exercise 
protection to show the proponent’s insincerity.210 211 In applying this test to a pro
ponent who claims to be a Rastafarian, courts could be guided by the relatively 
objective criteria employed by the court in Robinson v. FotiSx 1 In that case, the 
court examined the moving papers submitted by the pro se petitioner and held 
that they reflected a lack of familiarity with the “Rastafari [sic], their history, 
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teaching or practice.”212 Allowing a proponent of a free exercise claim to es
tablish prima facie the sincerity of his belief by meeting an objective test of 
basic familiarity with the religion is far less dangerous than direct examination 
of a putative adherent’s subjective religious dedication.

212. Id. at 1113. The Robinson court noted the petitioner’s failure to mention Haile Selassie. Marcus 
Garvey, or Jamaica, and his lack of effort in following Rastafarian dietary norms. Id. at 1113-14

213. See supra text accompanying notes 80 to 84 (discussing functional approach).
214. See supra notes 54 to 55 and accompanying text (discussing theological debate among 

Rastafarians).
215. See supra notes 54 and 173 and accompanying text (discussing differences in beliefs among 

Rastas). See also L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 206-09 (members of Ethiopian Orthodox Church em
brace divinity of Haile Selassie in varying degrees).

216. See supra note 44 (dreadlocks not mandatory among Rasta brethren).
217. L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 220-21.
218. Id.
219. Cf. United States v. Ballard, 322 U.S. 78, 87 (1944) (“The Fathers of the constitution were not 

unaware of the varied and extreme views of religious sects, (or) of the violence of disagreement among 
them .... “).

220. 450 U.S. 707 (1981).
221. Id. at 715.
222. Id. at 715-16.

The adoption of a burden-shifting test for sincerity that requires that a pro
ponent have only a basic level of knowledge of the religion and does not in
quire into a particular proponent’s acceptance of all of the religion’s dogma 
would be consistent with the functional approach to determining whether a 
belief is religious, in that it would tend to expand the protection of the free 
exercise clause while limiting judicial scrutiny of religious doctrine.213 Such a 
test would also permit an individual’s free exercise assertion to prevail even 
where there are manifestations that an individual’s faith is out of step with the 
main body of Rastafarian thought. This is important because of the theologi
cal differences among Rastas which have already been discussed.214 For exam
ple. an individual might accept both Christ and Haile Selassie in varying 
degrees of divinity, as do many members of the Ethiopian Orthodox 
Church.215 Alternatively, a Rasta might accept some practices of the move
ment but not others.216 Professor Barrett has identified what he calls “func
tional Rastafarians.”217 This group includes true adherents of the movement 
who have adapted its doctrines and personal symbols to their own situations 
within a society that is generally unreceptive to their system of beliefs.218 They 
deserve free exercise protection as much as the Catholic who goes to Mass once 
a year.

The fact that such ongoing adaptation exists, or that there are intra-faith 
differences among Rastas, should not detract from the free exercise protections 
sincere individuals deserve. Religious debate is present in every religion.219 In 
Thomas v. Review Board of the Indiana Employment Security Division ,220 the 
Supreme Court recognized that courts are poorly equipped “to resolve such 
differences in relation to the Religion Clauses.”221 The Court held that the 
guarantee of free exercise is not limited to beliefs that are shared by all mem
bers of a given religious sect.222 The natural corollary of this statement is that 
one should not be deemed “insincere” and thus lose free exercise protections 
otherwise due because of a disagreement about religious doctrine. There is no 
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reason why this principle should not apply to Rastafarians as well as Orthodox 
and non-Orthodox Jews or Catholics and Protestants.

B. FREE EXERCISE RIGHTS OF RASTAFARIANS IN PRISON CONTEXTS

Persons convicted of crimes and incarcerated in penal institutions in this 
country necessarily are denied numerous rights and privileges. Nevertheless, it 
is clear that convicts are not stripped of religious rights at the prison gate. As 
the Supreme Court stated in Cruz v. Beto J-13 “[Reasonable opportunities must 
be afforded to all prisoners to exercise the religious freedom guaranteed by the 
first and fourteenth amendments without fear of penalty.”223 224

223 . 405 U.S. 319 (1972) (per curiam).
224. Id. al 322 n.2. Cf. Cooper v. Pate, 378 U.S. 546 (1964) (reversing dismissal for failure to state a 

claim where Black Muslim prisoner alleged denial of permission to purchase religious publications and 
denial of privileges because of religious beliefs).

225. See Madyun v. Franzen, 704 F.2d 954, 958 (7th Cir. 1983) (prison inmate not entitled to same 
freedom from interference with exercise of religion as non-inmates); but cf. Barnett v. Rogers, 410 F.2d 
995, 1000-01 (D.C. Cir. 1969) (mere fact that government may curtail religious freedom in prison envi
ronment does not eliminate need for adequate reasons justifying restrictions of religious rights).

226. Cruz v. Beto. 405 U.S. at 321; Bell v. Wolfish, 441 U.S. 520, 547-48 (1979).
227. Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 403 (1963).
228. Madyun, IM F.2d at 959-60.
229. Id. at 959. See Moskowitz v. Wilkinson, 432 F. Supp. 947 (1977) (prison “no beard” rule must 

be “generally necessary” to promote “legitimate government interest”); Procunier v. Martinez, 416 U.S. 
396. 414 (1974) (same standard regarding restriction of inmate correspondence).

230. No. 80-2169 (S.D.N.Y. June 24, 1981), as amended (S.D.N.Y. January 8, 1982). See supra text 
accompanying notes 147 to 160 (discussing Hally

231. Id.
232. Id.
233. 527 F. Supp. 1111 (E.D. La. 1981).

Free exercise cases arising in prison settings are not, however, analyzed by 
the courts in the same manner as other free exercise cases.225 Prison officials 
are accorded considerable latitude in the administration of prison affairs.226 
Rather than requiring a showing of compelling state interest,227 the courts gen
erally require only that prison limitations on religious liberties be reasonably 
adapted to important penological goals.228 This standard apparently lies some
where between the compelling state interest standard and the rational relation
ship standard.229

Applications of prison grooming and security requirements to Rastafarians 
wearing their hair in the dreadlock style are reviewed under this intermediate 
standard. In Hall v. Coughlin,230 the court held that the forced combing out of 
a prisoner’s dreadlocks as part of a security search did not violate his free 
exercise rights.231 The court strongly intimated that it would have allowed the 
cutting of the dreadlocks as well.232 * The court was correct in stating that the 
combing out was less intrusive than removal. Nevertheless, the extraordinary 
deference given the prison regulations by the court was inappropriate. The 
court considered only the prison’s interest; there was no evaluation of the pris
oner’s sincerity or whether, on balance, his free exercise rights merited 
protection.

In Robinson v. Foti?33 the court properly disposed of the petitioner’s motion 
to restrain enforcement of prison haircut regulations on grounds of his lack of 
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sincerity.234 The court failed to acknowledge, however, that despite the defer
ence granted to prison authorities, prison regulations may be unconstitutional 
because they are more restrictive of first amendment rights than necessary to 
meet institutional objectives or do not serve the stated institutional objec
tives.235 In particular, the court failed to consider three cases that discuss con
flicts between prison grooming regulations and strongly felt, sincere religious 
beliefs.

234. Id. at 1113.
235. See Procunier v. Martinez, 416 U.S. 396, 416 (1974) (prison regulations authorizing censorship 

of prisoner mail far broader than demanded by interests of legitimate penal administration constitu
tionally invalid); Cruz v. Beto, 405 U.S. 319, 321-23 (1972) (per curiam) (reversing trial court's dismissal 
of Buddhist prisoner’s free exercise claim which was based on broad deference to prison authorities); 
O’Bryan v. County of Saginaw, 437 F. Supp. 582, 600 (E.D. Mich. 1977) (prison rule restricting attend
ance at religious services to persons with bond of $5,000 or less arbitrary and violates free exercise 
rights).

236. 522 F.2d 357 (8th Cir. 1975), affg Teterud v. Gillman, 385 F. Supp. 153 (S.D. Iowa 1974).
237. 522 F.2d at 358-59.
238. Id. at 360 (citations omitted).
239. 432 F. Supp. 947 (D. Conn. 1977).
240. Id. at 948.
241. Leviticus 21:5.
242. See supra note 43 and accompaitying text (discussing Rastafarian reliance on passage).
243. Moskowitz, 432 F. Supp. at 947.
244. Id. at 949.
245. 422 F. Supp. 211 (S.D.N.Y. 1976), cited in 432 F. Supp. at 949.
246. 422 F. Supp. at 215-18.

In Teterud v. Burns,236 a Native American prison inmate successfully chal
lenged a prison regulation preventing his wearing of long braided hair.237 The 
Eighth Circuit upheld the trial court’s finding that the inmate’s practice was 
consistent with his Native American religion, and made it clear that the peti
tioner was not required to prove that the custom was an absolute tenet prac
ticed by all Native Americans: “This is not the law. Proof that the practice is 
deeply rooted in religious belief is sufficient. It is not the province of govern
ment officials or court[s] to determine religious orthodoxy . . . ,”238

In Moskowitz v. Wilkinson 239 the prisoner, an Orthodox Jew, sought relief 
from a prison regulation requiring him to be clean shaven.240 The court noted 
that it was undisputed that the rule against shaving had substantial support in 
Jewish law, citing the same Biblical passage241 relied upon by the Rastafari
ans.242 The prison administration argued that not all Jews remain unshaven, 
and thus that the prisoner should not be exempted from prison regulations.243 
The court dispensed with this assertion in a manner similar to the Eighth Cir
cuit’s handling of the issue in Teterud:

It cannot be denied that different levels of observance exist among 
the world’s Jews. But the fact that some Jews do not object to shav
ing, or that others accept the distinction between shaving and cutting, 
does not defeat the plaintiffs claim. It is his own religious belief that 
is asserted, not anyone else’s .... He need not show that his reli
gious practice is absolutely mandated in order to receive constitu
tional protection.244

The court also cited Monroe v. Bombard,245 a case in which a similar “no 
beard” rule was struck down as applied to Sunni Muslims.246
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The reasoning underlying these holdings conflicts with the Robinson court’s 
reliance on the fact that the wearing of dreadlocks is not mandatory among 
Rastafarians.247 A sincere Rasta’s decision to wear dreadlocks is undoubtedly 
“deeply rooted in religious belief.”248 An individual’s decision to adopt this 
personal symbol of religiosity should be accorded constitutional protection re
gardless of whether all other members of his faith do likewise. Conversely, the 
decision of some members to adopt more conventional grooming habits should 
not derogate the protections granted to the more pious.249 The essence of the 
holding in each of these three cases was that the haircut regulations were im
permissible because they were more restrictive than necessary to meet legiti
mate penological objectives.250 The courts considered the prison officials’ 
interest in promoting the safety and health of the inmates251 as well as their 
interest in “facilitat[ing] inmate identification,”252 and held that these interests 
did not justify interference with the prisoners’ religious observance.253 Thus, 
under the reasoning of the preceding cases, sincere Rastas should be permitted 
to keep their symbolic dreadlocks while incarcerated.

247. Robinson, 527 F. Supp. at 1113. The differences in the approaches of the Robinson court and 
the Teterud court are symptomatic of a more profound split in this area between courts in the Fifth and 
Eighth circuits. Compare Teterud v. Bums. 522 F.2d 357. 362 (8th Cir. 1975) (prison regulations 
prohibiting long hair violate free exercise rights of Native American prisoner where less restrictive 
alternatives exist) with Brooks v. Wainwright, 428 F.2d 652, 653 (5th Cir. 1970) (prison regulations 
requiring inmates to shave and receive haircuts do not violate free exercise rights where state regulation 
neither unreasonable nor arbitrary) and Brown v. Wainwright, 419 F.2d 1376 (5th Cir. 1970) (same).

248. Teterud, 522 F.2d at 360. See supra notes 43 and 44 and accompanying text (discussing reli
gious nature of Rastafarian dreadlocks).

249. Counsel in Teterud sought to impeach one of plaintiff’s witnesses (a Native American) by noting 
that his hair was not long and braided. 522 F.2d at 360 n.7. The court quoted the witness’s testimony 
to the effect that his decision to eschew the traditional Indian style was based on fear of social stigma 
and was done with “a sense of self betrayal.” Id.

250. See Teterud, ill F.2d at 361 (prison interests in security, health and safety, and prisoner identi
fication may be met by other viable and less restrictive means); Moskowitz, 432 F. Supp. at 950-51 
(same); Monroe, 422 F. Supp. at 215-17 (same).

251. See Teterud, 522 F.2d at 361 (possible justifications for haircut regulations include need for 
sanitary food preparation, safe operation of machinery, and personal cleanliness of inmates). In the 
context of the Rastafarians, the health-related justification may be somewhat more weighty, because of 
the absence in prison of pure water for the washing of dreadlocks. See supra note 44 and accompany
ing text (discussing pure water hair washing).

252. Teterud, 522 F.2d at 361 (haircut regulation necessary for easy identification of inmates); Mos
kowitz, 432 F. Supp. at 950 (same); Monroe, 422 F. Supp. at 217 (same). The Teterud court cited 
Procunier v. Martinez, 416 U.S. 396, 414 n.4 (1974) for the proposition that the policies of prisons other 
than the one at issue are relevant in determining the need for a particular regulation. 522 F.2d at 361 
n.9. The court went on to note that prison hair regulations are apparently on the wane. See id. at 361 
n. 10, 317 n. 12. See also supra text accompanying note 157 (New York prison regulations permit wearing 
of dreadlocks).

253. Teterud, 522 F.2d at 362-63; Moskowitz, 432 F. Supp. at 951; Monroe, 422 F. Supp. at 215-18.
254. 415 F. Supp. 1218 (D.V.l. 1976).
255. Barnes, 415 F. Supp. at 1228, 1234.
256. 410 F.2d 995 (D C. Cir. 1969).

Similar considerations arise in the context of regulations concerning prison 
food. In Barnes v. Government of the Virgin Islands,254 the district court or
dered prison authorities to take reasonable steps to provide Rastafarian and 
Muslim prisoners with food complying with their religious restrictions on 
diet.255 The court relied on Barnett v. Rodgers ,256 a case in which Muslim 
prisoners sought an accommodation to the dietary laws of their faith. Muslim 
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law, like that of the Rastafarians, forbids the consumption of pork.257 In re
manding to the district court, the D.C. Circuit held:

257. Id. at 998; see supra text accompanying notes 39 to 42 (discussing Rastafarian dietary 
restrictions).

258. 410 F.2d at 1001-02.
259. 527 F.2d 492 (2d Cir. 1975).
260. Id. at 493.
261. Id. at 495 (citing Chapman v. Kliendienst, 507 F.2d 1246, 1251 (7th Cir. 1974); Ross v. 

Blackledge, 477 F.2d 616 (4th Cir. 1973); Barnett, 410 F.2d 995 (1969)).
262. Kahane, 527 F.2d at 495.
263. But cf. Africa v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 662 F.2d 1025 (3d Cir. 1981). In Africa, the 

petitioner claimed to be a “naturalist minister” of an organization known as “MOVE.” He sought an 
order requiring the prison officials to provide him with a strictly raw-foods diet. The Third Circuit held 
that MOVE was not a religion, and thus denied the prisoner’s request. Id. at 1036-37.

264. See supra notes 210 to 212 and accompanying text (discussing establishment of objective test of 
proponents’ knowledge of religion which, if met, results in rebuttable presumption of sincerity).

[Appellants seek] ... a modest degree of official deference to their 
religious obligations. Certainly if this concession is feasible from the 
standpoint of prison management, it represents the bare minimum 
that jail authorities ... are constitutionally required to do, not only 
for Muslims but indeed for any group of inmates with religious re
strictions on diet.258

Similarly, in Kahane v. Carlson?59 the Second Circuit reviewed a district 
court order requiring prison authorities to provide the prisoner, an Orthodox 
Jewish rabbi, with kosher food.260 The court noted that “the courts have prop
erly recognized that prison authorities must accommodate the right of prison
ers to receive diets consistent with their religious scruples”261 and concluded 
that it was unconstitutional for the prison to prevent “unnecessarily” the pris
oner’s observance of a religiously mandated diet.262 Barnett and Kahane sug
gest that the Barnes court was right to require a reasonable effort to 
accommodate Rastafarian dietary needs.263

In all of these cases, the religious affiliation claimed by the prisoners placed 
them among the minority of the prison’s population. Therefore, the fact that 
Rastafarians comprise only a small portion of the overall prison population 
cannot be used as a justification for denying them free exercise protection con
sistent with important penological goals. Rather, courts charged with deciding 
these questions should proceed as they would with petitioners claiming adher
ence to any other religious group, by balancing the concerns of the prison offi
cials with the needs of the prisoner as disclosed by the functional approach to 
religiosity and the sincerity analysis considered above.

C. SACRAMENTAL USE OF MARIJUANA BY THE RASTAFARIANS

1. Characteristics of the Interests at Stake
Judicial reaction to marijuana use in accordance with Rastafarian religious 

dogma very likely will depend on societal views with respect to drug use. 
Those who believe that Rastas claim religiosity as a shield for illicit activity are 
unlikely to favor religious protection for the Rastafarian sacrament. Such vis
ceral reactions must be resisted, for assuming that sincerity is established using 
the process described earlier,264 a Rastafarian’s marijuana use in accordance 
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with his belief deserves scrutiny as objective as that mustered for religious be
liefs that stand closer to the mainstream.

In Cantwell v. Connecticut,265 the Supreme Court held that the free exercise 
clause “embraces two concepts—freedom to believe and freedom to act. The 
first is absolute but, in the nature of things, the second cannot be.”266 Ras
tafarian use of marijuana is, of course, within the latter category, which the 
Cantwell court deemed “subject to regulation for the protection of society.”267 
In reviewing such regulation, the Court has employed a balancing approach 
that weighs the state’s interest against the individual’s interest in free exer
cise.268 The state must show a “compelling” interest in the regulation of the 
subject before it can override the free exercise claim.269

265. 310 U.S. 296 (1940).
266. Id. at 303-04.
267. Id. at 304. Note that the belief/action dichotomy parallels somewhat the distinction drawn 

between speech and action in analysis of free speech cases. The question of whether this dichotomy 
reduces the protections granted in the free exercise clause below the level intended by the framers is 
beyond the scope of this note. In any event, such an analysis is likely to be fruitless, as the Cantwell 
distinction is well entrenched.

268. Wisconsin v. Yoder. 406 U.S. 205, 214 (1972).
269. Sherbert v. Vemer, 374 U.S. 398, 403 (1963).
270. United States v. Middleton, 690 F.2d 820, 825 (11th Cir. 1982) (government interest compelling 

where Congress strongly and clearly expressed intent to protect public from obvious dangers of drugs 
and drug traffic); Leary v. United States, 383 F.2d 851, 860 (5th Cir. 1967) (same), rev’d on other 
grounds. 395 U.S. 6 (1969).

271. See, e.g., United States v. Middleton, 690 F.2d 820, 825 (5th Cir. 1982) (harm of particular drug 
in question not relevant in determining degree of protection afforded by free exercise clause); Leary v. 
United States, 383 F.2d 851, 860-61 (5th Cir. 1967) (harm of marijuana as “evil in American society 
and a serious threat to its people” established "beyond doubt” by Congress), rev’d on other grounds, 395 
U.S. 6 (1969); United States v. Hudson, 431 F.2d 468, 469 (5th Cir. 1970) (use of heroin and marijuana 
as part of religious practice not constitutionally privileged), cert, denied. 400 U.S. 1011 (1971).

272. Compare United States v. $87,279, 546 F. Supp. at 1124-25 (defendant admitted motive of com
mercial importation of marijuana) with Rex v. Williams, 1 Crim. App. (S) 5 (religious use) and Rex v. 
Daniels, No. 3985/A/82 (Crim. App. Aug. 26. 1982) (same).

273. For example, in Middleton. the Eleventh Circuit characterized the governmental interest as 

In evaluating the constitutional status of the Rastafarian practice, it is first 
necessary to characterize the governmental interest in controlling use of mari
juana. Pointing to the state’s need to protect its citizens from the various medi
cal risks of drug use as well as the dangers of underworld drug trafficking, 
some courts have referred to the governmental interest as “compelling.”270 As 
a matter of constitutional decision-making, this characterization seems defen
sible where the legislative body has clearly indicated that it considers the inter
est compelling. Yet where this characterization has been accepted, courts have 
refused to distinguish between marijuana as a discrete controlled substance 
and drugs in general.271 Where possession of small amounts of marijuana has 
been decriminalized, or where marijuana laws are not strictly enforced, courts 
should be willing to make such a distinction.

Thus, a Rastafarian apprehended with an amount of marijuana appropriate 
for personal sacramental use and a Rastafarian arrested for importing large 
amounts of marijuana for sale to non-Rastafarians would face different char
acterizations of the governmental interest.272 Again, a court’s acceptance of 
one characterization or another is crucial because the court’s characterization 
of the governmental interest tends to determine the outcome of the case.273
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A court assessing the free exercise defense of a Rastafarian charged with a 
marijuana-related offense must also assign a value to the individual’s interest 
in free exercise. As has already been pointed out, the sacramental use of mari
juana is an absolutely central tenet of the Rastafarian faith.274 275 Because denial 
of the sacrament threatens the very heart of the movement’s religiosity, a sin
cere Rasta’s interest in this regard should be characterized as very substantial. 
The inseparable nature of this practice from the beliefs of the Rastafarians and 
the holy textual references they offer to support the sacramental smoking of 
marijuana satisfy the tests erected by the Court in Wisconsin v. Yoder™ for 
use in assessing the “quality” of free exercise claims.276

compelling and then quickly dispensed with the free exercise defense posited by a member of the Ethio
pian Zion Coptic Church. 690 F.2d at 825.

274. See supra notes 45 to 53 and accompanying text (discussing mandatory nature of use of mari
juana at all meetings and services).

275. 406 U.S. 205, 216 (1972) (to be protected by religion clauses, claim must be deeply rooted in 
religious belief and intimately related to daily living).

276. Id. at 215.
277. See supra text accompanying notes 80 to 84 (discussing functional approach to evaluation of 

sincerity focusing on importance of religious belief in individual’s life).
278. 374 U.S. 398, 406-08 (1963) (state interest in enforcing South Carolina unemployment compen

sation statute insufficient to justify substantial infringement on Seventh-Day Adventist’s religious 
practice).

279. 450 U.S. 707, 718-19 (1981) (state interest in enforcing Indiana Employment Security Act insuf
ficient to justify burden placed on Jehovah’s Witness' religious practice).

280. 406 U.S. 205, 234 (1972) (state interest in enforcing compulsory education requirement insuffi
cient to override appellant’s right to free exercise of Amish religion where accommodation possible).

281. Both religion clauses have been applied to the states via the fourteenth amendment. Everson v. 

This note has argued that courts should be circumspect in their inquiry into 
religious doctrine. This concern suggests that use of an approach similar to the 
functional analysis described above is appropriate in this situation.277 If an 
individual can show that his practice is bound up in a sincere religious belief 
and that the practice is functionally important to his free exercise of religion, 
that practice should be characterized as important by the courts. This ap
proach averts judicial participation in debates over religious dogma and may 
prevent a judge’s subjective perception of the Rastafarian sacrament from 
causing the characterization of the religious interest to be artificially low.

2. The Case for Accommodation

It is unlikely that sincere members of the Rastafarian faith will be granted 
judicial exemptions from otherwise valid statutes controlling the use of mari
juana. Courts will probably continue to adopt the position that such statutes 
promote compelling state interests which outweigh the interests of members of 
the movement. Similarly, the courts will probably refer to “enforcement 
problems” that would be engendered by such an exemption. Nevertheless, if 
“free exercise” is to be anything but a hollow phrase, the Rastafarian sacra
ment should be granted an accommodation. In short, the Rastafarian situation 
approximates that addressed by the Supreme Court in Sherbert v. Verner,278 
Thomas v. Review Board of the Indiana Employment Security Division ,279 and 
Wisconsin v. Yoder280 —the only three cases in which the Court has carved out 
religious exemptions from otherwise valid state legislation.281
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In Braunfeld v. Brown,282 the Court established the general principle that the 
directness and substantiality of any burden placed on religion must be bal
anced against the importance of the secular purpose justifying that burden.283 
The court distinguished between indirect and direct burdens on religious ob
servance.284 The effect of criminal statutes prohibiting possession of marijuana 
on Rastafarians is a direct burden under the Braunfeld scheme. Where a per
son’s religious practices themselves conflict with the public interest, the deci
sion of accommodation vel non is a particularly delicate task because 
resolution in favor of the state forces the individual to choose between aban
doning his or her religious principles and facing criminal prosecution.285

Board of Education, 330 U.S. 1, 8, 15 n.22 (1947) (establishment clause); Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 
U.S. 296, 303, 305 (1940) (free exercise clause).

282. 366 U.S. 599 (1961).
283. Id. at 605-07.
284. Id. at 605. A direct burden forces the individual to choose between abandoning his or her 

religious principles and facing criminal prosecution. Id. An indirect burden does not make any reli
gious practice unlawful; it only imposes an economic burden on the observance of the practice. Id. at 
605-06.

285. Id. at 605.
286. 406 U.S. at 224-25.
287. See id. at 225. The outcome of this balancing is largely dependent on the weight attached to the 

state goal. See supra notes 270 to 273 and accompanying text (discussing importance of weight at
tached to state goal).

288. Thomas, 450 U.S. at 718-19.
289. Id. at 719.
290. Id. at 720.
291. 61 Cal. 2d 716, 394 P.2d 813, 40 Cal. Rptr. 69 (1964). See supra text accompanying notes 180 to 

184 for an earlier discussion of Woody. The rationale of the case has never been accepted outside the 
context of the Native Americans; indeed, it has been consistently rejected. See, e.g., United States v. 
Middleton, 690 F.2d 820, 826 (11th Cir. 1982) (court not bound by state court decisions which have 
held use of peyote by Native American church constitutionally protected); Leary v. United States, 
383 F.2d 851, 861 (5th Cir. 1967) (rejecting Woody as not on point); Town v. State ex rei Reno; 377 So. 

A Rastafarian seeking to distinguish Braunfeld and other cases refusing to 
recognize religious exemptions could argue that the free exercise clause de
mands an exception where the impact on the secular goal would be de 
minimis. The litigant could then argue factually that because the number of 
Rastafarians in American society is small, the impact of an exception on other
wise valid laws forbidding the use of marijuana would be insignificant.

Such an argument would be bolstered by much of what underlies the 
Court’s decisions in Yoder and Thomas. In Yoder, the Court found that 
Amish children exempted from the state requirement of two years of high 
school would not become burdens on society and would be able to participate 
as citizens.286 This led the Court to hold that the impact of an accommodation 
on the secular goal would be small.287 In the same vein, the Court in Thomas 
considered the state’s advancement of the dual secular goals of minimizing 
unemployment and avoiding employer involvement in employees’ religious 
beliefs.288 The Court found that the number of persons who might find them
selves in the dilemma of choosing between unemployment benefits and reli
gious beliefs was not substantial enough seriously to endanger the state’s 
goals.289 Therefore, an accommodation was required.290 291

A Rastafarian litigating an exemption from otherwise valid drug laws for his 
sacrament is also likely to rely on People v. Woody?9' In that case, the Cali
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fornia Supreme Court, reasoning that “the use of peyote represents only slight 
danger to the state and to the enforcement of its laws,”292 refused to prohibit 
the sacramental use of the hallucinogen by bona fide members of the Native 
American Church.293 The court found that peyote was at the “theological 
heart” of the defendants’ religious practices, and therefore the statutory prohi
bition on its use resulted in a “virtual inhibition” of religion.294

2d 648, 651 (Fla. 1979) (Woody not controlling and distinguishable); State v. Bullard, 267 N.C. 599. 
603, 148 S.E.2d 565, 568-69 (N.C. 1966) (religious use of peyote and marijuana not entitled to 
accommodation).

292. 61 Cal. 2d at 727, 394 P.2d at 821, 40 Cal. Rptr. at 77.
293. Id. at 717, 394 P.2d at 815, 40 Cal. Rptr. at 71.
294. Id. at 722, 394 P.2d at 818, 40 Cal. Rptr. at 74.
295. L Barrett, supra note 1, at 129.
296. See 61 Cal. 2d at 720, 394 P.2d at 817, 40 Cal. Rptr. at 73.
297. See generally V. Lantenari, The Religions of the Oppressed 63-100 (L. Stergio trans.

1963).
298. L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 216-17.
299. 61 Cal. 2d at 721, 394 P.2d at 817-18, 40 Cal. Rptr. at 73-74.
300. L. Barrett, supra note 1, at 217.
301. Yoder, 406 U.S. at 222.
302. See, e.g., Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158, 166-67 (1944) (“the right to practice religion 

freely does not include the liberty to expose the community or the child to communicable disease or the 
latter to ill health or death”); Jacobsen v. Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11, 37-38 (1905) (mandatory vaccina
tion law not in conflict with constitutional rights to liberty); United States v. Middleton, 690 F.2d 820, 

Rastafarian use of marijuana has been likened to the use of peyote by Na
tive American religions in that it “produces psychospiritual effects and has 
socio-religious functions especially for people under stress. It produces vi
sions, heightens unity and communal feelings, dispels gloom and fear, and 
brings tranquility to the mind of the dispossessed.”295 The Woody court based 
its holding in large measure on the long history of peyote use among Native 
Americans.296 Although this historical element is not present in the context of 
the Rastafarians, the historical and spiritual justifications for peyote use, cen
tering as they do around the quest for a Native American identity in the soci
ety of the white person,297 parallel the spiritual unity among the Rastas 
described by Professor Barrett as being brought about by the revelatory aspects 
of the marijuana sacrament.298 A Rastafarian seeking accommodation of his 
religious expression could argue, along the lines advanced by the defendants in 
Woody, that marijuana allows him to experience Jah Rastafari. Without this 
perceived key to understanding, a Rasta’s exercise of religion would be impos
sible. The Woody court expressly held that use of peyote allowed the Native 
American worshippers to “experience the Deity.”299 Marijuana has the same 
impact on Rastafarians.300

The Supreme Court has granted religion-based exemptions only in cases in 
which the state goal did not rise to a level that could be termed “compelling.” 
In Yoder, for example, the Court indicated that while the state aim of educat
ing its residents was compelling, “requiring an additional one or two years of 
compulsory education,” in fight of the surrogate informal education provided 
by the Amish, was not as important.301 In contrast, free exercise challenges to 
state and federal statutes aimed at protecting the health and safety of all citi
zens have generally failed, for these goals have readily been characterized as 
“compelling.”302 Laws prohibiting marijuana use are largely based on health 
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concerns.303 Thus, the government would ask a court considering whether to 
exempt Rastafarians from these laws to accept a characterization of the state 
interest as “compelling.” As indicated earlier, the government’s success on this 
issue is likely to determine the outcome of the controversy.

825 (5th Cir. 1982) (marijuana laws apply to member of Ethiopian Zion Coptic Church); Town v. State 
ex rei. Reno, 377 So.2d 648, 651 (Fla. 1979) (same); State ex rei. Swann v. Pack, 527 S.W.2d 99, 113 
(Tenn. 1975) (state statute and injunction forbidding snake handling not violative of freedom of reli
gion), cert, denied sub nom. Pack v. Tennessee ex rei Swann, 424 U.S. 954 (1976).

303. This argument was made in Woody. 61 Cal. 2d at 722, 394 P.2d at 818, 40 Cal. Rptr. at 74. as 
well as in Town. 377 So. 2d at 649.

304. Yoder. 406 U.S. at 223-24.

In cases in which the Rastafarian defendant has been apprehended with ma
rijuana intended for sale or other nonreligious uses, the government’s charac
terization should be adopted and should accordingly outweigh free exercise 
concerns. On the other hand, when a Rastafarian possesses marijuana in quan
tities plainly appropriate for sacramental use, the courts should be willing to 
recognize that the state’s interest is weaker, particularly in jurisdictions in 
which possession of small amounts of marijuana is tacitly permitted. In these 
cases, the courts should carve out a religious accommodation.

This flexible approach all but eliminates the argument that no exemption for 
the Rastafarians should exist because of the difficulty of administering the ex
emption. Courts are well equipped to assess whether an individual is sincere 
in his belief and whether his possession and use of marijuana is religiously or 
commercially motivated. Thus the exemption will remain limited to truly de
serving Rastafarians while the state will maintain an effective deterrent against 
the commercial marijuana trade.

V. Conclusion

The judicial treatment of Rastafarians illustrates the way in which the courts 
have dealt with members of a discrete, insular religious minority which is per
ceived by most members of society as “weird.” It is important to examine this 
treatment because, in the words of Chief Justice Burger, “[t]here can be no 
assumption that today’s majority is ‘right’ .... A way of life that is odd or 
even erratic but interferes with no rights or interests of others is not to be 
condemned because it is different.”304

Rastafarianism is a religion, and therefore sincere adherents deserve the full 
panoply of free exercise protections. In characterizing the nature of the prac
tices demanding protection for purposes of balancing them with the interests of 
the state, courts should accord them the same weight as they would analogous 
practices of more orthodox religions. This should be done without intrusive 
inquiry into doctrine.

In prison contexts, where governmental justifications for treating Rastafari
ans in a manner inimical to their religious beliefs have been less than convinc
ing, a shift in judicial viewpoint is warranted. Outside of prison, where the 
issue of accommodation for sacramental use of marijuana is likely to be raised, 
the balance is much more delicate; the interests of the state may or may not be 
compelling. The courts should maintain a flexible, fact-specific approach to
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deciding this crucial question, and should be willing to accommodate a sincere 
Rastafarian’s sacramental needs in an appropriate case.

Timothy B. Taylor





The Doctrine of Informed Consent Applied 
to Psychotherapy

Psychotherapy1 is as American as apple pie. In modern society, personality 
and behavior control, like other products, are marketed and consumed—in this 
case, by individuals striving to improve their lives. This approach of self-im
provement, however, may place the individual patient in an unknowing posi
tion of risk.

1. Psychotherapy is treatment, by psychological means, of emotional problems in which a trained 
person deliberately establishes a professional relationship with the patient (1) to remove, modify, or 
retard existing symptoms, (2) to mediate disturbed patterns of behavior, and (3) to promote positive 
personality growth and development. L. Wolberg, The Technique of Psychotherapy 3 (2d ed. 
1967). This definition differentiates psychotherapy from organic therapy, which acts by biological or 
chemical means on the patient’s body. Although the definition includes both behavioral and psychoan
alytic modes of psychotherapy, this note uses the term “psychotherapy” as synonymous with only the 
psychoanalytic mode.

2. R. London, Behavior Control 4 (1969).
3. See infra notes 75 to 108 and accompanying text (discussing risks associated with psychotherapy).
4. See Shapiro, Legislating the Control of Behavior Control: Autonomy and the Coercive Use of Or

ganic Therapies. 47 S. Cal. L. Rev. 237 (1973) (suggesting dangers of organic therapy be legally 
monitored).

5. See Michels, Ethical Issues of Psychological and Psychotherapeutic Means of Behavior Control: Is 
the Moral Contract Being Observed? 3 Hastings Center Rep. (Apr. 5, 1973) (patients perceive psy
chotherapeutic interaction to be no different than any other human interaction).

6. Shapiro, supra note 4, at 265 (contrasting psychotherapeutic techniques with biological therapies).
7. See 3 R. Hogan, The Regulation of Psychotherapists 25-27 (1979) (no successful suits); 

Kennedy, Injuries Precipitated by Psychotherapy: Liability Without Fault as a Basis for Recovery. 20 
S.D.L Rev. 401, 405 (1975) (very few appellate cases on patient recovery from psychotherapist).

Many of the risks associated with psychotherapy arise because of the tech
niques used. The therapist systematically influences a patient’s values and atti
tudes or releases feelings of great intensity whose expression can change the 
course of a patient’s life.2 Examples of the risks associated with psychotherapy 
include intensified neurosis and confusion in the intermediate stages of ther
apy, negative emotional effects which may result from a breakdown in the cru
cial therapist-patient relationship, and serious indirect effects associated with a 
disclosure of a patient’s history of psychotherapy.3

Despite the therapist’s potential for exerting considerable control over a pa
tient’s life, psychotherapy has been relatively unmonitored4 because, as pa
tients, we imagine ourselves to be free throughout the process of 
psychotherapy—free to reject it and free to leave with the risk no greater than 
in any other human interaction.5 In the view of one commentator: “The ex
hortations of a psychotherapist do not generally produce highly abnormal 
states of mind, and since the subject ordinarily has an opportunity to accept or 
reject the suggestions or hortatory effects of his mentors, it is rather an over
statement to talk of intrusive or coerced changes in mentation.”6 Regardless of 
whether most patients do retain ultimate control over their lives, however, psy
chotherapeutic treatment in some cases can cause emotional damage. When 
this occurs, the patient usually finds that legal remedies are inadequate, and 
thus compensation for his injury is unavailable.7

This note analyzes the application of the doctrine of informed consent to 
psychotherapy as a means to achieve two ends: enforcement of each patient’s 

1637
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right to avoid harm and to retain control over his therapy by refusing to con
sent to particular treatments; and compensation of patients to whom that right 
has been denied. After briefly reviewing the obstacles to recovery which a 
plaintiff faces in a traditional negligence suit, the note will argue that in psy
chotherapy cases, the doctrine of informed consent is being applied improp
erly. The note then will suggest a more realistic application of the doctrine in 
this context.

I. Obstacles to Recovery in Traditional Negligence Suits

It is extremely difficult to obtain compensation for injuries caused by the 
negligent practice of psychotherapy. A recent study of the regulation of the 
practice concludes:

Unfortunately, it is still the case that virtually no reported decisions 
exist in which a psychotherapist has been successfully sued for negli
gence in what was said to a client during the therapeutic process. As 
long as therapists restrict their practice to talk, interpretation, and 
advice, they will remain nearly immune from suit, no matter how 
damaging their comments, or how incorrect their interpretations.8

8. R. Hogan, supra note 7, at 27.
9, Another reason may be the reluctance of patients to open their psychiatric history to public scru

tiny. Dawidoff. The Malpractice of Psychiatrists, 1966 Duke L.J. 696 (1966).
¡0. Kennedy, supra note 7, at 405.
11. This note uses the term traditional negligence suit to designate a suit based on the negligence of 

the psychotherapist in the actual treatment as opposed to negligence in the failure to disclose risks. The 
latter is called an informed consent negligence suit.

12. The view that the standard of care also includes professional means available in other localities 
which are accessible to the physician is becoming increasingly accepted. E.g., Bardessono v. Michels. 3 
Cal. 3d 780, 478 P.2d 480, 91 Cal. Rptr. 760 (1970); Brune v. Belindoff, 354 Mass. 102, 235 N.E.2d 793 
(1968): Pederson v. Dumouchel. 72 Wash. 2d 73. 431 P.2d 973 (1967).

13. Rothblatt & Leroy, Avoiding Psychiatric Malpractice, 9 Cal. W.L. Rev. 260, 263 (1973).
14. W. Prosser, Handbook of the Law of Torts § 32. at 163 (4th ed. 1971).

One of the primary reasons for the dearth of lawsuits against psychotherapists 
is that problems of proof encountered in a psychotherapy case normally are 
insurmountable.9 This problem inheres in the very nature of the psychothera
peutic process.10

To recover in a traditional11 negligence suit, the plaintiff is required to 
demonstrate that a duty to conform to a particular professional standard exists. 
The plaintiff must then prove that the psychotherapist breached that duty and 
that the breach directly caused actual damages to the plaintiff.

The first task in establishing the liability of psychotherapists for their ac
tions, therefore, is to define the appropriate standard of conduct. Physicians 
are generally held to the standard of ordinary skill and care employed by pro
fessionals in the same field and in the same locality.12 This standard of care 
considers the patient’s known condition and the state of development of the 
profession at the time of treatment.13 Where there are different schools of 
thought, the professional is entitled to be judged by the tenets of the school he 
professes to follow.14 Applying this formula to psychotherapy demonstrates 
the difficulty a plaintiff will have in establishing an applicable standard of care.
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Psychotherapy has few, if any, principles that are universally accepted.15 In
deed, psychotherapists are encouraged to develop their own theories and ther
apies.16 The therapist’s creativity is the only real limitation on the variations 
of therapy possible in a given instance.17 Flexibility and variance are essential 
in psychotherapy, since it is dependent to a great degree upon the personal 
relationship between the psychotherapist and the patient.18

15. Note, Medical Malpractice: The Liability of Psychiatrists, 48 Notre Dame Law. 693, 696 (1973).
16. Id.
17. Kennedy, supra note 7, at 407.
18. See Love & Yanity, Psychotherapy and the Law, [1974 Annual] Med. Trial Tech. Q. 405, 407 

(discussing nature of psychotherapy).
19. Comment, Regulating Medical Psychotherapists in Illinois: A Question of Balance. 11 J. Mar. J. 

Prac. & Proc. 601, 623 (1978).
20. Kennedy, supra note 7, at 408.
21. Note, supra note 15, at 695. “Since medicine is a constantly changing science, certain areas of 

medicine exist in which a standard of care is impossible to determine.” Id.
22. Proving actual damages, the fourth element of negligence, also is problematic because the inju

ries suffered are emotional. See infra text accompanying notes 140 to 164.
23. One way of avoiding the causation problem is to sue based on a theory of implied contract. See 

Feldman & Ward, Psychotherapeutic Injury: Reshaping the Implied Contract as an Alternative to Mal
practice. 58 N.C.L. Rev. 63, 83 (1979) (plaintiff has no burden of showing causation).

24. Kennedy, supra note 7, at 406.
25. Rothblatt & Leroy, supra note 13. at 264.
26. Comment, supra note 19, at 620.
27. In addition to the problems of establishing standard of care and causation is the reality that suits 

claiming solely emotional harm are not always recognized by the courts. See infra text accompanying 
notes 140 to 164 (discussing reasons why such suits are not acceptable).

Since evidence of treatment employed by other professionals is needed to 
establish the applicable standard of care in a given case, a defendant can jus
tify his treatment by characterizing it as acceptable to a “respected minority” 
of the profession.19 He can argue that only those familiar with the particular 
technique involved are qualified to testify as to the standard. Since every 
treatment is potentially unique, it may be difficult to find an expert witness 
qualified to testify on the acceptibility of the defendant’s innovative tech
nique.20 In addition, courts have held that in certain circumstances a medical 
practitioner cannot be held to any established professional standard of care 
when the question of the proper treatment of a matter is unsettled or when 
physicians could reasonably hold differing views.21

Establishing the applicable standard of care is only the first hurdle for the 
plaintiff; proving that the psychotherapist’s breach of that standard caused the 
plaintiff to suffer harm22 also is difficult to establish in a traditional negligence 
suit against a psychotherapist.23 The present state of knowledge concerning 
psychological processes is limited.24 It is often difficult to establish to a reason
able degree of medical certainty whether the application or omission of a par
ticular procedure caused mental injury to a patient.25 If the mental injury 
claimed is depression, for example, the plaintiff would have to demonstrate 
that the treatment itself, and not some other factor, caused the depression. It is 
likely that a psychotherapist will always be able to find colleagues to testify 
that the plaintiffs condition was the result of factors beyond the defendant’s 
control.26 In sum, a plaintiff will rarely be successful in an ordinary negligence 
action for psychotherapeutic malpractice.27 He normally will be without re
course unless the psychotherapist’s behavior was so exceptional that the court 
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would be willing to establish negligence without the benefit of expert testi
mony28 or unless the plaintiff could show that other, more useful, therapies 
were ignored.

28. Note, supra note 15, at 707.
29 B. Furrow, Malpractice in Psychotherapy 67 (1980).
30. Meisel, The Exceptions to the Informed Consent Doctrine: Striking a Balance Between Competing 

Values in Medical Decisionmaking, 1979 Wis. L. Rev. 413, 419 (1979).
31. Id.
32. Id.
33. See Slater v. Baker, 95 Eng. Rep. 860 (K.B. 1767) (earliest reported case dealing with consent to 

medical treatment).
34. 95 Minn. 261, 104 N.W. 12 (1905).
35. Id. at 271, 104 N.W. at 16.
36. Meisel, supra note 30, at 419-20.
37. Lester v. Aetna Casualty Co., 240 F.2d 676 (5th Cir. 1957); Salgo v. Leland Stanford Jr. Univ. 

Bd. of Trustees, 154 Cal. App. 2d 560, 317 P.2d 170 (1957).
38. The doctrine of informed consent became firmly established in Natanson v. Kline. 186 Kan. 393. 

350 P.2d 1093, reh'g denied, 187 Kan. 186, 354 P 2d 670 (1960), a case in which a malpractice action 
against a physician succeeded, despite the lack of any finding of negligence in medical procedure, 
because of a lack of full disclosure of the material risks of a radiology treatment. Id. at 393, 350 P.2d at 
1093. In discussing the doctor’s duty, the court stated that “the physician has an obligation to make a 

II. Informed Consent

The doctrine of informed consent can act in several ways as a legal response 
to harm caused by psychotherapists. As a preventive measure, it can discour
age harmful psychotherapy by increasing the patient’s participation in choos
ing the proper method of therapy. It also can improve the scientific validity of 
psychotherapy by encouraging therapists as a group to take a “hard look . . . 
at the relative merits of the variety of treatment techniques . . . currently 
available.”29 Finally, it can constitute a theory of legal recovery, which can 
compensate patients for psychotherapeutic harm resulting from a defect in the 
patient’s informed consent.

A. INFORMED CONSENT APPLIED TO MEDICINE

1. Policies
The doctrine of informed consent is the means by which individuals are 

informed of, and may assert their preferences for, alternative forms of avail
able medical treatment.30 Concern for the bodily integrity of the individual in 
law can be traced to the writ of trespass for battery and to the criminal pro
scription against battery and homicide.31 Similarly, courts have manifested 
this concern in cases recognizing causes of action for preventing psychic injury 
and in the torts of intentional and negligent infliction of emotional distress.32 

Under this doctrine, doctors may not provide medical treatment to a patient 
without the patient’s consent.33 The landmark case of Mohr v. Williams3* 
held that a doctor is guilty of the tort of battery if he fails to obtain the pa
tient’s consent prior to providing medical treatment.35 Until 1950, however, 
there was no specific requirement that the doctor disclose to the patient the 
information necessary to make an informed decision.36 A new doctrine of “in
formed consent” was formulated in a series of cases beginning in the 1950s37 
and culminating in I960.38 These cases held that it was legally insufficient 
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merely to obtain the consent of the patient before providing medical treatment. 
The physician also had a duty to disclose information relevant to the patient’s 
decision on whether to consent to the treatment. A breach of this duty would 
render the physician liable for the harm resulting from treatment although the 
physician was not negligent in performing the procedure.39

full and frank disclosure to the patient of all pertinent facts related to his illness.” Id. at 404, 350 P 2d at 
1101-02 Similarly, in Mitchell v. Robinson, 334 S.W.2d 11 (Mo. 1960), a case in which the patient 
suffered a fracture of several vertebrae after undergoing cobalt radiation therapies for the treatment of 
schizophrenia, the Missouri Supreme Court held disclosure was required. 334 S.W.2d at 12-13. In both 
Natanson and Mitchell, the patient’s consent to treatment had been obtained. In each case, however, 
the court held that the patient’s consent could be insufficient to shield the doctors from liability for 
harmful results of treatment, even if the physicians were not shown to have been negligent in the 
performance of the procedures. Natanson. 186 Kan. at 406, 350 P.2d at 1103; Mitchell. 334 S.W.2d at 
19.

39. See supra note 38 (discussing 1960 cases).
40. Meisel, supra note 30, at 420.
41. Id. at 422. A peripheral goal is to avoid allowing the doctor’s self-interest to govern or to influ

ence the patient’s decision.
42. Id. at 420-21.
43. Id. at 426.
44. Id. at 427.
45. Defects in consent due to lack of competence are rare, but such defects are not unique to psycho

The patient’s consent to treatment is required so that he may protect his 
physical and psychic integrity against harmful invasions.40 Since it is primar
ily the patient who will bear the risk and reap the benefit of any medical inter
vention, it is the patient who should determine whether the benefit of medical 
treatment is worth the risk.41 Requiring a doctor to disclose the potential risks 
will enable the patient to make an intelligent decision whether to undergo the 
proposed treatment.42

The patient’s interest in making an informed decision concerning medical 
treatment is in conflict with the interest of the health profession. Health pro
fessionals believe that the decision whether to undergo treatment is a medical 
decision requiring a level of expertise which only doctors possess.43 Doctors 
have been trained to make the very decisions about medical care that the doc
trine of informed consent would require from the patient.44

The doctrine of informed consent recognizes that there is some force to the 
argument that the doctor knows best whether an individual requires medical 
treatment. Accordingly, the doctrine seeks to accommodate both the doctor’s 
interest in the health of the patient and the patient’s interest in preserving his 
autonomy over his own body. Primary decisional authority therefore is vested 
in the patient, but the doctor’s interest in his patient’s health is protected by 
“exceptions” to the doctrine, by various rules of recovery, and through the 
advisory function of the doctor.

2. Theories of Recovery

The components of the legal doctrine of informed consent are disclosure of 
information by the physician, competence of the patient to consent, and volun
tariness of that consent. Depending upon whether an alleged defect in in
formed consent relates to the adequacy of disclosure of information or to the 
voluntariness and competence of consent,45 an action could be brought for 
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either battery or negligence.
In general, if the patient was not given sufficient information on which to 

base an informed consent, he would allege negligence.46 If the patient did not 
consent, if the consent was not given voluntarily, or if the patient was incom
petent, the appropriate action would be for battery.47 A distinction has been 
made in some cases between nondisclosure of a collateral risk, in which case 
negligence would be alleged, and nondisclosure of information relating to the 
nature of the treatment itself, in which case battery would be alleged.48

therapy. See generally Roth, Meisel & Lidz, Tests of Competency to Consent to Treatment, 134 Am. J. 
Psychiatry 297 (1977) (discussing tests of competency employed by physicians).

46. Cobbs v. Grant, 8 Cal. 3d 229, 502 P.2d 1, 104 Cal. Rptr. 505 (1972); Sard v. Hardy. 281 Md. 432, 
379 A.2d 1014 (1977).

47. Schloendorff v. Society of N.Y. Hosp., 211 N.Y. 125, 105 N.E. 92 (1914). The elements of an 
action for battery are touching, absence of a valid consent, and injury caused by the touching. See infra 
note 169 (proximate cause not needed).

48. Plante, An Analysis of “Informed Consent", 36 Fordham L. Rev. 639, 648-50(1968). For exam
ple, “if the physician, by the words he spoke, or by his failure to speak ... or .. to explain written 
words, leaves the patient with a substantial misunderstanding as to the general nature and character of 
the touching," the patient can allege battery. Id. at 657. If. for example, the physician represents that 
an operation will be on the prostate gland, but instead operates on the liver, the patient was subjected to 
a touching of a substantially different character from that to which he or she consented. Id. at 648-50. 
Another variation occurs if the surgeon, for example, operated on the prostate gland without disclosing 
that, as a consequence of the operation, the patient would be sterilized because the operation requires 
severance of the spermatic cords. Battery also results in such cases. W. Prosser, supra note 14. § 18. at 
105-106. It is as if no consent ever existed.

This is contrasted with the case in which the physician says an operation will be on the prostate gland 
and operates on the prostate gland, but fails to inform the patient that there is a small risk of heart 
failure. Nondisclosure of this collateral risk may result in negligence if the risk materializes. In this 
instance, the patient was touched in exactly the way he thought he was going to be touched. The 
misrepresentation is collateral, because it does not relate to the nature of the touching. Since it instead 
relates to a collateral risk, it should not invalidate the consent, and battery should not result.

Originally, however, courts treated nondisclosure of risks as vitiating the consent given and held that 
there was liability for battery. Eg., Bang v. Charles T. Miller Hosp., 251 Minn. 427. 88 N.W.2d 186 
(1958); Gray v. Grunnagle, 423 Pa. 144. 223 A.2d 663 (1966). Beginning with Natanson v. Kline. 186 
Kan. 393. 404. 350 P.2d 1093, 1101-02 (1960). courts began to recognize that nondisclosure was really a 
matter of the standard of professional conduct since some patients would be harmed by the disclosure. 
W. Prosser, supra note 14. at 165. Even today, negligence is not unanimously accepted as the proper 
theory, although it is recognized as the prevailing view. 61 Am. Jur. 2d Physicians, Surgeons, Etc. 
§ 199 (1981).

There is a practical significance in distinguishing between an informed consent suit based upon bat
tery and one based upon negligence. In battery cases, a patient has a virtually absolute right to be free 
from touchings of a substantially different nature than those to which he has consented. Plante, supra, 
at 650. It is the patient’s prerogative to accept medical treatment or to take his chances of living with
out it. In cases involving disclosure of collateral hazards, however, the physician's obligation to dis
close is only part of a broad obligation to use reasonable care, and the physician may consider the 
materiality of the disclosure before deciding whether to inform the patient of any collateral risks. See 
infra text accompanying notes 50 to 58 (discussing standards of materiality).

49. Meisel. Roth & Lidz. Toward a Model of the Legal Doctrine of Informed Consent. 134 Am. J. 
Psychiatry 285, 286 (1977). The nature of the treatment also must be explained to the patient. 
Natanson v. Kline. 186 Kan. at 410, 350 P.2d at 1106. See supra note 48 and accompanying text 
(distinguishing nature of treatment from its collateral risks).

An informed consent suit based on negligence requires the plaintiff to estab
lish breach of a duty to disclose, causation, and injury. The duty to disclose 
has several elements. A patient must be informed of: The risks, discomforts 
and side effects of proposed treatments; the anticipated benefits of such treat
ments; the available alternative treatments and their attendant risks, discom
forts, and side effects; and the likely consequences of a failure to be treated at 
all.49 In general, all material risks should be disclosed.
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Materiality. Courts measure the adequacy of disclosure in one of three
ways. Approximately one-half of the jurisdictions considering the question 
have adopted a “professional standard” of disclosure50 in which the prevailing 
custom of the medical profession is the standard against which the adequacy of 
disclosure is measured. This standard reflects concern for the societal interest 
in the promotion of health.51

50. Meisel, supra note 30. at 430-431 n.69. The judicial process is considered incompetent to judge 
whether or not a doctor has acted reasonably. Morris, Custom and Negligence, 42 Colum. L. Rev 
1147, 1164 (1942) (differentiating doctors from other workers, such as mechanics). The medical profes
sion itself is therefore permitted to set the standard. In Bly v. Rhoads, 216 Va. 645, 222 S.E.2d 783 
(1976), where the risks of a hysterectomy were never explained to the patient, the court, in adopting the 
professional standard, explained that experts are needed to show "[whether] prevailing medical practice 
requires disclosure of certain information.” Id. at 651, 222 S.E.2d at 788.

51. Id.
52. In Canterbury v. Spence. 464 F.2d 772 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied. 409 U.S. 1064 (1972), a case in 

which the risk of paralysis was not disclosed to a patient undergoing a back operation, the court held 
that standards for adequate disclosure are set by law and are measured by the patient’s need to know. 
Id. at 987. A risk is material when "a reasonable person, in what the physician knows or should know 
to be the patient’s position, would be likely to attach significance to the risk, or cluster of risks, in 
deciding whether or not to undergo the proposed therapy." Waltz & Scheuneman, Informed Consent to 
Therapy. 64 Nw. U.L. Rev. 628, 640 (1970). Experts therefore may not be necessary to show the 
materiality of a risk to a patient's decision on whether to undergo treatment. Cooper v. Roberts, 220 
Pa. Super. 260, 268-69, 286 A.2d 647, 651 (1971).

53. Scott v. Bradford. 606 P.2d 554, 558 (Okla. 1979).
54. Id. Recently, a few courts have utilized a hybrid standard of disclosure, which incorporates as

pects of the objective and subjective standards. E.g, Bloskas v. Murray, 646 P.2d 907, 913 (Colo. 1982); 
Rimkin v. Heupel, 305 N.W.2d 589, 595 (Minn. 1981).

55. On the other hand, problems of judicial administration increase with the use of a subjective or 
objective “legal” standard as opposed to a professional standard. For a discussion of the benefits of 
each type of standard applied to the area of psychotherapy, see infra note 121.

56. Waltz & Scheuneman, supra note 52, at 640-41.
57. In Truman v. Thomas, 27 Cal. 3d 285, 611 P.2d 902, 165 Cal. Rptr. 308 (1980), the California 

Supreme Court stated that for a fact to be material “it must also be one which is not commonly appreci
ated.” Id. at 291, 611 P.2d at 905, 165 Cal. Rptr. at 311. “[T]he innovative character of a therapy has 
the effect of increasing the number of potentially material risks.” Waltz & Scheuneman, supra note 52, 
at 640.

The second standard for disclosure of risks adopted by courts is referred to 
as a “legal standard” of materiality. Under this standard, also referred to as 
the “objective” or “lay” standard, the informational needs of a reasonably pru
dent patient determine the extent of required disclosure.52

Finally, one jurisdiction has adopted a subjective legal standard of material
ity.53 Under this standard, a risk is deemed material “if it would be likely to 
affect that patient’s decision.”54 This standard is the one most consonant with 
the rationale of individual self-determination that underlies the doctrine of in
formed consent.55

The factors to be considered in estimating the significance of a risk are the 
nature of the overall risks, the severity of those risks, and the likelihood of 
their occurrence.56 In addition, it is important to consider the extent to which 
a particular form of therapy has been used prior to its use with an individual 
patient.57

Jurisdictions that employ a subjective legal standard focus on these factors 
to determine the extent to which the particular patient would attach signifi
cance to them. Since most patients would consider these same factors in mak
ing a medical decision jurisdictions that apply an objective legal standard also 
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would end up considering these factors. Jurisdictions using professional cus
tom as the standard of risk disclosure would employ these factors only to the 
extent that the medical profession uses them in establishing their customs.58

58. For the causation element of a negligence suit based on informed consent, courts adopt either an 
objective or a subjective standard of materiality. Most courts require the plaintiff to show that a pru
dent person in the patient’s position would not have agreed to the proposed therapy if disclosure had 
been adequate. £.g., Canterbury v. Spence, 464 F.2d 772 (D.C. Cir. 1972); Cobbs v. Grant. 8 Cal. 3d 
229, 502 P 2d 1, 104 Cal. Rptr. 505 (1972). Other courts have adopted a subjective standard, where the 
plaintiff must show that he would not have chosen the proposed treatment had disclosure been ade
quate. See, e.g., Green v. Hussey, 127 Ill. App. 2d 174, 262 N.E.2d 156 (1970); Wilkinson v. Vesey. 110 
R.l. 606, 295 A.2d 676 (1972). The other elements that must be shown are that the undisclosed risk 
materialized, and that damages resulted.

59. Nathanson v. Kline, 186 Kan. at 404, 350 P.2d at 1101-02.
60. Preston v. Hubbell, 87 Cal. App. 2d 53, 57-58, 196 P.2d 113, 115-16 (1948). See generally W. 

Prosser, supra note 14, § 18, at 104 (discussing implied consent of patients in certain cases).
61. Meisel, supra note 30, at 436.
62. Pratt v. Davis, 118 Ill. App. 161 (1905), affd, 224 Ill. 300, 79 N. E. 562 (1906); Superintendent of 

Belchertown School v. Saikewicz, 373 Mass. 728, 370 N.E.2d 417 (1977); In re Weberlist, 79 Misc. 2d 
753, 360 N.Y.S.2d 783 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1974).

63. See generally Meisel, supra note 30, at 443-50 (discussing various standards for measuring 
incompetence).

64. See Cobbs v. Grant, 8 Cal. 3d at 244, 502 P.2d at 10, 104 Cal. Rptr. at 514 (consent transferred to 
patient’s legal guardian or closest available relative); see infra note 114 (discussing possible exceptions 
to informed consent doctrine).

65. Rice, Informed Consent, 23 Emory L.J. 503, 504 (1974).

Exceptions. Courts normally require full disclosure of all “pertinent
facts related to the patient’s illness.”59 There are three situations, however, in 
which courts allow a doctor to limit the disclosure normally required by the 
doctrine of informed consent.

In an emergency, a doctor may render treatment without the patient’s in
formed consent.60 None of the interests that the doctrine of informed consent 
seeks to promote would be served if the patient is incapable of receiving infor
mation, or if the time it would take to make disclosure would threaten the 
patient’s health.61 To insist upon disclosure under these circumstances would 
result in the patient not receiving treatment. The patient’s health would not be 
protected and his interest in preserving his individuality would not be signifi
cantly advanced, since the value of self-determination is illusory when one is 
unable to make a decision.

Similarly, certain individuals are deemed incompetent to consent to treat
ment and thus can be treated without their consent.62 The alternative of no 
treatment at- all would serve neither the doctor’s nor patient’s interest in pre
serving the patient’s health, nor the patient’s interest in individualism. Even 
under the broadest definition of the standard of incompetency,63 however, 
most doctor-patient relationships would not fall within the exception. Further
more, when the exception is invoked, disclosure to a third party, such as a 
parent or guardian, is required.64

The third situation in which the requirements of informed consent are re
laxed is loosely referred to as a therapeutic privilege: a physician may with
hold some or all information while obtaining a patient’s consent, if the 
communication itself would cause the patient’s mental or physical condition to 
deteriorate.65 The purpose of this privilege is to “free physicians from a legal 
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requirement which would force them to violate their primary duty to provide 
medical care that is beneficial to the patient.”66 However, the potential for 
harming the patient as a result of disclosure must not include the risk that the 
patient can choose to reject medical care. Otherwise, the privilege would swal
low the general obligation of disclosure.67 This would overprotect the physi
cian’s interest in providing health care, but would underprotect the 
individual’s interest in self-determination. Therefore, the therapeutic privilege 
not to disclose information to a patient is limited to the harm which would 
come to a patient simply from hearing the communication, and it does not 
include the harm which results from a decision not to undergo treatment.

66. Id.
67. See Meisel, supra note 30, at 461 (physician would be substituting his own judgment for that of 

the patient).
68. Id. at 467. Some commentators have advocated severely limiting or abolishing the privilege 

because of the danger that it might be misinterpreted as defining harm to include any situation in which 
the doctor thinks the patient will forgo needed treatment. See id.

The “therapeutic privilege” is significant because it permits the standard of 
disclosure to be determined by the medical profession. Even in jurisdictions 
where disclosure of risks is measured by the legal standard, medical testimony 
is still needed to determine whether the patient would be harmed by the disclo
sure. Such testimony effectively vitiates the legal standard.68

III. Informed Consent Applied to Psychotherapy

a. nature of psychotherapy

To comprehend the psychotherapist’s duties toward his patient, it is neces
sary to understand the psychotherapeutic relationship itself. A psychological 
complaint or symptom prompts the patient to meet with the psychotherapist in 
private. One commentator has artfully characterized the psychotherapeutic 
relationship:

The relationship itself is the subject matter of the treatment, and in 
this way it is distinguished from every other business or professional 
relationship. When I buy an apple from the grocer, my relationship 
is incidental to the contract. The essence of the contract is the sale of 
the apple. It would matter little if the grocer were replaced by a 
machine that dispensed apples .... When I go to a doctor for treat
ment of the flu, 1 depend on his ability to diagnose my symptoms and 
prescribe appropriate treatment. Successful treatment does not de
pend on our good relations (although they may be a factor in my 
improvement). But the essence of a contract for psychotherapy is the 
relationship between the psychotherapist and patient .... Without 
the interaction there would be no treatment. The interaction is the 
essence of the contract.... The therapist undertakes to provide an 
ongoing relationship to which he brings skill and knowledge, a regu
lar time period during which this relationship will be delivered, and 
an appropriate milieu to foster its development.... The treatment 
is the skillful manipulation of the relationship to achieve certain
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mental states.69

69. Tarshis, Liability for Psychotherapy, 30 Faculty L. Rev. 75, 77-78 (1972).
70. Tarshis, supra note 69, at 78. See generally L. Wolberg, supra note 1, at 68-100 (discussing 

supportive therapy).
71. L. Wolberg, supra note 1, at 101.
72. Tarshis, supra note 69, at 84. See generally L. Wolberg, supra note 1, at 163-244 (discussing 

reconstructive therapy).
73. Tarshis, supra note 69, at 79.
74. Id.
75. The Harvard Guide to Modern Psychiatry 358 (A. Nicholi ed. 1978).
76. Hadley & Strupp. Contemporary Views of Negative Effects in Psychotherapy, 33 Archives Gen. 

Psychiatry 1291 (1976). These researchers solicited the views of a wide range of psychiatric experts. 
The experts were virtually unanimous in stating that there is a real problem of negative effects in 
psychiatric treatment. Outcome studies also indicate that, in the aggregate, psychotherapy “shows little 
ability to produce improvements in patients.” Furrow. Defective Mental Treatment: A Proposal for the 
Application of Strict Liability to Psychiatric Services, 58 B.U.L. Rev. 391. 394 (1978).

Psychotherapy can be classified into three basic treatment forms: supportive 
therapy, re-educative therapy, and reconstructive therapy. Supportive therapy 
aims at strengthening the patient’s existing defenses in an effort to maintain 
control and equilibrium. However, the patient’s basic personality is left intact. 
The therapist helps the patient to deal better with his environment by encour
aging him to protect himself from what disturbs him. The psychotherapist 
becomes the understanding “parent” to the patient.70

Re-educative therapy involves some personality modifications, but does not 
involve major rebuilding, since the causes underlying the patient’s disorder are 
not delved into.71 The purpose of re-educative therapy is to help the patient 
find more appropriate ways of dealing with the environment.

Reconstructive therapy is the most ambitious form of psychotherapy. It 
aims at the thorough alteration of the personality by understanding why the 
patient behaves the way he does. The patient’s present mode of behavior is 
challenged and he is encouraged to abandon such behavior as unsuitable for 
present living.72

Most therapists choose a combination of treatments to reflect different goals 
of therapy.73 The therapist’s choice is based on his assessment of the patient’s 
personality and the fact that the doctor’s own personality does not necessarily 
lend itself equally well to all treatment situations.74 Regardless of the form of 
the treatment chosen, however, the success of psychotherapy ultimately de
pends on the proper matching of or ‘chemistry’ between patient and therapist 
because the therapeutic relationship itself is the medium for treatment.

B. RISKS OF PSYCHOTHERAPY

1. Primary Risks
The Harvard Guide of Modern Psychiatry describes the practice of psycho

therapy as “a serious undertaking with enormous potential for harm as well as 
for healing.”75 Its primary risk is simply that it may not work, and if it does 
not work, that it may cause harm.76 This is especially true with reconstructive 
therapy which, because it delves most deeply into the patient’s mind, will gen
erally evoke the strongest effect on the patient.

One commentator described the danger of reconstructive therapy as follows: 
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There are certain personalities in which instability is ingrained, and 
when prodded by therapy may erupt in great bursts of violence. 
Also, disturbed reactions may emerge during therapy since custom
ary defenses are challenged. Symptoms may intensify. In particular, 
paranoid personalities respond adversely to any contact at all ... . 
An emotional illness is sometimes the best compromise that the indi
vidual can make with himself and his environment.77

77. Tarshis, supra note 69, at 91.
78. L. Wolberg, supra note 1, at 446.
79. Dawidoff, supra note 9, at 712; see generally Everstine & Everstine, Privacy and Confidentiality in 

Psychotherapy, 35 Am. Psychologist 828 (1980) (intense feelings of anxiety, depression, frustration, 
loneliness, or helplessness may be aroused).

80. Dawidoff, supra note 9, at 704.
81. Id. at 698.
82. D. Dawidoff, The Malpractice of Psychiatrists: Malpractice in Psychoanalysis, Psy

chotherapy and Psychiatry 10 (1973).

Another commentator concluded:
Certain patients are inappropriate for reconstructive therapy, and an 
attempt in this direction may be hazardous. The therapist has a duty 
to evaluate the risk involved and communicate [it] to the patient so 
that he may participate in the decision.78

Another major risk of psychotherapy is that even if it works, the patient can go 
through extremely difficult intermediate mental states before reaching his opti
mal mental state. Patients who begin psychotherapy after having established a 
pattern of neurotic symptoms often experience psychotic episodes while in 
treatment.79 The patient should be informed of this risk before he decides to 
undergo therapy, because the patient might terminate the therapy when diffi
culties arise if he is unprepared to deal with his negative intermediate reactions 
to therapy. This could be compared to a patient who walks out of the operating 
room in the middle of a delicate operation. Since the commitment to undergo 
reconstructive psychotherapy is one which the patient should consider care
fully at the beginning, its risks should be disclosed.

In general, the purpose of much of psychotherapy is to restore to the patient 
a sense of trust in the external world, and ultimately in himself, by construct
ing a model trust relationship between patient and psychotherapist during 
therapy.80 Psychotherapeutic negligence thus becomes a double breach of 
trust. First, it is a breach of the fiduciary relationship between patient and 
therapist. Second, if the patient-therapist relationship fails, the patient still 
does not have faith in himself or the outside world. Psychotherapists therefore 
should be required to disclose the real dangers of the process of psychotherapy 
so that the trust relationship is maintained.

In the therapeutic relationship, the patient and therapist react emotionally to 
each other using responses that each has learned and used with his parents and 
siblings.81 “Transference” occurs when the patient reacts to the therapist; the 
therapist’s reaction to the patient is “counter-transference.”82 This emotional 
reaction occurs at the outset of the relationship, perhaps during the initial ses
sion. It is essential, therefore, that during the initial therapy sessions, when the 
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transference relationship is weakest, the therapist disclose any potential risks 
and explain the nature of the treatment.

Both embodiments of the transference phenomenon make the therapeutic 
relationship uniquely susceptible to violations of the informed consent doc
trine. First, the transference phenomenon casts doubt on the voluntariness of a 
prospective patient’s consent to treatment. Second, the transference phenome
non itself is risky, since the patient is encouraged to develop a transitory form 
of neurosis that, once unleashed, may be impossible for the therapist to con
trol.83 Lastly, the potential for mishandled counter-transference makes the 
treatment itself a risk that needs to be disclosed at the outset.84

83. R. Stuart, Trick or Treatment: How and When Psychotherapy Fails 56 (1970) (dis
cussing dangers of psychotherapy).

84. The psychotherapist’s duty to control his own emotional reactions to the patient can best be 
monitored by the therapist’s selection of patients: “the therapist must learn with what personality types 
and problems he is ineffective.” Tarshis, supra note 69. at 84-85. The potential for mishandled counter
transference is therefore treated under the broader risk of incompatibility between patient and thera
pist. See infra text accompanying note 109 (discussing incompatibility disclosure).

85. 105 Sol. J. 257 (1961).
86. Id. at 258.
87. Id.
88. Id. In Zipkin v. Freedman, 436 S.W.2d 753 (Mo. 1968), a case involving sexual intimacy between 

a patient and her psychiatrist, the court held that misuse of the transference phenomenon constituted 
medical malpractice Id. at 762. For a discussion of seven appellate court cases of malpractice in 
psychotherapy, see Feldman & Ward, supra note 23, at 70-76, 91-95.

89. Tarshis, supra note 69, at 84.
90. B Furrow, Malpractice in Psychotherapy 13 (1980).

In Landau v. Werner?5 a British case that held a therapist liable for negli
gent psychotherapy, the female patient fell in love with her psychotherapist 
and eventually committed suicide.86 The court held that the transference phe
nomenon was mishandled by the doctor because he utilized social visits to deal 
with her dependency on him.87 The court stated that “if mistakes were made 
in psychotherapy, psychoanalysis or other forms of psychological therapy 
which employed transference, the consequence might be disastrous and indeed 
irrevocable.”88

Although Landau dealt with an unusual fact situation, namely the use of 
social visits as a technique, it illustrates how the personal chemistry between 
the therapist and patient is crucial to the therapy’s outcome. In general, 

counter-transference [occurs] where the therapist reacts emotionally 
to the patient, either positively or negatively, and for reasons proba
bly personal to the therapist. ... As counter-transference feelings 
develop, the therapist must demonstrate an ability either to get rid of 
them, or to keep them under control so that the treatment is 
unaffected.89

If the psychotherapist improperly handles his counter-transference feelings, he 
may reinforce the patient’s pathology.90 For example, the harm to a patient 
that might result from a psychotherapist unconsciously expressing hostility to
ward him is similar to the harm that would result from a parent being hostile 
to his or her child when the child requests help.

The risk inherent in psychotherapy not only is severe but also is surprisingly 
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likely to occur.91 Psychotherapy is a developing field, and therefore knowl
edge of the mind is at best uncertain. In addition, the success of psychotherapy 
depends heavily on the proper match of the patient’s and therapist’s personali
ties. Since personalities vary greatly, psychotherapy involves a great potential 
for harm.

91. See Tarshis, supra note 69, at 83 (risk of psychotherapy unusually large because foresight and 
understanding incomplete).

92. Perfectly normal individuals might experience an intense transference in the course of undergo
ing psychotherapy. Transference is a natural phenomenon in the sense that it can occur in any situation 
of dependency.

93 Stone, Suicide Precipitated by Psychotherapy: A Clinical Contribution, 25 Am. J. Psychotherapy 
18, 22 (1971).

94. Id.
95. For a discussion of the specific risks that need to be discussed in order to satisfy the doctrine of 

informed consent, see infra text accompanying notes 109 to 110.
96. Coyne, The Place of Informed Consent in Ethical Dilemmas, 44 J. Consulting & Clinical Psy

chology 1015 (1976).
97. Heller, Some Comments to Lawyers on the Practice of Psychiatry, 30 Temp. L.Q. 401, 405 (1957).
98. Everstine & Everstine, supra note 79. at 838. The authors’ report, based on research in both 

To illustrate, suppose that the patient experiences an intense transference92 
and now believes that all possible gratification comes from his therapist.93 If 
the patient’s intensity frightens the therapist, the patient is now in a very vul
nerable position, because the therapist might retreat from the relationship. If 
the therapist does withdraw instead of controlling his counter-transference 
feelings, he will destroy the patient’s focus of gratification, leaving the patient 
feeling rejected and possibly producing suicidal depression in some patients.94

The average patient does not generally perceive the risk of incompatibility 
with a therapist. Most patients do not think that an experienced therapist 
could harm his patient simply because of incompatibility. Since the primary 
risks of psychotherapy are severe, frequent, and not commonly appreciated, 
they are material risks and should be disclosed to patients at the initial therapy 
session.95

2. Indirect Risks

In addition to the primary risks inherent in psychotherapy, there are also 
indirect effects which may be detrimental to the patient. One commentator 
remarked: '

When one spouse seeks individual therapy, marital problems may be 
aggravated or created where they previously did not exist. Whether 
this is an acceptable cost can only be evaluated from the client’s 
frame of reference. [But] how many married persons seeking individ
ual therapy are ever informed of the probability that they are about 
to receive divorce counseling?96

Another problem is confidentiality. For therapy to work, the patient must 
tell the therapist about all of his socially unacceptable instincts and urges, im
mature wishes, perverse sexual thoughts—in short, the unspeakable, the un
thinkable, and the repressed.97 At the same time, therapists are increasingly 
required to function as instruments of social control by providing information 
to the patient’s insurers and prospective employers.98
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Release of information clauses required by third-party payors provide the 
payor with more or less unlimited access to clinical records of their employees 
or insureds." This practice creates a dilemma for patients: they may not wish 
to disclose confidential information to others, but they sign the release forms 
because they need the covered services. Clinicians need insurance reimburse
ment and often encourage patients to sign.99 100

institutional and noninstitutional settings, concluded that little confidentiality exists with respect to 
psychotherapy. Id.

99. Id. at 834.
100. Id. In one actual case, a psychologist administered two different diagnostic psychological tests 

to his patient. A claim for reimbursement was rejected by the insurer, who said the procedures were 
redundant. The dispute between the psychologist and the insurer continued for several months until 
the insurer requested to see the actual confidential test reports. After initially refusing to divulge them, 
the psychologist relented. A legal analysis of the applicable state statute, first by the insurer and subse
quently by an independent party, concluded that "a fiscal intermediary can demand from all providers 
of services any and all records . . . including not only test reports but also any psychotherapy notes or 
files . . . with respect to any beneficiary.” Id.

101. Noll, The Psychotherapist and Informed Consent. 133 Am. J. Psychiatry 1451 (1976).
102. Graziano & Fink, Second-Order Effects in Mental Health Treatment. 40 J. Consulting & 

Clinical Psychology 356, 360 (1973).
103. Noll.j«/vo note 101, at 1452. This information also will be placed in a central computer system 

and will be accessible whenever the patient applies for insurance in the future.
104. 17 Cal. 3d 425, 551 P.2d 334. 131 Cal. Rptr. 14 (1976).
105. Id. at 439, 551 P.2d at 345-46, 131 Cal. Rptr at 25.
106. Id.

A patient who signs a statement granting insurers access to confidential in
formation is presumed to be aware that at least some employees of the insurer 
will see the information. The decision to finance psychotherapy through a 
third-party insurer, however, may not occur until after several months of ther
apy have passed if, for example, the patient required more frequent treatment 
sessions. At that point, a patient may be more emotionally inclined to sign a 
blanket release of information clause without weighing the dangers rationally 
because it might be painful to terminate the therapy altogether. The alterna
tive of simply not increasing the frequency of the sessions may be impossible if 
the therapist persuades the patient that he needs more frequent sessions. The 
patient should therefore be made aware at the initial session that information 
about the sessions may, at some point, be disclosed to a third party.

Similarly, a patient who seeks employment is often asked if he has ever re
ceived treatment for an emotional or mental problem.101 If the patient an
swers affirmatively, he places prospects for employment in jeopardy. If he 
answers negatively, he risks losing his job if the lie is discovered. The elabo
rate defensive maneuvering involved in keeping treatment a secret also might 
lower his self-esteem.102 In addition, life insurance applications invariably ask 
the status of a person’s mental health, and the patient who has been treated by 
a therapist may have to pay higher premiums.103

Yet another predicament can arise in which confidential information be
tween psychotherapist and patient might be divulged. In Tarasoff v. Board of 
Regents of the University of California ,104 the California Supreme Court held 
that a psychotherapist had a duty to protect a third party from his patient’s 
threatened harm.105 In Tarasoff, the psychotherapist had a duty to warn the 
third party that his patient had threatened violence against her.106 The court 
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felt that the client-therapist privilege of confidentiality was outweighed by the 
value of the preservation of life and safety “if the psychotherapist has reason
able cause to believe that the patient is in such mental or emotional condition 
as to be dangerous to himself or to the person or property of another and that 
disclosure of the communication is necessary to prevent the threatened 
danger.”107

107. Id. at 441, 551 P.2d at 347, 131 Cal. Rptr. at 27.
108. See Waltz & Scheuneman, supra note 62, at 639. On the other hand, in Canterbury v. Spence, 

464 F.2d at 772, the risk which materialized had a probability of only one percent. Id. at 788. The court 
held that the probability that the risk will occur must be viewed in conjunction with its severity. Id. See 
generally Halligan, The Standard of Disclosure by Physicians to Patients: Competing Models of Informed 
Consent, 41 La. L. Rev. 9, 28-35 (1980) (comparing approaches to calculating materiality).

109. The issue of personal compatibility between patient and therapist remains important even after 
its disclosure at the initial session If the therapist discerns, or should discern, that his techniques or 
mode of treatment is not helping or is hurting the patient, he has a duty to advise the patient to consult 
another therapist who might furnish better treatment. At some point, the issue of compatibility thus 
crosses over into the realm of malpractice. B Furrow, supra note 90. at 39.

A corollary to Tarasoff is the duty of the therapist to disclose the risk that 
confidentiality will be breached in the event the patient states a threat of vio
lence during therapy. Most patients presumably do not expect to threaten vio
lence, and among those that do, some might simultaneously support their 
therapist’s warning to the potential victim. This disclosure might also serve to 
enforce the idea that feelings of violence are wrong. In any event, it would put 
the patient on notice that threatened violence would be disclosed to third 
parties.

Therefore, there is a serious risk that extremely damaging or intimate infor
mation about a patient will be seen by unintended third parties. At least some 
patients—perhaps those not seriously ill who view and initiate psychotherapy 
as a form of education—would forgo treatment if they were aware of possible 
breaches of confidentiality. Although a risk that is unlikely to occur can be 
considered immaterial and therefore need not be disclosed, the reasonable pa
tient might nonetheless attach enough significance to the risk when coupled 
with other potential breaches of confidentiality that it should be disclosed.108

3. Required Disclosures

The preceding discussion indicates that the doctrine of informed consent 
requires that the following disclosures be made to a patient at the outset of 
treatment: First, the patient should be told which form of psychotherapy will 
be administered and that for the therapy to work, the patient and therapist 
must be personally compatible.109 Ideally, the patient should be told, although 
not necessarily by the therapist himself, of the risks of undergoing therapy with 
that particular therapist. For example, the patient might be informed that 
therapist Jones practices an “aggressive” form of treatment and that this may 
arouse intense feelings very early in the therapy.

Second, the patient should be told that his condition might worsen before it 
improves. Furthermore, the patient should be informed that the therapy may 
arouse painful, intense feelings and that a consequent decision to discontinue 
therapy in the middle of treatment could exacerbate his emotional state. More 
specifically, the patient might be told that the “transference” reaction which is 
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likely to occur may be impossible to resolve, and will, if left unresolved at the 
end of the treatment, cause him considerable discomfort. In addition, the pa
tient should be told that the transference phenomenon may preclude the pa
tient from objectively deciding whether or not to remain in or alter the therapy 
during treatment. Third, if reconstructive therapy is the mode of treatment, 
the patient should be told that this treatment attempts to create a different 
personality and that there is a risk of a violent reaction against treatment.

In addition, the patient should be told that if third-party reimbursement is 
ever used, or if the patient seeks employment, it will be difficult to control 
exactly who will gain access to the confidential information given by the pa
tient to the therapist. The patient should also be warned that changes in his or 
her relationships with others—including the marital relationship—can occur. 
Finally, the patient should be told that if he or she ever threatens to signifi
cantly harm a third party, the therapist has a duty to warn the potential victim 
or otherwise try to prevent the harm.

If a new approach to therapy is proposed in the middle of treatment, its 
additional risks also might have to be disclosed. For example, if the therapist 
suggests use of the couch in the middle of therapy, it is likely to lead to more 
interpretations by the therapist, a more intense transference, and therefore to 
greater risk.110 The patient at least should be informed that his “transference 
reaction” probably will intensify.

110. R. Simon, Psychiatric Interventions and Malpractice 52 (1982). Use of the couch “can 
facilitate an uncontrollable regression in certain patients and may seriously worsen their clinical condi
tion.” Id. For a discussion of the voluntariness of any consent at this juncture in the therapy, see infra 
note 129 and accompanying text.

111. Berg. Placebos: A Brief Review for Family Physicians. 5 J. Fam. Prac. 97. 99 ( 1977).
112. This technique is especially appropriate for disclosing the specific risks of undergoing psycho

therapy with a particular therapist. See supra text accompanying note 109 (discussing such risks). 
Many psychotherapy relationships result from referrals by another psychotherapist, who performed a 
psychiatric evaluation of the patient.

Consequences of Disclosure. Any disclosure of the potential negative ef
fects of psychotherapy, however, can limit its effectiveness. The success of psy
chotherapy hinges on a positive, trusting relationship between the patient and 
therapist. A patient with a negative self-image, for example, might interpret 
any cautioning remark by his therapist to be an indication of the therapist's 
mistrust. Moreover, if the therapist immediately focuses on the drawbacks of 
treatment, it can distort the transference of the patient’s feelings onto the 
therapist.

Similarly, disclosure of perceived risks can reduce the “placebo effect”—the 
benefit derived from the expectation of cure on the part of both therapist and 
patient.111 These potentially damaging effects of disclosure should not deter 
courts from requiring disclosure, but rather should force courts to focus on a 
method of disclosure that would minimize the negative effects. One possibility 
is to have one person interview the patient, disclose to him the risks of treat
ment, and then refer him to the most compatible therapist. This would allow 
the patient to make an informed and voluntary decision about whether to be
gin treatment while enabling the treating therapist to engender trust, facilitate 
transference, and cultivate the expectation of a cure.112
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Exceptions to Required Disclosure. A psychotherapist is generally justi
fied in not disclosing a material risk to a prospective patient in an emergency, 
when the patient is incompetent, or if there is a therapeutic privilege exception 
to the general duty to disclose material risks.113 The incompetency exception 
does not necessarily negate the requirement of disclosure. In such situations, 
the disclosure, if possible, should be made to a guardian or parent of the in
competent patient.114 Also, a psychotherapist has no right to assume incompe
tence in a patient by virtue of the fact that the patient is seeking help for a 
mental problem.

113. See generally Meisel, supra note 30, at 434-67 (case law generally relieves physician of duty to 
obtain consent from patient). In these situations, however, each case must be decided on its specific 
facts.

114. Id. at 451. There may be some circumstances in which a finding of incompetency empowers a 
physician to make the medical decision himself, but these circumstances would usually involve emer
gencies. See id. at 452, 476 (discussing consequences of invoking the incompetency exception).

115. Id. at 436.
116. See supra text accompanying notes 65 to 68 (discussing the privilege applied to medicine). The 

court in Canterbury v. Spence, 464 F.2d 772 (D.C. Cir. 1972), defined the privilege narrowly. Informa
tion may be withheld since “patients occasionally became so ill or emotionally distraught on disclosure 
as to foreclose a rational decision . . . .” Id. at 789. One commentator stated that since the typical 
patient enters psychotherapy in an upset mental state, even a restrictive therapeutic privilege can give a 
psychotherapist too great a temptation to abuse the privilege by tempering his discussion of risks. B. 
Furrow, supra note 90, at 71. He therefore recommended abolishing the privilege with respect to 
disclosure of risks of psychotherapy. Id.

117. Cf. Canterbury v. Spence, 464 F.2d at 789 (adopting this standard in general medical context).
118. Meisel, supra note 30, at 431 n.69.

The emergency exception is limited to situations in which the patient is inca
pable of receiving the information or the time taken for disclosure would harm 
the patient’s health.115 A psychotic patient who is experiencing a debilitating 
psychotic episode, for example, may not be able to comprehend any disclosure. 
Nevertheless, disclosure of risks must be made to the patient at the first appro
priate opportunity. Continuing nondisclosure of the risks to such a patient 
would be inappropriate.

A therapeutic privilege would be applied to relieve the physician of his obli
gation to disclose if the patient’s mental condition would deteriorate upon 
communication of the risk.116 One problem with allowing such an exception is 
that expert testimony would almost certainly be needed to evaluate whether or 
not, in a particular case, disclosure of risks would have harmed a patient’s 
mental condition. Since psychotherapists generally will testify that disclosure 
would harm the patient’s mental condition, the distinction between jurisdic
tions using the legal standard of disclosure and those using the professional 
standard would be meaningless; professional judgment could be invoked 
under either standard to justify nondisclosure. This, however, need not be the 
case. In a jurisdiction that utilizes the legal standard of disclosure, courts 
should require the expert to specify how the disclosure would harm the pa
tient’s mental condition. Courts should also require the harm from the disclo
sure to be such that a rational decision by the patient would be impossible.117 
The legal standard thus will preserve respect for the patient’s decisional 
authority.118

At present, psychiatrists do not generally warn patients of the risks inherent 
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in a particular mode of psychotherapy.119 Patients usually are not given a diag
nosis. nor is the process of psychotherapy described to them in any detail. 
Rather, the patient simply is encouraged to experience psychotherapy and 
judge for himself the result.120 This common practice of psychotherapists does 
not fulfill the requirements of disclosure in jurisdictions using a legal stan
dard.121 To do so, an explanation of the risks and likely consequences of psy
chotherapy is required.122

119. Hadley & Strupp, supra note 76. at 1295.
120. Pope. Malpractice in Outpatient Psychotherapy. 32 Am. J. Psychotherapy 599 (1978).
121. The main argument for adopting a professional standard for determining materiality of risk 

disclosure is that judges and juries usually are not competent to judge whether or not a doctor has acted 
reasonably. The professional standard breaks down when applied to psychotherapy, since the profes
sion of psychotherapy simply has not established its own professional standards. In psychotherapy, 
therapists are encouraged to develop techniques that fit their unique personalities. When a defendant’s 
acts are unique, they generally cannot be measured against the actual conduct of others. Id. In effect, 
the psychotherapy profession is throwing the task of determining standards back into the hands of the 
judges and juries.

122. See Tarshis, supra note 69, at 89 (arguing for disclosure of risks inherent in psychotherapy).
123. Shapiro, supra note 4. at 265 (emphasis added).
124. Plante, supra note 48, at 657; see supra note 48 (discussing consent required for medical 

treatment).

C. VOLUNTARY CONSENT

1. Conventional View

In addition to disclosing potential risks of therapy to a prospective patient, a 
psychotherapist must have the voluntary consent of a patient before commenc
ing treatment. The nature of the psychotherapeutic process is generally be
lieved to be so different from medical treatment that a defect in obtaining 
consent is virtually impossible. One commentator, comparing psychotherapy 
to organic therapy, concluded that “the exhortations of a psychotherapist, 
however, do not generally produce highly abnormal states of mind, and since 
the subject ordinarily has an opportunity to accept or reject the suggestions or 
hortatory effects of his mentors, it is rather an overstatement to talk of intru
sive or coerced changes in mentation.”123

Those who view patients undergoing psychotherapy as completely free 
agents, in effect, claim either that consent by the patient at the initial therapy 
session to undergo treatment is adequate consent to any and all possible effects 
that might transpire in the course of psychotherapy or that patients renew their 
consent by returning to the psychotherapist’s office for continued therapy after 
experiencing earlier exhortations.

2. Defects of Conventional View
In order to evaluate the adequacy of voluntary consent for psychotherapy, it 

is necessary to reconsider consent as applied to physical interference with the 
person. As stated earlier, a battery may result if the physician, either by the 
context of his disclosure or by his failure to disclose, leaves the patient with a 
substantial misunderstanding about the general nature and character of the 
touching.124 An analogous misrepresentation by a therapist should constitute 
a defect in informed consent to psychotherapy.
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To claim that consent to psychotherapeutic treatment should be inferred 
from a patient’s initial decision to undergo treatment or from his willingness to 
continue treatment is to assume that the patient understands the general nature 
and character of the proposed treatment. Although this may be true in many 
instances, it will certainly not be true in all cases. The general nature and char
acter of the treatment, therefore, must be specified in all instances, since a 
patient who does not understand the nature of his treatment cannot voluntarily 
give his consent for that treatment.

There are many examples of how a patient may not understand or even 
realize the change in the nature of the therapy that he is undergoing. For 
example, a patient may have thought he needed supportive psychotherapy and 
instead be administered reconstructive therapy, a therapy to which he might 
not have consented. In another situation, a patient may have consented to 
undergo psychotherapy to cure a particular problem and later find that the 
therapist feels it would be more appropriate to work on his entire personality. 
The new focus of this patient’s therapy may require a commitment of many 
more years than the patient initially intended.

One commentator stated the problem quite clearly:
The patient may submit to a course of treatment without having been 
told that he must actively participate, . . . that the period of treat
ment is indefinite and that his chances of improvement depend to a 
large extent on his own motivation. If the [therapist] does not make 
these explanations of the character of the treatment and the patient 
later finds himself unprepared to make the commitment necessary for 
successful treatment, and has suffered emotional harm for which he 
was unprepared, he could found his action on lack on consent 

125

125. Tarshis, supra note 69, at 89. This note treats a defect in consent to psychotherapy as actionable 
under the tort of negligence. A violation of informed consent based on negligently failing to obtain 
voluntary consent would presumably require showing that the treatment was by psychotherapy, that 
the voluntary consent of the patient was not obtained, either because he did not understand the nature 
of the treatment or because his consent was not voluntary, that the patient (or a reasonable patient) 
would not have voluntarily consented had he understood the nature of the treatment, and that the 
treatment resulted in damages.

Although unauthorized psychotherapy is theoretically actionable as an intentional tort analogous to 
unauthorized medical treatment, the law has not recognized the value of freedom from interference 
with the mind to the same extent that it has the interference with the body. Tarshis, supra note 69, at 
89. Without consent, the slightest touching, apart from contacts accepted as part of daily life, is action
able as a battery. Interference with the psyche, however, is only actionable when the defendant will
fully does an act calculated to cause harm, fright, or alarm. Id. See generally W. Prosser, supra note 
14. § 12, at 49-60 (discussing intentional infliction of mental distress). The tort of intentional infliction 
of mental distress is aimed at truly outrageous conduct. Tarshis, supra note 69, at 89; W. Prosser, 
supra note 14, at 56. The tort would not, at present, cover unauthorized psychotherapy, because ther
apists do not necessarily intend to cause harm. See Tarshis, supra note 69, at 89 (discussing intentional 
infliction of mental distress).

Arguably, unauthorized psychotherapy should be actionable under an expanded version of the tort 
of intentional infliction of mental distress. See id. at 88-89 (discussing intentional infliction of mental 
distress). The intent needed for assault, and for intentional infliction of mental distress, is the intent of 
the actor, by his outrageous conduct, to frighten or alarm the plaintiff. W. Prosser, supra note 14. at 
56. Alternatively, it is necessary for the tort of intentional infliction of mental distress that the actor 
consciously disregard a high probability that the mental distress would follow from his conduct. Id. at 
60.

The intentional, harmless act of shooting a gun is not actionable as an assault if the intent was not to 
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If the patient does not understand the general nature and character of the 
treatment because of an omission of information by the psychotherapist, then 
the patient’s consent to the treatment would be inadequate.* 126

frighten the plaintiff. The law defines the tort of assault in this way, because shooting a gun is not in 
itself a "bad” thing. Intentional shooting alone, without more, does not involve interference with a 
person’s mental security. On the other hand, unauthorized surgery is a battery regardless of whether or 
not the surgeon intended that his actions would harm the patient. There apparently is a presumption 
that unauthorized surgery is a “bad” thing, because it amounts to physical interference with the person. 
Id.

If applied to psychotherapy, this analysis suggests that unauthorized psychotherapy would be action
able as an intentional tort. It should not be necessary to show that the psychotherapist intended to 
harm his patient, rather only that he intended to interfere with a person’s mental state without proper 
consent. Such unauthorized treatment amounts to “intentional infringement of emotional security.” 
Tarshis, supra note 69, at 89. The law should recognize the individual and societal interest in prevent
ing substantial interference with mental privacy without consent. Psychoanalysis or reconstructive psy
chotherapy obviously effects substantial changes in a person’s mental state. While shooting a gun in 
itself may not interfere with anyone, unauthorized psychotherapy does interfere.

126. Tarshis, supra note 69, at 89. The defect could also be viewed in terms of information disclo
sure. See supra notes 46 to 49 and accompanying text (discussing theories of recovery for defect in 
explaining nature of treatment).

127. See supra text accompanying note 72 (discussing reconstructive therapy). See generally L. 
Wolberg, supra note 1, at 173-276 (discussing reconstructive therapy).

128. Halleck, Legal and Ethical Aspects of Behavior Control, 131 Am. J Psychiatry 381-83 (1974).

The second possible explanation for the conventional view of implied con
sent to continued therapy from a patient’s return after his initial experience 
assumes that a patient can break off therapy voluntarily, and that leaving ther
apy is as easy as not undergoing therapy in the first place. It also assumes that 
a patient who remains in therapy necessarily understands the nature of the 
therapy he is undergoing. Neither assumption is valid.

First, psychotherapeutic treatment may be compared to a surgical operation. 
Although it is possible to refuse the treatment initially, it is very difficult to 
leave it in the middle. It may even be hazardous for a patient to discontinue 
psychotherapy in the middle of treatment. Because reconstructive therapy 
may consist initially of “breaking a person down,” by penetrating his defense 
mechanisms, before “building him up,” by having him learn new modes of 
behavior,127 the patient may become extremely dependent on the psychothera
pist and be unable to leave without suffering a certain amount of agony. Hav
ing revealed to the therapist his intimate and repressed feelings and thoughts, 
the patient may find it difficult to terminate their relationship. Second, the 
therapist may discourage the patient from leaving if he feels the patient needs 
the therapy. Since most people follow the advice of their doctors even though 
they may doubt whether that advice is in their best interest, the patient may 
not do what would be best for himself in a particular case, and terminate 
treatment.128

Finally, the therapeutic relationship may involve the patient transferring 
onto the therapist his feelings toward an important person from his past. This 
may confuse the patient so that he will not be able to make a rational decision 
whether to terminate the treatment if it differs from what that important per
son wanted. For example, if the psychotherapist represented an authoritarian 
father, the patient might fear he would be punished for terminating the 
therapy.
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The patient’s ability to voluntarily consent to treatment may be impaired by 
the effects of transference at two different junctures in the treatment. It may be 
impaired at the initial session if transference occurs immediately. In addition, 
the patient’s ability is likely to be impaired if the therapist, in the middle of 
treatment, significantly shifts the type of treatment, because the emotions 
transferred onto the therapist have accumulated.

It is inaccurate to assume that, because a patient has consented to one form 
of psychotherapy, he will realize that the treatment being administered is not 
that to which he consented. He may not even understand the nature of therapy 
well enough to question his therapist about changes in treatment until harm 
results and his trust in the therapist is shaken. Even after harm has resulted, 
he may not associate that harm with treatment.129 A patient’s understanding 
of the nature and character of his treatment can not be inferred from the fact 
that he remains in therapy. Furthermore, by the time he does understand the 
nature of the therapy, he may already have been harmed.130 In sum, just as a 
misrepresentation of the nature of the surgery results in an unauthorized 
touching, an analogous misrepresentation by a psychotherapist should consti
tute a defect in informed consent to psychotherapy.131

129. Comment, supra note 19, at 617.
130. Comment, The Song is Ended but the Malady Lingers On: Legal Regulation of Psychotherapy. 22 

St. Louis U.L.J. 519 (1978) (client emotionally weakened or intimidated by psychotherapist may not 
be emotionally able or willing to discover harm done until out of treatment with psychotherapist for 
some time).

131. Tarshis, supra note 69, at 89. Tarshis notes:
It is said that implicit consent to psychotherapy is found in the patient’s voluntary, regular 
interviews with the therapist. This begs the question of what qualities the consent must have to 
be a true consent. Being aware that he is exposed to something in the nature of treatment is 
surely not enough, just as the patient’s general submission to surgery is not enough if he did 
not understand the nature of the surgery to which he was submitting.

Id.
132. Burton, The New Biotechnology and the Role of Legal Intervention, 44 Am. J. ORTHOPSYCHIA

TRY 688 (1974).
133. Id. at 689.
134. Id. at 691.
135. Id. at 693-94. For example, a doctor might need a court’s permission before he could withhold 

treatment from a terminally ill patient. Id.

IV. Implementation of Informed Consent Doctrine

Legal devices to control human behavior fall into three categories: Specific 
prohibitions, incentives, and role definitions.132 If a specific course of action, 
such as psychosurgery, is recognized as almost always harmful, that action is 
prohibited.133 Violation of a specific prohibition is punished by an appropriate 
sanction, such as revocation of the violator’s license. Incentives seek to influ
ence a person’s decision by allowing civil lawsuits against the person who 
chooses to act in a manner inconsistent with that which the law is encourag
ing.134 In the role definition approach, the actor’s freedom to act is curtailed in 
that he must follow specific procedures before acting, such as obtaining the 
approval of a committee after a hearing.135

Since psychotherapy has not been considered a process that is almost always 
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harmful, it should not be specifically prohibited.136 In addition, role defini
tions devised by state legislatures have generally been limited to a procedure 
for licensing.137 Negligence suits are therefore the primary legal sanctions on 
psychotherapists’ behavior. However, such an incentive system will only func
tion efficiently if the injured party is able as a practical matter to institute a 
suit.

136. An exception exists when a psychotherapist has sex with his patient. In such a case, a specific 
prohibition is applied. People v. Bernstein. 171 Cal. App. 2d 279, 340 P.2d 299 (1959).

137. See generally 1 R. Hogan, supra note 7. at 379-80 for a discussion of the ineffectiveness of 
licensing laws as a method of regulation. Unfortunately, prospective patients tend to assume that stale 
licensing is a clear indication of competence.

138. See supra text accompanying notes 119 to 120 (discussing lack of disclosure requirement).
139. For a discussion of the elements of the tort of negligently failing to obtain a voluntary consent 

to psychotherapy, see supra note 125.
140. The cost of therapy is an example of a tangible injury.
141. St. Louis-San Francisco Ry. Co. v. Clark. 104 Okla. 24, 24. 229 P. 779, 782 (1924).
142. State Rubbish Collectors Ass’n v. Siliznoff. 38 Cal. 2d 330, 339. 240 P.2d 282, 286 (1952).
143. W. Prosser, supra note 14, § 12, at 49-50, 62; § 54 at 327.
144. Id.

The threat of patients bringing a lawsuit has not worked efficiently to regu
late the profession of psychotherapy for two reasons. Misunderstanding of the 
process of psychotherapy itself discourages would-be plaintiffs from litigating 
on the basis of a defect in informed consent. Furthermore, because psycho
therapy has generally been viewed as a “free” process not requiring any con
sent or disclosure of risks, the patient will have a difficult time winning a 
lawsuit even if there was no disclosure of risks by the psychotherapist.138 To 
resolve this problem, courts can be more receptive to suits brought by a patient 
who claims violations of informed consent, and legislatures can institute a 
modest role definition device to curtail a psychotherapist’s choices of action.

A. CAUSE OF ACTION

To be successful in a cause of action based upon the negligent failure of the 
psychotherapist to obtain an informed consent to treatment, the patient would 
be required to show that the nondisclosed risk was one that should have been 
disclosed, the risk was not disclosed, the risk materialized, the patient would 
not have undergone the treatment had the risk been disclosed, and the materi
alized risk resulted in damages.139

1. Damages

A unique aspect of an informed consent suit against a psychotherapist is that 
damages are mainly psychic, as opposed to tangible.140 Courts have granted 
relief for psychic damages in select categories of cases, such as indignity by a 
common carrier,141 or intentional or outrageous conduct by an individual,142 
and are generally receptive to awarding damages for mental suffering alone.143 
However, courts are hesitant to grant compensation for negligently inflicted 
emotional injuries.144

There are two reasons frequently offered for this hesitancy. The first is that 
“mental disturbance is more easily simulated than psychic injury”; therefore, 
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the courts would be confronted with fictitious claims.145 Second, because 
mental injuries vary to a great extent based on the individual patient, they may 
not be foreseeable.146

145. Kennedy, supra note 7, at 406. E.g., Davis v. Cleveland Ry. Co.. 135 Ohio St. 401. 404, 21 
N.E.2d 169, 171 (1939).

146. E.g.. Braun v. Craven, 175 III. 401. 419-20, 51 N.E. 657, 664 (1898). See generally W. Prosser, 
supra note 14, § 12, at 50 (discussing and rejecting this reason).

147. Molten v. Kaiser Found. Hosps., 27 Cal. 3d 916, 616 P.2d 813, 167 Cal. Rptr. 831 (1980); John
son v. State, 37 N.Y.2d 378, 334 N.E.2d 590, 372 N.Y.S.2d 638 (1975); Ferrara v. Galluchio, 5 N.Y.2d 
16, 152 N.E.2d 249, 176 N.Y.S.2d 996 (1958).

148. Western Union Tel. Co. v. Redding. 100 Fla. 495, 129 So. 743 (1930); Russ v. Western Union 
Tel Co., 222 N.C. 504, 23 S.E.2d 681 (1943). Recovery for negligent message transmission is allowed 
by a minority of states. W. Prosser, supra note 14. § 54. at 329.

149. Chelini v. Nieri, 32 Cal. 2d 480. 196 P.2d 915 (1948); Morrow v. Southern Ry. Co., 213 N.C. 
127, 195 S.E. 383 (1938).

150. 27 Cal. 3d 916, 616 P.2d 813, 167 Cal. Rptr. 831 (1980).
151. Id. at 930, 616 P.2d at 821, 167 Cal. Rptr. at 839.
152. Rodrigues v. State, 52 Hawaii 156, 472 P.2d 509, 520 (1970). The case involved property dam

age to plaintiff's home caused by the state’s negligence.
153. Battalia v. State, 10 N.Y.2d 237, 240-41. 176 N.E.2d 729, 731, 219 N.Y.S.2d 34, 37 (1961) (ski 

lodge negligent in securing infant to chair lift). See also Ferrara v. Galluchio, 5 N.Y.2d 15, 152 N.E.2d 
249, 176 N.Y.S.2d 996 (1958) (mental distress resulting from medical malpractice). The highest court of 
Maine adopted the tort of negligent infliction of emotional distress in Wallace v. Coca-Cola Bottling 
Plants, Inc., 269 A.2d 117, 121 (Me. 1970). See also Culbert v. Sampson’s Supermarkets Inc., 444 A.2d 
433, 437 (Me. 1982) (abolished requirement of physical manifestations).

154. E.g., Dillon v. Legg. 68 Cal. 2d 728. 441 P.2d 912, 69 Cal. Rptr. 72 (1968); Leong v. Takasaki, 55 
Hawaii 398. 520 P.2d 758 (1974). The Dillon court confined its holding to situations where the emo
tional damage resulted in physical injury. 68 Cal. 2d at 740, 441 P.2d at 920, 69 Cal. Rptr. at 80. The 
later California case, Molien v. Kaiser Found. Hosps., 27 Cal. 3d 916, 616 P.2d 813, 167 Cal. Rptr. 831 
(1980), see supra text accompanying note 150, implicitly removed the physical injury requirement. 
Comment, Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress Absent Physical Impact or Subsequent Physical In
jury, 47 Mo. L. Rev. 124, 132 (1982). The foreseeability criteria set forth by the Dillon court, however. 

Recovery has been allowed, however, in cases in which there is a significant 
likelihood of serious mental injury arising from unique circumstances that 
guarantee the genuineness of the claim.147 Negligent transmission of a death 
message by a telegraph company148 and negligent mishandling of corpses149 
are examples of situations in which recovery for emotional damage alone has 
been allowed by a significant number of courts. Recently, courts have extended 
the principles underlying these two exceptions and have allowed recovery for 
negligent infliction of emotional distress in situations other than those two 
groups of cases.

In Molien v. Kaiser Foundation Hospitals,150 a recent California case in 
which the negligent diagnosis of syphilis was alleged to have caused a mar
riage break-up, the court rejected a distinction between physical and psycho
logical injury and held that a cause of action can be stated for the negligent 
infliction of serious emotional distress.151 Similarly, the Supreme Court of Ha
waii has held that negligent infliction of emotional distress alone can serve as a 
basis for recovery of damages.152 The highest court in New York, in allowing 
recovery for mental anguish resulting from a negligent breach of duty, specifi
cally rejected the fear of fictitious claims as a justification for distinguishing 
mental from physical injury.153

Some courts have allowed recovery for mental injury caused by the witness
ing of physical injury negligently inflicted on a close family member.154 
Others have held that under workmen’s compensation law, mental injury pre
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cipitated by an emotional reaction to an event is compensable to the same 
extent as physical injury.155 The decisions allowing recovery for mental injury 
highlight the courts’ shift in perspective in analyzing these cases. Instead of 
merely accepting the arbitrary distinction between physical and psychological 
injury,156 courts have begun to view the issue of recovery for mental distress as 
merely a question of proof.157 Accordingly, plaintiffs have been allowed to 
recover for negligent infliction of serious mental injury if the genuineness of 
the injury can be proven.

have been criticized as arbitrary. See Tobin v. Grossman, 24 N.Y.2d 609, 618-19, 249 N.E.2d 419, 424, 
301 N.Y.S.2d 554, 561 (1969) (criteria not well defined).

155. Yocom v. Pierce, 534 S.W.2d 796 (Ky. 1976); Wolfe v. Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co., 36 N.Y.2d 
505. 330 N.E.2d 603, 369 N.Y.S.2d 637 (1975). Foreseeability is not required in workmen’s compensa
tion claims. There is a growing trend toward allowing recovery for work-related mental disabilities 
even in the absence of a specific identifiable event. 25 Am. Jur. P.O.F.2d 1, 11 (1981) (citing among 
others Pathfinder Co. v. Industrial Comm’n, 62 Ill. 2d 556, 343 N.E.2d 913 (1976)). For example, in a 
recent California appellate court decision, Albertson’s Inc. v. Worker’s Compensation Appeals Bd. of 
Cal.. 131 Cal. App. 3d 308, 182 Cal. Rplr. 304 (1982), the court not only allowed such recovery, but 
even used a subjective test, the plaintiffs perception of stressfulness, to determine whether or not the 
injury was caused by the defendant's negligent words. Id. at 315, 182 Cal. Rptr. at 308.

156. “Medical Science has recognized long since that [emotional injuries] produce well marked 
changes in the body . . .’’ W. Prosser, supra note 14, § 12, at 50-51.

157. E.g., Molien v. Kaiser Found. Hosps., 27 Cal. 3d at 929-30, 616 P.2d at 821. 167 Cal. Rptr. at 
839; Ferrara v. Galluchio. 5 N.Y.2d at 21, 152 N.E.2d at 252, 176 N.Y.S.2d at 1000; Schurk v. Christen
sen, 80 Wash. 2d 652, 497 P.2d 937, 943 (1972).

158. Tarshis, supra note 69, at 93.
159. Id.
160. For a discussion of the relationship between privity and the tort of negligent infliction of emo

tional distress, see Comment, Molien v. Kaiser Foundation Hospitals: California Expands Liability for 
Negligently Inflicted Emotional Distress, 33 Hastings L.J. 291, 310 (1981).

161. Kennedy, supra note 7, at 406. If the therapist maintains incomplete records, it will weigh 
against him. Comment, supra note 19, at 623.

162. Comment, Negligently Inflicted Mental Distress: The Casefor an Independent Tort, 59 Geo. L.J. 
1237, 1249 (1971) (absurd for law to seek to secure universal peace of mind); W. Prosser, supra note 
14, § 12, at 51.

163. Tarshis, supra note 69, at 93 (for example, neuroses, psychosomatic disabilities, continued ner
vousness, or sleeplessness).

164. Comment, supra note 162, at 1250. Feelings of humiliation, for example, would be recoverable 

The same rationale which underlies these courts’ decisions in awarding 
damages for emotional distress also should support compensation for mental 
injury caused by psychotherapy. In the psychotherapeutic context there is a 
significant likelihood of serious mental injury under circumstances that can 
validate the authenticity of a plaintiff’s claim. In psychotherapy, because 
“emotional harm is the very risk run by the treatment,”158 it is obviously fore
seeable. The therapist’s entire conduct is focused directly upon the patient’s 
psyche in a sophisticated, deliberate manner.159 The fiduciary relationship be
tween therapist and patient, therefore, requires that the therapist be dutifully 
concerned about the patient’s emotional security.160

Moreover, the problem of fictitious claims can be controlled since the court 
can use the psychotherapist’s treatment records to aid it in determining the 
plaintiff’s true condition.161 In addition, emotional injury can be defined so as 
to exclude automatic, emotional responses which act as a patient’s defense 
mechanisms.162 Emotional injury should instead be defined as emotional 
harm that is either serious enough to require medical attention163 or results in 
the continued inability to adjust adequately to a traumatic event.164
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2. Causation
Proof of causation is another difficult element to establish in an informed 

consent negligence suit against a psychotherapist. Causation has three dimen
sions. First, the plaintiff must show that the risks that should have been dis
closed materialized and caused injury.165 Second, to satisfy proximate 
cause,166 the plaintiff must show that a “prudent person in the patient’s posi
tion,”167 or, for some courts, the patient himself,168 would have declined to 
undergo psychotherapy if disclosure had been adequate.169 Finally, to show 
actual causation, he must show that it was the psychotherapy, and not another 
factor, such as rejection by a friend, that led to the mental injury.170

only if they lasted for more than a short period. Id. See Landau v. Werner. 105 Sol. J. 257, affd, 105 
Sol. J. 1008 (1961) (recovery allowed for severe neuroses). One pitfail in proving damages that plagues 
a plaintiff in a traditional negligence suit is that a psychotherapist can defend by claiming that the 
symptoms associated with the psychic injury, such as increased anxiety, are “really the first sign of 
progress in unearthing the plaintiff’s problem.” Comment, supra note 19. at 621. See generally 
Dawidoff, supra note 9, at 714 (emergence of intense feelings is a prelude to insight). If the plaintiff 
refuses to seek help from another therapist because of lingering mistrustfulness about psychotherapy in 
general, he may be breaching his duty to mitigate damages. Comment, supra note 19, at 622 n.140. In 
an informed consent suit, however, the plaintiff can allege that the psychotherapist should have dis
closed the danger that the plaintiff might experience a temporary setback to such an extent that he 
would not trust other therapists to help him continue therapy. If the plaintiff can show that he would 
not have initiated the treatment had he known of such a danger, he can claim that the psychotherapist 
is responsible for his predicament. Consequently, the defense available to the psychotherapist in the 
traditional negligence suit falters in the informed consent suit. Id.

165. Canterbury v. Spence, 464 F.2d at 790.
166. The “thin skull” rule, under which the existence of an unforeseeable preexisting susceptibility in 

the plaintiff does not absolve the defendant of liability for the additional damages resulting from the 
susceptibility, is probably not even applicable. Mental susceptibilities of all kinds are foreseeable in 
psychotherapy. See supra text accompanying notes 158 to 160 (discussing foreseeability in 
psychotherapy).

167. Canterbury v. Spence. 464 F.2d at 791. The majority of courts prefer this objective test. Note, 
Informed Consent Liability, 26 Drake L. Rev. 696, 706 (1977).

168. E.g., Bang v. Charles T. Miller Hosp., 251 Minn. 427, 88 N.W.2d 186 (1958); Wilkinson v. 
Vesey, 110 R I. 606, 629, 295 A.2d 676, 690 (1972). See supra note 58 (discussing subjective standard).

169. Comment, Informed Consent in Pennsylvania - The Need for a Negligence Standard. 28 Vill. L. 
Rev. 149, 164 (1982) (under traditional battery theory of liability patient need not prove this aspect of 
causation).

170. Another alternative cause that must be negated is that the injury was simply a deterioration of 
the patient’s condition that would have occurred in the absence of any treatment. Slovenko. Malprac
tice in Psychiatry and Related Fields, 9 J. Psychiatry & L. 5. 29 (1981). Use of the patient’s inevitable 
deterioration as a defense against causation, however, would be undermined if the plaintiff can show 
that the treatment was continued “over years in the face of [the patient's] deterioration or the absence of 
[his] improvement.” Id. See generally Dawidoff, supra note 9, at 712 n.57 (discussing liability for rever
sal of previous improvement).

171. Christy v. Saliterman, 288 Minn. 144, 162-63, 179 N.W.2d 288, 300 (1970).
172. Evidence that the patient perceived the source of the injury to be the therapist should be impor

tant since mental injury is itself subjective. The patient might, for example, have complained about the 
therapist to his wife after each session. See Alberton’s Inc. v. Worker’s Compensation Appeals Bd. of 
Cal., 131 Cal. App. 3d 308, 182 Cal. Rptr. 304 (1982). In that case, the court explicitly relied upon a 
subjective standard, the plaintiff’s perception of stressfulness, to determine causation of mental injury. 

Although causation cannot be speculative, it can be shown by circumstantial 
evidence.171 There can be evidence, for example, that mental injury occurred 
during or immediately after treatment. A plaintiff could also introduce testi
mony of an expert who had interviewed the patient, seen the therapist’s treat
ment records, and analyzed the alternative modes of treatment. The expert 
could testify that the therapy was the most likely cause of mental injury.172 In 
addition, evidence could be introduced negating the possibility of causes other 
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than treatment. The closeness in time between the injury and the termination 
of the therapy may be crucial in this regard.173 In the end, the trier of fact will 
make the determination on a case-by-case basis.

Id. at 315, 182 Cal. Rptr. at 308. But see Heller, supra note 97, at 406 (transference phenomenon makes 
some testimony of patient questionable).

173. B. Furrow, supra note 90, at 27.
174. Everstine & Everstine, supra note 79, at 832.
175. Appendix A.
176. Id.
177. Id.
178. After conducting a large-scale survey of the regulation of psychotherapists, one writer recom

mended that therapist evaluation forms be distributed to clients at the end of the treatment. New 
clients would be able to see computerized summaries of the evaluation forms on each therapist pro
vided by the state disciplinary body. 1 R. Hogan, supra note 7, at 362.

179. See supra note 112 and accompanying text (discussing "placebo effect” in psychotherapy).

In sum, access to the courts for a patient injured by psychotherapeutic treat
ment performed in violation of the doctrine of informed consent can be im
proved in several ways. First, by enforcing a requirement that therapists 
disclose the risks of psychotherapy to prospective patients, courts would be 
helping to establish more workable standards of care in the psychotherapy 
profession. Second, by recognizing the existence of possible defects in what 
has been represented by the therapist as the patient’s consent to therapy, courts 
would be insuring that patients had actually given their consent to be treated. 
Lastly, by recognizing the validity of purely emotional harm and allowing re
covery in damages for such harm when caused by a psychotherapist’s negli
gence, courts would be acting responsibly by compensating genuine injury.

B. ROLE DEFINITION SOLUTION

The Committee on Privacy and Confidentiality of the California State Psy
chological Association examined the procedures for obtaining informed con
sent to psychotherapy and recommended that three documents be offered to 
the patient at the initial session of psychotherapy:174 a client’s rights state
ment, an initial contract form, and an informed consent form. The client’s 
rights statement175 and the initial contract form176 notify the patient of his 
right to terminate therapy at any time, thereby insuring that consent to contin
ued treatment is voluntary. The informed consent form, reproduced in Ap
pendix A, discloses some of the risks of psychotherapy.177 It should be 
expanded to disclose all of the risks enumerated above.178 In instances where 
the patient has been referred to the treating therapist after an initial interview 
with another psychotherapist, the latter should be the one to show the forms to 
the patient. As discussed above,179 this may reduce any distortion of the rela
tionship between the treating therapist and the patient that could arise from 
the disclosure.

Use of these documents would be beneficial in three ways. First, clinicians 
would adhere more strictly to the doctrine of informed consent. Second, by 
establishing a standard of disclosure, these documents would establish a pro
fessional standard of due care against which a court could measure the per
formance of a therapist when a plaintiff claims he has been injured during 
psychotherapy. Third, by demonstrating the substance of a psychotherapist’s 
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disclosure, these documents would reduce the problems of proof encountered 
by both patients and psychotherapists during litigation.180

180. Note, Who’s Afraid of Informed Consent? An Affirmative Approach to the Medical Malpractice 
Crisis, 44 Brooklyn L. Rev. 241, 279 (1978).

V. Conclusion

Psychotherapy is a commonly used method of dealing with personal 
problems. Patients, however, are not adequately protected from its risks. The 
doctrine of informed consent, which functions as a barrier against professional 
abuse in medical settings, generally has not been applied to the psychothera
pist-patient relationship. Applying the doctrine of informed consent to psy
chotherapy and requiring therapists to give patients an informed consent form 
before they agree to enter into therapy will ensure that patients are truly aware 
of all of the risks inherent in treatment before they give the therapist their 
consent to begin.

Steven Horowitz
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Appendix A
A. SAMPLE CLIENT’S RIGHTS STATEMENT

1. You have the right to decide not to receive psychotherapy from 
me; if you wish, I shall provide you with the names of other qualified 
psychotherapists.
2. You have the right to end therapy at any time without any moral, 
legal, or financial obligation.
3. You have the right to ask any questions about the procedures 
used during therapy; if you wish, I shall explain my usual methods to 
you.
4. You have the right to prevent the use of certain therapeutic tech
niques; I shall inform you of my intention to use any unusual proce
dures and shall describe any risks involved.

B. SAMPLE INITIAL CONTRACT FORM

1. I agree to enter into psychotherapy with. . . .
2. I agree to pay. . . .
3. I understand that I can leave therapy at any time and that I have 
no moral, legal, or financial obligation to complete the maximum 
number of sessions listed in this contract; I am contracting to pay 
only for completed therapy sessions.

C. SAMPLE INFORMED CONSENT FORM

Psychotherapy may involve the risk of remembering unpleasant 
events and can arouse intense emotions of fear and anger. Intense 
feelings of anxiety, depression, frustration, loneliness, or helplessness 
may also be aroused. The benefits from psychotherapy may be that 
you will be better able to handle or cope with your family or other 
social relationships, thus exeriencing more satisfaction from those re
lationships. Another possible benefit may be a better understanding 
of your personal goals and values; this may lead to greater maturity 
and growth as a person. You should know that a psychologist is not 
a physician. . . .
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and trade regulation developments, rely on 
BNA’s Antitrust & Trade Regulation Report. 
You’ll receive weekly notification of key fed
eral, state, and local news. Coverage includes 
the Department of Justice, the Federal Trade 
Commission, state and federal courts, and 
private enforcement.

The United States
Law Week

For more than 50 years, The United States Law 
Week has been helping lawyers prepare 
briefs, argue points, and win cases. You can 
turn to this weekly information service for 
news and analysis of legal developments, 
precedent-setting cases, and full text of 
selected federal statutes. You'll also receive 
same-day notification of all Supreme Court 
decisions, in full text.

Media Law 
Reporter

For the latest decisions affecting the full range 
of communications law issues—including in
terpretations of the First Amendment, copy
rights, and FOIA, turn to BNA’s Media Law 
Reporter Weekly coverage includes full text 
and digests of federal and state media law 
decisions on both print and electronic com
munications.

Call toll-free 800/372-1033
(In Maryland: 800/352-1400; Washington, D.C.: 258-9401) or write for our free catalog.
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